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Parental Participation: The Paramount Procedural
Requirement under the IDEA?
PERRY A. IR EL
Initiated as funding legislation in 1 75 and amended periodically upon
funding reauthorization 1 the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
IDEA 2 provides a detailed framewor of procedural requirements for
school districts that establishes a core . . . cooperative process with
parents. 3 The IDEA represents the ma or growth sector of litigation in 12 education. The central pillar of the IDEA 5 is the public school’s
obligation to provide each eligible student via an individualized
educational program IEP 6 a free appropriate public education
APE 7
8
which in turn accounts for the bul of IDEA litigation. In the landmar
Perry A. ir el Ph.D. J.D. U. Connecticut LL.M. Yale is university professor of education
and law at Lehigh University. Although responsible for the contents of this Article he ac nowledges
with appreciation the helpful feedbac from the review of Professor Mar C. Weber DePaul University
College of Law.
1
Its original version was the Education of the Handicapped Act and Congress subsequently
amended the act in 1 86 1 0 when its name changed to the IDEA 1 7 and most recently 200 .
See, e.g. Perry A. ir el The Remedial Authority of Hearing and Review Officers under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act: An Update 31 J. NAT’L ASS’N O ADMIN. L. JUDICIARY. 1
2 n.2 2011 .
2
20 U.S.C.
1 00 et seq. 2012 . or the corresponding regulations of Part B of the IDEA
which apply to school districts see 3 C. .R 300.1 300.818 201 .
3
Schaffer v. Weast 5 6 U.S.
53 2005 .
See, e.g. Perry A. ir el Brent L. Johnson The "Explosion" in Education Litigation: An
Updated Analysis 265 EDUC. L. REP. 1 3 2011 revealing the upward tra ectory of IDEA litigation
within the leveling off of 12 litigation within the past two decades .
5
Sytsema v. Acad. Sch. Dist. 538 .3d 1306 1312 10th Cir. 2008 .
6
20 U.S.C. 1 1 d 1 A 2012 .
7
Id. 1 12 a 1 2012 .
8
See, e.g. Perry A. ir el Case Law under the IDEA in IDEA: A HANDY DES RE ERENCE TO
THE LAW REGULATIONS AND INDICATORS 70
201
showing the distribution of published court
decisions under the IDEA . Empirical analysis provides indirect evidence that the procedural side of
APE accounts for a significant segment of the litigation Perry A. ir el Adjudicative Remedies for
Denials of FAPE under the IDEA 33 J. NAT’L ASS’N ADMIN. L. JUDICIARY 21 226 27 2013

2
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case of Board of Education v. Rowley more than 30 years ago the
Supreme Court concluded that APE has two prongs the first being
procedural compliance and the second being a relatively rela ed
substantive standard.
This article focuses on the procedural side of APE with an empirical
analysis of the case law concerning alleged parental-participation
violations as the centerpiece. Part I consists of the following subparts: a
a brief foundational analysis of the Rowley decision with special attention
to the procedural prong and parental participation b a continuum-type
overview of the alternative interpretations of Rowley’s procedural prong
c an illustrative synthesis of the case law in relation to these alternative
interpretations for the period between Rowley and the 200 amendments of
the IDEA and d the resulting codification in IDEA 200 for denials of
APE based on the procedural prong. Part II provides the methodology
and result of the empirical analysis of the parental-participation APE case
law in the wa e of the 200 amendments. Part III recommends an
approach for future case law that is based on providing controlling and full
force to the parental-participation language in the IDEA 200 provision
specific to denials of APE based on procedural violations.
I.

OUNDATION AND RAMEWOR

A. The Landmark Rowley Decision
In the Supreme Court’s first and only interpretation of the IDEA’s
APE requirement the ma ority read the statute as evincing Congressional
intent to provide access to individualized instruction via a prescribed set of
procedures.10 Re-emphasizing the procedural side of APE with particular
attention to parental participation the Court observed:
When the elaborate and highly specific procedural safeguards
embodied in
1 15 are contrasted with the general and
somewhat imprecise substantive admonitions contained in
the Act we thin that the importance Congress attached to
these procedural safeguards cannot be gainsaid. It seems to
us no e aggeration to say that Congress placed every bit as
much emphasis upon compliance with procedures giving
parents and guardians a large measure of participation at
every stage of the administrative process . . . as it did upon
finding that procedural violations alone or in combination with substantive violations accounted for
almost half of the denial of APE decisions at the hearing review officer and udicial levels for the
period 2000 2012 .
Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley 58 U.S. 176 1 82 .
10
Id. at 18 .
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the measurement of the resulting IEP against a substantive
standard.11
As a result the Court enunciated the following two-part test for APE
first has the State complied with the procedures set forth in the Act?
And second is the IEP developed through the Act s procedures
reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits?12
In this case the compliance with the procedural prong was not part of the
appeal 13 and the Court concluded that the district’s IEP for Amy Rowley
met this relatively rela ed substantive prong.1
B. The Procedural Prong Options
or the subsequent lower court case law the potential interpretations
for the procedural compliance prong of Rowley represent a three-category
continuum for the potential two steps of the violation and the effect: 1 a
per se approach which strictly treats a violation of any one or more of the
various school district procedural requirements as a denial of APE 2 a
hybrid approach that selects some particular violation s as a per se denial
of APE and that requires a second-step substantive effect for other
procedural violations to amount to a denial of APE and 3 a general
harmless-error approach that requires the second-step substantive effect for
all procedural violations. However a more careful conception includes the
differentiation of the alternatives at the second step which may be limited
11
Id. at 205 06. The reasoning continued in terms of the structural design of the statute
demonstrating the legislative conviction that adequate compliance with the procedures prescribed
would in most cases assure much if not all of what Congress wished in the way of substantive content
in an IEP. Id. at 206. In the introductory part of the opinion the Court also noted the importance of
parental participation in the design of the Act: The requirements that parents be permitted to file
complaints regarding their child s education and be present when the child s IEP is formulated
represent only two e amples of Congress effort to ma imize parental involvement in the education of
each handicapped child. Id. at 182 n.6. Reiterating this core principle the Court subsequently
observed: Congress sought to protect individual children by providing for parental involvement in
the . . . formulation of the child s IEP . Id. at 208.
12
Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley 58 U.S. 176 206 07 1 82 . Apparently focusing on the unqualified
benefit element of the substantive standard the Court warned:
We do not attempt today to establish any one test for determining the adequacy of
educational benefits conferred upon all children covered by the Act. Because in
this case we are presented with a . . . child with a disability who is receiving
substantial specialized instruction and related services and who is performing
above average in the regular classrooms of a public school system we confine our
analysis to that situation.
Id. at 202.
13
Id. at 210 n.32.
1
Id. at 20 . The evidence was preponderant that Amy a first grader with deafness was performing
well in a mainstreamed i.e. regular class based on her IEP which provided an M hearing aid a tutor
for the deaf one hour per day and speech therapy for three hours per wee . Her parents claimed that
APE also entitled Amy to a qualified sign-language interpreter for her academic classes. Id. at 18
85.
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to a substantive effect on the student whether specific to the Rowley
student-benefit standard or may instead e tend to other effects such as a
parent’s substantive rights under the IDEA.15 Table 1 depicts this fuller
categorization with
representing any procedural violation s
representing one or more selected procedural violations S representing
the substantive effect on the student and P representing the substantive
effects on the parent.
TABLE 1. THE POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATIONS O
ROWLEY’S PROCEDURAL PRONG
E

S
S

A

C
S

S
Alone

E
S or Other
e.g. P

S
Alone

S or Other
e.g. P

Under this full conception of the procedural prong the potential issues
for ad udication under Rowley are in flowchart-li e sequence at Step 1 a
whether the alleged procedure is legally required and if so b whether
the proof was preponderant that the district violated it and to the e tent
that Step 2 applies whether the violation resulted in a cognizable
substantive loss including but not necessarily to the student or parent.16
Moreover in light of the focus of this Article parental participation may
apply to Step 1 and or Step 2.17
C. The Rowley Progeny
The lower court case law in the wa e of Rowley adamantly adhered to
its rela ed substantive standard despite the Court’s e plicit warning of its
intended narrow scope 18 and successive waves of legal commentary
15
or these potential differentiations at the second step including the parents’ substantive rights
see infra notes 61 68 and accompanying te t.
16
The potential nuances at least theoretically include a differentiation within S between the
educational benefit and any other arguable student substantive rights and beyond P to other arguable
cognizable Step 2 effects for denial of APE.
17
The and potentially comes into play in Table 1 at the second subcategory of the hybrid and
harmless-error categories respectively.
18
See supra note 12.
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advocating its elevation based initially on the 1 7 amendments and
eventually on the 200 amendments of the IDEA.1
However for the procedural prong the Rowley progeny has not been
consistent among or within the federal circuits.20 Yet at least part of the
problem is confusing udicial analysis and less than clear conceptual
categorization. or e ample pointing out inconsistency within the ourth
ifth and Si th Circuits Romberg characterized the early post-Rowley
interpretations as the strict per se approach.21 The seminal citation for this
characterization was the ourth Circuit’s early decision in Hall v. Vance
City Board of Education. 22 Referring to the school district’s repeated
failure to provide parents with the required procedural safeguards notice
the court reasoned in affirming the lower court’s ruling in favor of denial
of APE that these failures to meet the Act s procedural requirements are
adequate grounds by themselves for holding that the school failed to
provide the child a APE. 23 Although this language appears at first to
support the per se category i.e. cell A in Table 1 supra the court
opinion’s preceding emphasis on parental participation 2 may equally
suggest a selective or hybrid25 approach i.e. cell combination B-D in
Table 1 supra while its succeeding agreement with the lower court that
the district failed to meet the substantive standard for APE26 would seem
instead to support a two-step harmless-error approach i.e. cell E or
in Table 1 supra .27
1
or successive summaries of the scholarly commentary and the udicial nonresponsiveness
see e.g. Perry A. ir el Have the Amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
Razed Rowley and Raised the Substantive Standard for “Free Appropriate Public Education?,” 28 J.
NAT’L ASS’N ADMIN. L. JUDICIARY 3 7 03 06 2008 Perry A. ir el Is It Time for Elevating the
Standard for FAPE Under IDEA? 7 E CEPTIONAL CHILD. 7
8 500 2013 .
20
See, e.g. Jon Romberg The Means Justify the Ends: Structural Due Process in Special
Education Law 8 HARV. J. LEGIS. 15 1 and 2
2011 describing the post-Rowley
interpretations of the procedural prong as reflecting an astonishing degree of udicial disarray and
constituting udicial chaos .
21
Id. at 31.
22
Hall v. Vance City Bd. of Educ. 77 .2d 62
th Cir. 1 85 .
23
Id. at 635.
2
Id. at 63 reasoning that Rowley recognizes that parental participation is an important means
of ensuring state compliance with the Act. Unless school systems apprise parents of their procedural
protections however parental participation will rarely amount to anything more than parental
acquiescence because parents will presume they have no real say and the participatory function
envisioned by Rowley will go unfulfilled. .
25
Additionally because the procedural violation was less directly parental participation as
compared for e ample with failing to provide the parent with the opportunity to be a member of the
IEP team it is unclear whether the selective emphasis is at the first or a second step of procedural
analysis. See supra te t accompanying note 15.
26
Hall 77
.2d at 635 36 affirming that the district’s proposed IEP was not reasonably
calculated to provide the child with educational benefit .
27
Indeed in subsequent decisions the ourth Circuit repeatedly characterized Hall as representing
a two-step harmless error approach. See, e.g. DiBuo v. Bd. of Educ. of Worcester Cnty. 30 .3d 18
1 1 th Cir. 2002 citing three intervening ourth Circuit decisions that confirmed this clarification .
Moreover as the Ninth Circuit recognized the ourth Circuit’s harmless error approach was tied to the
student’s not the parent’s substantive rights at the second step. See, e.g. W.G. v. Bd. of Tr. of Target

6
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Tracing the Ninth Circuit’s post-Rowley interpretations of the
procedural prong illustrates the lac of clarity even if the inconsistency
were e cused as doctrinal evolution. In the first pertinent decision W.G. v.
Board of Trustees of Target Range School District 28 the procedural
violations centered on the school’s unilateral development of the IEP
without various required team members including the parents and the
child’s teacher. 2 The Ninth Circuit announced this two-step test for
denials of APE under the procedural prong: 1 procedural inadequacies
that 2 result in either the loss of educational opportunity citation
omitted30 or seriously infringe the parents opportunity to participate in the
IEP formulation process citations omitted 31 . 32 However the W.G.
court’s application of this test was less than clear-cut. On the one hand in
affirming a denial of APE in this case the court seemed to require the
second step interpreting Hall as requiring a substantive violation and thus
re ecting a per se approach.33 Yet the court did not reach the second step
in terms of either the student’s or parents’ substantive rights using
alternative reasoning that found the second step superfluous in terms of
student benefit 3 and ignoring its own recitation of the test in terms of
Range Sch. Dist. 60 .2d 1 7 1 85 th Cir. 1 2
The decision in Hall did not rest on the
procedural errors alone because the court found that the services actually provided to the child were
not reasonably calculated to enable him to receive educational benefits. . This same imprecision
applies to the other decisions that Romberg supra note 20 at 31 nn.
5 cited for the inconsistency
in these circuits. Indeed Romberg at least partially recognized this fuzziness. Id. at 32 n. 6.
28
W.G. 60 .2d 1 7 .
2
Id. at 1 8 . Oddly in terms of Rowley’s emphasis on parental participation and W.G.’s own
announced test see infra te t accompanying notes 30 32 the court focused most pointedly on the
absence of the private school representative. Id.
30
The cited case was a ourth Circuit decision that in turn cited Hall and that found harmless
error in terms of the student’s substantive right to APE albeit ambiguously as to the role of the
Rowley benefit standard. Bur e Cnty. Bd. of Educ. v. Denton 8 5 .2d 73 82 th Cir. 1 0 .
31
The cited cases were Hall and a irst Circuit decision that mentioned parental participation as a
second-step alternative but instead relied on lac of parental cooperation to nullify shortfalls in the IEP
contents and team. Roland M. v. Concord Sch. Comm. 10 .2d 83
1st Cir. 1 0 .
32
W.G. 60 .2d at 1 8 . The decision in Hall did not rest on the procedural errors alone as the
court found that the services actually provided to the child were not reasonably calculated to enable
him to receive educational benefits. .
33
Id. at 1 85. Indeed in a post-Hall decision the ourth Circuit seemed to regard the second
step as limited to the substantive effect on the student remanding the case to determine whether the
procedural violations had this trumping result with this e planation:
We have no doubt that a procedural violation of the IDEA or one of its
implementing regulations that causes interference with the parents
ability to participate in the development of their child s IEP will often
actually interfere with the provision of a APE to that child . . . But
often is not the same as always.
DiBuo v. Bd. of Educ. of Worcester Cnty. 30 .3d 18 1 1 th Cir. 2002 .
3
The two reasons that the court offered were neither clear nor consistent. The first one seems to
focus on the substantive standard of student benefit finding it superfluous because it was obvious: No
IEP was completed and offered to the student in this case and no services were actually provided to
him so we are concerned primarily with the first part of the Rowley test: procedural compliance.
W.G. 60 .2d at 1 85. However the second one seems to suggest a per se approach: Because the
district failed to develop the IEP according to the required procedures . . . we need not address the
question of whether the proposed partial IEP was reasonably calculated to enable the student to
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parent participation. 35 Perhaps the court was implicitly suggesting a
residual Step 2 landing between the scope of the Rowley student-benefit
standard and the more nebulous and broader scope of its loss of
educational opportunity referent 36 although such a possibility amounts to
mere speculation.
In its second ma or decision 37 Amanda J. v. Clark County School
District 38 the Ninth Circuit recited the W.G. two-step test with an added
twist for the second step. In particular the court identified a third
alternative criterion specifically in terms of student benefit 3 thus
reinforcing the ambiguity as to the scope of the first alternative criterion
loss of educational opportunity. 0 Its application in this case avoided
these two student-related options but nevertheless on balance seemed not
to fit a one-step per se approach. Although not clearly applied
sequentially the Ninth Circuit appeared to follow a two-step approach.
irst the court upheld the finding of a violation of the procedural
requirement to provide the parents with the student’s relevant records. 1
Second the court concluded that this violation interfere d with parental
participation in the IEP formulation process . . . . 2 The language
reinforcing this substantive effect on parents 3 seems to outweigh a per se
categorization of Amanda J. as the court’s concluding in and itself

receive educational benefits. Id.
35
or e ample the lac of parental participation on the IEP team served as a Step 1 violation in
combination with the other missing members. However it also arguably could have served alone as
the requisite Step 2 effect for denial of APE based on the premise that the lac of other
nowledgeable members significantly impeded the parents’ opportunity for meaningful involvement.
Yet the W.G. court’s Step 2 analysis is devoid of mention of the parents. Id.
36
See supra note 30 and accompanying te t.
37
In an intervening decision the Ninth Circuit did not mention or reach either the second step or
the per se alternative because the court found that the district court had complied with the procedural
requirements of the IDEA. Clyde . v. Puyallup Sch. Dist. No. 3 35 .3d 13 6 1 00 th Cir. 1
.
38
Amanda J. v. Clar Cnty. Sch. Dist. 267 .3d 877 th Cir. 2001 .
3
Id. at 8 2 third alternative effect of a deprivation of educational benefits citing Roland M.
10 .2d at
. or the previous use of the same part of this irst Circuit decision see supra note 31.
0
See supra te t accompanying note 30. Arguably the first and third alternatives constitute
repetition for the sa e of emphasis especially because Roland M. was cited as the basis both. See supra
notes 31 and 3 . This irst Circuit decision formulated the test in terms of three second-step
alternatives but the first and third seem to converge on the Rowley substantive standard for APE
which is specific to the student: where procedural inadequacies compromised the pupil s right to an
appropriate education seriously hampered the parents opportunity to participate in the formulation
process or caused a deprivation of educational benefit. Roland M. 10 .2d at
.
1
Amanda J. 267 .3d at 8 1 3 citing 20 U.S.C. 1 15 b 1 .
2
Id. at 8 2. In doing so the court characterized W.G. as focusing on parental participation. Id.
We therefore held that Target Range s refusal to include the child s parents in the IEP process denied
the child a APE and that his parents were entitled to reimbursement for the cost of providing an
appropriate education. .
3
Id. at 8 3
T his is a situation where the District blatantly violated one of the Act s
procedural requirements preventing full and effective parental participation . . . these procedural
violations which prevented Amanda s parents from learning critical medical information about their
child rendered the accomplishment of the IDEA s goals and the achievement of a APE
impossible. .
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den ial
dicta merely eliminates the need to proceed to the studentbenefit alternative in light of the parental-participation effect at the second
step.
In its ne t pertinent decision Shapiro v. Paradise Valley Unified
School District No. 69 5 the Ninth Circuit found two procedural violations:
1 failing to include the child’s private school teacher on the IEP team
and 2 failing to ma e sufficient efforts to have the child’s parents
participate at the IEP team meeting. 6 However while affirming the
district court’s ruling that the district had denied APE to the child the
Ninth Circuit did not ma e clear whether it was applying a hybrid or
general harmless error approach.
The reasons for this unclear
differentiation were: 1 although repeating the W.G. test 7 the court
ambiguously treated the student’s substantive right and entirely ignored the
alternative parent participation criterion 8 and 2 an intervening footnote
muddied the water by characterizing the district’s other violations specific
to the required elements of the IEP as substantive.
The final ma or Ninth Circuit decision 50 M.L. v. Federal Way School
Id. at 8 5 Because we hold that the District failed to develop the IEP in accordance with the
procedures mandated by the IDEA and that this failure in and of itself denied Amanda a APE we do
not address the question of whether the proposed IEPs were reasonably calculated to enable Amanda to
receive educational benefits. .
5
Shapiro v. Paradise Valley Unified Sch. Dist. No. 6 317 .3d 1072 th Cir. 2003 .
6
Id. at 1076 78 relying primarily on W.G. for the first violation and Amanda J. for the second .
Additionally the court reasoned: After-the-fact parental involvement is not enough. Nor does the
district’s inclusion of the parents in certain parts of the process e cuse the district s failure to include
them in the . . . IEP meeting involvement in the ‘creation process’ requires the district to include
the parents unless they affirmatively refused to attend. Id. at 1078.
7
Id. at 107 . While ignoring the subsequent Amanda J. three-option version of the test the
court relied on loss of educational opportunity without specifically e plaining its scope and application.
8
Id. citing Amanda J., 267 .3d at 8 5 Because we conclude that the district’s procedural
violations of the IDEA resulted in a loss of educational opportunity for the student it is unnecessary
for us to address the second i.e. benefit prong of the APE analysis. .
Id. at 1078 n.6 Because we conclude . . . that the district violated the IDEA s procedural
mandates by failing to include a representative from the private school and the parents at the . . . IEP
meeting which contributed significantly to its creation of a defective IEP and denied the student a
APE we need not address the district s substantive violations of the IDEA . Specifically these
violations were the absence in the IEP of present educational levels and progress data. Shapiro v.
Paradise Valley Unified Sch. Dist. No. 6 317 .3d 1072 1078 th Cir. 2003 . Yet courts generally
regard these and the other elements of the IEP process as procedural not substantive issues. See, e.g.
A.G. v. Paso Robles Unified Sch. Dist. 561 . App’ 6 2 th Cir. 201 M.W. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of
Educ. 725 .3d 131 2d Cir. 2013 G.N. v. Bd. of Educ. of Twp. of Livingston 30 . App’ 5 2 3d
Cir. 200 H ortness v. Neenah Joint Sch. Dist. 507 .3d 1060 7th Cir. 2007 Nac v. Orange City
Sch. Dist. 5 .3d 60 6th Cir. 2006 Sch. Bd. of Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 11 v. Renollett
0 .3d
1007 8th Cir. 2006 . But see N.B. v. Demopolis City Bd. of Educ. 60 IDELR 66 S.D. Ala. 2012
treating goals as substantive cf. R.P. v. Prescott Unified Sch. Dist. 631 .3d 1117 th Cir. 2001
conflating procedural and substantive IEP issues D.B. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 66 . Supp. 2d 315
S.D.N.Y. 2013 .
50
During the intervening period the Ninth Circuit ruled that the district did not violate Step 1
thus not proceeding beyond the threshold of the procedural prong test. More specifically the court
concluded that the district did not violate three of the four procedural requirements that the parent
alleged including one specific to parental participation and its violation of the fourth which concerned
prior written notice was minor deviation that was rendered harmless by a reasonably subsequent
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District 51 arose before the 200 amendments of the IDEA although the
court issued its amended opinion a year later. Here the alleged procedural
violation at issue on appeal was the district’s failure to have a regular
education teacher on the IEP team.52 Each of the three members of the
appellate panel wrote a separate opinion. All three agreed that the district
had violated this IEP team requirement in the specific conte t of this case
which concerned in relation to the overlapping and overriding APE
obligation whether the IEP conformed to the IDEA’s least restrictive
environment LRE mandate. 53 The two udges that constituted the
ma ority for the result which was to rule in the parent’s favor used two
different approaches to get there.
Trac ing the reasoning of each of the three opinions reveals a different
ma ority for the approach than for the result. The lead opinion employed a
hybrid i.e. selective per se approach that appeared to e tend at least to the
required composition of the IEP team concluding that the failure to
include at least one regular education teacher standing alone is a
structural defect that pre udices the right of a disabled student to receive a
APE. 5
written notice. Ms. S. ex rel. G. v. Vashon Island Sch. Dist. 337 .3d 1115 112 36 th Cir. 2003 .
During the period after M.L. for cases that arose before although decided after the codification in
the 200 amendments the Ninth Circuit did not resolve the inconsistencies. In the first of these cases
the Ninth Circuit did not squarely address or apply the procedural prong concluding on a threshold
basis that the child did not qualify for IDEA relief. R.B. v. Napa Valley Sch. Dist.
6 .3d 32
2
th Cir. 2007 . In the second of these cases the Ninth Circuit recited the Amanda J. three-option
version for Step 2 but after ruling that the failure to evaluate the child in all areas of suspected
eligibility was a Step 1 procedural violation only addressed the student-benefit standard in finding
harm at Step 2. N.B. v. Hellgate Elementary Sch. Dist. 358 . App’ 788 th Cir. 2008 . In the third
of these cases the Ninth Circuit repeated the W.G. test emphasizing the significantly qualifier for the
parental-participation prong and generically referring to this two-step test as follows: Once we find a
procedural violation of the IDEA we must determine whether that violation affected the substantive
rights of the parent or child. L.M. v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist. 556 .3d 00 0 10 th Cir.
200 . The fourth case imprecisely identified and applied a broad-based two-option version of Step 2
mi ing procedural and substantive issues at Step 1. S.J. v. Issaquah Sch. Dist. 326 . App’ 23 th
Cir. 200 . The most recent in this cluster of cases similarly did not advance the doctrinal
development the court recited the Amanda J. version of Step 2 but applied the three options only in
cursory alternative manner not finding any of the alleged procedural irregularities as a proven
violation. J.L. v. Mercer Island Sch. Dist. 5 2 .3d 38 th Cir. 2010 .
51
M.L. v. ed. Way Sch. Dist. 387 .3d 1101 th Cir. 200 amended 3
.3d 63
th Cir.
2005 .
52
Id. at 6 3
amended version . More specifically the IDEA regulations require that the IEP
team include at least one regular education teacher of the child if the child is or may be
mainstreamed i.e. placed at least in part in regular education classes. 20 U.S.C. 1 1 d 1 B ii
2013 .
53
20 U.S.C. 1 12 a 5 2013 .
5
M.L. v. ed. Way Sch. Dist. 3
.3d at 6 8. He derived this structural approach from two
constitutional due process cases in the criminal law conte t from other urisdictions. Id. at 6 6 8.
Arguably but imprecisely limning the boundaries of the structural approach his previous sentence is:
I am persuaded by these two cases the failures to include the individuals identified by Congress as
necessary participants in evaluating whether entitlement to benefits has been demonstrated is applicable
to an administrative proceeding under the IDEA. Id. at 6 8. The concurring udge characterized the
lead udge’s opinion as posit ing no . . . stopping point prohibiting future courts from applying a
structural error approach to virtually any IDEA procedural error violation. Id. at 655. However even
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However the other udge who reversed the lower court’s ruling arrived
at this result via the general two-step harmless error approach. In the
absence of any dispute about parental participation he followed the
aforementioned 55 W.G. test to conclude that the omission of the regular
education teacher constituted in the specific circumstances of this case the
loss of an educational opportunity. He based this conclusion on what he
regarded as the strong li elihood that mainstreaming opportunities for
this child would have been better considered had a regular education
teacher ta en part in the IEP’s preparation and that more mainstreaming
may have been permitted for him under the IEP. 56
The third udge who dissented agreed with the second udge that the
two-step W.G. test applied but agreed with the lower court that the failure
to include the regular education teacher was a harmless error. More
specifically he ruled that the effect was not a loss of educational
opportunity for the child but that based on his opposing conclusions that
the IEP conformed to the LRE mandate the presence of the regular
education teacher would not have changed this placement.57
Thus as all three udges observed 58 the ma ority of the M.L. court
continued the W.G. harmless error approach re ecting its replacement with
the structural per se approach. Yet in specifically avoiding the Amanda J.
three-option version the Ninth Circuit left the relationship between the
W.G. educational loss standard and Rowley’s student-benefit standard
lac ing in clarity and consistency.5
In sum as this canvassing of the line of decisions in the Ninth Circuit
illustrates the applicable approach for the procedural prong of Rowley was
sub ect to question in part based on the identification of the standards and
even more so based on their application. Although the appellate case law
had effectively eliminated in both formulation and application the strict
general per se category it left minority authority for a hybrid approach60
at the outermost the lead udge provided an intended albeit indefinite limit of a significant violation
of the structural requirements. Id. at 651.
55
See supra te t accompanying notes 30 32.
56
M.L. v. ed. Way Sch. Dist. 3
.3d at 657. He e plained that he viewed this issue as a
question of mi ed law and fact which is generally entitled to de novo review under the IDEA. Id. at
656 n. . In dicta the first udge posited application of the harmless error approach more directly but
structurally in terms of the Rowley substantive standard. Id. at 650 n. positing that had a material
and inherently harmful impact on the ability of the defective IEP team to develop an IEP reasonably
calculated to enable the child to receive educational benefits .
57
Id. at 66 65. In contrast with the second udge he used a clearly erroneous review standard
for this analysis. Id. at 662 63.
58
Id. at 650 n. 652 53 658 5 .
5
The lead opinion did not reach Step 2 based on its per se approach but in dicta did so in terms
of the Rowley student benefit standard. M.L. v. ed. Way Sch. Dist. 387 .3d 1101 th Cir. 200
th
amended 3
.3d 63 650 n.
Cir. 2005 . The second opinion found it unnecessary to reach the
APE benefit standard based on its focus on LRE at Step 2 in the cloa of loss of educational
opportunity. Id. at 657. The dissenting udge reached this Step 2 standard but did so with a rather
opaque differentiation from the Step 2 loss of opportunity standard. Id. at 661 n.3.
60
See supra note 5 and accompanying te t. or an e ample elsewhere see Doe v. Ala. State
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and on a more pronounced basis left unsettled the specification and scope
of the Step 2 standards.
D. Codification in IDEA 2004
The 200 amendments of the IDEA addressed for the first time the
procedural prong of Rowley in terms of denial of APE. More specifically
the amendments provided:
In matters alleging a procedural violation a hearing officer
may find that a child did not receive a APE only if the
procedural inadequacies: i Impeded the child’s right to a
APE ii Significantly impeded the parent’s opportunity to
participate in the decision-ma ing process regarding the
provision of a APE to the parent’s child or iii Caused a
deprivation of educational benefit.61
Although confirming a two-step harmless-error approach in terms of
the student and parent effects this provision compounds rather than
resolves the unsettled issue of the specification of the student side. More
specifically in lieu of the amorphous loss of educational opportunity of
the child standard of the Ninth Circuit 62 and various other circuits 63
during the intervening period 6 the amendments adopted a broad
seemingly circular impeded the child’s right to APE standard as well as
a more narrow Rowley benefit standard for the two variations of the
substantive student effect.65
Nevertheless in between these two student-effect criteria the
amendments recognize parental participation alternative in language that
Educ. Dep’t 15 .2d 651 662 11th Cir. 1 6 limiting per se approach to full participation of either
the concerned parties or the parents in the IEP process Doe v. Defendant I 8 8 .2d 1186 11 0 1
6th Cir. 1 0 limiting per se approach ambiguously to either IEP team composition or parental
participation .
61
20 U.S.C. 1 15 f 3 E 2013 .
62
See supra te t accompanying note 30.
63
See, e.g. Adam J. v. eller Indep. Sch. Dist. 328 .3d 80 812 5th Cir. 2003 MM ex rel.
DM v. Sch. Dist. of Greenville Cnty 303 .3d 523 533 th Cir. 2002 T.S. v. Indep. Sch. Dist. No.
5 265 .3d 10 0 10 5 10th Cir. 2001
nable v. Be ley City Sch. Dist. 238 .3d 755 765 6th Cir.
2001 Heather S. v. State of Wis. 125 .3d 10 5 105 7th Cir. 1 7 .
6
However the case law for these circuits has not been entirely consistent in this regard. See
supra notes 30 33 ourth Circuit 38 0 Ninth Circuit and accompanying te t. or other circuits’
variations see e.g. Weiss v. Sch. Bd. of Hillsborough Cnty. 1 1 .3d 0
7 11th Cir. 1 8
harm to the student
Murphy v. Timberlane Reg’l Sch. Dist. 22 .3d 1186 11 6 1st Cir. 1
the pupil’s right to an appropriate education or . . . a deprivation of educational benefits .
65
Very few of the prior court decisions formulated a closely appro imated much less identical
standard. See, e.g. Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 83 v. S.D. 88 .3d 556 562 8th Cir. 1 6 Roland M. v.
Concord Sch. Comm. 10 .2d 83
1st Cir. 1 0
only if procedural inadequacies
compromised the pupil s right to an appropriate education seriously hampered the parents opportunity
to participate in the formulation process or caused a deprivation of educational benefits. .
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similar to wording in W.G. 66 is qualified in terms of significantly
interfering with the opportunity rather than amounting merely to any
interference with actual participation. An initial systematic e amination of
the subsequent procedural APE case law revealed that alleged parentrelated violations predominated but it did not e tend to singling out these
cases for an in-depth e amination in terms of the IDEA 200 denial-ofAPE codification.67 Thus the purpose of the ne t section is to provide an
empirical analysis of the court decisions concerning parental participation
at Step 1 and or 2 of the codified test for the procedural prong of APE
cases.68
II. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
A. Method
The pool for potentially pertinent decisions included: 1 the court case
citations in the aforementioned 6 springboard study which used as its
primary source the citations listed for the selected topical inde
subheadings e.g.
APE-Procedural Violations as Denial
in
Specialedconnection the electronic database for LRP’s Individuals with
Disabilities Education Law Reports IDELR 2 the results of a Boolean
search on Westlaw using various combinations of the terms Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act
free appropriate public education
procedural
parent and 20 U.S.C. 1 15 f 3 E ii and 3 the
parental-participation court decisions cited within these decisions.
The selection criteria for pertinent court decisions were that: 1 the
IEP s at issue arose after the July 1 2005 effective date of the IDEA70
and 2 the court opinion included one or more rulings specifically related
to parental participation at Step 1 and or 2 of APE analysis. 71
Conversely the e cluded cases were: 1 those that due to the prospectiveonly effect of the 200 amendments 72 arose before but were decided after
the July 1 2005 effective date of the amendments 73 2 those that were
66

See supra te t accompanying note 31.
Perry A. ir el Allyse Hetric Which Procedural Parts of the IEP Process Are Most Legally
Vulnerable? 2015 unpublished manuscript that is under review and on file with the Author .
68
The added reason for the focus is the central importance of parents under the IDEA. See supra
te t accompanying note 11. The scope includes both steps for the sa e of comprehensive coverage of
this focal area. See supra te t accompanying note 17.
6
See ir el Hetric supra note 67.
70
118 Stat. 26 7 2803 P.L 108- 6 302 a 1 Dec. 200 .
71
The results were limited to these procedural-prong rulings. Thus the unit of analysis is the
relevant ruling not the entire decision.
72
See, e.g. A.A. v. E eter Twp. Sch. Dist. 85 . Supp. 2d 587 58 n.5 E.D. Pa. 2007 T.T. v.
District of Columbia 8 IDELR 127 at 5 8
n.1 D.D.C. 2007 .
73
See, e.g. Lathrop R-II Sch. Dist. v. Gray 611 .3d 1 8th Cir. 2010 E.H. v. Bd. of Educ. of
Shenendehowa Cent. Sch. Dist. 361 . App’ 156 2d Cir. 200 T.P. v. Mamaronec Union ree Sch.
Dist. 55 .3d 2 7 2d Cir. 200 H ortness v. Neenah Joint Sch. Dist. 507 .3d 1060 7th Cir. 2007
R.B. v. Napa Valley Unified Sch. Dist.
6 .3d 32 th Cir. 2007 Bd. of Educ. of Twp. High Sch.
67
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based on technical grounds rather than on the merits7 and although this
dividing line was not a bright one 75 3 those in which the ruling was not
sufficiently specific to either the IEP process76 or parental participation for
APE.77 Moreover although the Step 2 scope of parental participation was
relatively obvious 78 the Step 1 coverage encompassed two overlapping
sub-areas. One group consisted of those cases even if not reaching or
otherwise qualifying under Step 2 that addressed the procedural
requirements of the IDEA specifically and directly applicable to parental
Dist. No. 211 v. Ross 86 .3d 267 7th Cir. 2007 Nac v. Orange City Sch. Dist. 5 .3d 60 6th
Cir. 2006 Paolella v. District of Columbia 210 . App’ 1 D.C. Cir. 2006 Bell v. Bd. of Educ. of
the Albuquerque Pub. Sch. 52 IDELR 161 D.N.M. 2008 Melodee H. v. Dep t of Educ. of Haw. 50
IDELR
D. Haw. 2008 J.D. v. anawha Cnty. Bd. of Educ. 8 IDELR 15 S.D.W. Va. 2007
E.P. v. San Ramon Valley Unified Sch. Dist. 8 IDELR 66 N.D. Cal. 2007 Mr. Mrs. M v.
Ridgefield Bd. of Educ. 7 IDELR 258 D. Conn. 2007 Virginia S. v. Dep’t of Educ. of Haw. 7
IDELR 2 D. Haw. 2007 B.B. v. Haw. Dep’t of Educ. 83 . Supp. 2d 10 2 D. Haw. 2006 W.S.
v. Rye City Sch. Dist. 5 . Supp. 2d 13 S.D.N.Y. 2006 Viola v. Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist. 1 .
Supp. 2d 366 S.D.N.Y. 2006 . At the margin of this e clusion is the occasional case that despite
arising before their effective date cited the pertinent provision of 200 amendments despite its
prospective effect. See, e.g. Van Duyn v. Ba er Sch. Dist. 5J 502 .3d 811 81
th Cir. 2007 . On
the other side of the margin the coverage included the pertinent part of the few cases that addressed
IEPs both before and after the amendments’ effective date. See, e.g. Win elman v. Parma City Sch.
Dist. 10 LRP 76161 adopted 53 IDELR 215 N.D. Ohio 200
.S. v. remont Unified Sch. Dist.
5 5 . Supp. 2d 5 N.D. Cal. 2008 .
7
See, e.g. T.P. v. Bryan Cnty. Sch. Dist. 7
.3d 128 11th Cir. 2015 disposing on
mootness grounds parent’s claim that district’s failure to provide independent educational evaluation at
public e pense significantly impeded their opportunity to participate in the IEP process R.B. v. N.Y.C.
Dep’t of Educ. 58 . App’ 572 2d Cir. 2015 ruling that parents waived the parental-participation
issue
B v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 23 . Supp. 2d. 570 S.D.N.Y. 2013 not reaching parental
participation issue at Step 1 due to waiver or failure to e haust cf. Lofton v. Dist. of Columbia 7 .
Supp. 3d 117 D.D.C. 2013 not specifically addressing hearing officer’s parental-participation ruling
upon udicial review .
75
Appro imately ten percent of the cases in the final sample were noted to be marginal usually
due to the pertinent part of the court’s opinion being rather cursory or otherwise cryptic.
76
See, e.g. Simmons v. Pittsburg Unified Sch. Dist. 63 IDELR 158 N.D. Cal. 201
ruling
that the failure to evaluate the child for possible eligibility upon parental request was a APE violation
in terms of the parental participation prong . Although the IEP process ultimately e tends to this
threshold stage the selection criterion specific to IEPs led to this e clusion in the narrow conte t of the
case sampling.
77
See, e.g. A.H. v. Dep’t of Educ. of City of New Yor 3
. App’ 718 2d Cir. 2010 Anello
v. Indian River Sch. Dist. 355 . App’ 5
3d Cir. 200 Lesesne v. District of Columbia
7 .3d
828 83 D.C. Cir. 2006
B v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 23 . Supp. 2d. 570 S.D.N.Y. 2013 not
differentiating parent effect from student effect in application of Step 2 W.H. v. Schuy ill Valley Sch.
Dist. 5 . Supp. 2d 315 E.D. Pa. 2013 ruling on other violations at Step 1 and not reaching
parental-participation issue at Step 2 R.L. v. Miami-Dade Cnty. Sch. Bd. 757 .3d 1173 11th Cir.
201 ruling for predetermination limited to tuition reimbursement’s equities step Alloway Twp. Bd.
of Educ. 63 IDELR 12 D.N.J. 201 Anthony C. v. Dep’t of Educ. of Haw. 62 IDELR 257 D.
Haw. 201 ruling that re ected predetermination claim was incidental to LER rather than APE D.A.
v. Meridian Sch. Dist. 62 IDELR 205 D. Idaho 201
subsuming parental participation within
substantive issue of student’s eligibility
.C. v. Nazareth Area Sch. Dist. 806 . Supp. 2d 806 E.D.
Pa. 2011 ruling that hearing officer permissibly relied on parents’ lac of cooperation pointing out
that parents did not claim denial of meaningful participation .
78
The dividing line between inclusion and e clusion was whether the court specifically addressed
the parental opportunity option of either the IDEA amendments or the prior case law such as W.G.
rather than merely reciting this option without applying it with differentiation from the student-related
i.e. loss of educational opportunity or student-benefit options.
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participation in the APE process 7 which primarily are the rights for:
Informed consent 80
Prior written notice 81 and procedural safeguards
notice 82
IEP team membership83 and attendance 8
Access to the child’s records.85
In addition to these core statutory rights for parents and the
corresponding udicial principles for parental participation 86 and against
predetermination 87 the scope of this group e tended to similarly direct
parental participation requirements specified solely in the overlapping
IDEA regulations.88 However although marginal the IDEA regulations’
possible related service of parent counseling or training 8 even when
strengthened in corollary state special education regulations 0 did not
7
or an e tensive catalog of the parental rights under the IDEA e tending beyond the specific
scope of this analysis see e.g. Lynn M. Daggett et al. For Whom the Bells Tolls But Not the Statute of
Limitations: Minors and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 38 U. MICH. J.L. RE ORM 717
727 35 2005 .
80
20 U.S.C. 1 1 a 1 D i initial evaluation and initial services 20 U.S.C. 1 1 c 3
reevaluation .
81
Id. 1 15 b 3 see also id. 1 1 b
B copy of the evaluation report .
82
Id. 1 15 d 1 A .
83
Id. 1 1 d 1 B i see also id. 1 1 b
a eligibility determination id. 1 1 c 1
evaluation and reevaluation and id. 1 1 e placement .
8
Id. 1 1 d 1 C see also id. 1 1 f alternative means of parental participation .
85
Id. 1 15 b 1 .
86
See, e.g. M.M. v. Lafayette Sch. Dist. 767 .3d 8 2 851 th Cir. 201
A core principle
throughout the IDEA is meaningful participation by parents W.G. v. Target Range Sch. Dist. 60
.2d at 1 85 Participation must be more than a mere form it must be meaningful. . The Supreme
Court forged the descriptor meaningful parental participation as an umbrella for the panoply of
procedural safeguards in the IDEA specific to parents. Honig v. Doe 8 U.S. 305 311 12 32
1 88 .
87
See, e.g. H.B. v. Las Virgenes Unified Sch. Dist. 23 . App’ 3 2 3
th Cir. 1 88
predetermination occurs when an educational agency has made its determination prior to the IEP
meeting including when it presents one placement option at the meeting and is unwilling to consider
other alternatives. . The principles of meaningful participation and predetermination obviously
overlap. See, e.g. Deal v. Hamilton Cnty. Bd. of Educ. 3 2 .2d 8 0 857 6th Cir. 200
Because it
effectively deprived achary s parents of meaningful participation in the IEP process the
predetermination caused substantive harm and therefore deprived achary of a APE. .
88
See, e.g. 3 C. .R. 300.300 b
revocation of consent for IEP services
300.30 b 2
parental right to continuous progress monitoring data during identification of specific learning
disabilities
300.322 300.501 b c more specific requirements for parental participation at IEP
team meetings
300.32 a ii requirement for consideration of parental concerns in developing
IEP
300.3 5 f parental right to copy of the IEP .
8
Id. 300.30 a .
0
See, e.g. N.Y. COMP. CODES R.
REGS. tit. 8
200.13 d mandatory for children with
autism . Indeed parent training or counseling was at issue only in a long tangent of unsuccessful APE
court decisions arising in New Yor . See, e.g. T.M. v. Cornwall Cent. Sch. Dist. 752 .3d 1 5 2d Cir.
201 C. . v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 7 6 .3d 68 2d Cir. 201 M.W. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 725
.3d 131 2d Cir. 2013 R.E. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 6
.3d 167 2d Cir. 2012 cert. denied 133
S. Ct. 2802 2013 L.O. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ.
. Supp. 3d 530 S.D.N.Y. 2015 P.L. v. N.Y.C.
Dep’t of Educ. 56 . Supp. 3d 1 7 E.D.N.Y. 201 B. . v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 12 . Supp. 3d
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alone suffice for this Step 1 coverage. The second group including the
relatively rare parent counseling or training case that qualified on this
basis 1 was for other procedural requirements not within the direct
parental participation purview where the court’s consideration e tended to
the Step 2 scope of coverage either by reaching Step 2 or at least by
identifying parental participation as a separable substantive Step 2 option. 2
This systematic search yielded an ample sample 3 of 1 5 pertinent
court decisions available as of the final collection date of June 30 2015.
The decisions spanned the eight-year period from 2007 to early 2015. or
each of the 1 5 decisions the author compiled the following entries for the
pertinent procedural violations only: a where the case arose in terms of
the federal appellate regions b whether the ruling focused on Step 1
and or Step 2 c whether the outcome was in favor of the parent or the
district at each of the applicable steps and d whether the court applied
the three-option approach of IDEA 200 or a distinguishable version based
on the case law prior to the Amendments. or the resulting spreadsheet see
the Appendi .

3 3 E.D.N.Y. 201 N. . v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 61 . Supp. 2d 577 S.D.N.Y. 2013
B v.
N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 23 . Supp. 2d 570 S.D.N.Y. 2013 E. .-L v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 763 .
Supp. 2d 58
S.D.N.Y. 2011 . But cf. C. . v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 7 6 .3d 68 2d Cir. 201
ruling that district denied APE based on combination of this and various other procedural violations
in combination with substantive student-benefit denial . The courts in all of these cases analyzed this
particular violation in terms of either no violation of the student’s not the parent’s substantive rights at
Step 2. The only two of them included in this empirical analysis B.K. and N.K. met the designated
Step 1 or Step 2 selection criteria independent of this New Yor requirement.
1
See, e.g. P.S. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 63 IDELR 255 S.D.N.Y. 201 .
2
See, e.g. .M. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 65 IDELR 1 3 S.D.N.Y. 2015 lac of functional
behavioral assessment Turner v. District of Columbia 52 . Supp. 2d 31 D.D.C. 2013 lac of
special education teacher on IEP team J.H. v. La e Cent. Sch. Corp. 6 IDELR
8 N.D. Ind.
201 A.D. ex rel. L.D. v. Sumner Sch. Dist. 166 P.3d 837 Wash. Ct. App. 2007 lac of sufficient
evaluation data . Although the boundary line is not a bright one merely reciting the Step 2 options
without providing the specific relevance of the parental participation option for the applicable analysis
did not qualify for coverage for those cases that did not reach Step 2.
3
Although very li ely representative due to the carefully comprehensive coverage these 1 5
decisions do not constitute the total population of pertinent decisions because 1 APE procedural
cases are very frequent and in the absence of a discrete inde subcategory the identification of all the
court decisions that met the designated selection criteria were inevitably less than complete and 2 the
overlapping general Westlaw and specialized Specialedconnection databases do not contain every
pertinent case. or an e ploratory analysis of the unpublished decision in the IDEA conte t see e.g.
Perry A. ir el
Amanda Machin The Special Education Case Law “Iceberg”: An Initial
Exploration of the Underside 1 J.L. EDUC. 83 2012 .
The author canvassed the course of initially selected cases to limit the final selection to the
most recent relevant decision. Thus the final sample did not include 1 lower court decisions that
were sub ect to appeal with the limited e ception of conflating the relevant rulings from a lower court
decision with the citation to a summary affirmance and 2 any subsequent decisions that were limited
to attorneys’ fees or other issues not within the designated selection criteria.
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B. Findings
With respect to the federal appellate regions the Second Circuit n 0
and the Ninth Circuit n 0 were the clear leaders together accounting for
55 of the 1 5 cases. 5 Within these two leading regions New Yor
California and Hawaii accounted for most of the cases. 6 In comparison to
other frequency analyses this regional and state distribution was only
partially attributable to the overall IDEA litigation rates within each
circuit. 7 or e ample the Second Circuit region was in first place for both
overall litigation and APE procedural litigation whereas the Ninth Circuit
had a higher ran for the APE procedural cases which continued its
prominent activity from the pre-IDEA 200 period. 8
or the two steps of procedural violations Table 2 displays the
distribution of the frequency and the outcomes of the rulings including
those that appeared to be based on both steps on either a sequential or
fused i.e. not clearly differentiated 100 basis.101
5
The distribution for the remaining regions were as follows in descending order of frequency:
Third Circuit 23 cases D.C. Circuit 10 cases Si th Circuit 7 cases Seventh Circuit 6 cases
irst and Eighth Circuits 5 cases each ourth Circuit 3 cases ifth Circuit 2 cases Tenth Circuit
1 case and Eleventh Circuit no cases. The distribution is according to the boundaries of not the
levels within the federal circuits. or e ample for the federal appellate level the Third and Ninth
Circuit Courts of Appeals were the leaders each accounting for 10 cases followed by the Second
Circuit with 7 cases. Conversely the Ninth and Seventh Circuit regions included 2 and 1 state court
cases respectively.
6
All but two of the cases in the Second Circuit arose in New Yor mostly in New Yor City.
or the Ninth Circuit 18 arose in California and 15 in Hawaii.
7
Although the time periods and databases for the overall IDEA litigation only overlapped with
the sampling in this study the most recent frequency studies revealed a notable but far from complete
correlation. More specifically for published court decisions for the period 1 8 2012 aran ha and
ir el found that for IDEA litigation overall the frequency ran ings of the federal appellate regions
were as follows: 1-Second Circuit 2-Third Circuit 3-Ninth Circuit -D.C. Circuit 5- ourth Circuit
6-Seventh Circuit 7- irst Circuit 8- ifth Circuit -Si th Circuit 10-Eighth Circuit 11-Eleventh
Circuit and 12-Tenth Circuit. or a aran ha Perry A. ir el Trends in Special Education Case
Law 27 J. SPECIAL EDUC. LEADERSHIP 55 5 201 . On a state-by-state rather than regional basis for
the wider scope of the IDEA court decisions in the Special Ed Connection database for the period
1 7 2013 the leaders were as follows: 1-New Yor 2-Pennsylvania 3-District of Columbia California 5-Illinois and 6-New Jersey. Tessie Rose Bailey Perry A. ir el Frequency Trends of
Court Decisions under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 28 J. SPECIAL EDUC.
LEADERSHIP 3 7 2015 .
8
See supra note 28 5 and accompanying te t. Moreover perhaps attributable in part to the
long evolving line of cases for the prior period including the emergence of the similar formulation in
Amanda J. see supra te t accompanying notes 61 62 a significant segment of the post-codification
cases cited the Ninth Circuit precedents rather than the superseding language in IDEA 200 . Yet the
courts in the Ninth Circuit and elsewhere cited the two-option version of W.G. more often than the
three-option version of Amanda J.
See supra Table 1.
100
See, e.g. D.B. ex rel. Roberts v. Santa Monica-Malibu Unified Sch. Dist. 606 . App’ 35
th Cir. 2015 M.M. v. Dist. 0001 Lancaster Cnty. Sch. 702 .3d 7 8th Cir. 2012
.L. v. N.Y.C.
Dep’t of Educ. 5 IDELR 1 0 S.D.N.Y. 2012 aff’d 530 . App’ 81 2d Cir. 2013 S.W. v.
N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 2 . Supp. 3d 1 3 S.D.N.Y. 2015 C.U. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 23 .
Supp. 3d 210 S.D.N.Y. 201 S.A. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 63 IDELR 73 E.D.N.Y. 201 H.D.
ex rel. A.S. v. Cent. Buc s Sch. Dist. 02 . Supp. 2d 61 E.D. Pa. 2012 .
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TABLE 2. STEP-BY-STEP REQUENCY AND OUTCOMES O
PERTINENT PROCEDURAL RULINGS
S

O

R
R
T

70

S

O

S

T

8

12

1

3
23

62

27

22

111
77

27

36 25

1 5

8

3

101
The most frequent claim which usually focused on Step 1 but occasionally e tended to Step 2
was predetermination often overlapping with alleged lac of meaningful participation. The outcome in
most of these cases was in favor of the district. Compare C.B. v. Garden Grove Unified Sch. Dist. 575
. App’ 7 6 th Cir. 201 R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist. 703 .3d 801 5th Cir. 2012
M.H. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 685 .3d 217 2d Cir. 2012 M.B. v. Hamilton Se. Sch. 668 .3d 851
7th Cir. 2011
.D. ex rel. C.L. v. Dep’t of Educ. State of Haw. 665 .3d 1110 th Cir. 2011 G.W.
v. Rye City Sch. Dist. 61 IDELR 1 S.D.N.Y. 2013 aff’d 55 . App 56 2d Cir. 201 L.M. v.
Downingtown Area Sch. Dist. 65 IDELR 12 E.D. Pa. 2015 S.W. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 2 .
Supp. 3d 1 3 S.D.N.Y. 2015 P.G. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 65 IDELR 3 S.D.N.Y. 2105 D.N. v.
N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 65 IDELR 3 S.D.N.Y. 2015 Cupertino Union Sch. Dist. v. .A. 75 .
Supp. 3d 1088 N.D. Cal. 201 Lofisa ex rel. S.S. v. Haw. Dep’t of Educ. 6 IDELR 163 D. Haw.
201 West-Linn Wilsonville Sch. Dist. v. Student 63 IDELR 251 D. Or. 201 Suffield Bd. of
Educ. v. L.Y. 62 IDELR 203 D. Conn. 201
S.P. v. Scottsdale Unified Sch. Dist. No. 8 62
IDELR 86 D. Ariz. 2013 A.M. v. District of Columbia 33 . Supp. 2d 1 3 D.D.C. 2013 Shafer
ex rel. L.G.D. v. Whitehall Dist. Sch. Bd. of Educ. 61 IDELR 20 W.D. Mich. 2013
. . v. Alta
Loma Sch. Dist. 60 IDELR 15 C.D. Cal. 2013 . . v. Ripon Unified Sch. Dist. 60 IDELR 137
E.D. Cal. 2013 DiRocco ex rel. M.D. v. Bd. of Educ. of Beacon City Sch. Dist. 60 IDELR
S.D.N.Y. 2013 A.B. v. ran lin Twp. Cmty. Sch. Corp. 8 8 . Supp. 2d 1067 S.D. Ind. 2012 J.G.
and R.G. ex rel. N.G. v. iryas Joel Union ree Sch. Dist. 777 . Supp. 2d 606 S.D.N.Y. 2011
M.C.E. v. Bd. of Educ. of rederic Cnty. 57 IDELR
D. Md. 2011 Hazen v. S. ingstown Sch.
Dep t 55 IDELR 28 D.R.I. 2010 adopted 56 IDELR 16 D.R.I. 2011 S.T. v. Weast 5 IDELR
83 D. Md. 2010 M.S. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 2010 WL
6052 S.D.N.Y. Mar. 12 2010
Win elman v. Parma City Sch. Dist. 53 IDELR 215 N.D. Ohio 200 R.R. v. Scarsdale Union ree
Sch. Dist. 615 . Supp. 2d 283 S.D.N.Y. 200
.D. v. Nis ayuna Cent. Sch. Dist. 52 IDELR 250
N.D.N.Y. 200 A.G. v. rieden 52 IDELR 65 S.D.N.Y. 200 S. . ex rel. N. . v. ParsippanyTroy Hills Bd. of Educ. 51 IDELR 106 D.N.J. 2008 Danielle G. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 50
IDELR 2 7 S.D.N.Y. 2008 M.M. and H.M. ex rel. A.M. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 583 . Supp. 2d
8 S.D.N.Y. 2008
.S. v. remont Unified Sch. Dist. 5 5 . Supp. 2d 5 N.D. Cal. 2008 cf.
Cooper v. District of Columbia 77 . Supp. 3d 32 D.D.C. 201 proven at Step 1 but lost at Step 2
parental option with L.B. v. Gloucester Twp. Sch. Dist. 8 . App 56 3d Cir. 2012 Berry v.
Las Virgenes Unified Sch. Dist. 370 . App’ 8 3 th Cir. 2010 P.C. v. Milford E empted Vill.
Sch. 60 IDELR 12 S.D. Ohio 2013 .
In partial contrast lesser in frequency and more mi ed in outcome the most common factual
scenario within the 1 5 cases was holding the IEP meeting without the parent being present. See, e.g.
D.B. ex rel. Roberts v. Santa Monica-Malibu Unified Sch. Dist. 606 . App’ 35
th Cir. 2015
Doug C. v. State of Haw. Dep t of Educ. 720 .3d 1038 th Cir. 2013 D.A. v. airfield-Suisun
Unified Sch. Dist. 62 IDELR 1 E.D. Cal. 2013 Jalloh v. District of Columbia 68 . Supp. 2d
203 D.D.C. 2013 Rachel L. v. State of Haw. Dep t of Educ. 5 IDELR 2
D. Haw. 2012
Johnson v. District of Columbia 873 . Supp. 2d 382 D.D.C. 2012 L.I. v. State of Haw. Dep’t of
Educ. 58 IDELR 8 D. Haw. 2011 .
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Table 2 shows that almost half of the rulings arose at Step 1 with vast
ma ority resulting in a ruling in favor of the district 102 whereas this
district-favorable ma ority was less mar ed when the court reached Step 2
due to the sifting s ew of this flowchart-li e sequence.103 On an overall
basis the outcomes of the 1 5 cases10 favored districts over parents on
slightly more than a 3-to-1 ratio. It is not clear whether this ratio is less
favorable to parents than the district-deferential trend of IDEA litigation
more generally.105
inally Table 3 which is on the ne t page summarizes the three
overall categories of approaches reasonably detectable106 in the 1 5 cases
and the ma ority and minority variations within each category.107

102
or these Step 1 rulings the two successive sub-steps were determining 1 whether the
alleged violation was based on a legal requirement and if so 2 whether the proof was preponderant
that the district violated said requirement. The ma ority of the rulings in favor of district was at the
second of these two Step 1 sub-steps.
103
Within the often not clearly differentiated combined category the cases using a per se
approach were relatively few with those favoring parents even fewer and with none providing a
specific analysis in relation to the codified standard. See, e.g. .R. and S.R. ex rel. Matthew R. v.
N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 107 . Supp. 3d 2 5 S.D.N.Y. 2015 coming the closest but still less than a
precise careful analysis in footnote 120 J.T. ex rel. Renee and loyd T. v. Dep t of Educ. State of
Haw. 5 IDELR
D. Haw. 2012 basing its per se conclusion on similar but not identical parental
option in W.G. approach cf. Bd. of Educ. v. Schaefer 23 N.Y.S.2d 57 App. Div. 2011 basing its
conclusion on IDEA 200 codified version but providing a cryptic analysis that does not clearly
identify and delineate a per se approach .
10
Although collected and reported on a case-by-case basis the unit of analysis is the pertinent
procedural- APE ruling within each case. See supra note 71. Thus although the references to cases
is accurate in terms of the frequency and outcomes of these rulings they do not e tend to the rulings
for the other claims which often are multiple in each case.
105
Although the most recent national outcomes study of IDEA litigation generally found a 3:1
ratio in favor of districts the differences included a broader time period unit of analysis and outcome
scale but a restriction to published court decisions. aran ha
ir el supra note 7 at 58.
106
See infra note 11 and accompanying te t.
107
or the relatively few cases that cited as the basis both the statutory codification and the prior
case law the specific language that the court used determined the category for the approach. See, e.g.
J.W. v. Governing Bd. of Educ. Whittier City Sch. Dist. 73 . App 531 532 33 th Cir. 2012
using the language of W.G./Amanda J., although also citing the IDEA codification for the three-option
approach .
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TABLE 3. DISTRIBUTION O APPROACHES OR COURTS’
PERTINENT PROCEDURAL RULINGS
L
A

108

A
A

O
T

Direct - 51

W.G./Amanda
J.10 - 2

Not reached -

Indirect110 - 18

Various111 - 2

Unspecified112 -

6

8

58

0

18 12

An e amination of Table 3 reveals that only 8 of the cases relied on the
three-option test in the 200 Amendments and then only indirectly in 18
26
of these 6 cases whereas 58 76
of the remaining 76 cases
relied on the distinguishable udicial approaches that preceded the
Amendments. The other 18 cases did not have a reasonably detectable
approach either because they did not reach the full test n
or resolved
the matter with a cursory conclusion that did not identify the basis n .113
108

See supra note 61 and accompanying te t.
The Amanda J. three-option version supra te t accompanying notes 3 0 was slightly more
frequent than the W.G. two-option version supra te t accompanying notes 30 32 although
occasionally the court cited one or both of these decisions for either the parental option only or in
combination with case law from other urisdictions.
110
The two indirect approaches were via either 1 court decision with the most frequent e ample
being New Yor cases that cited the Second Circuit’s decision in R.E. ex rel. J.E. v. New York City
Department of Education 6
.3d 167 2d Cir. 2012 which in turn cited the three-option approach in
the 200 amendments or 2 in three cases citing the corresponding IDEA regulation 3 C. .R.
300.513 a 2 2006 .
111
Most of these rulings identified a version of the parent-participation option alone. Although no
one udicial basis was particularly frequent the leading e amples within the widely varied subcategory
were: Deal ex rel. Zachary Deal v. Hamilton County Board of Education 3 2 .3d 8 0 6th Cir. 200
Knable ex rel. Knable v. Bexley City School District 238 .3d 755 6th Cir. 2001 and Matrejek v.
Brewster Central School District 2 3 . App’ 20 2d Cir. 2008 especially but not at all e clusively
in predetermination cases.
112
In almost every one of these cases the court used the parent-opportunity option without a
citation or otherwise identifying either of the broad categories of approaches which the other two
columns of entries represented.
113
All of these cases focused on the parental participation option but did not reveal due to the
missing basis whether it was part of the legislated version or one of the pre-Amendments’ udicial
formulations.
10
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The findings in Table 3 particularly the reliance on varying preAmendments udicial approaches in at least 0 of the cases 11 were
rather surprising in light of the recognized binding authority of federal
legislation. If the reason for this diversity is a udicial interpretation that
the Amendments intended a different approach for courts than for hearing
officers 115 it would seem highly unli ely in this conte t 116 and the lac of
any e planation in the court decisions that did not cite the Amendments is
rather remar able.117 The courts’ reliance on previous udicial authority in
the light of the Congressional preemption appears to be more in the nature
of adhesion than adherence.118 In any event even more than the narrowed
11
If the 18 cases without a detectable approach are not counted the proportion of this preAmendments udicial category is 6 . Moreover the udicial basis and the particular formulation
attributed to this basis were far from predictable in terms of urisdiction and interpretation.
115
This provision in the Amendments e pressly singles out hearing officers but the apparent
reason is that they are the initial ad udicators under the IDEA. The e haustion doctrine is robust under
the IDEA with the e ceptions being narrowly limited. See, e.g. Louis Wasserman Delineating
Administrative Exhaustion Requirements and Establishing Federal Courts' Jurisdiction Under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act: Lessons from the Case Law and Proposals for
Congressional Action 2 J. NAT’L ASS’N ADMIN. L. JUDICIARY 3
200 .
116
Although in other conte ts such as attorney’s fees courts have separable authority under the
IDEA it would be illogical and impractical to have different legal tests for APE and other core IDEA
issues for hearing officers and their reviewing courts. or recognition of the general coterminous
authority of hearing officers and courts see e.g. Cocores v. Portsmouth, New Hampshire, School
District, 77 . Supp. 203 205 D.N.H. 1 1 quoting S-1 v. Spangler 650 . Supp. 1 27 1 31
M.D.N.C. 1 86 vacated as moot 832 .2d 2
th Cir. 1 87
It seems incongruous that Congress
intended the reviewing court to maintain greater authority to order relief than the hearing officer . . . . .
117
It is unclear beyond the institutional gravitation toward stare decisis whether the courts
deliberately or neglectfully did not rely on the statutory standard. The contributing factors could
potentially include for e ample the scope and strategy of the parties’ briefing the courts’ general
congested case load and the specialized lengthy and changing contents of the IDEA.
118
or an e amination of this courts’ institutional resistance to changes in higher legal authority
see Matthew To son Judicial Resistance and Legal Change 82 U. CHI. L. REV. 01 2015 . or
another mar ed and costly udicial tendency the timing criterion in the selection process supra note 73
and accompanying te t revealed the disappointing delay between the IEP at issue and the court’s
ultimate APE decision. As the Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized but not resolved the
review process under the IDEA is ponderous. orest Grove v. T.A. 557 U.S. 230 2 5 200
Honig v. Doe 8 U.S. 305 322 1 88 citing Sch. Comm. of Burlington v. Dep’t of Educ. of Mass.
71 U.S. 35 370 1 85 . The earliest case in our sample represented a two-year delay between the
challenged IEP and the court’s decision. T.T. v. District of Columbia 8 IDELR 127 D.D.C. 2007 .
Given the hearing officer and in some states an additional review officer tier and udicial review not
being limited to one level the interval until the final decision in several of these cases may be futile if
not unconscionable for the immediate parties. See, e.g. Doe v. E. Lyme Bd. of Educ. 7 0 .3d 0
2d Cir. 2015 T. . and S. . ex rel. L. . v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 32 . Supp. 3d 05 S.D.N.Y.
201 si -year delay S.J. v. Issaquah Sch. Dist. 326 . App’ 23 th Cir. 200 seven-year delay .
The problem is not limited to ascertaining whether the district is appropriately meeting the child’s
individual needs at the time in question and if not correcting the denial as soon as feasible. They stayput provision may cause the child to remain in an inappropriate placement during the decisional delay.
Moreover the added time increases the transaction costs including the amounts and allocation of not
only attorneys’ fees but also remedies. or e ample in a tuition reimbursement case the years for
tuition eep increasing. If the parents lose at both the administrative level and at the final udicial level
they are left with a considerable cost that more prompt ad udication would have mitigated. Conversely
it the parents win at the highest administrative tier the hearing officer or in a two-tier urisdiction
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but imprecise student contours of the three-option formula 11 this udicial
trend continues rather resolves than the prior problems of lac of clarity
and consistency in particular relation to the parental participation option.120
III. RECOMMENDED APPROACH
The starting point for the proposed approach is clear and controlling.
In light of the Rowley Court’s repeated emphasis on the procedural prong
for APE with central attention to the role of parents under the IDEA
structure 121 and the Supreme Court’s continuing priority on this core
parental pillar 122 during the subsequent successive amendments of the
IDEA 123 a critical conclusion is now indisputable. Specifically as a
substantive matter overlapping with the student’s rights to APE parents
have independent enforceable rights under the IDEA. 12 Unless and
until Congress amends the IDEA to raise the low floor of its substantive
standard for students 125 the courts need to accord full force to the core
plan in the procedural door.126 Congress has crafted the specific standard
under the IDEA the review officer the stay-put effect of that decision requires the district to provide
reimbursement during the udicial review process without recoupment even if the ultimate decision is
in its favor. See, e.g. E. .-L. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 763 . Supp. 2d 58 S.D.N.Y. 2011 aff’d on
other grounds R.E. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. 6
.3d 167 2d Cir. 2012 cert. denied 133 S. Ct.
2802 2013 . In compensatory education cases where the ultimate decision is that the district denied
the child APE the period for the relief is e tended and its calculation via a qualitative approach is all
the more comple .
11
See supra te t accompanying notes 62 65.
120
See supra notes 20 60 and accompanying te t.
121
See supra notes 10 11 and accompanying te t.
122
Win elman v. Parma City Sch. Dist. 550 U.S. 516 52 2007
The IDEA sets up general
procedural safeguards that protect the informed involvement of parents in the development of an
education for their child. Schaffer v. Weast 5 6 U.S.
53 2005 The core of the statute . . . is
the cooperative process that it establishes between parents and schools. Honig v. Doe 8 U.S. at
311 Congress repeatedly emphasized throughout IDEA the importance and indeed the necessity of
parental participation in both the development of the IEP and any subsequent assessments of its
effectiveness. .
123
See supra note 1.
12
Win elman v. Parma City Sch. Dist. 550 U.S. at 526. In reaching this conclusion the Court
recited the three-option version of the APE procedural standard. or a previous analysis of the
connection. See, e.g. Perry A. ir el The Problematic Progeny of Winkelman v. Parma City School
District, 2 8 EDUC. L. REP. 1 200 .
125
Despite the 1 7 and 200 amendments increasing priority on outcomes particularly as
defined in tandem with the No Child Left Behind Act’s emphasis on standardized student assessments
based on state-designated proficiency and as recently adopted in the U.S. Department of Education’s
results driven accountability monitoring of state education agency implementation of the IDEA.
Office of Special Education Programs’ Results Driven Accountability Home Page U.S. DEP’T O
EDUC. http: www2.ed.gov about offices list osers osep rda inde .html last visited Oct. 2 2015 . It
seems relatively clear that the courts will not raise the substantive standard without clear Congressional
mandate. See ir el 2008 2013 supra note 1 . Indeed the finding herein of the udicial drag in
applying the legislatively prescribed standard for procedural APE cases reinforce this conclusion.
126
or the Court’s use of the door and floor metaphors in interpreting the procedural and
substantive elements of APE under the IDEA see Bd. of Educ. v. Rowley 58 U.S. at 1 2 and 201.
In the absence of separable and equivalent attention to the parent option the prevailing focus on the
student-benefit option has the effect of ma ing procedural violations under the IDEA meaningless the
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that li e mi ed questions of fact and law is a hybrid being both
procedural and substantive. Thus the courts need to vigorously and
rigorously enforce the parental option finding a denial of APE in cases
where district’s procedural violation s
s ignificantly impeded the
parent’s opportunity to participate in the decision-ma ing process
regarding the provision of a APE to the parent’s child. 127
In contrast with the relevant case law and commentary128 to date the
language of this standard is the paramount and preeminent standard for
procedural APE cases in which parental participation is at issue in terms
either step of the applicable analysis. Rather than being neglected in favor
of either the inconsistent udicial doctrines that preceded the congressional
codification or the student options that merit separate and more carefully
differentiated attention the plain language of this parental option warrants
consistent application with full force at all levels of the ad udicative
process under the IDEA.
The udge who wrote the leading but not prevailing opinion in the
Ninth Circuit’s final ma or case was correct about a structural rationale 12
but he missed the central and essential load-bearing column of the IDEA
the parental partner for the school district. Professor Romberg’s suggested
structural approach130 comes closer to the mar although the theoretical
vision of the three options in the legislative codification may e plain its
failure to gain traction in the case law to date 131 his elaboration and
interpretation of the parental option was that s ignificantly impeding the
parents right to collaborate in the IEP process is a denial of a normative
procedural principle and thus the district s conduct violates the IDEA
regardless of any proven effect on the IEP or on the child s education. 132
The problems with this per se interpretation are that it does not sufficiently

court’s determination of whether the district met the Rowley substantive standard for APE would
dictate the outcome of the case regardless of the ind and degree of procedural violations. This
interpretation turns Rowley’s view of the structure of the IDEA upside down.
127
See supra te t accompanying note 61.
128
With the e ception of Romberg supra note 20 the scholarly commentary concerning APE
under the IDEA has focused on the substantive side and has not yet specifically analyzed the IDEA
200 provisions for procedural violations. or a synthesis of the APE commentary see ir el 2013
supra note 1 .
12
See supra note 5 and accompanying te t.
130
Romberg supra note 20 at
and 66 positing the underlying structural principles of
contractualization collaboration and individualization . He characterized their meshing with the three
respective options of the legislative codification as fortuitous. Id. at 6 .
131
Yet his differentiation between contractualization and individualization in terms of
implementation and the Rowley substantive standard is a starting point for the issue not addressed
herein the operational meaning of the other two prongs. Id. at 65. Lac of implementation of an IEP
is a APE issue that Rowley did not address and that the legal literature has largely neglected thus far.
However regarding lac of implementation at least where based on Romberg’s contractualization
premise does not fit as a procedural matter.
132
Id. at 65.
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trac the legislative language 133 and it does not provide any specific
relationship to the scope of the Step 1 violations specified in the IDEA.13
Rather based on the structure of the IDEA per the Supreme Court’s
interpretations from Rowley to Winkelman135 and culminated in Congress’s
codification in the latest amendments 136 the proposed model for
ad udicating alleged procedural violations that implicate parental
participation137 is in terms of Table 1 supra a hybrid approach amounting
to the B-D combination of cells. The B- cell represents the per se part
which applies to IEP membership and attendance. The -D cell represents
the two-step or harmless error approach for all other procedural violations
with the second step giving full recognition to the P option at Step 2
independent of the S option.
More specifically the proposed udicial approach that uses the
legislative language of the parental option as the eystone consists of the
following features:
Eliminate use as a test or operational standard
predetermination
and or
meaningful
parental
138
participation
133
The primary error is equating right to collaborate with opportunity to participate.
Congress’s choice of opportunity plainly focuses equitably on whether the district too affirmative
steps to permit the parents’ participation and if so whether the parent’s defaulted by not availing
themselves of this opportunity. Rather than an undefined right to collaborate or even the
aforementioned supra note 86 inference of meaningful the qualifiers of reasonable and in good
faith would appear to be more defensible and useful in terms of the interrelated issue of the
ad udicator’s equitable authority with regard to the remedies for denial of APE. See, e.g. Sch. Comm.
of Burlington v. Dep’t of Educ. of Mass. 71 U.S. 35 370 1 85 construing 20 U.S.C.
1 15 i 2 C iii as granting broad equitable authority for relief under the IDEA .
13
ocusing on the theoretical aspects of procedural due process Romberg analyzed the
underlying structural purposes as e tending to meaningful participation of the family in the decisionma ing process concerning the child as . . . a normative good in and of itself. Romberg supra note
20 at 7. In doing so he lost sight of specific content and contours of the IDEA’s pertinent
procedural requirements. See supra notes 7 0 and accompanying te t.
135
See supra note 122 12 and accompanying te t.
136
See supra note 61 and accompanying te t.
137
Interestingly in recent years parental participation is increasing in its importance in
12
education generally and in special education specifically. See, e.g. Christina Samuels Equipping
Parents on Spec. Ed. EDUC. W . eb. 10 2016 at 1 arla Scoon Reid Parent Engagement on Rise
as Priority for Schools, Districts EDUC. W . June 3 2015 at . At the same time the Government
Accountability Office GAO has identified parent involvement as one of the ma or deficiencies in the
U.S. Department of Education’s monitoring system for states under the IDEA. U.S. GOV’T
ACCOUNTABILITY O ICE GAO-1 -3 0 SPECIAL EDUCATION: IMPROVED PER ORMANCE MEASURES
COULD
ENHANCE
OVERSIGHT
O
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
201
available
at
www.gao.gov assets 670 665 3 .pdf.
138
See supra notes 86 87. The reasons for their elimination as operational standards are: 1 they
are amorphous doctrines that ignore the much more specific scope of the procedural requirements of
the IDEA in relation to parental participation supra notes 80 85 and 88 2 the common application
of predetermination is so slanted as largely to eviscerate the substantive force of the parentalparticipation pillar supra note 101 and most importantly 3 the second option in the IDEA 200
codification preempts these doctrines with controlling language that is more predictable and balanced
in its application.
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or the IDEA’s procedural requirement for membership
and attendance at the IEP team 13 which are not only the
most central to the APE decision-ma ing procedures but
also the most commonly sub ect to dispute 1 0 use a per se
approach by focusing directly on whether the district has
significantly impeded the parent’s opportunity for
participation 1 1
or all of the other parentally-related procedural
requirements whether direct or indirect 1 2 use the
established two-step approach with Step 1 following the
well-settled analysis1 3 and Step 2 giving full force to the
Congressionally prescribed language of the parental option
to the e tent that it is asserted and proven.1
or the recommended approach which is limited to APE
ad udication 1 5 the final consideration is the remedy. The issue of
13
See supra notes 83 8 and 88. In this conte t the IEP team reference includes its functions
at the threshold stage of APE determining the child’s eligibility. 20 U.S.C. 1 1 b
A 2012 .
1 0
See supra note 101. or these Part II cases the courts have tended to focus on the metaphoric
nuances of closed v. open v. blan minds under the predetermination concept and its interrelated
notion of meaningful participation supra notes 86 87 . or the original use of this metaphor in the
predetermination conte t see Doyle v. Arlington Cnty. Sch. Bd. 806 . Supp. 2d 1253 E.D. Va. 1 2
aff’d 3 .2d 1176 th Cir. 1
interpreting a previous ourth Circuit decision as meaning that
school officials must come to the IEP table with an open mind. But this does not mean they should
come to the IEP table with a blan mind. . The results of the predetermination cases do not square
with the carefully balanced and more operationally clear congressionally prescribed parental
participation standard.
1 1
or assorted but not carefully and comprehensively previous formulations of per se approach
on a hybrid or partial basis see supra notes 3 5 60 103. Alternatively if courts were to interpret
the prescribed language as reserved for Step 2 Step 1 for the IEP meeting cases would present
relatively low and uniform hurdles in the form of the related regulations supra note 88 with the real
and more consistent test in the form of this parent-option language. Thus the outcome would be
basically the same showing the efficiency of the per se alternative for this core area.
1 2
In this conte t direct refers to the aforementioned supra notes 80 85 88 requirements
specific to parental participation whereas indirect refers to the other procedural requirements ranging
from the marginal provision for parental training and counseling supra note 8 and accompanying
te t to the specifications for evaluation and reevaluation e.g. 20 U.S.C. 1 1 a 1 C b 2012
the contents of the IEP e.g. present educational levels and measurable goals id. 1 1 d 1 A i
and the other members of the IEP team e.g. child’s teacher - id. 1 1 d 1 B that allegedly affect
the requisite Step 2 opportunity for participation.
1 3
See supra note 102.
1
In doing so courts should give careful attention to the scope of the successive terms of
significantly and opportunity.
or the first term see e.g. L.M. v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist.
556 .3d 00 0 10 th Cir. 200 emphasizing and applying the significant restriction under the
analogous parental option in the Amanda J. version of the procedural- APE template . or the second
term the following other cases in Part II supra illustrate the applicable equitable analysis: Turner v.
District of Columbia 52 . Supp. 2d 31 D.D.C. 2013 D.A. v. airfield-Suisun Unified Sch. Dist.
62 IDELR 17 E.D. Cal. 2013 Rachel L. v. State of Haw. Dep’t of Educ. 5 IDELR 2
D. Haw.
2012
asenia v. Broo line Sch. Dist. 588 . Supp. 2d 175 D.N.H. 2008 .
1 5
The other parent-oriented aspects of IDEA enforcement merits simultaneous attention. See,
e.g. Debra Chopp School Districts and Families Under the IDEA: Collaborative in Theory,
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appropriate relief under the IDEA’s broad delegation of equitable authority
to udges1 6 has not been particularly problematic in most other cases for
two interrelated reasons: 1 the spaghetti strategy 1 7 of bringing multiple
claims in APE cases often accompanying an asserted procedural
violation with others and or with an alternative claim of a substantive
denial 1 8 and 2 the rather stingy proportion of successful cases.1 In the
procedural cases conclusively decided in favor of the parents based on a
substantive student denial the typical retrospective remedy is
compensatory education or tuition reimbursement 150 in addition to any
prospective relief and attorneys’ fees.
However under the proposed approach that provides independent
substantive force to the parental option what is the appropriate equitably
Adversarial in Fact 32 J. NAT’L ASS’N AMIN. L. JUDICIARY 23 2012 suggesting increased public
enforcement of the IDEA along with e pansion of free and low-cost legal services
aren Syma
Czapans iy Special Kids, Special Parents, Special Education 7 U. MICH. J.L. RE ORM 733 201
offering three suggestions for supporting parental competence and conserving parental resources
including uniform IEPs for children with similar needs Elisa Hyman Dean Hill Riv in Stephen A.
Rosenbaum How IDEA Fails Families Without Means: Causes and Corrections from the Frontlines of
Special Education Lawyering 20 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL’Y
L. 107 2011 proposing IDEA
amendments to strengthen the balance in the IEP and private enforcement process Martin A. otler
Distrust and Disclosure in Special Education Law 1 PENN. ST. L. REV. 85 201
proposing
recognition of a full disclosure obligation under the IDEA including informing parents of the contours
of an optimal IEP for their child Eloise Pasachoff Special Education, Poverty, and the Limits of
Private Enforcement 86 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1 13 2012 proposing strengthened public
enforcement in light of the socioeconomic disparity of the ad udicatory mechanism Erin Phillips
Note When Parents Aren’t Enough: External Advocacy in Special Education 117 YALE L.J. 1802
2008 proposing free educational advocate services Margaret M. Wa elin Comment Challenging
Disparities in Special Education: Moving Parents from Disempowered Team Members to Ardent
Advocates 3 NW. J.L. SOC. POL’Y 263 2008 similarly but more specifically suggesting IDEA
amendment adding legal advocates to the IEP team based on the disparity between parents’ social
power and their legal power in the private enforcement process cf. Tracy Gershwin Mueller
Litigation and Special Education: The Past, Present, and Future Direction for Resolving Conflicts
Between Parents and School Districts 26 J. DISABILITY POL’Y STUD. 135 2015 proposing e pansion
of alternate dispute resolution such as sta eholder training and IEP facilitation.
1 6
20 U.S.C. 1 15 i 2 C iii 2012 . or a comprehensive analysis of IDEA remedies in
terms of the derivative authority of hearing officers see generally ir el supra note 1.
1 7
See, e.g. Perry A. ir el Caitlin A. Lyons Restraining the Use of Restraints for Students
with Disabilities: An Empirical Analysis of the Case Law 10 CONN. PUB. INT. L.J. 323 3 6 2011
alternatively identifying the strategy as itchen sin or shotgun pleadings observing in the
litigation challenging the use of restraints for children with disabilities that the plaintiff-parents in
most of these cases employ the spaghetti strategy of throwing everything against the wall and hoping
something stic s. .
1 8
See, e.g. Perry A. ir el Tuition and Related Reimbursement under the IDEA: A Decisional
Checklist 282 EDUC. L. REP. 785 7 0 n.36 2012 finding combined procedural and substantive
claims accounting for at least one third of the APE cases within the court decisions concerning tuition
reimbursement in New Yor Perry A. ir el Cathy S idmore National Trends in the Frequency
and Outcomes of Hearing and Review Officer Decisions under the IDEA: An Empirical Analysis 2
OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 525 550 553 201
finding for the hearing review officer levels the
average case consisted of 2.5 issue categories each encompassing more than one claim with APE
substantive and APE procedural being the leading issue categories but without a separate count of the
number of combinations .
1
See supra te t accompanying note 105.
150
See e.g. Perry A. ir el Appropriate” Decisions under the IDEA 33 J. NAT’L ASS’N
ADMIN. L. JUDICIARY 2 2 255 5 2013 .
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tailored retrospective remedy for a denial of APE that is based solely on
this ground i.e. without a denial of APE based on the student-specific
options? or these situations in addition to prospective in unction i.e. an
order for the defendant district to cease and desist from significantly
impeding the parents’ opportunity for participation in the future APE
decision-ma ing for the child and attorneys’ fees confirming prevailing
party status by changing the positions materially by adding retrospective
relief the answer appears to be available. Specifically the court upon
efficient decision-ma ing 151 should order training for the IEP team in how
to more effectively facilitate parental participation under the rubric of
compensatory education.152
Although the primary focus of these recommendations is for
ad udicators under the IDEA whether at the hearing and review officer
levels or upon udicial review this Article inevitably should have
suggestions for other scholars. Here are at least a few recommended
directions for further research: 1 conducting a similarly empirical-styled
analysis of the case law relating to the other two options under the
Congressional codification for procedural APE 153 2 providing a more
151
Undue delay calls into question the efficacy of remedial relief in terms of both the child and
the school system. See supra note 118. Although not e cusing inefficiency interests beyond those of
the immediate parties provide a balancing factor in terms of ta ing the time for a well-founded decision
that contributes to wider body of case law. E emplifying this wider view a commentator who focused
on the substantive side of APE in autism cases offered this recommendation to udges:
To the e tent possible courts should conduct their udicial review in
away that develops and further defines this process so as to provide
guidance for the future including assistance to the hearing officers who
continue to be the final arbiters of many more IDEA disputes than will
reach udicial review.
Terry Seligmann Rowley Comes Home to Roost: Judicial Review of Autism Special Education
Disputes U.C. DAVIS J. JUV. L. POL’Y 217 287 88 2005 .
152
Courts have upheld the broad equitable boundaries for compensatory education in other
circumstances. See, e.g. Par ex rel. Par v. Anaheim Union High Sch. Dist. 6 .3d 1025 103
th
Cir. 2005 upholding for a lac of implementation claim in a case where the district otherwise
provided APE and where it was merely speculative whether the child would benefit from additional
services an award of compensatory education in the form training for the child’s teachers cf. P. ex rel.
Mr. and Mrs. P. v. Newington Bd. of Educ. 5 6 .3d 111 123 2nd Cir. 2008 affirming the hearing
officer’s compensatory education relief in a case based on a violation with regard to a violation with
regard to behavioral issues and the least restrictive environment which ordered the district to continue
the employment of a specialized behavioral consultant to facilitate the IEP team’s completion of a
functional behavioral assessment . In the only case in Part II supra that addressed such a situation the
court upheld a limited compensatory education award to the student on the unusual basis that the
violation of the parent’s substantive participation rights in the absence of a denial of APE for the
student caused the parent to revo e consent for this particular service. Stepp v. Midd-West Sch. Dist.
65 IDELR
6 M.D. Pa. 2015 . However this resolution is of limited use here because only the
parent brought the appeal unsuccessfully see ing a larger compensatory education award for the child.
The court did not specifically address the basis for the award which arguably implicates a substantive
denial to the student and which appears to be at least a questionable causal connection without cogent
e pert evidence.
153
or the loss of educational opportunity standard that may be differentiated into any one of the
three codified options see e.g., R.P. v. Alamo Heights Indep. Sch. Dist. 703 .3d 801 5th Cir. 2012
M.B. ex rel. Berns v. Hamilton Schools 668 .3d 851 7th Cir. 2011 Drobnic i v. Poway Unified Sch.
Dist. Dep’t of Educ. 358 . App’ 788 th Cir. 200 .
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traditional legal analysis that comprehensively covers all three options
under the codification with their recommended differences and
interrelationship and 3 formulating recommendations for revising the
procedural and substantive standards for APE in the ne t Congressional
reauthorization based on the more than three decades of funding research
practice and litigation under the IDEA.
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PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE YOUR WATER IS:
BUILDING RESILIENCE THROUGH RATES
AMY HARDBERGER
I. INTRODUCTION
California is in the fourth year of a record drought. Although the state
has nown drought before this is being reported as driest period in the
state s recorded rainfall history and scientists worry that this is ust the
beginning.1 Thirty eight million people live in the state and millions of
acres of farmland are responsible for growing food that stoc store shelves
across the U.S.2 As crisis sets in many solutions are proposed including
new e pensive technologies.3 Although very e pensive the thought seems
to be in an emergency price becomes no ob ect. While perhaps an
understandable sentiment it is also ironic. Despite the current shortage
Californians currently pay very little for the water they still do have.5 The
average monthly water bill in Californian ranges from 0 - 70 depending
on the region. 6 This is often much less than the average bill for cable
cellphones or broadband service.7 Water bills are sure to rise once current
water resources are gone sending a price signal that is needed now.
Unfortunately this scenario is not unique to California.
Amy Hardberger is an Associate Professor at St. Mary’s University School of Law email:
ahardberger stmaryt .edu. Special than s to Vermont Law School and the participants of the 2015
Scholarship Colloquium for providing feedbac on this article particularly Inara Scott.
1
Paul Rogers California Drought: Past Dry Periods Have Lasted more than 200 Years, Scientists Say
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS Jan. 25 201
http: www.mercurynews.com science ci 2 3601
california-drought-past-dry-periods-have-lasted-more.
Megadroughts have been recorded in
California. Id.
2
Id.
3
Id.
Id.
5
Jane Wells West Coast drought: Why California water is so cheap CNBC May 28 2015
http: www.cnbc.com 2015 05 28 west-coast-drought-why-california-water-is-so-cheap.html.
6
Id.
7
Id.
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Water resources are in crisis throughout many parts of the United
States.8 This is particularly true in drought-prone areas where population
growth and demand are quic ly outpacing supply. New supply pro ects are
often proposed to solve the shortfall however these programs may create
new problems.10 E pensive new supply technologies can greatly increase
the price of water sending a price signal to consumers to use less water ust
as more is becoming available.
Utilities are challenged to meet future water demands.11 To do this they
must accurately predict what a city’s water needs will be. Traditionally
demand pro ections are calculated by e trapolating per capita for population
pro ections. 12 The danger is that demand pro ections often assume
traditional use and do not include ma imum reduction through conservation
and efficiency. 13 When usage changes either through implementation of
these programs or from une pected weather changes demand alters
dramatically which can create a revenue shortfall.1 Accordingly many see
any efforts to reduce usage as threats to the reliability of income to the utility
creating an economic disincentive.15 However that is not true. Revenues
can be maintained as usage is reduced as long as the uncertainties are
minimized.16
To achieve supply longevity customers should be aware of the
importance of current supply and ad ust their behavior accordingly. One
way to affect demand before a shortage occurs is through appropriate
pricing.17 Before scarcity forces a change in behavior a customer’s only
connection with water is its price.18 As such prices should reflect the value
of current supply to encourage protection through conservation efficiency
and value-based use decisions.
Rates are usually based on the utility’s cost of service. 1 The law
requires the utilities to charge reasonable rates without discrimination

8

See Matt erner These 11 Cities May Completely Run Out of Water Sooner Than You Think THE
HU INGTON
POST
Dec.
2013
http: www.huffingtonpost.com 2013 12 0 watershortage n 378 18.html.
Doyle Rice Water Worries: Climate Change in the Desert Southwest USA TODAY July 2013.
10
See PETER H. GLEIC ET AL. WASTE NOT WANT NOT: THE POTENTIAL OR URBAN WATER
CONSERVATION IN CALI ORNIA 2003 available at http: www.pacinst.org wp-content uploads
sites 21 2013 02 waste not want not full report3.pdf.
11
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY BUILDING BETTER WATER RATES OR AN UNCERTAIN WORLD:
BALANCING REVENUE MANAGEMENT RESOURCE E ICIENCY AND ISCAL SUSTAINABILITY 28 201 .
12
Id.
13
See GLEIC supra note 10.
1
See id.
15
See ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY DECLINING WATER SALES AND UTILITY REVENUES: A
RAMEWOR
OR UNDERSTANDING AND ADAPTING 3 2012 .
16
Id.
17
ROBERT B. E ELUND JR.
ROBERT D. TOLLISON ECONOMICS: PRIVATE MAR ET AND PUBLIC
CHOICE 11 6th ed. 2000 .
18
Robert Glennon Water Scarcity, Marketing, and Privatization 83 TE . L. REV. 1873 1873 2005 .
1
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 .
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allowing a fair rate of return. 20 Unfortunately current cost-of-service
models mandated in most areas dictate that citizens generally only pay for a
utility’s current costs which may only include treatment and delivery and
not a price for the actual water.21 The e isting pricing model is problematic
because it does not value water until there is not enough to go around. In
addition the e isting pricing model is flawed because there is no mechanism
for a rapid rate ad ustment to affect behavior and scale bac demand in
emergency situations.22 This can lead to water shortages.
Water is critical not only to personal survival and to the survival of the
economy and culture of a community as well as their various users such as
power generators agriculture and industry.23 Society’s ability to survive and
thrive depends on the guarantee of sufficient water supplies yet that is not a
lu ury upon which all locations can rely.2 Sustainable water for all uses
requires a hard review of how economics is applied to water. Any economic
modeling must include value-based pricing that reflects intrinsic costs to
ensure wise allocation decisions. Cost-of-service models must be broadened
to allow pricing based on more than capital costs. E amples from the energy
sector which reflects increased pricing in times of high demand and strained
supply should be adopted by the water sector. Until the mar et currently
applied to water reflects true valuation water will continue to flow in ways
that do not favor resiliency.
This paper e amines the application of basic mar et principles to water
transactions and the problems it creates. It considers how the basics of utility
cost-of-service based rate structures can create inaccurate price signals
resulting in water supply depletion and other unintended consequences. Part
II e amines the current economic situation of water mar ets and describes
how current pricing of water disincentivizes source protection.25 Part III
e plains the current utility economic model.26 Included in this discussion
are an e planation of why efficiency and revenue collection are not mutually
e clusive a description of the cost of service rate paradigm and its current
limitations and how revenues are collected through a combination of fees
and rates. 27 This part also warns that low-income users deserve special
consideration in the pricing conversation.28
20

JAMES C. BONBRIGHT PRINCIPLES O PUBLIC UTILITY RATES 50 1 61 .
Robert Glennon The Price of Water 2 J. LAND RESOURCES ENVTL. L. 337 3 0 200 .
22
See e.g. Yvonne Wenger City Panel Gets Earful From Residents Angry About Rising Water Bills
THE BALTIMORE SUN June 26 2013 http: articles.baltimoresun.com 2013-06-26 news bs-md-ciwater-rate-increase-20130625 1 meter-and-billing-systems-rudolph-chow-water-bills.
23
See, e.g. SUSAN COMBS TE . COMPTROLLER O PUB. ACCOUNTS THE IMPACT O THE 2011
DROUGHT AND BEYOND
eb. 6 2011 available at http: www.window.state.t .us specialrpt
drought pdf 6-170 -Drought.pdf.
2
A. DAN TARLOC LAW O WATER RIGHTS AND RESOURCES 13 2013 .
25
See discussion infra Part II.
26
See discussion infra Part III.
27
See discussion infra Part III.
28
See discussion infra Part III.
21
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inally Part IV of this paper proposes various best practices to this
water pricing challenge.2 The first recommendation is to e pand away from
a rigid interpretation of cost of service which creates a reactionary pricing
scheme. 30 Second utilities need to adopt a more comple demand
pro ection calculation that ta es many factors into consideration including
climate and demand response.31 This paper also recommends rate structures
that create a price signal for the consumer about the value of the resource
while also providing a secure revenue stream for the utility.32
II. PRICE AND MUNICIPAL WATER SUSTAINABILITY
Water scarcity is a growing problem for many parts of the United
States.33 Although the American Southwest has been struggling with water
challenges for many years even traditionally water-rich areas face the threat
of drought and demand increases.3 In the last five years nearly every
region of the country e perienced water shortages. At least 36 states are
anticipating local regional or statewide water shortages by 2013 even
under non-drought conditions. 35
One of the challenges with water is how little of it is actually available
for use even under normal conditions. 36 Less than one percent of the
world’s water is available for human use and much of that is located
underground at varying depths.37 Additionally not only is the world using
more water it is being used in ways that often leave it unavailable for other
users.38 World water consumption has tripled in the last fifty years.3 This
combination of factors elucidates the depth of the water supply challenge.
Unfortunately water supply decisions are frequently based on factors such
as availability location price and highest economic use rather than on longterm sustainability. 0 Water supply issues are particular challenging in
growing cities.

2

See discussion infra Part IV.
See discussion infra Part IV.A.
See discussion infra Part IV.B.
32
See discussion infra Part IV.C.
33
erner supra note 8.
3
ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY WATER SUPPLY IN THE U.S. http: www.epa.gov WaterSense pubs supply.html
last visited Jan. 16 201 .
35
Id.
36
WORLD BUS. COUNCIL OR SUSTAINABLE DEV. WATER ACTS AND TRENDS 1 available at
www.unwater.org downloads Water facts and trends.pdf.
37
ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY supra note 3 . Appro imately 30 of the world’s freshwater is underground
with varying levels of access challenges. WORLD BUS. COUNCIL OR SUSTAINABLE DEV. supra note 36.
38
ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY supra note 3 .
3
Id.
0
P. VAN DER AAG H.H.G. SAVENIJE WATER AS AN ECONOMIC GOOD: THE VALUE O PRICING AND
THE AILURE O MAR ETS 15 20 22 July 2006 .
30
31
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A. The Municipal Challenge
Cities have a heightened challenge for water because their populations
are booming. 1 The combination of population concentration and limited
water in these areas could impact large amounts of domestic users as well as
the industrial and commercial sectors. 2 Unli e their rural counterparts
urban dwellers depend on the municipality for the procurement and delivery
of water to the point of use. This means the city is not only responsible for
the securing supply it must also build and maintain the infrastructure needed
for delivery and ensure it can maintain this service for newcomers.
Drought e acerbates any e isting issues with supply inadequacy. rom
2011 to 2013 half of the United States e perienced varying levels of
drought. 3 At the beginning of 2013 si ty percent of the U.S. e perienced
moderate to e ceptional drought. While the drought has alleviated in some
areas other regions remain in peril. 5 Several ma or metropolitan areas
located on the East Coast the Midwest and the western United States are at
ris of a water shortage. 6
Despite the varied array of uses and dependencies on water e isting
legal allocation schemes often do not effectively wor to ensure water
sustainability. 7 As supply capacity declines accountability between users
increases and the mar et is often the only tool available. This can be
problematic because the current water mar et is incomplete which leads to
price signals that do not send appropriate signals to users and can increase
waste. 8
B. The Distorted Price Signal
While scarcity affects all water users water sustainability is not the
primary consideration of allocation regimes. At best current permitting

1
WORLD HEALTH ORGANI ATION HIDDEN CITIES: UNMAS ING AND OVERCOMING HEALTH
INEQUITIES IN URBAN SETTINGS 7 2010 stating that by 2050 seven out of ten people will live in urban
settings
http: www.who.int obe centre publications hiddencities media who un habitat
hidden cities w.pdf?ua 1.
2
Grace Wyler All Around The US, Risk of a Water Crisis Are Much Bigger Than People Realize BUS.
INSIDER May 22 2013 http: www.businessinsider.com us-drought-water-scarcity-2013-5.
3
Id.
Id.
5
Id.
6
Id.
7
See e.g. Rogers supra note 1.
8
VAN DER AAG SAVENIJE supra note 0 at Amy Hardberger Water Is A Girl’s Best Friend:
Examining the Water Valuation Dilemma 62 U. AN. L. REV. 8 3 12 31 201 discussing the ways
current mar ets would need to change in order to be effective tools for water allocation .
Irwin v. Phillips 5 Cal. 1 0 1 7 1855 . In Irwin, often cited for creating the prior appropriation
system the court notes that the important aspect of the system is to preserve the rights of those who are
first in time. Id. TARLOC supra note 2 at 267.
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systems are designed to react to a shortage rather than wor to avoid one.50
E isting water permitting relies either on pro imity to a water source51 or on
a first come first serve basis.52 Unfortunately due to the meteoric increase
of population and consumption the water landscape has changed
dramatically from when the ma ority of rights were perfected or permitted.53
Current pro ections for many areas show that increased demand coupled
with climate change variations will create shortages even in non-drought
years.5
Despite this reality none of these regimes include a legal mechanism to
reevaluate the wisdom or the efficiency of a use once the property right is
perfected.55 Legal systems may dictate reduced usage in times of drought
but this reduction is strictly temporary and not tied to any permanent
prioritization of the best uses of the water.56 The primary mechanism to shift
permitted water from one user to another is mar ets however the buying
and selling of water also does not guarantee protection of the best uses.57 In
fact m ore than for most commodities social and cultural values relating
to water are often SIC in conflict with economic values. 58 Some mar et
changes are required to promote resource sustainability.

50

TARLOC supra note 2 at 26 .
P. RIT HOLLEMAN WATER RIGHTS AND TA INGS: INHERENT LIMITS ON THE PROPERTY RIGHTS
AND CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAW CLE INTERNATIONAL H-1 H-1 H-2 available at
http: www.pbblaw.com articles Holleman 20- 20Water 20Rights 20and 20Ta ings 20
2800011376 2 .pdf.
52
Id. at H-1.
53
In a prior appropriation urisdiction any proposed use in a permit application must be deemed
beneficial. The determination of a right as beneficial occurs at the time of the permit issuance or
perfection of the right. Although the list of approved beneficial uses may change over time any permit
issued continues to be valid even if the use no longer considered beneficial. The permit is a property
right therefore a revocation of a permit based solely on use would be generally be sub ect to a ta ings
challenge. Id.
5
Jonathan A. Adler Warming Up to Water Markets NAT. RESOURCES 1 Winter 2008 200
available at http: ob ect.cato.org sites cato.org files serials files regulation 2008 11 v31n -3.pdf.
55
See, e.g. TE . WATER CODE ANN. 11.001 West 2012 defining water rights as a vested property
right .
56
Such a system can lead to challenging drought scenarios. In a prior appropriation system many
agricultural permits are senior to newer municipal and power generation permits. In drought conditions
the system prioritizing access based on the date of the permit and not the type of use so a power plant
may need to power down to allow farmers to receive their full allocation.
57
See ERIN SCHILLER ELI ABETH OWLER PACI IC RESEARCH INSTITUTE. ENDING CALI ORNIA’S
WATER CRISIS: A MAR ET SOLUTION TO THE POLITICS O WATER 1 1
available at
http: special.pacificresearch.org pub sab enviro waterm ts waterm ts.html ROBERT A. YOUNG
DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC VALUE O WATER CONCEPTS AND METHODS 8 2005 .
58
YOUNG supra note 57 at 8.
51
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1. The Basics of Supply and Demand
The supply and demand curve is one of the primary concepts taught in
a microeconomics class. 5 This curve is an economic model of price
determination in a competitive mar et.60 Demand indicates what an item is
worth to someone while supply reflects what something costs.61
Supply is the quantity of an item available in the mar etplace at a given
price.62 It is directly related to price. The law of supply states that all other
things being equal an increase in supply of a product or service will cause
price of the item to decrease.63 The inverse is also true.6 Although many
things can affect supply t he most important influence on the position of
the supply curve is the cost of producing a good or service. 65 One e ample
of this is a price reduction for goods because of the reduction of an input
price such as labor. 66 The opposite is often seen for water as more
e pensive technology is required to provide adequate supply price will
increase.67
Demand is the quantity of a good that individuals are willing and able
to purchase at a given price.68 The demand curve e presses an inverse
relation between price of a good and the quantity demanded. 6 Similar to
the relationship on the supply side price and demand are inversely related:
as one increases the other decreases and visa versa.70 While this is true of
an individual’s behavior the focus for economists is more often on mar et
demand which is the amalgamation of individual demand for an item or
service at alternative prices.71 If the number of consumers increases the
mar et demand curve will also increase.72
Although supply and demand are separate and can wor independently
with price they often wor together to determine the mar et price of an
5

See, e.g. E ELUND
TOLLISON supra note 17 at 51 81 ROBIN BADE
MICHAEL PAR IN
OUNDATIONS O MICROECONOMICS 83 122 2d ed. 200
ROBERT H. RAN
BEN S. BERNAN E
PRINCIPLES O ECONOMICS 61 88 Brief ed. 200 .
60
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 11 stating a model requires assumption and abstractions
from the real world .
Michael Hanemann The Value of Water
2005 available at http: are.ber eley.edu courses
EEP162 spring05 valuewater.pdf.
62
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 61 62 RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 66.
63
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 61 62.
6
Id.
65
Id. at 63.
66
Id. at 63 6 .
67
See, e.g. elicity Barringer In California, What Price Water? N.Y. TIMES eb. 28 2013
http: www.nytimes.com 2013 03 01 business energy-environment a-costly-california-desalinationplant-bets-on-future-affordability.html? r 0 discussing the price of an e pensive desalination plant in
California .
68
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 5 55.
6
Id. at 60.
70
Id. at 61 62.
71
Id. at 60.
72
Id.
61
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item.73 In a competitive mar et the unit price for a particular good will vary
until it settles at a price point when the quantity demanded equals the
quantity supplied.7 This results in an economic equilibrium for both price
and quantity for the item. 75 Mar ets are an effective system to allocate
resources because when a good is in equilibrium the price provides
information to suppliers about the ideal price and demand of that good.76
The mar et approach can be applied to water. In fact in the absence of
any limiting polices it is already happening to some e tent.77 While the
initial permitting phase of water is dictated by governments economics does
come into play in post-permitting water conveyances as a buyer without
sufficient water low supply high demand purchases water from an
e isting permit holder high supply low demand . 78 The price for the
conveyance is presumably set based on this supply and demand
relationship. 7 This transaction is simply a mar et transfer of a property
right.80 Therefore the appropriate question is not whether this economic
model can be applied to water but how it can be done to meet community
goals.81
2. Price as a Behavior Trigger
Since communities are already paying for water it follows that price
could be used to manage the amount of water used and ensure that water is
going to the highest value use.82 It is a basic principle of economics that
people ma e choices based on a rational self-interest. 83 Based on this
assumption human behavior can be predicted once the costs and benefits
associated with an option are ascertained.8 Price is an obvious cost that
might affect consumer decision-ma ing.85 It will affect what and how much
of an item is purchased.86 In order for a person to continue purchasing an
73

Id. at 65 72.
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 68.
75
Id.
76
Id. at 8 .
77
TARLOC supra note 2 at 12 1 .
78
Id. at 13. Compare TE . WATER CODE ANN. 11.135 West 2012 listing the criteria required for
surface water permit issuance in Te as with Betsy Blaney T. Boone Pickens sells water rights to Texas
water supplier for $103 million NEWSO June 2 2011 http: newso .com t.-boone-pic ens-sellswater-rights-to-te as-water-supplier-for-103-million article 357 87
describing a large water
transaction .
7
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 81 82.
80
TARLOC supra note 2 at 13.
81
Hanemann supra note 61 at 12.
82
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 178.
83
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at .
8
Id.
85
Id. at 11.
86
Id. at 11 5 see, e.g. Lisa Hymas, How High do Gas Prices Have to get to Trigger Behavior Change?
GRIST. Mar. 1 2012 discussing people’s ad usted driving habits as a result of high gas prices for an
e tended time period .
7
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item at an increased cost the benefit must also increase for the same decision
to ma e sense.87 A consumer may also want to protect the environment
through altruism and not ust their own self-interest.88 Many of these drivers
are not included in current water mar et regimes.
In a mar et economy prices are essential signals that tell producers and
resource suppliers what and how much to produce. 8 When a mar et goes
out of equilibrium price is what pulls it bac . 0 It is the automatic regulator
that manages the balance between supply and demand. 1 Prices also serve
to allocate available commodities among competing end users. 2 Demand
and price have an inverse relationship. 3 As prices increases the quantity
demanded falls.
In a perfect mar et both buyers and sellers are numerous enough that
no single buyer or seller can influence price. 5 This theory assumes that the
quantity of items available for purchase is only reliant on sellers ma ing the
good available however for a resource li e water this is not true. 6 Not only
is there a fi ed quantity of water in the world events li e drought can reduce
the quantity available in a certain region. 7 According to economic theory
these supply reductions would eventually lead to a corresponding price
increase. 8
It is often assumed that water demand is fairly inelastic however that
is only true of nondiscretionary uses. Discretionary uses such as lawn
watering or wasteful indoor practices are more elastic.100 Although there is
no substitute for water the user can choose to avoid watering all together or
increase efficiencies to reduce total demand.101 Therefore price elasticity of
demand for water is only effective on certain types of uses.102 In those areas
increased price can save a considerable amount of water. 103 In drier
87

E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at .
Id.
8
Id. at 10.
0
BADE PAR IN supra note 5 at 100.
1
Id.
2
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 11.
3
Id. at 55.
Id. at 56. This rule assumes that other things li e income and supply remain constant.
5
Id. at 65.
6
Id.
7
WORLD BUS. COUNCIL OR SUSTAINABLE DEV. supra note 36.
8
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 61 62.
Jonathan H. Adler Water Marketing as an Adaptive Response to the Threat of Climate Change, 31
HAMLINE L. REV. 72 7 6 2008 VAN DER AAG SAVENIJE supra note 0 at 18.
100
Adler supra note
at 7 6. Outdoor water use can account for over 50 of household use
particularly in dry regions. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY: WATER SENSE OUTDOOR WATER USE IN THE
UNITED STATES http: www.epa.gov WaterSense pubs outdoor.html last visited eb. 20 201 .
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at
In Phoeni changeovers from turf lawns and
high-water-demand plants to native desert landscaping are shifting water use patterns dramatically. .
101
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 125 26.
102
Adler supra note
at 7 6 7.
103
See id.
88
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climates discretionary uses account for over fifty percent of total water
withdrawals during pea month creating a large opportunity to reduce usage
through price triggers.10
One important aspect of price accuracy is the inclusion of
e ternalities.105 An e ternality represents a connection between economic
agents which lies outside the price system of the economy. As the level of
e ternality generated is not controlled directly by price the standard
efficiency theorems on mar et equilibrium cannot be applied. 106 There are
many e ternalities not included in the current price of water including
scarcity environmental consequences and water quality degradation ust to
name a few.107 While all of these have both a monetary and a social cost
those costs are borne outside and unrelated to the mar et which artificially
deflates prices.108 Although price can be used to affect demand this will
only be effective in a property functioning mar et. Unfortunately the
current water mar et may be incapable of sending accurate price signals
3. Flipping the Model: Conserving Too Late
Intrinsic in a wor ing mar et is the assumption that price moves goods
towards their highest value use and increases overall efficiency. 10 The
ultimate goal of a mar et is to ensure that a good is obtained by the person
who values it the most however with water another goal is critical: that
water does not run out.110 The hope is to use mar ets to effectuate this goal
but under current conditions price triggers to reduce demand would occur
after the water is gone and it is too late.111
Water usage is a function of available supply and the value of water. 112
Value in this quote actually refers to current cost.113 The supply curve is
based on the cost of production as well as demand.11 The least e pensive
water is always the first to be used which eeps prices low.115 Once that
10

SAM MARIE HERMITTE ROBERT E. MACE TE AS WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD THE GRASS IS
ALWAYS GREENER OUTDOOR RESIDENTIAL WATER USE IN TE AS
available at
http: www.twdb.state.t .us publications reports technical notes doc SeasonalWaterUseReportfinal.pdf.
105
RONALD C. GRI IN WATER RESOURCES ECONOMICS: THE ANALYSIS O SCARCITY POLICIES AND
PROJECTS 10 2006 RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 26 .
106
GRI IN supra note 105 at 10 .
107
Id. at 216 20 Erin M. Tegtmeier Michael D. Duffy External Costs of Agricultural Production in
the United States 2 INT’L J. O AGRIC. SUSTAINABILITY 1 1 2 5 1 200
listing many negative
impacts of agricultural production not factored into the price of goods .
108
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY WATER PRICING PRIMER OR THE GREAT LA ES REGION 7
2010 . See Tegtmeier Duffy supra note 107 at 1 2.
10
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 178.
110
Id.
111
Glennon supra note 18 at 188 86.
112
TARLOC supra note 2 at 1 .
113
Id.
11
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 63 6 .
115
Glennon supra note 18 at 1873 7 .
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supply is gone users turn to more e pensive water alternatives and the
corresponding cost increases.116 This increased cost shifts the supply curve
such that the mar et equilibrium will also move and the price per unit will
increase.117
Increased price can be used to encourage efficient behavior. 118 A
consumer with e cess income might be willing to pay for a larger lawn even
at a higher price however if price goes up and income stays the same the
average consumer will decrease their use to accommodate the price
change.11 The problem with using this model is that assuming constant
demand price cannot increase unless supply decreases.120
Water can also be affected by changes in the demand curve.121 Even if
individual demand is constant a growth in population can increase overall
mar et demand.122 If there is not a corresponding increase in supply the
price per unit will increase or individual demand will have to decrease to
maintain mar et equilibrium. 123 These mar et scenarios can occur in a
drought where demand is challenged by a dwindling resource or by the
long-term problem created when a city grows beyond its current water
resources and must turn to more e pensive water options.
The problem with this model is two-fold. irst if the price of basic
water needs goes up and income does not increase low-income users only
using water for non-discretionary uses will suffer.12 Using the traditional
model a customer must either pay more or use less if they want their bill to
remain constant after a rate increase. 125 Because water is necessary for
survival the system fails low-income users because someone without the
means cannot simply live without water.126 The second problem with this
model is that price will increase only when costs increase which is too
late.127 The goal is to affect behavior early enough to avoid new supply not
to change behavior because new supply is already required.
The e isting model is particularly problematic in drought or emergency
conditions because of its slow response to mar et needs.128 Traditional rate
116
See, e.g. Barringer supra note 67 discussing the price of an e pensive desalination plant in
California .
117
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 61 62.
118
See id. at .
11
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 125 26.
120
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 61 62.
121
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 82 igure 3.17.
122
Id.
123
Id.
12
Deborah Sullivan Brennan SD Water Rates to Jump 15 Percent UT-SAN DIEGO Nov. 21 2013
http: www.utsandiego.com news 2013 Nov 21 environment-water-rate-increase-san-diego .
125
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 82 igure 3.17.
126
How Long Can We Survive Without Food or Water? CBC NEWS May 7 2011
http: www.cbc.ca news canada how-long-can-we-survive-without-food-or-water-1.10008 8.
127
E ELUND TOLLISON supra note 17 at 63 6 .
128
Rogers supra note 1. BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at
If the resources were not scarce there would
be no need to economize their use by means of a price system. .
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models do not have a mechanism for a rapid ad ustment to affect behavior
and scale bac demand in emergency situations nor is there a way to affect
price in a proactive manner.12 Instead without regulatory drought measures
in place climate neutral pumping will occur at a time when additional
conservation is especially important thus depleting important supplies when
they cannot be replaced.130 This creates an economic inefficiency.
The current business model actually creates a negative feedbac loop.131
Price goes up based on scarcity and the need for new e pensive technology
signaling people to use less as new supply comes on line. 132 inancial
commitments to new pro ects often disincentivize conservation
programming efforts because sale of water is necessary to pay for the
pro ect.133 This can further increases demand and the need for even more
supply.
The primary mechanism of mar ets creates the biggest problem that
arises when mar ets are applied to water. As previously discussed a mar et
transfers goods to those who value them the most.13 Intrinsic in this are two
important assumptions.135 irst that everyone who values water has the
money to purchase it and two that people are the only essential recipients
of water. Both are false assumptions.136 Obviously every human values
water highly especially for basic needs however not everyone can pay for
it at any price.137 An unregulated open mar et would punish low-income
users simply because they could not participate in the mar et allocation of
resources.138 inally in other mar ets life can continue without the good or
it can be substituted for another similar good. That is clearly not true here.
An illustration of these concerns can be found in cities across the U.S.

12
See e.g. Missouri Public Service Commission RATE MA ING PROCESS available at
http: psc.mo.gov General Ratema ing Process last visited eb. 20 201
describing the arduous
process of changing rates through a rate case .
130
Rogers supra note 1.
131
See id.
132
Norimitsu Onishi Arid Australia Sips Seawater, but at a Cost N.Y. TIMES Jul. 10 2010 at A6
available at http: www.nytimes.com 2010 07 11 world asia 11water.html? r 0.
133
Mar Schliebs Mothballs at the ready for $1.8bn desal plant THE AUSTRALIAN Mar. 27 2013
available at http: www.theaustralian.com.au national-affairs state-politics mothballs-at-the-ready-for18bn-desal-plant story-e6frgcz -122660717258 .
13
RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 178.
135
See id.
136
See id.
137
JULIET CHRISTIAN-SMITH ET AL. PACI IC INSTITUTE ASSESSING WATER A ORDABILITY A PILOT
STUDY IN TWO REGIONS O CALI ORNIA 2013 available at http: www.pacinst.org wpcontent uploads sites 21 2013 08 assessing-water-affordability.pdf.
138
See id. at 1 2.
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III. THE BRO EN BUSINESS MODEL: THE CURRENT WATER UTILITY
LANDSCAPE
As a society continued prosperity and survival is predicated on a
sustainable water supply.13 One way to accomplish this goal is to ensure
that water is used wisely and no one uses more than what she needs. Mar ets
can help achieve this however price must be an accurate indicator of value
to be successful.1 0 Many argue that mar ets should not be applied to public
goods li e water.1 1 While there are good arguments for that idea it is highly
unli ely that the United States will stop pricing water.1 2 In addition zero
valuation can lead to wasteful usage and result in a tragedy of the
commons.1 3
True value of water is not always reflected by mar et price.1 Many
items that are not mar eted commodities still have an economic value.1 5
Price often does not match value because mar et value changes based on
circumstances.1 6 At any given time mar et value is dependent on many
factors including supply permanent and temporary and demand time of
year weather .1 7 True value is more stable than mar et value.1 8 While a
mar et system regime is not naturally protective of water resources policies
can be ad usted to ensure mar ets incorporate currently absent
considerations to strengthen valuation accuracy.
One of the primary ways people purchase water is through municipal
utility service billing.1 In this situation a city provider or other similar
entity holds legal access to the water and they disseminate the resource to
their customers for a price.150 Utilities are organized to be financially self-

13

TARLOC supra note 2 at 13 15.
Hanemann supra note 61 at 3. JE ERY A. HUGHES SHARLENE LEURIG ASSESSING WATER
SYSTEM REVENUE RIS : CONSIDERATIONS OR MAR ET ANALYSTS 6 2013
M any water systems
are seeing evidence that customers are more price-responsive. .
1 1
YOUNG supra note 57 at 8 .
1 2
See id.
1 3
Garrett Hardin The Tragedy of the Commons 162 SCIENCE 12 3 1 68 available at
http: www.sciencemag.org content 162 385 12 3.full. Tragedy of the commons is the economic
theory that argues if permitted to do so individuals will act independently on a common resource
according to each one s self-interest and deplete the resource contrary to the group s long-term best
interests. Id. RAN
BERNAN E supra note 5 at 28 When a valuable resource has a price of zero
people will continue to e ploit it as long as its marginal benefit remains positive. .
1
Hanemann supra note 61 at 3. The actual or mar et price is the price for which an item is sold.
ADAM SMITH AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES O THE WEALTH O NATIONS 30 1776 . The
mar et price can be above below or at the natural price. Id.
1 5
Hanemann supra note 61 at 3.
1 6
Id. at .
1 7
Id.
1 8
Id.
1
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY UNDAMENTALS O WATER RATE MA ING 1 3 2008 available
at http: www.allianceforwaterefficiency.org Wor Area DownloadAsset.asp ?id 720.
150
See e.g. SAN ANTONIO WATER SYSTEM EDWARDS AQUI ER PUMPING RIGHTS ACQUISITION
http: www.saws.org Your Water WaterResources pro ects edwards.cfm last visited eb 20 201 .
1 0
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sufficient and not require income from other sources such as ta es.151 They
usually function as a monopoly therefore their rates are regulated as a
substitute for open mar et competition.152
Suppliers are only allowed to earn a reasonable rate of return so rates
are generally calculated based on their costs. 153 This can create several
problems. irst rates cannot be increased until costs increase which is often
an indicator of water shortage.15 Second under the traditional rate model
utilities are motivated to sell water which can actually create the shortage.155
These perverse mar et incentives threaten both utility and water
sustainability.
A. Efficiency v. Revenues: A False Conflict
The problem is simple. Water providers are tas ed with selling water.156
Utilities cannot stay in business if they do not generate revenues to maintain
their capital-intensive business.157 In many cases these revenues also help
to fund city budgets further incentivizing sales over conservation. 158
Despite this motivation to sell per capita water consumption revenues have
been trending downward while costs increase. 15 Current water use is
equivalent to the amount used in the 1 50s. 160 While revenues may be
variable many costs are not.161 The obvious result of these trends is that
more utilities are or will e perience financial difficulties.162 Over time this
movement can affect the utility’s self-sufficiency and debt service.163 In
addition to budget shortfalls volatile revenue streams create general utility
instability.16
151

WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION DE INING A RESILIENT BUSINESS MODEL OR WATER UTILITIES 1
201 .
152
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 18.
153
Id.
15
See id. at 1 .
155
See id.
156
Id. at 7.
157
Id. at 7 11 WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 31.
158
See e.g. Rebecca McCutcheon City Budget Expected to Increase Due to Utility Sales, Sale Tax
Collections WIN IELD DAILY COURIER July 31 2015 available at http: www.winfieldcourier.com
news article f5ddf 5c-37da-11e5- ef -fbeaee7 e01.html.
15
Shadi Es af Trends for Operating Expenses Relative to Operating Revenues for Local GovernmentOwned Water Utilities UNC ENVTL. INANCE BLOG May 22 2013 http: efc.web.unc.edu 2013 05 22
trends-in-operating-e penses-relative-to-operating-revenues-for-local-government-owned-waterutilities .
160
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 7. WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note
177 at v Between any given consecutive years between Y200 and Y2011 revenues decreased
from 1 -37 for a cohort of 85 utilities from across the country. .
161
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 32. Many fi ed costs are determined by debt
service payments. Id. at 32 33. When water revenues decrease the obligation to pay investors who
financed new water pro ected does not change. Id.
162
Es af supra note 15 .
163
Id.
16
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 11.
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The relationship between sales and revenue leads to flashy headlines
concluding that water conversation ban rupts utilities.165 ortunately it is
not that simple. Budget shortfalls are more often the result of bad planning
not good citizenship.166 Research shows that uncertainty is the real threat to
utility resilience not conservation. 167 The tension between pricing to
encourage less consumption versus pricing to encourage more sales and
more revenue can lead to battles between water system managers and elected
boards and even within water systems between conservation program
directors and financial directors. 168
This does not have to be the case. The ey often-forgotten variable is
that new supply costs money too and may not even be available when
needed.16 Giving value to e isting supply and avoided new supply can shift
the conversation from one of public policy to economics.170 The time has
come for the whole industry to shift from a paradigm of growth to a
paradigm of sustainability . . . . Building sustainable utilities is more
important than addressing revenue losses alone. 171
1. Is Water Conservation Really the Enemy?
The largest source of revenue is costumer sales. 172 The inability to
predict sales accurately leads to variable revenues. While utilities can plan
for some level of uncertainly a drastic delta between predicted and actual
sales can threaten the business model. 173 The ey to reliable revenue
pro ections is the reduction of uncertainty through conservation not in spite
of it.
In many cities conservation is only encouraged or required during dry
periods.17 Although compliance may occur the pattern reverts in times of
plenty when utilities collect as much revenue as possible and the
conservation ethic is lost.175 This causes problems in the long-term because
165

E.g. atherine Shaver Water Utilities Charge More to Offset Low-flow Toilets, Faucets and Shower
Heads WASH. POST Aug. 3 201 at A1 Neena Sati a Texans’ Water Conservation Reward: Higher
Rates TE . TRIBUNE eb. 10 201 .
166
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3 contrasting the e periences of Seattle and
Denver to illustrate that a utility can be successful even with declining demand as long as it is built into
the business model .
167
Id.
168
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 10.
16
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 7 12.
170
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 16.
171
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at .
172
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at v.
173
Id.
17
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 2.
175
Id. Some cities are trying to stop this cycle by permanently adopting drought restrictions reasoning
the community is already accustomed to the practice and it reduces revenue fluctuations. Caty Hirst
Typical Fort Worth Water and Sewer Bill May Rise $3.31 a Month ORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM
Aug. 21 201 at A2.
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the overall availability of water resources is also declining and more supply
may not be available when needed therefore consistent nonuse of water is
the best way to ensure its availability.176
Unfortunately because effective conservation strategies reduce
revenues people ma e the mista en conclusion that conservation and
efficiency measures are responsible for rising water rates.177 In contrast
money spent on efficiency stabilizes the long-term rates customers pay by
limiting capital e penditures for new treatment facilities water storage and
transmission capacity. 178 Attac ing conservation creates future conflicts
by not focusing on the relationship consumers need to have with water to
ensure reliability.17 The real issue causing a financial shortfall is increased
costs not decreased revenues.180 Of course increased costs and conservation
are related in utility financials but the necessity to update infrastructure can
challenge finances even with stable water sales.181
The solution is to ree amine the economic model not vilify
conservation. To achieve economic resilience utilities need to generate
revenues lost through conservation from other sources or avoid costs. 182
One way cities are attempting to stabilize revenues is to shift a larger portion
of income away from consumption revenue to fi ed fees.183 or e ample
ort Worth Te as is increasing the percentage of their income from fi ed
fees from seventeen to twenty-five percent of their budget.18 This helps
cover the e penses that are not variable including infrastructure costs
needed to deliver water and treat wastewater. 185 i ed fees can be increased
in a way that is conservation oriented if they are tied to total use.186
Utilities need to be cautious to avoid stating that conservation will
reduce bills.187 That may or may not occur.188 A distinction must be made
between rates and bills.18 The reality is that operation and maintenance of
e isting systems is becoming more e pensive which may maintain bill
amounts however conservation can avoid future rate increases.1 0 Utilities
176

ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 12.
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3 E.g. Shaver supra note 165 at A3.
178
SHARLENE LEURIG WATER RIPPLES: E PANDING RIS S OR U.S. WATER PROVIDERS 13 2012 .
17
Mary Ann Dic inson The Real Relationship Between Conservation and Rising Water Rates
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Oct. 5 201 http: voices.nationalgeographic.com 201 10 05 the-realrelationship-between-conservation-and-rising-water-rates .
180
Id.
181
Amy Silverstein Is Water Conservation Really Bankrupting Texas Cities, or Are They Just Bad at
Planning DALLAS OBSERVER eb. 1 201 at A1 Hirst supra note 175 Dic inson supra note 17 .
182
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3.
183
Hirst supra note 175.
18
Id.
185
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 5.
186
Hirst supra note 175.
187
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 5.
188
Id. at 6.
18
Id.
1 0
Id.
177
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should strive to message the full impact of avoided supply and
infrastructure.1 1 While utility costs may continue to increase based on the
need for infrastructure replacement and upgrades better decision ma ing
now could decrease the amount of infrastructure cities need to fi in the
future reducing and e ponential increase in costs over a time horizon.1 2 In
a startling e ample a study in Westminster Colorado showed that
conservation programs implemented in 1 80 yielded citizens a whopping
1 savings in rates compared to what they would currently be had the
programs not started.1 3 If customers are not educated about this issue they
may feel as though they are being punished for using less when rates
increase.1
One of the eys is to consider water saved through conservation as a
type of water supply.1 5 Every gallon saved is water that does not have to
be pumped treated and delivered and the saved water can then be allocated
elsewhere to accommodate new growth. 1 6 Supply created through saved
water will most li ely cost much less than new supply obtained through
e pensive technologies such as desalination or pipeline pro ects.1 7 In ort
Worth drops in demand allowed for delays in plant e pansions saving the
city 20 million a year in borrowing costs.1 8 Once the situation is fully
understood it is clearly wiser to manage declining demand by designing

1 1

Id. In ort Worth Te as city council attempted to e plain to citizens that rate increases were not a
penalty but a guard against further increases. Hirst supra note 175.
1 2
See Leurig supra note 178 at Dic inson supra note 17 Shaver supra note 165 at A3 The new
fees would ultimately save customers money by slowing the tra ectory of future rate increases. . The
problem is that people rarely want to discuss infrastructure despite its importance. Id. The cost of
infrastructure is annoying and boring. WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 31 Rate
increases can be politically challenging and many utilities face pressure to delay increasing their charges
for service for as long as possible. . In resno California where water is already very ine pensive
residents pushed bac on higher rates to fund a new water pro ect that would diversify their water source
and protect the aquifer. Nelson D. Schwartz Water Pricing in Two Thirsty Cities: In One, Guzzlers Pay
More, and Use Less N.Y. TIMES May 6 2015 at A5. Maintaining e isting rates to the detriment of
e isting infrastructure has its own price. Cynthia Barnett It’s Time for America to Talk About the Price
of Water HU INGTON POST Oct. 7 201 . In Los Angeles promises of flat rates created bac lash when
an aging pipe bro e spilling twenty million gallons of water into the street during a severe drought. Id.
at A1. In fact many recent rate increases are actually the cumulative result of long-ignored infrastructure.
Id. at A3.
1 3
Dic inson supra note 17 .
1
Shaver supra note 165 at A3. ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 6 Particularly
ve ing is the potential association of efficiency and conservation with higher rates which can undermine
support for efficiency goals as well as the public’s trust. .
1 5
Dic inson supra note 17 Silverstein supra note 181 at A2 using San Antonio Te as as an
e ample of a city who was able to meet financial obligations by categorizing conservation as part of their
supply portfolio .
1 6
Dic inson supra note 17 .
1 7
Silverstein supra note 181 at A1 A2.
1 8
Brett Walton, Price of Water 2014: Up 6 Percent in 30 Major U.S. Cities; 33 Percent Rise Since 2010
CIRCLE O BLUE May 7 201 at A2. If the three pro ects has been built according to the plan set forth
in 2005 residential water rates today would be 10 percent higher. ..
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water rates that encourage consumers to conserve while collecting revenues
to cover all necessary costs and eep finances stable.1
One distinction that often is not made in this discussion is the difference
between conservation or efficiency savings and drought rules. It is
imperative that they not be used interchangeably as the former is far more
predicable than the latter. Long-term efficiency measures should motivate
permanent behavior shifts creating less reactivity in rates. or e ample an
efficient toilet uses over five gallons less water per flush than a traditional
one.200 Therefore a utility can calculate the appro imate savings that will
be yielded from a large-scale replacement program. Drought on the other
hand is more difficult to calculate because the e tent to which it will affect
revenues is often un nown.
2. The Drought Challenge
During times of drought water utilities often need to impose water use
restrictions that can severely decrease revenues.201 Because no one nows
e actly when drought will hit or how long it will last utilities are challenged
to effectively plan for the resulting financial penalty.202 This does not have
to be the case. Inelastic demand will largely stay the same because by
definition it does not change.203 The ey to fiscal survival during weather
variations is to truly understand and minimize elastic demand during normal
years.20 Once this is accomplished less variation will occur during drought
restrictions and revenues will be steadier.205
Some utilities save in advance for reduced revenue during droughts
while others charge a drought surcharge to ma e up the revenue difference
during reduced usage. 206 In 201 the water utility in Austin Te as
proposed a drought fee to recover revenues lost due to once-a-wee watering

1

Dic inson supra note 17 .
Steve Ma well Low-Flow Toilets: Half the Water, Twice the Flush! MOTHER EARTH NEWS
Aug. Sept. 2006 available at http: www.motherearthnews.com green-homes low-flow-toiletszmaz06aszraw.asp .
201
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 16.
202
Id.
203
Very e treme drought might fall outside this statement. Drought rules that require shower water to
be used in washing machines or other e treme measures would reduce what is traditionally considered
inelastic or basic demand.
20
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 1 . During the Te as drought of 2011-12 cities that had strong
water efficiency programs e perienced more stable demand and revenues than those who did not. Leurig
supra note 178 at 1 6. Investors are beginning to understand that although water might be a public
good not all uses are essential. Id. at .
205
Interestingly the same tactic might also be the solution for managing une pected heavy rainfall when
people no longer feel the necessity to water their lawns. See, e.g. Emily Sides S y Chadde Recent
rainfall cuts into cities’ water revenue THE MONITOR Jul. 13 2015 http: www.themonitor.com
news local recent-rainfall-cuts-into-cities-waterrevenue article 37 bac8 -2 be-11e5-af7dfb365 dd2120.html.
206
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 1 .
200
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restrictions necessitated by a prolonged drought.207 The utility argued that
the fee as well as a rate increase was necessary to pay for their e tensive
fi ed costs.208 Interestingly in 201 the city opened a new water treatment
plant capable of treating fifty million gallons per day at a cost of over 350
million.20 The controversial plant was approved citing increased demand
and population growth.210 It is entirely feasible that the e tended Te as
drought would have required similar rate increases but a different demand
calculation that included increased conservation might have resulted in
avoiding some of the supply costs now encumbering the utility.
While drought will always impact water revenues the amount of that
impact can be minimized and managed by a utility. The more a utility strives
to manage demand on a daily basis rather than in reactivity to weather
events the less volatility will be e perienced during times of no or e cessive
rain.211
3. The Devil is in the Demand Projections
One of the biggest challenges to ensuring utility resiliency is
uncertainty.212 Uncertainty can come in many forms but perhaps the most
important un nown is how much water will be needed by customers in the
future. Demand pro ections are used by utilities to determine the design and
operation of their system and new supply needs.213 Because these decisions
will lead to costs passed on to the customer accuracy is critical.21
Despite the critical importance of demand pro ections many utilities do
not even attempt to calculate them.215 Many others assume that per capita
water use will be the same as that of their current customers. 216 These
utilities forecast demand by applying historic use data to population
pro ections. 217 The accuracy of these numbers is predicated on the
207

Sarah Coppola Budget Cut, ‘Drought Fee’ on Utility Agenda AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN Jun.
201 .
208
Id.
20
Ashley Goudeau Water Treatment Plant 4 Up and Running VUE Dec. 201 available at
http: www. vue.com story news local 201 12 1 water-treatment-plant- -up-and-running 206 0667 .
210
Id.
211
Leurig supra note 178 at 16. If not financially prepared for drought impacts cities may be forced to
raise rates during drought essentially punishing users for adhering to drought restrictions. See, e.g.
Monica Ching City Council: Water Rates Stable, For Now SAN ANGELO STANDARD eb. 18 201
‘If in si months and it doesn’t rain then we may need to loo at increasing some rates ’ Mayor Dwain
Morrison said. .
212
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 16 Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 3.
213
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 28.
21
Id. Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 15 Clearly one of the defining pricing challenges faced
by utilities is balancing the need for sufficient revenue and stability with demand management goals. .
215
Leurig supra note 178 at 12 13.
216
Id.
217
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 33 Leurig supra note 178 at 12 13.
Population estimates can be estimated linearly as an annual percentage e ponential growth or can be
more nuanced based on demographer’s predictions. PACI IC INSTITUTE WATER RATES: WATER
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assumption that water will be used in the future the same way it was used in
the past.218 Not only does this not allow for new technologies and cultural
shifts it may actively discourage them.21 This can spell financial disaster
for utilities.220 Consumers do not use water in the same way they did fifteen
to twenty years ago so it is logical to assume that their relationship to water
will continue to evolve. 221 Simply ignoring this natural progression or
worse not attempting to generate that shift can lead to e pensive
unnecessary capital e penditures.222
A recent e ample of this problem occurred in Seattle Washington.223
There a suburban water agency openly admits that they misinterpreted
future demand leading to negative financial consequences.22 orecasting
that residents would require more water the agency entered into a
contractual agreement for water supplies at a premium price.225 Contrary to
their assumptions per capita water use in the area actually declined twenty
to fifty percent as a result of more efficient usage price increase weather
patterns and code changes.226 Accurate demand pro ections would have
prevented this e pensive mista e.227
Demand is not static.228 Weather is less and less predictable throughout
the U.S. which can greatly affect water resources.22 Predicting growth and
how people will use the water is also a challenge.230 Therefore the process
of forecasting demand should be iterative rather than linear to allow for
ad ustments based on price and other factors.231 Demand forecasting should
move away from point pro ections towards ris modeling that includes a
range of factors including population pricing climate elastic uses and new

DEMAND ORECASTING 1 http: pacinst.org wp-content uploads 2013 01 water rates water demand
forecasting.pdf.
218
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3 Past methods of straight-line e trapolation
of per-capita consumption are no longer valid. PACI IC INSTITUTE supra note 217 at 1.
21
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3.
220
Id. See Leurig supra note 178 at 12 13. The amount to which inaccurate demand pro ections will
affect the utility bottom line depends on the e tent rates are tied to consumption. PACI IC INSTITUTE
supra note 217 at 2.
221
Leurig supra note 178 at 11.
222
Id. at 13.
223
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3.
22
Id.
225
Id.
226
Id.
227
See id.
228
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 5. Overall per capita usage has dropped due to more efficient
appliance technology better plumbing standards and conservation programs however land use patterns
such as new developments with irrigation systems mean that new homes often use more water than old
housing stoc . Id.
22
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 16.
230
Id. Advanced metering is an important tool for accurate demand pro ections. ALLIANCE OR WATER
E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 3. Although e pensive smart meters may ultimately save money by
providing critical use information to utilities. Id. at 3.
231
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 28.
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regulations.232 E perts agree that it is time to rethin the utility business
model and understanding demand must be at the heart of that change.233
The timelines of demand pro ections and system design are not always
the same. 23 While a utility might be planning on a fifty-year horizon
demand might be impacted by short-term events li e e treme weather
variability or economic changes. 235
Long-term forecasting is typically
more useful for infrastructure and capital planning whereas short-term
forecasts are more useful for setting water rates. 236 Water rates are only set
every few years so agencies need to be able to anticipate future needs.237
Regulatory lag is a well- nown and understood problem- and in fact
valuable in controlling monopolistic effects- but not one that is readily
manageable. To put lag into operational terms it is not uncommon for two
years to pass from the completion of a cost design to actual revenue
collection. 238
Many permanent water supplies are procured for limited periods of pea
demand which often occur during the hottest portions of the summer
months.23 Managing these pea needs can avoid supply costs and level out
revenue volatility. 2 0 Better pricing can help utilities shift load and
improve capacity utilization by smoothing out the pea s and valleys of usage
over time. 2 1 Pea shaving has been very successful in the energy industry
by avoiding e pressive new power plants that are only necessary on the
hottest days of the year. 2 2 Properly understanding demand and the
232

ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY SALES ORECASTING AND RATE MODEL App. B Aug. 201
providing sample formulas for comple modeling ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15
at PACI IC INSTITUTE supra note 217 at 1 Hughes, Rate Structures Don’t Kill Budgets, Inaccurate
Projections Do UNC ENVTL. INANCE BLOG Oct. 2012 http: efc.web.unc.edu 2012 10 0 ratestructures-dont- ill-budgets-inaccurate-pro ections-do . Id. At the end of the day its sic ust math
albeit somewhat complicated math given some of the complicated rate structures many utilities have
adopted. . Id.
233
See generally ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15.
23
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 31. Short-term costs include e penditures such
as costs related to amount of water processed treated and delivered that do vary and other short-terms
costs that do not vary. Long-term costs include labor and capital costs for new infrastructure usually
vary on the long-term horizon. Id. at 31 32.
235
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 28. Another complicating and conflicting
timeline is that of politics. Barnett supra note 1 2. Short-term office holders do not want to be
responsible for rate increases to fi infrastructure when benefits may be realized until long after their
term is complete. Much of the s yroc eting costs we currently see are actually the result of ignored
infrastructure. Id.
236
PACI IC INSTITUTE supra note 217 at 1.
237
Id.
238
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at .
23
Id. at 3.
2 0
Id.
2 1
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 8.
2 2
THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ELECTRICITY REGULATION IN THE U.S.: A GUIDE 3 8
2011
http: www.raponline.org docs RAP Lazar ElectricityRegulationInTheUS Guide
2011 03.pdf. The pea period for energy usage is usually in the early morning and ust after wor on
very hot or very cold days depending on the area of the country. Id. The equivalent for water is usually
during very hot months when outdoor irrigation demand spi es. Passing along these costs to consumers
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reduction of elasticity can prevent a utility from ma ing unnecessary capital
investments and increase revenue resilience.2 3
B. Cost of Service & Reasonableness Limitations
Water utilities have the daunting responsibility to ensure water is
available for customers not ust today but into the future.2 Part of meeting
that requirement involves the obligation to recover their costs. 2 5
Traditional water utility financing focused on generating sufficient revenue
to enable construction of the required water infrastructure and to fund
operations and maintenance e penses under forecasts of steadily increasing
water demand and nown and stable costs. 2 6 These systems of continuing
to build infrastructure and passing along the costs to the growing customer
base has become more comple as water supply alternatives diminish and
growth e ceeds e pectations.2 7
Utilities are essentially monopolies. 2 8 They are the only available
seller in a given mar et with the power to control price and supply. 2
Because they provide essential services without competition pricing must
be managed.250 Although utilities set their own rates statutory obligations
often limit what utilities can charge.251 In addition to cost recuperation rates
for services rendered are also limited by due process and equal protection

captures the marginal cost of that unit of product in an effort to send a price signal and either collect more
revenue for that product or shave that pea demand. Id. at 7 8.
2 3
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at i .
2
SCOTT HEMPLING REGULATING PUBLIC UTILITY PER ORMANCE 2013 .
2 5
Id. at 1 . Part of the reasonableness determination is whether current rates allow the utility to
perform the functions assigned to it by law. BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 1.
2 6
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 . Cost of service is also used to cover the
costs of financing these pro ects which is a critical component to planning new infrastructure and supply
pro ects. HUGHES LEURIG supra note 1 0 at . It is also important for the utility’s ability to pay bac
bonds to finance past pro ects. See id. at . Increased revenue volatility can affect debt service and utility
bond ratings. Id. ort Worth’s bond rating was reduced citing reduced water sales. Silverstein supra
note 181.
2 7
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 15.
2 8
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 18 HEMPLING supra note 2
at 1 . There
are some e amples of utility deregulation and migration away from the monopoly model but this has
been more on the electric side and is unusual for water providers. See THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM supra note 2 2 at 3 8 HEMPLING supra note 2 at 70 71.
2
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 11.
250
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 8
distinguishing necessary utility services from lu uries or mere
conveniences .
251
Id. at 3 HEMPLING supra note 2
at 5. Utilities have the substantive right to charge rates that
provide a reasonable opportunity to earn a fair return . . . . Id. Because necessity was recognized
government regulation was supported even when other types of government interference with business
was disfavored. BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 8. Public utility status and pricing regulations act as a
substitute for open mar et competition. Id. at 10.
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considerations.252 Charges for services are limited to ust and reasonable
and must be done in an equitable and nondiscriminatory way.253
Utility revenue is primarily generated to pay basic costs associated with
service including infrastructure capital costs staff operation and
maintenance etc.25 These are often referred to as cost of service. Because
each of these inputs have variability estimating future needs based on
professional udgments can be a difficult creating further challenges to
different approaches to rate design. 255 At the heart of the issue is the
inherent mismatch between the largely fi ed cost structure of drin ing water
service providers and the highly variable revenues they receive which
depend largely on the amount of water their customers use. 256
Because cost of service is cost based it is largely reactive. In addition
to recovering past costs the only future costs included are for pro ects
planned in the immediate future which are often motivated by over usage
of e isting sources. These limitations may prohibit critical price signals
when they are needed.257 The threat of scarcity will not be included until it
has arrived creating problems with ongoing supply needs and resulting in
higher costs on the long-term. Ideally prices should help optimize when
new supply and infrastructure are built.258
While cost of service is the tool used by most utilities the legal
obligation for rates is the broader requirement of reasonableness. 25
Generally spea ing a prudence review of a utility’s costs requires that
imprudent costs be disallowed in a cost of service revenue rates recovery
paradigm. 260 Rates that greatly e ceed costs are open to accusations of
unreasonableness. 261 This could be interpreted to mean that a water utility
is obligated to procure the lower cost water and pass those costs through low
rates. Unfortunately low rates do not create a price signal to users to
encourage efficiency. Courts have also interpreted that the prudence
responsibility should also secure efficiency in the allocation of

252
HEMPLING supra note 2
at 21 . While these are often seen as separate obligations lac of
discrimination or preference among consumers is arguably an e tension of the reasonable pricing
requirement. BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 33.
253
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 21 . Nondiscriminatory rates require that similarly situated customers
be treated similarly. Id. at 288 8 .
25
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 . Public utility companies are permitted to
impose charges for their services largely in order to induce and enable them to supply these services . . .
and for their required e pansion. BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at
50.
255
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 3 . Utilities must pro ect both fi ed and
variable costs. Id. at 35.
256
HUGHES LEURIG supra note 1 0 at 3.
257
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 18.
258
R. Quentin Grafton et al. Optimal Water Tariffs and Supply Augmentation for Cost-of-Service 3
UTILS. POL’Y 5 5 2015 .
25
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 50.
260
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 235 36.
261
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 67.
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resources. 262 These seemingly at-odds requirements appear to create a
conundrum for utilities.
In addition to recouping costs reasonable rates can include a return on
investment to ensure a good credit rating.263 Good credit is critical for a
utility to procure new capital for future pro ects. 26
ey in this is the
understanding that utilities are not only obligated to provide service in the
short term but must continue to serve the community in the future as well.265
Reasonable rates do not necessarily dictate the lowest rates needed to meet
a utility’s obligations. 266 There are other functions that rates can serve
including affecting customer behavior and encouraging efficiency.267
Lac of competition can provide a lac of incentivization for efficiency
in the allocation of resources. 268 To counteract this the principal of
prudence evolved acting as a substitute for competitive mar et forces.26 If
a competitive enterprise tried to impose on its customers costs from
imprudent actions the customers could ta e their business to a more
efficient provider. A utility’s ratepayers have no such choice. A utility’s
motivation to act prudently arises from the prospect that imprudent costs
may be disallowed. 270 Costs that might be deemed imprudent include those
that cause an unreasonable increase the revenue requirement.271 Utilities
that see cost recovery through rates must choose the most reasonable cost
alternative.272
Similarly the lac of competition inhibits the price signal to the user to
encourage efficient use.273 In an unregulated mar et price will ad ust itself
automatically based on consumer decision-ma ing and consumption.27 In
a regulated monopoly no such response occurs. 275 Instead this price
ad ustment must be the function of rate regulations.276 The challenge in this
system is determining the appropriate price of future costs.277
262

Midwestern Gas Transmission Co. v. E. Tenn. Natural Gas Co. 36 PC 61 70 1 66 .
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 50.
26
Id.
265
Id.
266
Id. at 52. Just and reasonable represents a zone of permissible rates not a fi ed point. HEMPLING
supra note 2 at 220.
267
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 50 51. The hope is that pricing can be used to force customers to selfration to avoid the necessity for required limits on consumption. Id. at 55. In a system where a utility
provides a free or very ine pensive product waste is li ely to occur forcing the utility to choose between
imposing use restrictions or price the product. Id. at 55 56. Allowing people to choose how much they
want or need to use sub ect to the obligation to pay gives consumers sovereignty. Id. at 57.
268
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 235.
26
Id.
270
Id.
271
Id. at 236.
272
Id.
273
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 57.
27
Id.
275
Id.
276
Id.
277
Id.
263
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C. Water Rates 101
Utilities are designed to be stand-alone financial entities. 278 Because
they do not receive money through ta ation or other sources sufficient
revenues must be generated to remain financially solvent.27 Total revenues
are the result of rate levels and rate structures. 280 There are many
characteristics of an ideal rate structure.281 The two most germane here are:
1 revenue stability and 2 rate bloc s that discourage waste.282
Operating revenues are often made through two primary sources.283 The
first is consumption-based rates.28 This is the most significant source of
income.285 Although some amount can be predicted these revenues vary
because they are based on consumer usage.286 The other less variable
ma or revenue source is fees.287 These can be assessed for a number of
things including one-time connection charges monthly service charges late
payment penalties and drought surcharges.288 Larger utilities may also gain
income from practices not associated with operation such as interests and
dividends on property property sales rental payments or possibly power
generation.28
Accurate rates and rate structures are critical for utility health and
longevity.2 0 In addition to generating revenues to pay for e penses rates
also need to create a price signal for the customer about supply.2 1 The goal
is to ensure that the price signal creates a balance between efficient use and
utility reliability.2 2 Effective ratema ing is the cornerstone to balancing
financial stability while encouraging the efficient use of water.2 3 Water

278

WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 1 .
Id.
CHARLES . PHILLIPS JR. THE REGULATION O PUBLIC UTILITIES.: THEORY PRACTICE 0 11
1 88 . Rate structure is the assemblage of fees and volumetric charges. Id. Rate level is the magnitude
of each item within the rate structure. Id.
281
Id.
282
Id. citing BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 2 1 listing eight criteria for an effective rate structure .
283
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 20 22. Revenues are also generated for
wastewater collection but that will not be included in this conversation.
28
Id. at 20. Most utilities charge different rates for different customer categories including commercial
industrial and residential. HEMPLING supra note 2 at 21 . This section focuses on generalities of rate
structures while recognizing there can be some variation based on use class.
285
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 20. Customer sales usually comprise ninety
percent of total operating revenues. Id.
286
Id. at 20 22. By nature variable revenue is more vulnerable to fluctuations from year-to-year. Id.
at 2 .
287
Id. at 20 22.
288
Id. at 20.
28
Id.
2 0
Id. at 3.
2 1
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 Id. at .
2 2
See id.
2 3
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 .
27
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ratema ing defines where the rubber meets the road between water supply
and water demand. 2
Traditionally the ratema ing process involved three steps. irst utility
revenue requirements must be established.2 5 These costs are then allocated
to different classes of customers including residential commercial and
sometimes industrial.2 6 inally rate systems are created to recover the costs
identified in the first step.2 7 In addition to per-unit consumed charges fi ed
charges may also be incurred such as a meter charge.2 8 The purpose of this
charge is to pay for the utility’s fi ed charges that do not change based on
use. 2
Ratepayers may also incur a demand charge that reflects each
customer’s cost of meeting pea demand.300
1. Consumption Based Rate Structures
In a non-competitive mar et utilities function as monopolies.301 As
such a utility is legally limited in its ability to generate revenue by its
costs.302 They have the right to only charge ust and reasonable rates that
provide a reasonable opportunity to earn a fair return. 303 Ideally prices
meet the obligation of compensating the seller for their services while
inducing efficient use of the resource. 30
Water efficiency and careful
ratema ing are tolls that help utilities meet levels of service and improve
prospects for a financially sustainable future. 305
City dwellers might thin that water already has a price because they
receive a monthly water bill however they are often not paying for the water
itself.306 Instead utilities bill for the infrastructure’s capital and operating
costs.307 Because there are traditionally no costs associated with the actual

2

Id. at 17.
Id. at 27.
2 6
Id.
2 7
Id.
2 8
HEMPLING supra note 2
at 218. In Shoreline Washington rates include usage charges. These
one-time fi ed fees are paid at the time of connection or equipment installation. City of Shoreline
Utilities Rates and Charges Assessment Report http: www.cityofshoreline.com home showdocument?
id 17 26.
2
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 218.
300
Id.
301
Id. at 1 .
302
Id. at 5 216.
303
Id. at 5. Just and reasonable does not have fi ed meaning but the goal of pricing should be fairness
to the buyer and supplier of the good. Id. at 21 20. Rather than a particular price point there is a zone
of reasonableness. Id. at 232.
30
Id. at 7.
305
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1 .
306
Glennon supra note 21 at 337 3 0.
307
Glennon supra note 18 at 1883. This is nown as cost of service and what costs can be passed on to
ratepayers is limited and defined by the state government code. Id. GRI IN supra note 105 at 255 see,
e.g. TE . WATER UTIL. ANN. 572.061 West 201 .
2 5
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water overall prices have been ept low.308 A fact that is li ely to change
in future.30
The vast ma ority of rates are based on consumption. 310 Within this
category municipal rate structures can vary considerably.311 While some
charge a price regardless of use others see to penalize high volume users
by charging more based on usage.312 The most common method of naming
and distinguishing rate structure relies on how the variable charge changes
as a customer uses more water. 313 Traditionally utilities charged uniform
rates.31 These flat rate structures assigned a price per user regardless of
amount used.315 Every user paid the same monthly amount.316 This created
a predictable income for the utility however it often did not match true price
to value or provide price signals to users based on their usage.317 These rate
systems often led to wasteful behavior because variations in consumption
were ignored.318 Subsequently this system was replaced by tiered rates. lat
fees can also be coupled with usage fees that vary based on amount used.31
Another type of rate system is uniform volumetric rates.320 Unli e flat
fees this system charges based on the level of use however the price per
volume of water is the same regardless of overall use.321 In this system
users pay more for higher use but the price increase is proportionally equal
308

Glennon supra note 18 at 1883. Because water rates are based on cost of service they can be highly
variable depending on local conditions. Walton supra note 22 . or some cities paying for water use
is a new concept. Gene Haagenson Nearly All Fresno Homes Now Have Metered Water ABC NEWS
RESNO Dec. 27 2012 http: abclocal.go.com fsn story?id 8 3 000.
or e ample in resno
California controversial legislation required the installation of water meters. Id. Even in cities where
water meters are the norm multifamily units are often not individually metered giving residents no way
to measure their monthly usage. Ale is C. Madrigal The Simple Gadget That Could Slash Apartment
Buildings' Water Use
THE ATLANTIC
Nov.
2011
http: www.theatlantic.com
technology archive 2011 11 the-simple-gadget-that-could-slash-apartment-buildings-wateruse 2 7 65 . E treme drought in California focused the conversation on the mismatch between value
and price of water. Barnett supra note 1 2.
30
Glennon supra note 18 at 1883.
310
See e.g. Hirst supra note 175 discussing the city’s efforts to shift more revenue to fi ed charges .
311
ristina Donnelly Dr. Juliet Christian-Smith An Overview of the “New Normal” and Water Rate
Basics PACI IC INSTITUTE June 2013 at 7 10 available at http: www.pacinst.org wp-content
uploads 2013 06 pacinst-new-normal-and-water-rate-basics.pdf.
312
Id. at 7- .
313
HUGHES LEURIG supra note 166 at 10.
31
Phillips supra note 280 at 28.
315
Donnelly Christian-Smith supra note 311 at 7.
316
Id.
317
See id.
318
PHILLIPS supra note 280 at 28.
31
DONNELLY CHRISTIAN-SMITH supra note 311 at 7.
320
Id. at 8. While many cities have moved away from this system some places have maintained this
antiquated system in order to have more predictable revenue. An ironic e ample of this is resno
California which charges a flat amount per hundred cubic feet. RESNO MUNICIPAL INANCIAL
SERVICES
WATER UTILITY
INANCIAL
PLAN AND RATES STUDY 1-3
2015
www.fresno.gov NR rdonlyres ... fno 2015 wtr rpt f11.pdf. While some critics praise the state’s
drought preparedness a closer loo reveals additional conservation measures are needed. Charles
ishman Op-Ed. How California is Winning the Drought N.Y. TIMES Aug. 1 2015 .
321
DONNELLY CHRISTIAN-SMITH supra note 311 at 8.
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to the increase in gallons.322 This system is problematic in that it does not
charge differently for discretionary and non-discretionary uses.323 While
every household may need a certain quantity of water at an affordable rate
quantities above this should cost more if a price signal to minimize waste is
desired.32
An increasingly popular system is bloc or tiered rates. 325 In this
system the unit price changes according to level of use.326 Bloc s can be
decreasing or increasing however decreasing bloc structures actually
reward high water users.327 In contrast increasing bloc rates charge higher
prices for higher use while still allowing water for basic needs to be
available at a low rate.328 There is no set number size or configuration of
the rate bloc s required. 32 The utility can determine the appropriate
quantity of the first least e pensive bloc and the steepness of the bloc
increase.330 Ideally the first bloc is for necessary indoor use and subsequent
bloc s are for increasing amounts of outdoor or other discretionary uses.331
When structured appropriately these rates can be punitive to the small
percentage of high discretionary water users and encourage conservation
based on price signals.332
There is a tremendous amount of variability possible in inclining rate
structures in how fi ed costs are apportioned number and steepness of
tiers.333 The goal is to design bloc sizes to target how different classes of
customers value the service. 33 In addition the increasing need for a
conservation price signal can create punitive prices for high volume users.
The difficulty is determining how steep of an increased cost is steep enough
to affect behavior.
Another benefit of tiered pricing is that it avoids further regulation and
government intervention. If someone wants to use a higher quantity of
water they ust have to pay for it.335 Santa e New Me ico has e tremely
322

Id.
Id.
32
Id.
325
Id. at 8 . A recent survey completed by the Alliance for Water Efficiency revealed that of the
utilities e amined 82 implemented either decreasing bloc structures or uniform rates. ALLIANCE OR
WATER E ICIENCY supra note 107 at 10. Only 18 use increase-bloc rates. Id.
326
DONNELLY CHRISTIAN-SMITH supra note 311 at 8 .
327
Id. Griffin supra note 105 at 2 6 2 7. Decreasing or declining rates systems have a bloc system
in which higher tier bloc s are actually less e pensive that the base tiers thus rewarding wasteful
behavior. PHILLIPS supra note 280 at 766 771. These structures are also not reflective of current cost
of service models because utilities do not e perience decreasing unit costs with increased usage. Id. at
771.
328
DONNELLY CHRISTIAN-SMITH supra note 311 at 8 .
32
Id.
330
Id. The steeper the bloc increase the more punitive it is to high end users. Id.
331
Id.
332
Id. GRI IN supra note 105 at 2 7.
333
Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 15.
33
PHILLIPS supra note 280 at 28.
335
Schwartz supra note 1 2.
323
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steep tiers with the highest users paying three to four times more per gallon
than those in the base tiers.336 Implementation of this rate structure reduced
consumption by twenty percent even as population increased ten percent.337
Currently conditions such as scarcity environmental protection and
time of year are not built into prices. Water is ine pensive where supply is
plentiful or infrastructure is ine pensive regardless of what the future
portends. 338
As water becomes scarcer necessitating increased
infrastructure technology costs or water purchases prices will increase
accordingly.33
2. Fees and Pass-Through Costs
Most utility costs are fi ed. This is why variations in revenue threaten
business model stability. Because the ma ority of systems’ costs are fi ed
declines in customer use typically require systems to increase the rates they
charge. 3 0 According to a recent survey by the American Water Wor s
Association 70 of water utilities are not fully recovering their costs. 3 1
Yet as systems increase the price charged per unit of water is less. To ma e
up for lost revenue the water system needs to increase the cost of service
however the amount a water system increases its rates may not be
proportionate to the revenue increase it e periences.
As discussed steep increasing tiered rate structures can provide more
affordability to low-use customers and send a better price signal. However
they also result in volatile revenues for the utility particularly during
e treme weather patterns.3 2 I ncreasing bloc rate structures lead to feast
or famine years if not coupled with predictable income.3 3 One solution to
this disconnect is the addition of fi ed fees to generate a more dependable
revenue stream.3
ees are allocated on a per-customer basis and not a perunit consumed basis.3 5
Many systems employ a two-part system that includes a low base charge
and a variable volumetric charge based on consumption.3 6 One benefit of
336

Id.
Id. Per capita usage went from 1 0 gallons a day in 2001 to about 100 gallons a day. Id. Tiered
structures were paired with generous conservation rebate programs to encourage in-home efficiency
retrofits. Id. The conservation success also shows that the community appreciates the need to protect
precious water resources. Id.
338
Hanemann supra note 61 at 1 .
33
Glennon supra note 18 at 1 00 Donnelly Christian-Smith supra note 310 at 2 6.
3 0
Leurig supra note 150 at 12.
3 1
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 8.
3 2
Id. at 3.
3 3
Hughes supra note 232. A bac of the envelope calculation can show that potential weather swings
can lead to 5-10 revenue swings for many utilities. Id.
3
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 32.
3 5
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 218.
3 6
HUGHES LEURIG supra note 1 0 at 10.
337
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increasing flat fees is revenues are better matched to flat costs.3 7 Although
fees can help stabilize revenues there are some drawbac s. irst high
service charges can punish low-income and low-use customers because
higher unit costs are only partially tied to amount used.3 8 Second because
these costs are not tied to use the price signal present in progressive rates
can be lost.3
ees partially decouple revenues from usage so there is no longer an
incentive for utilities to encourage sales to generate money.350 This concept
has been adopted by many energy utilities but could be easily adopted by
water providers as they are increasingly motivated to reduce usage. 351
Because income generated by fees is revenue it is governed by the same
legal obligation of reasonableness.352
Although there are several methods of decoupling the customer’s bill is
never fully decoupled from consumption. 353 In addition to stabilizing
revenues decoupling also gives utilities more fle ibility and avoids frequent
rate cases which can be e pensive and time consuming delaying price
reactivity.35 Decoupling and flat fees are not without their critics. If not
properly deployed fees can reduce a utility’s incentive to eep costs low
because they now a certain revenue stream is guaranteed. 355 However
limited decoupling in concert with conservation-based rated structures can
help stabilize revenues while maintaining a consumption-based price
signal.356
or e ample a water district in Southern California implemented a steep
tier structure that successfully reduced the top tier of users by 50 .357 The
structure included a 500 price increase between the lowest and highest use

3 7

WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 32.
Id. at 2 .
Id.
350
NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY DECOUPLING POLICIES: OPTIONS TO
ENCOURAGE ENERGY E ICIENCY POLICIES OR UTILITIES 1 200 .
351
See id.
352
Id.
353
Id. at . Decoupling can be applied to all or only a portion of sales variations to ma e up for revenue
shortfalls. Id. Decoupling begins with a general rate case . . . . Thereafter rates are ad usted periodically
to ensure that the utility is actually collecting the allowed amount of revenue even if sales have varied
from the assumptions used when the previous general rate case was decided. If sales decline below the
level assumed rates increase slightly and vice-versa. THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra
note 2 2 at 61.
35
NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY supra note 350 at 1 2 MARY TIGER ET AL. UNC
ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER DESIGNING WATER RATE STRUCTURES OR CONSERVATION REVENUE
STABILITY 11 201 .
355
Lino Mendiola The Erosion of Traditional Ratemaking Through the Use of Special Rates, Riders,
and Other Mechanisms 10 TE . TECH. ADMIN. L.J. 173 180-81 18 2008 .
356
NATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY LABORATORY supra note 350 at 5 ALLIANCE OR WATER
E ICIENCY supra note 108 at . In general the higher the percent of residential water bill that is
fi ed the wea er the conservation signal and stronger the revenue stability. TIGER ET AL. supra note
35 at 16 emphasis omitted .
357
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 7.
3 8
3
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tiers.358 Despite a total water demand decline of 30 over five years the
utility was able to maintain full cost recovery by funding fi ed costs through
fi ed revenues and appropriately tiered rates.35
lat fees can be applied for several purposes. A connection charge is a
common e ample. A new customer pays this one-time fee based on the size
of the meter connection.360 Another e ample of a flat fee is a pass-through
that occurs when new equipment such as a meter is installed.361 Service fees
are also common. Service is a broad term that can include activities such as
meter reading billing or other costs that would the same for each
customer.362 Utilities can also pass through costs that are equal for each
user.363 These are particularly useful to for environmental protections such
as habitat protection costs.36
Drought surcharges also qualify as possible flat fees. 365 These are
similar to the fuel fees that were common when gasoline prices
s yroc eted.366 The purpose of these charges is to account for a temporary
cost burden and send an immediate price signal while maintaining
underlying service pricing. 367 These fees can be removed when the
temporary impediment such as drought ends.368
D. Who pays? New Growth, Existing Ratepayers & Low Income Users
Although cost of service studies are predicated on the notion that those
for whom costs are incurred should pay this is usually done at a macro
level.36 All ratepayers pay for new infrastructure and even though new
residents primarily drive increased demand. While it can be argued that
e isting citizens benefit from growth increasingly e pensive supply can put
an unfair burden on e isting ratepayers.
While utilities are required to avoid undue discrimination across user
groups and avoid subsidies the persistent increase of utility pricing
necessitates a focus on low-income users. Rate structure design and raising

358

Id.
Id.
360
CITY O SHORELINE supra note 2 8 at 1 2 RESNO MUNICIPAL INANCIAL SERVICES supra note
3 5 at 1 3.
361
CITY O SHORELINE supra note 2 8 at 1.
362
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 0.
363
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 212.
36
Id.
365
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 21 25.
366
Brad Tuttle Jacob Davidson 5 Kinds of Businesses Still Tacking on a Fuel Surcharge TIME Jan.
13 2015 http: time.com money 366 1 fuel-surcharge-cheap-gas .
367
Id.
368
Contra id.
36
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 36.
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rates must include protection of low-income users.370 E pansion of water
services may have the goal of encouraging economic development
however this should not be done at the cost of e isting rate-payers who may
be priced out of basic services.371 We subsidize water for the largest users
in the United States including agriculture and energy plants yet we do not
ensure a basic amount of water for the poorest citizens. 372
Recognizing affordability needs does not imply a requirement that
service rates need to be e cessively ine pensive or free.373 Such a system
would require significant cost subsidization.37 If the prices chargeable for
all necessities were to be based on the standards of ability to pay rather than
on standards of cost pricing then a reorganization of the country’s entire
price system would be in order. 375 However the importance of water does
necessitate some affordability ad ustments.
Since 2007 city water prices have risen at rates faster than the overall
cost of living. 376 The price of water increased thirty-three percent since
2010. 377 In 201 alone the price increased si percent. 378 This trend is
e pected to continue because of pro ected infrastructure and supply
pro ects. 37 While high-priced top tier rates can promote conservation
through price it also can increase revenue volatility.380 Utilities may be
tempted to increase the costs of the lowest tiers which usually represent
quantities needed for nondiscretionary uses.381 As such they create a stable
income stream.382 Unfortunately this can force low-income users to decide
between water and other essentials.
There are several alternatives to protect low-income users. Lifeline rates
allow those who qualify to get a basic amount of water at a special rate.383
The usefulness of these often depends on the comple ity of the application
system and who can qualify. Other utilities use bill payment assistance for
370

Walton supra note 1 8. Milford Massachusetts proposed an 82 rate increase to fund a new water
treatment plant. Matt Harris Peiffer Brandt Rates Flood: Rising Water Bills UNC ENVTL. IN. BLOG
Oct. 12 2012 http: efc.web.unc.edu 2012 10 23 rates-flood-rising-water-bills .
371
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 30.
372
Barnett supra note 1 2.
373
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at .
37
Id.
375
Id.
376
Barnett supra note 1 2. Despite these increases the water sector says will not be enough to cover
the 1 trillion needed for repair and growth. Id. Much of that is li ely to come from ratepayers. Id.
377
Walton supra note 1 8. This is the equivalent of a 5 bill increasing by 15. Id. Some cities have
seen a much greater increase. Id.
378
Id.
37
Id. It is e pected that the annual increase in revenue will e ceed the Consumer Price Inde by double
to fund utilities. Id.
380
Walton supra note 1 8.
381
See id.
382
See id.
383
Stacey Isaac Berahzer The Increasing Need to Address Customer Affordability UNC ENVTL. IN.
BLOG May 2 2012 http: efc.web.unc.edu 2012 05 2 the-increasing-need-to-address-customeraffordability .
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low-income users. 38 A utility can assist the user in reducing water use
through affordability programs services provided by the utility.385 This is
similar to the weatherization programs in the energy sector. Often it is the
generosity of others that end up protecting at-ris users.386 Utilities can
apply for grants or offer donation opportunities to allow other ratepayers to
donate towards the bills of those who cannot pay. 387 While this is very
generous it may not be reliable for the long term particularly as rates
continue to rise.
One challenge of affordability alternatives can be state law. In many
states rate revenues cannot be used to finance assistance programs.388 or
e ample in North Carolina water utility revenues cannot be used for the
administration of support programs.38 This essentially carves these costs
out of cost of service costs that can be recovered from ratepayers.3 0 As
prices rise legal changes may need to be made to protect low-income users.
Another alternative to reduce the financial load on e isting ratepayers is
the use of impact fees. Impact fees are payments required by local
governments of new development for the purpose of providing new or
e panded public capital facilities required to serve that development. 3 1
These one-time fees pass along the cost of new infrastructure to the people
who will most benefit from the e pansion.3 2 Traditionally impact fees too
the form of e actions and were often limited to specific in- ind on-site
capital costs but some states have e panded them to include off-site
infrastructure needs as well.3 3
State law limits costs that can be included and the total amount of impact
fees possible.3
ees are often limited to capital improvement costs and are
capped at a percentage of the total.3 5 As such conventional water supplies
typically did not fall within the permissible statutory definition. However
as e isting water supplies become depleted dependence on new e pensive
technology increases. These new water supply pro ects have large capital
38

Id.
Id.
386
Id.
387
Id.
388
Id.
38
Berahzer supra note 383.
3 0
Id.
3 1
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION POLICY GUIDE ON IMPACT
EES
1 7
https: www.planning.org policy guides pdf impactfees.pdf.
3 2
Arthur C. Nelson
Mitch Moody Paying for Prosperity: Impact Fees and Job Growth The
Broo ings Institution Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy vi June 2003 available at
http: www.broo ings.edu media research files reports 2003 6 metropolitanpolicynelson nelsonimpactfees.pdf.
3 3
Id. at 1.
3
See e.g. TE . LOC. GOV’T CODE ANN. 3 5.012 3 5.015 West 201 .
3 5
See e.g. id. In addition to capital costs an important inclusion is pro ected interest charges and other
finance costs. Id. at 3 5.012 b . This is very important for cities who are constructing pro ect with
bonds and can add up to a lot of money that ratepayers will not have to pay. Id.
385
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demands which are appropriate for impact fees. E panding or ust applying
permissible impact fees can be an effective way to both encourage smart
growth and alleviate the cost impact of new supply on e isting users
particularly those on a limited income.3 6
IV. UTILITY PRICING OR EQUITY AND RESILIENCE
Water is a critical resource necessary for both survival and economic
success. To achieve these water supplies must be sustainable into the future.
While current legal regimes see to achieve these goals the focus on revenue
collection often threatens the ability to ensure water is used most efficiently.
Sale of water can actually create a disincentive to protect water resources
which can have long-term consequences. Applied properly mar ets can be
used to prevent these concerns. Upon closer e amination there is a false
conflict between sales and resource protection. Shifting away from the
traditional utility demand pro ections and billing models allow utilities to
stay in business and help maintain water supply into the future.
A. Expand Cost of Service
Perhaps the most frequent water transaction is the sale of water from a
water utility to a municipal domestic and commercial user.3 7 In the U.S.
over three hundred million customers receive their water from a utility.3 8
This provides a huge opportunity to affect behavior through price and an
equally large chance that water is being used inefficiently. Proper rate
structures can send appropriate signals to users to minimize wasteful
behavior particularly for discretionary needs.3 When low rates are the only
price signal received by millions of city dwellers there is no incentive to
conserve until it is too late. 00 This is not an effective use of mar ets to
ensure product efficiency. In order to provide an effective price signal
limitations on what costs a utility can pass through to ratepayers must be
e panded from the current alternatives. 01
Currently rates are determined based on a limited cost of service
analysis. 02 Depending on the urisdiction rates can only be used to recoup
3 6
Nelson Moody supra note 3 2. at vi 2. See e.g. Amy Hardberger SAWS Impact Fees Represent
More Than Meets the Eye THE RIVARD REPORT May 22 201 http: therivardreport.com impact-feesrepresent-meets-eye discussing the recent impact fees debate in San Antonio where the primary issue
was whether e isting rate-payers should foot the bill for new growth and suburbanization .
3 7
See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU STATISTICAL ABSTRACT O THE UNITED STATES 602 2012 available at
http: www.census.gov compendia statab 2012 tables 12s0 5 .pdf.
3 8
See id.
3
Adler supra note
at 7 6.
00
See id.
01
See contra TE . WATER UTIL. CODE ANN. 572.061 201 .
02
Glennon supra note 18 at 1883.
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utility’s costs for items including current operation and maintenance capital
costs and debt service. 03 This constrains rate collection which is the price
placed on water to costs that have already been incurred. 0 Once
ine pensive water resources are depleted and the utility is forced to see new
e pensive supply increasing rates. 05 Changing the cost of service paradigm
could also change this result.
One of the problems with current cost of service models is that the
ratema ing is based on historical costs rather than future costs. 06 The goal
with a broader model is to ma e an effort to capture at least some of those
costs to send a price signal earlier and avoid a capacity overinvestment.
Even with increasing rates based on increased capital costs most rates are
still reactive. 07 In order to send the appropriate price signal rates need to
include costs of e tra production and treatment that will be necessary if
water is not used efficiently. 08 This incorporation of avoided supply costs
at least in part would ma e the water mar et more reflective of water in its
high value capacity. 0
The purpose of rate setting is to provide enough income to allow the
utility to provide services without the need of government subsidies as well
as manage demand. 10 The current mar et approach to pricing e cludes
many factors which does not fully inform mar et drivers. Price does not
reflect water’s full intrinsic value. 11 This inaccurate price signal creates
unintended consequences. 12 E ternalities that currently are not given value
including e traction or development costs should be included in a cost of
service analysis and included in rates or additional fees. 13
Cost requires a definition broader than what might be traditionally
used. 1 Diversifying what is considered would allow rates to both achieve
the utility’s revenue requirements while informing consumers of the nonmonetary costs of their use such as private and social impacts of e panded
03

See, e.g. TE . WATER UTIL. CODE ANN. 572.061 201 .
Glennon supra note 18 at 1883.
05
See id. at 61 62.
06
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 32.
07
See id. at 1 .
08
Id.
0
See discussion supra Part III.A.1 e plaining that reduction in usage can save ratepayers e ponentially
in the future .
10
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 70.
11
See discussion supra Part II.B.
12
See discussion supra Part II.B.
13
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 7. Other costs associated with new supply
may include land impacts energy and pollution costs. See e.g. WATEREUSE ASS’N SEAWATER
DESALINATION POWER CONSUMPTION 2 Nov. 2011 available at http: www.watereuse.org
sites default files u8 Power consumption white paper.pdf last visited eb. 22 201 Heather Cooley
et al. Desalination of Seawater Can Do More Harm Than Good PACI IC INSTITUTE 2013
http: pacinst.org publication desal-marine-impacts Bill Hanna Tarrant Water District to Take Parcel
From Pipeline Opponent by Eminent Domain STAR TELEGRAM eb. 1 201
http: www.startelegram.com 201 02 18 5580027 water-district-votes-to-use-its.html.
1
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 70.
0
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development and delivery. 15 If buyers understood through price signals
that adopting efficient uses now could bypass that end result their behavior
might change accordingly. 16 A more e pansive definition that includes
avoided supply could be defended as prudent or reasonable under the legal
standard. 17 In essence ratepayers are paying a small price up front to avoid
an emergency later. 18
While rate design is legally required to remain revenue neutral limiting
utilities to a fair rate of return an inclusive calculation of costs allows for a
broader cost of service determination. 1 So long as the pro ected costs are
measurable and defensible they should be legally included. 20 Precedent
e ists for a more liberal interpretation of COS. 21
Cost of service li e value has many meaning. 22 As such fle ibility for
its application is built-in. 23 This fle ibility is seen in one of the scholar
Bonbright’s criteria for rate design. He states rates should reflect both
present and future private and social costs. 2 Bonbright argues that one
purpose of rates is to control demand through pricing with the goal that
customers will weigh the total cost of using a resource. 25 This also obligates
the inclusion of e ternalities which cannot be accomplished through
reactionary rates that use a limited interpretation of cost. 26
One way water utilities could build avoided shortage into the cost of
service in a proactive way is to use a process used by electric utilities called
Integrated Resource Plans IRP . In an integrated resource plan IRP a
utility evaluates available resources and forecasted demand over an e tended
period of time to determine the optimal mi of resources to reliably meet
customer load requirements at the lowest reasonable cost. 27 IRPs move
15

ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 22.
YOUNG supra note 57 at 135 37.
17
See BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 70 71. A cost is always a cost of something to some individual
or group of individuals. Id. at 72. An internalization of the e ternal costs of supply depletion would
significantly change a cost of service paradigm. See Hardberger supra note 8 at 32-3 BONBRIGHT
supra note 20 at 72.
18
See, e.g. Paul Rogers California Drought: 17 Communities Could Run Out of Water Within 60 to
120 Days, State Says
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
Jan. 28
201
6:28PM
http: www.mercurynews.com science ci 25013388 california-drought-17-communities-could-run-outwater.
1
See ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 10. In April 2015 a California state
appellate court ruled that a tiered pricing system may violate state laws by charging more for services
that their costs are to provide the water. Schwartz supra note 1 2. These limited views of cost of service
do more harm than good.
20
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 12.
21
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 230 33.
22
BONBRIGHT supra note 20 at 6 .
23
Id.
2
Id. at 72 73. Only in this way can the customers be put in a position . . . to ration themselves by
stri ing a balance between benefits received and sacrifices imposed. Id. at 6 .
25
Id. at 72.
26
See id. at 70.
27
Inara Scott Teaching An Old Dog New Tricks: Adapting Public Utility Commissions To Meet TwentyFirst Century Climate Challenges 38 HARV.ENVTL. L. REV. 371 0 201 .
16
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away from eeping costs as low as possible until a shortage occurs they
actually compare the costs and ris s associated with a variety of
portfolios. 28 By doing this utilities can better optimize when new supply
technologies should be built and well as send a price signal to customers to
slow down that obligation while still allowing them to ultimately save
money on the costs of avoided supply. 2
An inclusive reading of costs particular those that include societal costs
of depletion could be defensible under a broader reasonableness standard. 30
Rates that protect water resources and save ratepayers future rate increases
should qualify as prudent actions. 31 Because the prudence review is the
substitute for mar et competition the utility would in essence be
telegraphing a mar et signal that would not normally e ist because of the
utility model. 32 Although this is not the traditional way prudent has been
interpreted by courts the limited nature of water resources should dictate a
new understanding of the term. 33
B. Diversify Demand Projections
Demand pro ections are the basis for water supply decision-ma ing and
subsequent ratema ing. If a utility underestimates there will not be enough
water for their customers. If they continue to overestimate as they have
historically customers will foot the bill for unnecessary e penses and the
business model becomes threatened. 3 The trend of increased costs and
declining sales seen across the U.S forcing a new loo at how demand is
calculated. 35
Traditionally utilities used very limited methodology to predict
demand. uture water needs were ascertained by estimating population
growth and e trapolating using present per capita demand. The problem
with this method is that it assumes water will be used in the same way as it
has in the past leading to inaccurate results. Appliances use less water than
before and as water prices increase customers respond by using less
threatening financial ruin for the water provider.
Customer consumption is the basis for future sales. A customer’s
demand is based upon the need or desire for the service the ability to pay
for it and the availability of substitutes. 36 Determining demand in a more
28

Id.
Id Grafton et al. supra note 258 at 5 55.
30
HEMPLING supra note 2 at 230 33.
31
See id. at 235.
32
See id.
33
Contra HEMPLING supra note 2 at 238 2.
3
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 13 . In addition to the obvious threat lac of
revenue creates financial institutions will downgrade utilities that over-predict demand. Id. at 1 0.
35
Id. at 13 .
36
PHILLIPS supra note 27 at 12.
2
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comple and integrated way will lead to more accurate rate predictions and
infrastructure build-out. To do this historical assumptions must be replaced
with accurate information about customers’ demand patterns bro en down
to individual users or segments of user. 37 This includes e amining not only
who is using the water but also which portions of those uses are elastic
versus inelastic.
In lieu of linear numeric e trapolations based on population multifaceted demand modeling can allow a utility to add in factors that are locally
relevant. In addition to population some additional factors for consideration
include local climate customer usage data rates and rate structures
demographic shifts conservation programming and policy changes such as
new land use limitations. Price elasticity will also need to be included in
any calculation. 38
The non-profit group Alliance for Water Efficiency AWE recently
released a user guide for their sales forecasting model. The model allows
users to apply billing data to rate structures to estimate performance and
compare that to revenue goals. 3 The model consists of two modules: the
rate design module and the revenue simulation model. 0 The simulation
attempts to address deficiencies in tradition demand pro ection calculations
by including customer demand variability 1 demand response drought
pricing probability management and fiscal sustainability. 2 In addition to
the AWE model several other software options provide the ability model
these more comple scenarios. 3 Although these programs require more
effort that traditional rate modeling they could lead to increased resilience
and rates protection in the long run.
C. Adopt Rate Setting Best Practices
Rates are an opportunity for a utility to communicate with their
customers by using price as an indicator of demand and trigger behavior
accordingly. However to be effective rates must be constructed using best
practices and must be seen as more than a mechanism for basic cost
recovery. Traditional rate structures that are not tied to consumption or those
that eep prices artificially low create volatility in the revenue stream that
can threaten long-term sustainability. This is particularly true during
e treme weather situations when consumers respond to the natural
37

WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 1 0.
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 6 65.
3
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 232 at 5.
0
Id.
1
The model divides annual water use into pea and off-pea seasons. Id. This helps the utility identify
the inelastic demand which is critical in predicting demand response. See id.
2
Id. The revenue module allows the utility to run a weather-based scenario such as a wet year to see
how that would affect revenue goals. Id. at .
3
PACI IC INSTITUTE supra note 217 at 3 .
38
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environment to the detriment of an ill-prepared utility. Balancing price
signals with tools that stabilize revenue while protecting low-income users
can create community and utility sustainability.
1. The Steeper the Better
When determining a rate structure utilities should adopt one that
provides the biggest price signal to consumers while still maintaining low
prices for a basic quantity of water. This means that the rate system needs
to be consumption based. Arguably any rates that are predicated on usage
encourage conservation however some send more effective price signals
than others. An inverse tiered system is generally the most conservationoriented structure particularly when they are more punitive to high use
customers. However tiers alone will not create the necessary price signal. 5
Rate levels are as important as the structure itself and rate structures should
be tailored the local behavior. 6
Tiered rate structures should target the elastic or discretionary portion
of water demand particularly in areas with a high pea demand. 7 One
factor that determines price elasticity of demand is the income effect of a
product. 8 When a price increases people usually cannot afford to buy the
same amount of that product as they could at the previous price.
The
greater the proportion of an individual’s income needed to purchase the item
the greater the impact of the price increase on consumer demand. 50 That
demand is elastic. 51 The lower the need for a product or ability to pay the
more elasticity. 52 Elasticity is also greater when a customer can buy the
same or similar product from another supplier. 53
Basic uses of water are inelastic. A user cannot simply require less water
for health and hygiene because the price goes up but those uses account for
a very small percentage of household uses. 5 Some indoor uses can be
reduced through more efficient plumbing or behavior modifications but the

See discussion supra Part C.1.
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 2. Poorly designed inclining bloc rates can
be less effective in promoting efficiency than well-conceived declining or uniform volume rates and
they can impose profound inequities. Id. at .
6
Id. at 1 2.
7
See Adler supra note
at 7 6 ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 7.
8
BADE PAR IN supra note 5 at 116.
Id. The sensitivity of customers to price changes depend on income and the availability of alternative
sources of supply. Hughes Leurig supra note 1 0 at 1 .
50
BADE PAR IN supra note 5 at 116.
51
Id.
52
PHILLIPS supra note 27 at 12.
53
Id.
5
See ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY WATER SENSE OUTDOOR WATER USE IN THE UNITED STATES 2013
available at http: www.epa.gov WaterSense pubs outdoor.html last visited eb. 22 201 .
5
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largest and most elastic water uses occur outdoors. 55 Pricing structures
need to target discretionary use through a bloc system that prices the
nondiscretionary uses very low in the first pricing tier but penalizes uses
that are clearly optional by ma ing the higher use tiers e ponentially more
e pensive. 56 The proper punitive price signal could result in significant
savings both in the short and long term because many users may forgo that
use entirely based on cost. 57 While effective these rate structures can create
revenue volatility so they should be coupled with other income streams. 58
2. Drought Pricing & Peak Shaving
A natural goal related to water allocation protocols is to ensure the
resource does not disappear. 5 To achieve this water must be used in the
most efficient way possible particularly under drought conditions. 60
Unfortunately under the current mar et scheme price cannot guarantee the
best use of water. Instead price may only respond once the water runs out. 61
At this point price impacts can be severe because both the cost of using less
water and the price to purchase and import water would be far higher. 62 It
is beneficial to send a price signal earlier and include the cost of inaction in
the current price and avoid the crisis altogether.
One alternative is to levy an additional fee during times of shortage
when the utility needs to send an immediate price signal unrelated to
traditional rates. 63 This temporary drought surcharge would help avoid
shortages and more closely align water with its appropriate value under the
circumstances. 6 It also avoids the need for a long politically difficult rate
case which is not necessary if the shortage is temporary. 65
This fee can either be the same for all customers or can be prorated based
on use. Customers with bills in the lower tiers are charged a lower fee while
those who use the most water pay a higher fee. This methodology is legally
defensible because the latter group is continuing to use discretionary water

55
Id. NAT’L WILDLI E ED’N THE SIERRA CLUB WATER CONSERVATION BY THE YARD: ESTIMATING
SAVINGS ROM OUTDOOR WATERING RESTRICTIONS 6 2015 ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY
supra note 11 at .
56
Donnelly Christian-Smith supra note 311 at 8 .
57
Id.
58
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 132.
5
TARLOC supra note 2 at 15 16.
60
See id.
61
See discussion supra Part II.B.3.
62
See discussion supra Part II.B.3.
63
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 53 5 .
6
See e.g. Steve Raabe Rising Cost of Gasoline Sparks Return of Fuel Surcharges THE DENVER POST
Mar. 11 2011 http: www.denverpost.com ci 17588061.
65
See e.g. Yvonne Wenger City Panel Gets Earful From Residents Angry About Rising Water Bills
THE BALTIMORE SUN June 26 2013 http: articles.baltimoresun.com 2013-06-26 news bs-md-ciwater-rate-increase-20130625 1 meter-and-billing-systems-rudolph-chow-water-bills.
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even at a critical time. Drought surcharges should be designed to affect high
users to not punish people who only use basic needs.
In most regions warmer summer weather is associated with an increase
in demand caused by outdoor watering even when drought is not occurring.
These seasonal pea s can drive water supply development and motivate
utilities to procure capacity that is unutilized for the remainder of the year. 66
When this happens prices are either increased to ma e up for the capital
costs or the utility must encourage the sale of water. Targeting discretionary
use during these pea times may reduce annual supply demands by reducing
these pea periods. 67 Mirroring time-of-day pricing seen in the electric
industry the price reflects that actual costs at the time of use inclusive of
resource depletion.
Seasonal rates are distinct from drought fees or surcharges. 68 The
former anticipates the pea requirements of a certain season regardless of
rainfall. 6 A surcharge on the other hand is more suited to specific
temporary circumstances. 70 Customers can also be rewarded for reducing
their pea load through pea rebates. 71
3. Utilize Flat Fees
Steep increasing rate structures can provide more affordability to
customers and send a better price signal but can result in volatile revenues
for the utility particularly during e treme weather patterns. 72 In contrast
high fi ed charges and decreasing rate bloc s provide more revenue stability
but may or may not encourage less usage. 73 The ey is to blend revenue
from these two sources in a way that maintains a price signal while
increasing predictability for the utility.
One alternative to balance base and volumetric charges is to set the
amount of base charge as a certain percentage of the total bill. 7 A
customer’s base rate would be set based on a three-month average or the
ma imum month of consumption which would protect low-income users
that do not overuse reward low-use customers and give some revenue
66

ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at 10 11.
Id. ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1.
68
Id. An energy sector corollary to this proposal is critical period pricing which is an add-on to already
commonly utilized time-of-day pricing model. THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra note
2 2 at 55. These additional costs would be limited to times of high stress and shortage is threatened. Id.
The process would include notification of the customer to allow for a demand shift coupled with higher
pricing for those who continue to use. Id. This serves to both avoid shortfalls and shave pea demands
through price. Id.
6
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 1.
70
Id. at 5.
71
THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra note 2 2 at 56.
72
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 15 at 6.
73
Id.
7
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 5 1 51.
67
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predictability. 75 The remainder of the bill would come from variable
consumption-based rates. 76 Other flat fees that can be integrated into billing
are connection service fees as well as environmental protection fees
appropriate for a given area. 77 lat fees are particularly useful for the
installation of new equipment such as a meter. This ties the cost to the
utility with the property necessitating it. 78
In addition to protecting the price signal fees must consider the lowincome user. 7 Because fi ed charges are more regressive they can
consume a larger portion of a customer’s income for the same amount of
water purchased through consumption-based rates. 80
4. Protect Low-Income Users
Although water rates have historically been low they are rising
rapidly. 81 Rate increases can disproportionately impact low-income
customers. As all utility rates climb some citizens face difficult decisions
about where their limited income should be allocated. 82 While utility
models move towards using price as a means to affect behavior these
citizens must be considered. Prohibitions against undue discrimination in
rates require that similarly situated customers are treated similarly but that
does not mean there are not protective options. 83 A low-income customer
may not be sub ect to a different rate structure than someone of higher
income but they can be treated differently based on use patterns which
often has the same effect. 8 Other protective mechanisms are also possible.
The first category of low-income alternatives can be found in the actual
rate systems. Lifeline rates are based on the understanding that certain lowincome and fi ed-income elderly customers should be provided an
affordable rate because they cannot afford basic necessary. 85 Low-income
affordability subsidies can ta e several forms. There can be a separate
75
Mary Tiger PeakSet Base: A Pricing Model for Utility Revenue Stability and Customer Conservation
UNC ENVTL. INANCE BLOG July 10 2012 http: efc.web.unc.edu 2012 07 10 pea set-base-apricing-model-for-utility-revenue-stability-and-customer-conservation .
76
Id.
77
or e ample fees can be useful to help fund costs associated with habitat conservation plans in regions
with endangered species concerns. WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 212.
78
See discussion supra Part III.C.2.
7
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 108 at .
80
Id.
81
LEURIG supra note 178 at 1 . Water rates recently surpassed cable television as the most rapidly
rising household service. Id. In ort Worth the cost of raw water increased almost ten percent in one
year and city officials e pect it to double over the ne t ten years all of which will impact rates. Hirst
supra note 175.
82
See HUGHES LEURIG supra note 1
at 1 .
83
Hempling supra note 2 at 288 8 . Many states have passed affordability acts permitting subsidy
rates. WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 1 0.
8
Hempling supra note 2 at 288 8 .
85
Phillips supra note 280 at 25.
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discounted rate for a limited qualities or a percentage discount can be applied
to the total bill. 86
Low-income protection can be also accomplished by setting bottom tier
rates very low for all users. 87 Some e perts have suggested the bottom tier
should be provided for free. 88 ees can also be waived in lieu of a
consumption-based subsidy. 8 The goal is to supply a basic amount of nondiscretionary water at a very affordable rate. 0 Critics of this system feel
that lowering the price dilutes the price signal however this system could
arguably promote conservation as more people try to qualify for that rate
reduction by using less water. 1
Utilities that are not legally permitted to have lifeline rates or prefer to
avoid them citing concerns that the price signal will be wea ened may offer
cost relief through non-pricing mechanisms. 2 One e ample of this is
providing home audits and subsidization for any available retrofits. 3
Although this has an up-front cost it is short-term and leads to ongoing
savings so may be less e pensive in the long-term. One of the challenges
presented by any affordability programs is determining who must pay for
the assistance program or the revenue shortfall produced by someone paying
less than the cost of service.
Some utilities ma e up this shortfall through
revenue earned from the highest tier users. Another alternative is to simply
provide direct financial assistance through bill payment aid through the
utility itself other municipal sources or local charities. 5
A combination of programs is highly recommended to ensure ma imum
support of at-ris communities. or e ample Portland Oregon provides a
low-income bill discounts crisis assistance in cases of emergencies budget
billing which allows customers to pay in a way on a schedule that wor s for
them and bill write offs in special circumstances based on employee
discretion. 6 In addition to bill-specific assistance the city also wor s with
community members to reduce their water usage through education and
86

ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 52.
THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra note 2 2 at .
88
Glennon supra note 21 at 311 3 0. Although some groups question this methodology affordability
is defined by the Environmental Protection Agency to be less than 2.5 of a community’s median
household income. WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 186 87.
8
THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra note 2 2 at .
0
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at 52.
1
It is also worth noting that low-income customers are rarely wasteful or high water users. WATER
RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 1 6. Affordability programs may actually save the utility
money through avoided disconnection and mitigation of past due balance accruals. Id.
2
ALLIANCE OR WATER E ICIENCY supra note 11 at .
3
Id.
Phillips supra note 280 at 26.
5
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 188 1 0. Some have suggested a direct charge
on all bills to fund affordability programs. Id. at 1 1. Where this is not possible customer donation
programs can be established. Id. See THE REGULATORY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM supra note 2 2 at 5
6 providing e amples bill-assistance programs in the energy sector .
6
WATER RESEARCH OUNDATION supra note 151 at 18 .
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subsidized retrofits. 7
Affordability programs provide fle ibility to
utilities see ing revenue resiliency. 8
Before determining which programs a utility wishes to implement the
utility must quantify the number of ratepayers who might qualify for the
program. This will provide the total cost to the utility for each program.
Without reliable estimates a utility ris s a large une pected shortfall. In
addition they may not adopt programs best suited for their community.500
inally e isting users should not be burdened with the costs of new
growth that is creating the demand. Permitting and implementing impact
fees shift the costs where they belong and alleviate at least some of the
financial impacts on low-income users. Ultimately the goal is to balance
revenue resilience conservation economic growth and affordability. 501
Although on the surface some of these appear to be in conflict their
interrelation dictates that they be planned in tandem.502
V. CONCLUSION
Growing populations limited resources and climate change challenge
municipal water supplies across the U.S. Historically water has been
undervalued providing a perverse incentive a utility to sell water rather than
save it. Mar ets can help fill this void and increase efficiency by assigning
an accurate value to the good sending a price signal that impacts behavior.503
Current mar ets lac the ability to send accurate price signals that reflect
the true value of water.50 This erroneous information leads to unintended
consequences that could rapidly deplete resources rather than protect
them.505 The need to ensure mar et accuracy is particularly important for
water because it is a basic resource for which nothing can be substituted. In
order for a mar et to be a useful tool in water planning and protection
ad ustments must be made to ensure that all costs are included.506 Once that
happens then price signals are correct and consumer decisions can be made
accordingly.
This economic reality can create a disconnect when a water utility’s
revenues are predicated on sales. Although on the surface it seems as though
conservation and efficiency measures would challenge the utility business

7

Id.
Id. at
.
Id. at 1 2 5.
500
Id.
501
TIGER ET AL. supra note 35 at 8.
502
Id.
503
See discussion supra Part II.B.
50
See discussion supra Part II.B.
505
See discussion supra Part II.B.
506
See discussion supra Part II.B.
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model this is not necessarily the case.507 Revenue shortfalls are often a
function of not enough conservation not too much. 508 When utilities
manage water needs through conservation including price signals they
minimize the amount of elasticity and create more predictable revenues.50
Water shortages are becoming more common as competition for access
increases. As populations shift to municipal areas it is critical that water
providers adopt more comple demand pro ections that better understand
mar et reactions and predict supply needs.510 Mar et ad ustments need to
be made in the municipal business model to ensure a revenue stream while
targeting discretionary uses such as outdoor watering.511
Utilities also need to be given the ability to set their rates in a way that
does not simply recoup costs but actually encourages conservation and
efficiency.512 Water providers need the ability to charge more for e isting
less e pensive supplies to avoid the need to build more e pensive
technologies that may disincentivize conservation programs which saves
money over the long-term.513 Additional fees can be collected regularly or
ust during drought periods on a pro rata basis to trigger an immediate
demand response.51 Adopting best practices can both ensure a secure water
supply while reducing business volatility.
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Gandhi’s Prophecy: Corporate Violence and A
Mindful Law for Bhopal
NEHAL A. PATEL
Over thirty years have passed since the Bhopal chemical disaster began
and in that time scholars of corporate social responsibility CSR have
discussed and debated several framewor s for improving corporate response
to social and environmental problems. However CSR discourse rarely
delves into the fundamental architecture of legal thought that often
buttresses corporate dominance in the global economy. Moreover CSR
discourse does little to challenge the ontological and epistemological
assumptions that form the foundation for modern economics and the role of
corporations in the world.
I e plore methods of transforming CSR by employing the thought of
Mohandas Gandhi. I pay particular attention to Gandhi’s critique of
industrialization and principle of swadeshi self-sufficiency to address the
tension between multinational corporations and local communities
worldwide. Gandhi’s principle of swadeshi especially is salient in light of
Bhopal where local survivors have struggled to raise awareness of the
persistent degradation of their environment. I discuss the current state of
CSR Bhopal’s ongoing relevance to modern industrialization and a
potential future for CSR that incorporates swadeshi for local populations.
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I had always heard the merchants say that truth was not
possible in business. I did not thin so then nor do I now. Even
today there are merchant friends who contend that truth is
inconsistent with business. Business they say is a very
practical affair and truth a matter of religion and they argue
that practical affairs are one thing while religion is quite
another. Pure truth they hold is out of the question in
business one can spea it only so far as is suitable. I strongly
contested the position in my speech and awa ened the
merchants to a sense of their duty1
M. . Gandhi
It was he who had prophesied in his letter to me that I was
leading a movement which was destined to bring a message of
hope to the downtrodden people of the earth.2
M. . Gandhi spea ing of Leo Tolstoy
I.

INTRODUCTION

The night of December 3 1 8 burns inside of Ganga Bai’s memory.
That night she awo e from her sleep to find her eyes burning and people in
the street shouting Run
Gas
Death 3 She placed her two-year old
daughter into her hands and ran out of their house. After several miles she
stopped running thin ing that she was far enough from home for her
daughter to be safe.5 However when Ganga loo ed down she saw her
daughter’s dead face staring bac at her and she fainted.6
aheer Ahmed and Shezad han also were in Bhopal that night.
Although there was no visible perpetrator a deadly intruder had grabbed the
throats of their family members as they gasped for air. aheer wor ed as a
night watchman and returned home from wor in the morning.7 He found
his door unloc ed and the dead bodies of his wife and two sons inside.8 Li e
Ganga Shezad was asleep that night and awo e with searing eyes. He ran
out of the house and climbed into a passing vehicle that transported him
1
MOHANDAS . GANDHI GANDHI AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY Volumes I and II Ahmedabad India
Nava ivan Press 1 27 1 2 http: www.humanisticte ts.org gandhi.htm.
2
Thomas Weber Tolstoy and Gandhi's Law of Love SGI QUARTERLY Jan. 2010
http: www.sgiquarterly.org feature2010 an- .html.
3
PAUL SHRIVASTAVA BHOPAL: ANATOMY O A CRISIS 1 Ballinger Pub. Co. 2nd ed. 1 87 .
Id.
5
Id.
6
Id.
7
Id.
8
Id.
BHOPAL: A PEOPLE’S VIEW O DEATH THEIR RIGHT TO NOW AND LIVE: A RECONSTRUCTION
OR PRESS REPORTS AND LOCAL
O THE GAS TRAGEDY ITS BAC GROUND AND A TERMATH
IN ORMATION 11 E lavya 1 85 .
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miles away.10 Meanwhile his family remained in the house and later oined
the hundreds of corpses building up over the course of the night.11
The ne t morning there were thousands of corpses piled in the street.
Press reports confirmed that a storage tan at a nearby Union Carbide
pesticide plant had e ploded sending tons of poisonous gas sprawling
through Bhopal. An estimated 3 000 people died in the first days of the
aftermath and some observers claim that the plant site has never been
adequately remediated while the death toll has risen to appro imately
20 000.12
Perhaps as much as any other single event the Bhopal chemical disaster
has attracted the attention of the press activists scholars and the public.
Critics of modernization use Bhopal as an e ample of how developed
nations benefit at the e pense of developing countries and how modern
corporations create ris y cost-cutting strategies and methods of evading
responsibility for accidents.13 Similarly a century ago Mohandas Gandhi
developed his own critique of the emerging global political economy
however Gandhi’s ideas have been largely neglected by scholars of
industrialization. As a man who dedicated his adult life to implementing
non-violence and love into the modern world Gandhi was sensitive to the
e ploitative qualities of modern economic systems. His critique of the
British notion of civilization reached its apogee in Hind Swaraj a 1 0
treatise in which he eloquently e plained his view of modern civilization
and its discontents. In Hind Swaraj Gandhi described the oppression he
observed in his time and revealed his prophecies of future devastation if the
world continues down the path of industrial progress without dissecting
its basic assumptions.1
In Hind Swaraj Gandhi described the dominant notion of progress as
one in which the seeds of ongoing violence and resource e traction would
lead to perpetual disaster and in ustice.15 Similarly to Gandhi several
contemporary scholars have criticized the way that corporations and
governments preserve inequalities that become magnified during disasters.16
10

Id.
Id.
BHOPAL: THE SEARCH OR JUSTICE National ilm Board of Canada 200 . Some of the
estimated 20 000 death toll may be due to possible lingering effects e perienced at later points in time.
Id. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CLOUDS O INJUSTICE: BHOPAL DISASTER 20 YEARS ON 12 61 200 .
At the time of the initial disaster the plant was owned by Union Carbide India Limited a subsidiary of
Union Carbide Corporation. Id. at 5 Shrivastava supra note 3 at 3.
13
See generally JAMIE CASSELS THE UNCERTAIN PROMISE O LAW: LESSONS ROM BHOPAL
University of Toronto Press 1 3 JAMES MANOR POWER POVERTY AND POISON: DISASTER AND
RESPONSE IN AN INDIAN CITY Sage Publications 1 3 .
1
See generally MAHATAMA GANDHI ANTHONY PAREL HIND SWARAJ AND OTHER WRITINGS
170 Cambridge University Press 1 7 .
15
See generally id.
16
See generally UPENDRA BA I INCONVENIENT ORUM AND CONVENIENT CATASTROPHE: THE
BHOPAL CASE N.M. Tripathi 1 86 hereinafter BA I INCONVENIENT ORUM UPENDRA BA I MASS
DISASTERS AND MULTI-NATIONAL LIABILITY: THE BHOPAL CASE N.M. Tripathi 1 86 hereinafter
11
12
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Most notably socio-legal scholar Upendra Ba i argued that economic
reforms tend to privilege the rights of privileged groups over the needs of
the poor and therefore social disasters are the consequences of wrong
policy decisions. 17 In Ba i’s words It is characteristic of classical and
contemporary western liberal thought to ignore the entire problematic of
basic human needs. 18 In other words the basis of modern economic
thought preserves inequality and fails to prevent corporate violence.1
Ba i also advocated for eradicating the culture of poverty that deprives
the poor of legitimate opportunities.20 According to Ba i the culture of
poverty is transmitted across generations and is defined by
powerlessness apathy disorganization alienation and anomie. 21 Ba i
attributed the culture of poverty partly to paternalism from elite
organizations that preserve power imbalances prevent genuine selfsufficiency for the masses and create a sense of helplessness among the
public.22
Ba i’s arguments suggest that economic growth that could be used to
end poverty is offset by increases in economic inequality.23 As a result the
current emphasis on economic growth as an end in itself is ineffective at
ending poverty in our growth-obsessed system resources overwhelmingly
are used for purposes antithetical to ending poverty.2 Therefore Ba i
referenced Gandhi’s commitment to addressing poverty and advocated for a
more sociological understanding of social disaster as a method for fighting
poverty.25
Similar to Ba i Jasanoff presented organizational characteristics of
modern corporations that cause industrial disaster and subsequently preserve
social inequality. Jasanoff argued that modern industrial giants often claim
that disaster can be prevented purely through scientific advancements
however industrial disasters are the result of comple sociological problems
BA I MASS DISASTERS UPENDRA BA I VALIANT VICTIMS AND LETHAL LITIGATION: THE BHOPAL
CASE N.M. Tripathi 1 0 hereinafter BA I VALIANT VICTIMS .
17
UPENDRA BA I LAW AND POVERTY: CRITICAL ESSAYS vii N.M. Tripathi 1 88 hereinafter
BA I LAW AND POVERTY ; see also UPENDRA BA I MAMBRINO’S HELMET: HUMAN RIGHTS OR A
CHANGING WORLD 5 Har-Anand Publications 1
hereinafter BA I MAMBRINO’S HELMET .
18
Upendra Ba i From Human Rights to the Right to be Human: Some Heresies in RETHIN ING
HUMAN RIGHTS: CHALLENGES OR THEORY AND ACTION 186 Smitu othari Harsh Sethi 1 8 .
1
See generally BA I INCONVENIENT ORUM supra note 16 BA I MASS DISASTERS supra note
16 BA I LAW AND POVERTY supra note 17 BA I VALIANT VICTIMS supra note 16.
20
BA I LAW AND POVERTY supra note 17 at ii- .
21
Id. at vii.
22
Id. at viii. See also BA I INCONVENIENT ORUM supra note 16 BA I MASS DISASTERS supra
note 16 BA I VALIANT VICTIMS supra note 16.
23
BA I MAMBRINO’S HELMET supra note 17 at 5; see generally BA I LAW AND POVERTY supra
note 17.
BA I MAMBRINO’S HELMET supra note 17 at 5; see generally BA I LAW AND POVERTY supra
note 17.
25
BA I LAW AND POVERTY supra note 17 at i BA I MAMBRINO’S HELMET supra note 17 at
5 see also BA I INCONVENIENT ORUM supra note 16 BA I MASS DISASTERS supra note 16 BA I
VALIANT VICTIMS supra note 16.
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that point to a need for organizational change.26 Evidence from the Bhopal
disaster indicates that Jasanoff’s assertion has merit. or instance amal
. Paree a maintenance superintendent and chemical engineer at Union
Carbide’s Bhopal plant tried to communicate the plant’s safety hazards to
upper management and e perienced firm resistance.27 Paree reported that
several managers refused to listen to his concerns because of the costs and
problems associated with addressing them.28 In his decision to resign in
1 83 Paree reported that the ma or reason for his resignation was a
deterioration of safety standards at the plant.2 In his e it interview Pare h
forewarned his managers of the high probability of catastrophic accidents if
the safety standards did not improve.30 The following year Mr. Paree ’s
predictions became a reality when the Bhopal plant e ploded.31
To prevent future disasters Jasanoff advocated for new organizational
structures that incentivize precautionary behavior by corporate e ecutives.32
Jasanoff also emphasized a need to alter value systems and highlighted the
need to replace the contemporary high regard for individualism and
consumerism with concern for people and the environment.33 Jasanoff’s call
for an alternative value system challenges the view of social disasters as
merely accidents and natural resources as purely raw material for the
production process.3
Jasanoff’s call to a new value system could suggest a need for
revolutionary changes and Gandhi’s thought contains doctrines and
principles that already have been used to peacefully revolutionize societies.
In the world of business ethics however there are formidable challenges
and perhaps incompatible differences between Gandhi’s core businessrelated principles and the basic values that have animated the modern
corporation up to the writing of this Article. When corporate directors’ legal
duty of loyalty is to the corporation itself 35 how can the current laws of
26
Sheila Jasanoff Introduction in LEARNING ROM DISASTER: RIS MANAGEMENT A TER
BHOPAL 6 University of Pennsylvania Press 1
.
27
Seconds From Disaster: Bhopal Nightmare National Geographic Channel broadcast Part I
2011 quoting amal . Paree Chemical Engineer Maintenance Superintendent 1 71-1 83 .
28
Id.
2
Id.
30
Id.
31
Id.
32
Jasanoff supra note 26 at 6 13. Seven years after the Bhopal accident Jasanoff visited India
and interviewed various members of government and citizens from the private sector. She as ed if
anything had fundamentally changed in India’s approach to controlling hazardous technologies. She
received various answers: some claimed that things had become worse as the level of pollution and
poverty rose while others argued that positive changes were made. The positive changes included
spreading awareness more networ ing and more effective activists. Notably most people did not
mention legislation passed by the government as a positive change.
33
Paul Shrivastava Societal Contradictions and Industrial Crises in LEARNING ROM DISASTER:
RIS MANAGEMENT A TER BHOPAL 262 Sheila Jasanoff ed. University of Pennsylvania Press 1
.
3
Id. at 265 66.
35
ABA COMM. ON CORPORATE LAWS CORPORATE DIRECTOR S GUIDEBOO 21 5th ed. 2007
found within page 15 of the 6th ed. 2011 .
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corporate governance incorporate a broader system of ethics designed for
the world’s welfare? In the following section I illustrate how Gandhi’s
thought provides a direction to an ‘alternative value system’ for which
Jasanoff advocates.
II. CREATING AN ERA O SWADESHI: CAN CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY PROMOTE SEL -SU ICIENCY?
A. The Current State of CSR
A ma or problem during and since the Bhopal disaster has been the
marginalization of business discourse on ending corporate violence. Part of
the reason for this ‘hole’ in business discourse is the lac of any serious
challenge to the self-interested profit motive that serves as a moral trump in
business practice.36 The discourse largely has been embedded in the two
dominant theories of modern corporate governance: shareholder and
sta eholder theory.37 Under the modern view of shareholder theory often
called the Berle-Means shareholder theory corporate behavior is governed
by the will of shareholders or those who own the corporation.38 In theory
owners of shares of a corporation have their interests e ercised through
corporate conduct.3 The current e pectation for corporations to e press the
will of shareholders originates in part from Dodge v. Ford Motor Company
1 1 which states:
A business corporation is organized and carried on
primarily for the profit of its stoc holders shareholders . The
powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The
discretion of directors is to be e ercised in the choice of means
to attain that end and does not e tend to a change in the end
itself to the reduction of profits or to the non-distribution of

36
Timothy L. ort Cindy A. Schipani The Role of the Corporation in Fostering Sustainable
Peace 35 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 38
26 2002 see also Sarah Anderson
John Cavanagh
Corporate Empires 17 MULTINAT’L MONITOR 12
December 1 2
available at
www.multinationalmonitor.org hyper mm12 6.08.html quoted in ATE DAVIES RISE O U.S.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MOVEMENT 211 n.1.
37
ort
Schipani supra note 36 at 26; see generally HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS O
BUSINESS: BEYOND THE CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY TO RESPECT? Surya Deva David Bilchitz eds.
Cambridge University Press 2013 .
38
Tamara C. Belinfanti Professor N.Y. L. Sch. Shareholder Cultivation and the New Governance
Address at the Business and Society Section Panel Emerging Approaches to Corporate Governance and
Corporate Social Responsibility at the Law Society Association Annual Meeting June 1 2013 see
generally GEORGE A. STEINER
JOHN . STEINER BUSINESS GOVERNMENT
SOCIETY: A
MANAGERIAL PERSPECTIVE Random House 3d ed. 1 80 .
3
Belinfanti supra note 38; see generally A Survey of International Corporate Responsibility
INT’L CORP. RESP. SERIES Mohamed Dobashi John Hoo er Peter Madsen eds. 200 Controversies
in International Corporate Responsibility 3 John Hoo er John . Hulp e Peter Madsen eds. 2007 .
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profits among shareholders in order to devote them to other
purposes. 0
In practice this privileging of the shareholder has been bypassed by the
business udgment rule which has limited the power of the court to udge
the decisions of corporate e ecutives. 1 As a result for disgruntled
shareholders there are limited legal means to challenge business decisions.
Recently some scholars have argued that the current legal thin ing on this
matter has allowed for rec less e ecutive decision-ma ing and has created
strain between e ecutives shareholders and other interested parties. 2
Among them is Edward reeman who has argued for a sta eholder theory
to replace the traditionally dominant shareholder theory. 3
In sta eholder theory a corporation’s behavior is dictated by the will of
sta eholders who are any party with a concern or interest in the
corporation’s decisions including those affected by the corporation’s
operations. This theory assumes that the incorporation of sta eholder
value systems into corporate decision-ma ing inherently leads to more
socially beneficial results. 5 The late scholar of business ethics Thomas
Dunfee saw merit in this viewpoint. Dunfee argued that moral preferences
are ‘embedded within mar ets’ and would give corporations incentives to
consider the impact of its actions on sta eholders. 6
The problem with this assumption is that businesses are ustified in
ignoring sta eholders who do not e ert their moral preferences on
corporations. In practice sta eholders can be ignored in corporate decisionma ing because they may be invisible to the corporate boardrooms. As a
result crucial sta eholders such as local communities or indigenous tribes
have minimal impact on corporate governance when corporations are not
aware of or do not engage with them. Therefore relying on the moral
compass of sta eholders is not enough to ensure ethical practices because
many sta eholders are unaware of corporate activity and invisible to the
e ecutives at the heart of decision-ma ing processes. The invisibility of
many sta eholders’ moral preferences may e plain why corporations are
quic to pay fines or settle cases. In the short-term if it is less e pensive to
pay a fine or settle a case than to proactively wor to create awareness of
0

Dodge v. ord Motor Co. 170 N.W. 668 682 Mich. 1 1 .
David Ronnegard N. Craig Smith Shareholders vs. Stakeholders: How Liberal and Libertarian
Political Philosophy Frames the Basic Debate in Business Ethics 6 INSEAD aculty
Research
Wor ing Paper No. 2011 132 ISIC 2011 .
2
See ort Schipani supra note 36 at 26 citing Thomas W. Dunfee Corporate Governance
in a Market with Morality 62 LAW CONTEMP. PROBS. 12 13
3 1
.
3
R. EDWARD REEMAN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: A STA EHOLDER APPROACH Pittman
Publishing Co. 1 8 see also ort Schipani supra note 36 at 26 citing Dunfee supra note 2 at
13 3 .
REEMAN supra note 3.
5
Id.
6
Dunfee supra note 2 at 13 3 cited in ort Schipani supra note 36 at 26.
1
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corporate activity and open dialogue with local peoples and pay for
preventive measures that arise from these dialogues then corporations may
be tempted to continually rely on after-the-fact payments regardless of who
they may have harmed or how much destruction ensued.
Nonetheless there have been attempts to eradicate the invisibility of
disempowered sta eholders. 7 One attempt has been the creation of hybridB corporations which represent a new corporate model in which for-profit
corporations assume some characteristics of non-profit organizations. 8
Terms such as ‘benefit corporation ’ ‘low profit limited liability company ’
and ‘community interest company’ have been used in the U.S. and U. . to
describe the hybrid-B corporation.
These corporations operate with
voluntary profit limitations such as requirements for corporate profit to
benefit affected communities and limits on dividends for the sa e of
producing greater value to society.50 However the number of hybrid-B
corporations remains low and the ability of hybrid-B corporations to
compete with pure for-profit corporations in the current for-profit-only
business climate is yet to be determined.51
Other commentators argue for a return to a reformed shareholder
theory.52 Because the relationship between e ecutives and shareholders has
been strained by shareholder dissatisfaction with e ecutive decisionma ing one option is to cultivate relationships between e ecutives and
shareholders.53 In this approach e ecutives actively recruit potential
shareholders with whom they would li e to wor and see their investment
in the corporation.5 Although this approach may decrease tension between
e ecutives and shareholders in the long-run it allows e ecutives to ‘pic and
choose’ their shareholders.55 As a result this approach presents the danger
of corporations simply finding li e-minded shareholders to serve as ‘yesmen’ for e ecutive decisions rather than shareholders being a source of
diverse viewpoints that create incentive for e ecutives to thin beyond
immediate profit and toward business practices of social value.56
Currently the dominance of corporate e ecutive decision-ma ing
hardly has been challenged worldwide and the economic dominance of

7
Carol Liao Professor Univ. of Victoria Sch. of L. Emerging Hybrid Corporate Governance
Models and the Social Economy Address at the Business and Society Section Panel Emerging
Approaches to Corporate Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility at the Law
Society
Association Annual Meeting June 1 2013 .
8
Id.
Id.
50
Id.
51
Id.
52
Belinfanti supra note 38.
53
Id.
5
Id.
55
Id.
56
Id.
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corporations has become a in to an empire.57 Similar to the modern
corporation the East India Company advanced its economic agenda while
claiming that pursuing its interests advanced ‘progress.’58 Gandhi was
aware of the Company’s imperative to pursue self-gain in the name of
broader social ustifications 5 and he developed his critique of modern
industrialization to advance an alternative ‘other-regarding’ economics.60
However Gandhi’s economic vision is not merely critique of the factorybased industrialization of the early twentieth century rather his vision
applies broadly to all production and resource e traction processes. The
ne t section e plains Gandhi’s view of industrialization which forms the
basis of his economic vision and its broad relevance to today’s world of
corporate violence and governance.
B. Gandhi’s Critique of Industrialization
Gandhi fearlessly challenged the ubiquitous belief in industrial
‘progress’ that dominated his time and as a result he often was
misunderstood as being anti-industrialization. However his writings
show a clear willingness to accept industrialization under certain
circumstances. According to Gandhi as long as industrialization was
sensitive to its effect on social relations there was nothing necessarily evil
about industrialization.61 It was the manner in which modern capitalists
industrialized India that made industrialization function as a mechanism for
e ploitation.62 Gandhi e plained
Machine-power can ma e a valuable contribution towards
economic progress. But a few capitalists have employed
machine-power regardless of the interests of the common man
and that is why our condition has deteriorated today.63
In Gandhi’s view capitalist industrialization solidified the dominantsubordinate relationship between Britain and its colonies. Therefore to
Gandhi the industrialization of India reinforced both the British Empire’s

57
See generally LAURA NADER PLUNDER: WHEN THE RULE O LAW IS ILLEGAL John Wiley
Sons 2008 .
58
Nehal A. Patel Mindful Justice: The Search for Gandhi’s Sympathetic State After Bhopal 28
SOC. JUST. RES. 363 377 2015 DOI 10.1007 s11211-015-02 5-7.
5
See generally Gandhi supra note 1 .
60
Id. at 25 30.
61
Id. at 170.
62
See id.
63
MOHANDAS . GANDHI
COLLECTED WOR S O MAHATMA GANDHI 278 Publ’ns Div. Gov’t
of India ed. 1
available at http: www.gandhiserve.org e cwmg cwmg.htm hereinafter CWMG
see also Gandhi supra note 1 at 170.
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self-image as the world’s standard-bearer of civilization and the Empire’s
image of India as bac wards and worthy of subordination.6
According to Dasgupta Gandhi challenged the Empire’s claim that
industrialization would create more employment in India. To Gandhi
industrialization would sap India of employment because of industry
reliance on machinery.65 In a society in which large numbers of people used
handicrafts and manual labor as their source of wor Gandhi argued that
machinery would devastate employment prospects.66 He questioned
whether these machines will be such as would blow off a million men in a
minute or they will be such as would turn waste lands into arable and fertile
land. 67 He added
And if legislation were in my hands I would penalize the
manufacture of labour-saving 68 machines and protect the
industry which manufactures nice ploughs which can be
handled by every man.6
As Gandhi e plained machines added value to society only when they
led to greater employment opportunities not when they replaced human
labor. The Empire instituted a British-style education that provided Indians
with new s ills that were compatible with an industrialized economy
however Gandhi viewed the re-training of Indians for British industrial
wor as doing little to alter the fundamental social relations between
dominant and subordinate groups.70 Gandhi argued that the pursuit of a
British education meant that Indians would simply learn s ills that the
oppressor needed its laborers to master.71 Under such conditions the Empire
would remain the supreme power and Indian labor would continue to be
e ploited.
Alternatively Gandhi believed that the function of education was to
empower oneself and live independently.72 Therefore a meaningful
education would emphasize the people’s local economy rather than
privileging the imperatives of large-scale economic elites.73 Gandhi stated:
The ancient aphorism ‘Education is that which liberates’ is as
true today as it was before . . . . nowledge includes all
6

See generally Patel supra note 58.
AJIT . DASGUPTA GANDHI’S ECONOMIC THOUGHT 72 Routledge 1 6 .
66
Id.
67
18 CWMG supra note 63 at 3 0.
68
Id.
6
Id. quoting Young India 17- -1 1 see also Gandhi supra note 1 at 165.
70
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 1 0 3.
71
Id.
72
Id. at 137 see also 0 CWMG supra note 63 at 2 30.
73
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 137 see also 0 CWMG supra note 63 at 2 30.
65
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training useful for the service of man ind and liberation means
freedom from all manner of servitude even in the present life.7
Here Gandhi argued that education had to be an e ercise in developing
independence but the Empire’s reliance on machines sub ugated the
common people. Since people could be replaced by machines to save on
labor costs common people lac ed the leverage to withhold their manual
and vocational s ills if the Empire treated them un ustly. Moreover by
learning British-style education instead of manual labor people were
dependent on the Empire and its machines for basic needs such as clothing.75
Therefore manual labor and vocational education was a pathway to gaining
independence from coercive rulers. By acquiring useful s ills that lead to
self-employment people could liberate themselves from dependence on
foreign goods and from the Empire’s use of machines as a tool for
e ploitation.76 Gandhi said of the common person:
He will lose nothing if he nows a proper use of tools can saw
a piece of board straight and build a wall that will not come
down . . . a child who is thus equipped will never feel
helpless in battling with the world and never be in want of
employment.77
By meeting practical needs through self-reliance Gandhi envisioned a
world full of empowered individuals serving the whole of humanity through
their choice of labor.78 However in addition Gandhi saw his practical
economics as a spiritual economics in which economic empowerment and
political independence aided the individual’s attainment of life’s highest
goal: enlightenment.7 Gandhi chose karma-yoga service to others as his

7

Id; see also 0 CWMG supra note 63 at 2 30.
See Nehal A. Patel Mindful Use: Gandhi's Non-Possessive Property Theory 13 SEATTLE J. SOC.
JUST. 28 2
201 discussing handlooms and machinery .
76
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 1 3.
77
Id.; see also 15 CWMG supra note 63 at 207.
78
See generally SHANTI S. GUPTA THE ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY O MAHATMA GANDHI Asho
Publishing House1 68
AMRITANANDA DAS OUNDATIONS O GANDHIAN ECONOMICS ALLIED
PUBLISHERS PRIVATE LIMITED Bombay 1 7
ROMESH DIWAN MAR LUT ESSAYS IN GANDHIAN
ECONOMICS INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP O NORTH AMERICA 1 87 RAM
SWARUP GANDHIAN ECONOMICS: A SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY THE APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION INDIA Luc now 1 77 MAHENDRA S. ANTHI GANDHIAN ECONOMIC
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preferred method of see ing enlightenment.80 In the karma-yoga tradition
the practice of living for everyone encourages a person to move beyond
himself and into a direct awareness of the underlying unity of the universe.81
Therefore karma-yoga is a method for attaining enlightenment but it also
serves a profound social function by promoting harmony and indness
toward others.82
In Gandhi’s ‘practical-spiritual’ view all of life’s activities including
economics must be guided by the motivation to serve everyone.83 Through
vocational education and manual labor a person could acquire s ills to serve
humanity and achieve economic empowerment independence and
ultimately enlightenment.8 In contrast e ploitative empires contained a
fragile model of employment that was subservient to the empire’s pure selfinterest. Therefore in Gandhi’s thought ‘independent employment’ is more
effective in fulfilling life’s highest goal than the employment model of the
British Empire.
Along with his hopes for a ‘practical-spiritual’ economy Gandhi also
e pressed concern that industrialization would rapidly embed itself into
India’s economy.85 Because the Empire used its economy as a tool to
preserve social inequality industrialization’s increasing embeddedness into
Indian society would ma e it e tremely difficult for oppressed groups to opt
out of an e ploitative economy.86 Gandhi e plained how industrialization
maintained e ploitation by saying:
The present use of machinery tends more and more to
concentrate wealth in the hands of a few in total disregard of
millions of men and women whose bread is snatched by it out
of their mouths.87 We want to ma e our villages free and selfsufficient and through them achieve our goal liberty and
also protect it. I have no interest in the machine nor do I
oppose it. If I can produce things myself I become my master
and so need no machinery.88

supra note 78 Diwan Lutz supra note 78 Swarup supra note 78 anthi supra note 78 anthi
Singh supra note 78.
80
E NATH EASWARAN THE BHAGAVAD GITA 36 Nilgiri Press 1 85 0 CWMG supra note 63
at 1.
81
Easwaran supra note 80 at 36 0 CWMG supra note 63 at 1.
82
See 0 CWMG supra note 63 at 1.
83
See generally Gupta supra note 78 Das supra note 78 Diwan Lutz supra note 78 Swarup
supra note 78 anthi supra note 78 anthi Singh supra note 78.
8
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 1 3 See also 15 CWMG supra note 63 at 207.
85
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 1 3 see also Mahatma Gandhi Speech at Gurukul Anniversary, in
15 CWMG supra note 63 at 207.
86
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 1 3 see also Mahatma Gandhi Speech at Gurukul Anniversary, in
15 CWMG supra note 63 at 207.
87
Gandhi supra note 1 at 1 see also GANDHI PAREL supra note 1 at 168.
88
Gandhi supra note 1 at 10 see also GANDHI PAREL supra note 1 at 168.
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Gandhi’s emphasis on ma ing one’s own things ma es Bhopal an ideal
site for applying his ob ections to industrialization.
irst rather than
increasing economic independence through employment Union Carbide’s
plant destroyed the lives of hundreds of thousands of Bhopal residents.
Second Union Carbide’s presence in Bhopal is a continuation of the rapid
industrialization that has been embedding itself into the Indian economy
since the days of the British Empire.8 This embeddedness creates a largescale economy that allows big organizations to dominate production. 0 In
the case of Bhopal industrialization removed power from local people who
cannot mass-produce pesticide in an economy that privileged mass
production there was no opportunity for a person ma ing things herself
to compete with large-scale corporate production. 1
Bhopal showed us that the problem of corporate violence goes beyond
lac of governance and into the underlying ideologies of progress in the
modern economy. Without a sustained attempt to understand the roots of
corporate violence a future Bhopal is not only li ely but perhaps
immanent. 2 Therefore it is imperative to not only revisit Gandhi’s critiques
of modern industrial processes but to also revisit his principles that could
abate corporate violence.
Gandhi perhaps is best nown in the west for his development of
nonviolent resistance and one could view non-cooperation and CSR as
inversely related: more effective CSR efforts could mean less noncooperation campaigns among the victimized. Inversely the less CSR the
more incentive for people to begin their own resistance movements. One
instance that is ripe for non-cooperation is the current litigation between
Monsanto and local farmers. Monsanto has created genetically modified
seeds that it sells to local farmers. 3 Their agreement stipulates that the
farmers will not save and replant seeds produced from the seed they buy
from Monsanto.
Monsanto has sued local farmers claiming that the
corporation owns a patent on the seeds and has won all nine such cases that
have gone to trial. 5 Therefore because the court has protected the
corporation’s patent rights over local farmers’ protection of traditional
practices it is possible that farmers will resort to nonviolent non-cooperation
to preserve local farming practices. This might involve a call for local
consumers to purchase from farmers using locally grown seeds whenever
such seeds are available. Such an approach would be analogous to Gandhi’s
8

Patel supra note 58 at 377.
Id.
1
See generally id.
2
See generally CHARLES PERROW THE NE T CATASTROPHE: REDUCING OUR VULNERABILITIES
TO NATURAL INDUSTRIAL AND TERRORIST DISASTERS Princeton University Press 2007 .
3
Why Does Monsanto Sue Farmers Who Save Seeds? MONSANTO August 13 2015
http: www.monsanto.com newsviews pages why-does-monsanto-sue-farmers-who-save-seeds.asp .
Id.
5
Id.
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call to boycott British goods and buy from local producers or ma e one’s
own goods .
One of Gandhi’s principles that applies to the tension between
corporations and local producers is swadeshi or self-sufficiency.
Swadeshi applies both to achieving sustainable mass employment and the
potential for power to rest in the hands of local people. 6 The struggle of
local farmers in the Monsanto e ample serves as an e ample of where
swadeshi must be part of any serious conversation about CSR. If
corporations have incentives to align their practices with local selfsufficiency then such conflicts can be averted. However if there are no
financial consequences to degrading self-sufficiency in indigenous food
systems then conflicts can persist. In the following section I focus on the
question of whether self-sufficiency can be attained through corporate social
responsibility CSR . I focus on Gandhi’s concept of swadeshi to address if
and how CSR can be used to achieve empowerment and independence for
local peoples.
C. Gandhi’s Principle of Swadeshi and Why It Matters to CSR
Contemporary CSR discourse lac s critical and revolutionary
alternatives that question deep ontological and e istential assumptions in
modern business practice. As a result all ma or theories of CSR whether
grounded in shareholder theory or sta eholder theory do little to tac le the
question of what place a corporation has in an enlightened world. Instead of
discussing the same standard issues in business ethics such as identifying
relevant sta eholders I as the following questions: What would be the
function of a corporation in an economy based on peace and happiness and
should corporate conduct result in more dependency on corporations or
should corporate conduct produce self-reliance for local people? I argue that
Gandhi’s principle of swadeshi self-sufficiency is necessary to end
corporate violence and dependency and CSR discourse must account for the
consequence of corporate conduct on swadeshi. In this section I e plain
swadeshi as understood by Gandhi and attempt to advance a discourse that
connects CSR and Gandhi’s thought.
To understand the importance of swadeshi we must situate the concept
into Gandhi’s economic thought. 7 Gandhi’s view of economics
uncompromisingly imbibes all economic decisions with ethical
consideration. 8 To Gandhi economics was not a field that could be
6
See NARENDAR PANI INCLUSIVE ECONOMICS: GANDHIAN METHOD AND CONTEMPORARY
POLICY 72 77 Sage India 2002 .
7
Id. at 65 87.
8
True economics never militates against the highest ethical standard ust as all true ethics to be
worth its name must at the same time also be good economics. Mahatma Gandhi 72 CWMG supra
note 63 at 258 see also Thomas Weber Gandhi’s Moral Economics: The Sins of Wealth Without Work
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divorced from other aspects of life such a severing was artificial and led to
unproductive results. In Gandhi’s thought a correct vision of economics
accepts the economy’s embeddedness within social political psychological
cultural moral and spiritual dimensions of human life.100 Because of its
connectedness to life as a whole economics when properly understood must lead to a condition of wholeness for humans in other words to be
useful and meaningful in human life economic motive must enhance the
total well-being of people.101 To Gandhi current dominant economic
thin ing ta es no note of the human factor and is fran ly selfish while
‘true economics’ is necessarily unselfish. 102 To achieve such a true
economics all thought and conduct must lead a businessperson to be ‘true’
to all others and to Gandhi the highest Truth satya could be found through
a spirit of love and service.103
In American society arguments about economic policy often contain a
tension between compassion toward others and individual responsibility but
Gandhi’s thought reconciles this tension. One American discourse in which
this tension is palpable is the debate on the welfare system. Welfare
arguments often fall into two groups: on the economic left welfare is viewed
as ethically ustified redistribution while on the economic right welfare is
seen as un ustified ‘handouts’ that encourage indolence and irresponsibility.
Although these two views of welfare seem mutually e clusive Gandhi saw
no necessary incompatibility between these views. Instead by emphasizing
love as the path to Truth Gandhi recognized both: 1 the need for the poor
to wor and 2 the need for redistribution.10
irst regarding wor for the poor Gandhi endorsed bread labor as an
individual’s method of simultaneously securing independence and lovingly
contributing to society.105 To Gandhi being independent meant being in
charge of dignifying oneself by offering one’s own contribution to society
in contrast to be dependent on government or wealthy private citizens was
disempowering degrading and insulting to the poor.106 In the conte t of
Bhopal both farmers’ reliance on pesticide and survivors’ reliance on
and Commerce Without Morality in THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO GANDHI 135 13 Judith M.
Brown Anthony Parel eds. Cambridge University Press 2011 .
Weber supra note 8 at 13 .
100
See generally id.
101
See generally id. Gupta supra note 78 Das supra note 78 Diwan Lutz supra note 78
Swarup supra note 78 anthi supra note 78 anthi Singh supra note 78.
102
Mahatma Gandhi 53 CWMG supra note 63 at 60 ‘Some posers ’ Young India 16 July 1 31
quoted in Weber supra note 8 at 1 0.
103
See generally Nehal A. Patel Why Lawyers Fear Love: Mohandas Gandhi’s Significance to the
Mindfulness in Law Movement, BRIT. J. AM. LEG. STUD. 251 2015 .
10
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 36 see also Gandhi’s description of Seven Social Sins which
were: wealth without wor pleasure without conscience nowledge without character science without
humanity commerce without morality worship without sacrifice politics without principles. Mahatma
Gandhi 78. Notes in 33 CWMG supra note 63 at 135.
105
Dasgupta supra note 65 at 36.
106
Id. at 36 3.
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corporate action to remediate the contaminated plant site presents grave ris s
to people’s self-sufficiency and self-reliance. Even in the early twentieth
century Gandhi noted the dangers of introducing poisonous chemicals to the
biosphere saying asphy iating gas and such other abominations have not
advanced us by an inch 107 and were capable of illing masses of men at a
time. 108 Gandhi observed that the introduction of ‘asphy iating gases’ not
only presented health ris s but also introduced structural inequalities into
societies by privileging large-scale corporate chemical production over
time-tested local food production practices.
Second regarding redistribution Gandhi viewed society as having a
duty to aid the individual’s independence and therefore society’s wealthiest
people held their wealth in trust for the benefit of the world’s poorest
individuals.10 Gandhi’s view of material life can be summarized in his
saying Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need but not for every
man’s greed. 110 To Gandhi e cess wealth or wealth beyond need e isted
only to benefit everyone.111 Because the wealthy had far more than material
needs demanded Gandhi encouraged and e pected the wealthy to use their
e cess wealth for society’s benefit.112
In addition to his call to the wealthy Gandhi believed government had
the duty to aid the poor in their achievement of self-sufficiency by providing
immediate economic opportunity when necessary.113 In these opportunities
the poor must own their own labor and have the power to determine their
own wages and hours.11 or instance Gandhi e plained that the state could
open establishments which were self-sustained by the labor of the recipients
such as a soup itchen where the recipients received healthy meals in
e change for their labor to maintain a sanitary environment by cleaning the
floors or washing the dishes.115 In addition the state could create village
food mar ets and dairies with affordable nutritious products.116 These
mar ets would be self-sustaining where the poor could give their labor or
spend their earnings rather than receiving charity.117 As Gandhi e plained:
107

Mahatma Gandhi 67 CWMG supra note 63 at 18 85.
Id. at 13.
10
PANI supra note 6 at 70 72.
110
Pyarelal Mahatma Gandhi Volume
The Last Phase Part II 552 Ahmedabad India
Nava ivan 1 58 quoted in Weber supra note 8 at 1 0 1.
111
See, e.g. Shyam rishna Balganesh Gandhi and Copyright Pragmatism 101 CALI . L. REV.
1705 1718 2013 providing an application of Gandhi’s thought to copyright law in which he quotes
Gandhi: You may say that trusteeship is a legal fiction. But if people meditate over it constantly and try
to act up to it then life on earth would be governed far more by love than it is at present. Absolute
trusteeship is an abstraction li e Euclid’s definition of a point and is equally unattainable. .
112
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Macmillan 1 8 .
113
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By their own efforts by their own wor these people should
earn their livelihood and get their clothing and they must not
be taught to depend upon others for their necessaries118 . . .
t here is nothing to prevent them from becoming so e cept
public disinclination to give the requisite s ill and capital.11
The only e ception was for those who were not able-bodied to contribute
and Gandhi placed much of the responsibility to feed and clothe the wea est
and disabled squarely on the shoulders of the state.120
Consequently Gandhi’s economics calls for a system in which all
parties were e pected to act through love i.e. compassion for others and
serve others i.e. through individual responsibility .
To Gandhi
e ploitation was not possible in a system where the individual was in control
of her own labor.121 Therefore in Gandhi’s conception of the economy
opportunities did not come from obs in which people wor ed in the interests
of large companies when corporations determine their own needs first and
only provide employment that fits their interests they do not put the dignity
and independence of the poor first. As a result if the current standard of
corporate self-interest continues then the current economic model is
doomed to fail at achieving the public goals of social ustice and welfare. In
Gandhi’s thought self-interest is lame without collective well-being and all
parties in a society are responsible for collective well-being because
everyone and all life is intertwined in a collective destiny.122
Gandhi’s economics therefore combines the material and spiritual the
mundane with the sacred and the economic with the ethical.123 By
e panding the notion of ‘self’ to include ‘others ’ Gandhi revolutionized
how economic ‘self-interest’ is understood and applied. In its narrow
conception self-interest easily can be perverted to imply immediate gain for
oneself even at the e pense of others and future generations. In contrast
Gandhi’s conception of the self does not contain the atomistic quality that
ma es a purely separate individualized e istence seem li e a ‘truth’ in the
118

Mahatma Gandhi 2 CWMG supra note 63 at 30 Dasgupta supra note 65 at 3 .
Mahatma Gandhi 68 CWMG supra note 63 at 117 see also Wee ly Letter HARIJAN Nov. 2
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120
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west. His sense of ‘the self’ originates largely from meditative traditions
that view the self as part and parcel of a whole.12 The Sans rit a iom ‘tat
tvam asi’
you are the other permeates Gandhi’s ontology and
epistemology and their implications are profound: we are not simply
separate but connected parts of a whole universe we are the whole and the
whole is us.
As a result swadeshi for one person nourishes the whole and actions
that limit swadeshi degrade the whole. Within Gandhi’s thought the current
domination of corporate self-interest in economic decision-ma ing can seem
bizarre and inconceivable. The current state of affairs in Bhopal especially
is bewildering given that the scale of destruction caused by the disaster
seems largely unaddressed after 30 years and the swadeshi of the thousands
of survivors seems no more enhanced by corporate presence in Bhopal. As
Gandhi’s life suggests the tragedy in Bhopal begs us to ta e swadeshi
beyond theory and into the question of policy and implementation.
D. The Next Step: Implementing Swadeshi
One of the challenges for CSR initiatives is reducing the tension
between contemporary industrial progress and swadeshi for local poor
populations. Events such as Bhopal that devastate local populations do not
empower through self-sufficiency instead Bhopal highlights the ways that
big businesses e ternalize costs while poor populations suffer. The
aftermath of the Bhopal disaster suggests that modern economic structures
do not provide realistic opportunity for the disempowered to live in
swadeshi and corporations function no more on non-in ury ahimsa selfrule swaraj or the welfare of all sarvodaya than the colonial companies
of Gandhi’s time.
If the global economy is to promote greater good through economic
growth then corporate transnational activity must not sap local peoples of
both resources and dignity.125 In Bhopal poor populations have been left
with little option but to resist corporate imperatives and practice noncooperation and similarly situated populations have ta en comparable
action. or e ample rural residents in other parts of India have mobilized
to fight the effort of multi-national corporations and the Indian government
to build a dam along the Narmada River.126 Similarly in the U.S. there are
over 7 000 distinct community protests that are challenging the inclusion of

12
BANSI PANDIT THE HINDU MIND: UNDAMENTALS O HINDU RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY OR
ALL AGES 306 07 3d Ed. 1 8 see generally HUSTON SMITH THE WORLD’S RELIGIONS 12 81 1 1 .
125
SEEDS O REEDOM The Gaia oundation and the African Biodiversity Networ 2012
available at http: www.seedsoffreedom.info see also http: www.imdb.com title tt35 061 .
126
Paul Shrivastava Societal Contradictions and Industrial Crises in LEARNING ORM DISASTER:
RIS MANAGEMENT A TER BHOPAL 265 Sheila Jasanoff ed. University of Pennsylvania Press 1
.
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hazardous waste facilities into American neighborhoods.127 urthermore in
Madagascar activists and indigenous people have struggled to protect
rainforests by advocating for economic development that protects the natural
environment and native peoples.128 In Ecuador local populations have ta en
action against Chevron Corporation for oil pollution 12 and local groups in
Nigeria have ta en similar actions against Royal Dutch Shell Corporation.130
Therefore many local populations around the world face a form of industrial
‘progress’ that creates disaster for their ways of life and well-being and are
resorting to similar non-cooperation tactics as survivors in Bhopal.
In Gandhi’s thought the problem with modern resource e traction and
industrialization is that its processes e ploit many for the benefit of others131
and ma e people dependent on industrialists behaving out of self-interest
rather than out of the welfare of all sarvodaya .132 According to Gandhi
when ma or social decisions are determined by the self-interest of the elite
few a system of dependency can develop in which the masses are reliant on
elites to give them life’s necessities.133 To Gandhi in its most chronic and
dysfunctional form the modern economic system undermines the needs of
many in favor of the wants or pleasures of a few who mindlessly consume.13
The principles that provide remedy to these problems are no less
relevant today than they were during Gandhi’s lifetime. The relevance of
Gandhi’s thought perhaps is most apparent when we e amine basics needs
such as clothing and food. Gandhi’s insistence on khaddar khadi or
homespun cloth represented his attempt to sever India from its dependence
on British goods and most importantly to end India’s psychological
subservience to perceived British superiority.135 However both today and
in Gandhi’s time dominant economic frames influence many upwardly
mobile youth in the developing world to desire the styles and fashions of the
127

Id.
Id.
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130
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developed world and this desire reproduces the same cultural subservience
to dominant economic interests as Gandhi described in his time.136
Similar to Gandhi’s khaddar movement in the urban United States
there is a food independence movement that attempts to compete with large
food industries. Will Allen has spear-headed educational campaigns to show
urban dwellers how one inch of topsoil and seeds can turn an abandoned
par ing lot into a garden.137 Allen’s urban farming efforts have been one of
the most notable alternatives at a time when many poor Americans live in
areas described as food deserts where the most plentiful food often is
processed by the fast food industry.138 However rather than hearing the
message that khaddar or urban farming is a path to swadeshi and swaraj
today’s youth in the developing world are bombarded with corporate-driven
messages that give the same message brought by colonialists in past times:
‘You need our products to prove you have arrived.’ Many people such as
Will Allen already are practicing forms of swadeshi in the effort to free
disempowered populations from psychological and industrial dependency.
If industry will benefit from sarvodaya it must be re-shaped to ma imize
swadeshi not to destroy it. Therefore we must as whether corporations
can further swadeshi or whether their very e istence is antithetical to selfsufficiency.
1. Can Corporations Enhance Swadeshi?
Gandhi’s preference for local economic production as a way to prevent
e cess consumption challenges modern patterns of urbanization and
industrialization. His village ideal contains a world in which villages are not
dominated by industrializing urban areas.13 However the perceived
availability of industrial employment has contributed to the e odus of rural
populations to urban centers.1 0 This migration has created the ris that
136
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housing and infrastructural services such as water supply sewage
electricity communications and transportation 1 1 would not eep up with
the swelling urban population. As Shrivastava states:
Industrialization and urbanization reinforce each other to
create a vicious circle of increasing public ris s. irst the gap
between available and needed physical and social
infrastructure increases. Second
more industries get
established near densely populated areas to draw upon the pool
of labor and the sparse infrastructure in turn imposing still
higher ris s on neighboring populations.1 2
Bhopal illustrated this ‘vicious circle’. Bhopal was the second fastest
growing city in India between the 1 50s and 1 80s and its overwhelming
urbanization resulted in nearly 30 percent of the city’s residents liv ing in
slums near industrial plants at the time Union Carbide’s plant e ploded.1 3
In a profit-driven capitalist system this public health deterioration should
not be surprising. rom one reasonable view the drive to capture costeffective locations to build plants and find cheap urban labor can contribute
to the subsequent squalor of the urban masses.1
As a result Gandhi found the modern capitalist economic system
dangerous because its motor was competition without consideration of both
material and non-material concerns for all sarvodaya .1 5 Modern
economies put pressure on organizations to ma imize self-gain because
industrial societies largely have organized their economies on some variant
of the capitalist system consisting of privately owned or state-owned
enterprises. 1 6 As a result cost-cutting becomes a method of ma imizing
profit and includes reducing manpower and cutting bac non-production
services such as wor er training maintenance safety and environmental
protection. 1 7 As a result e ternalities and hazards are li ely to persist
under such an economic regime.1 8

Government institutions as I have said before savings ban s are good so far as they go but unfortunately
today their services are available only to the urban section of the community. .
1 1
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Unfortunately it often is far easier for large corporations to pollute and
repeatedly pay small fees or settlements than it is to pro-actively prevent
disasters from occurring.1 Bhopal raises the question of what incentivizes
corporations to act in socially responsible ways. However even in India
where Gandhi lived most of the latter half of his life his theory of political
economy largely has been abandoned. 150 Shrinivastava states:
An important cultural contradiction is apparent in the
ambivalent Indian attitudes toward nature. There is a deep
conflict between the respect for nature inherent in Hinduism
the dominant religion of India and the nature-destroying and
anthropocentric values inherent in modern secular India s
aspirations of industrialization. Traditional religious values of
ahimsa non-violence among humans and nature high respect
for natural elements trees land water air deification of
animals and the naturalism advocated by such mid-century
leaders as Mohandas Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore were
formally re ected by the Indian Constitution which made
India a secular state. In contrast to these traditional values
anthropocentrism and its attendant consumerist orientation
serve as the base for Indian economic plans for rapid
industrialization in the Western mold . . . .151
Modern India largely has embraced western economic models but
Gandhi’s thought contains several concepts that can alleviate the problems
of modern economic practice such as corporate violence. Therefore a
serious engagement with his principles in CSR discourse is long overdue.
In the following section I discuss several concepts central to Gandhi’s
thought most notably his Theory of Trusteeship that can aid corporate
governance. Through Gandhi’s Theory of Trusteeship CSR discourse can
shift into a discourse on corporate social ustice CSJ and transform
corporate violence into corporate nonviolence.
a. CSR in India: Shades of Gandhi’s Influence
Over the past century Gandhi’s Theory of Trusteeship has influenced
India’s CSR discourse.152 In his theory wealth is not indefinitely and
1

See generally THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MONSANTO Marie-Monique Robin 2008 .
A basic economic contradiction lies in the industrially based strategy of economic development
adopted by India and common to much of the Third World. Industrialization generates contradictory
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new and unevaluated ris s on their lives. Shrivastava supra note 33 at 256.
151
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152
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150
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e clusively ‘owned’ by a private party instead the owner temporarily
possesses wealth.153 One te t that deeply influenced Gandhi was the Isha
Upanishad which presents a path to oyful Enlightenment through
renunciation rather than possession.15 Therefore to Gandhi it was illogical
to conceive of wealth as being one’s own or to own e clusively
because such a possessive view contradicted the call to renunciation in the
Isha Upanishad. Moreover because material wealth inevitably ends at
death it was unproductive to be preoccupied solely with self-interested
ownership.155 In other words to Gandhi to own e clusively was to own at
the e pense of others156 because the e perience of Enlightenment moksha
or nirvana reveals a reality constituted by collective connectedness.157
Therefore to Gandhi it was more enlightened to view one’s wealth as being
held in trust for everyone and that one’s actions with that wealth if
governed by enlightened principles would be only out of the well-being of
all sarvodaya .158
With his Theory of Trusteeship Gandhi tried to awa en the moral
consciousness of prominent businesspeople and he believed that this
awa ening could lead them to more responsible practices.15 However in
current corporate decision-ma ing a collective disinclination to e ercise
moral preference shields corporate e ecutives from the standards of conduct
presented by Gandhi. The interests of the general population can never
compete with the profit motive when net profit is the corporation’s primary
concern regardless of whether shareholder or sta eholder theory is used to
ustify corporate behavior. Moreover even within a sta eholder theory it is
unclear how corporate officials have any need to entertain sarvodaya the
welfare of all or ahimsa nonviolence especially when U.S. courts use
metaphors such as ‘the corporate veil’ to protect the most prominent
businesspeople from e ternal scrutiny.160
Gandhi’s Theory of Trusteeship plays virtually no role in American CSR
discourse however the influence of his Theory in CSR discourse is greater
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in India than in the U.S.161 Therefore Indian CSR discourse seems to be an
amenable environment in which Gandhi’s Theory of Trusteeship can be
furthered. Some wealthy Indian corporations already donate in part because
of a pervasive Gandhian ethic.162 Gandhi stressed the role of businesspeople
in curing social ills that the government proved ill-equipped to handle.163 As
recently as 2011 the Indian Ministry of Corporate Affairs MCA created
‘Business Guidelines’ that emphasize a historical connection in India
between responsible commerce and society.16 The MCA’s proposal refers
to a tradition of social welfare dating at least from around 600 BC 165 and
recorded in past millennia in the Mahabharata and the Arthashastra .166
The Guidelines further state that many of India s leading businessmen were
influenced by Mahatma Gandhi and his theory of trusteeship of
wealth 167 In addition R. Bandyopadhyay secretary of the MCA said that
laws are not enough to create change and an ethic of care is necessary
among e ecutives.168 He claimed that business leaders are custodians of
public money they are the trustees if we go to the Mahatma Gandhi
concept of trusteeship . . . they are actually the trustees of the nation. 16
Because Gandhi saw the modern idea of ownership as illusory he
e pected corporations as well as real people to recognize the transience of
wealth itself.170 Therefore rather than follow the illusion that anything could
be owned a corporation ought to recognize that its resources are only

161
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under its control because society allows for temporary control.171 To
Gandhi this short-term control meant that corporations borrowed their
right to control resources from society and nature and therefore
corporations owed a duty to use the wealth it possessed for the betterment
of the society which provided it the opportunity to gain wealth in the first
place. 172 In other words it is sensible for local people to be dominant
decision-ma ers in a sustainable economy because corporations control
resources only by the consent of the society.
Gandhi’s influence might e plain why many scholars comment on the
unique qualities of India’s business ethic. A new study reported that Indian
companies disproportionately have social missions that are considered on
par with profitability. 173 One scholar noted that Indian e ecutives ta e
pride in enterprise success but also in family prosperity regional
advancement and national renaissance. When as ed about their priorities
Indian e ecutives ran ed investor interests below strategy culture or
employees much the inverse of what we usually hear from Western
e ecutives. 17 In light of these findings the potential for development of
CSR along the lines of Gandhi’s thought in India could e ceed the potential
for such development in the United States.
Gandhi’s contribution to Indian CSR discourse is significant in its
potential to alter the paradigms of modern business theory. Gandhi’s Theory
of Trusteeship and principle of sarvodaya welfare of all do not focus
purely on how mar ets wor and as a result Gandhi’s principles do not treat
mar et growth as a value in and of itself.175 However in contrast to some
western scholars’ portrayals 176 Gandhi’s principles are not necessarily
anti-business or pro-poverty.
Rather Gandhi’s principles support
commerce within the conte t of how the business sector can improve the
well-being of everyone involved.177 As a result many pre-e isting
economic theories are compatible with Gandhi’s thought and can be used as
171

Patel supra note 170 Patel supra note 13 Patel Petla h supra note 160.
See MEERA MITRA IT’S ONLY BUSINESS INDIA’S CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIVENESS IN A
GLOBALI ED WORLD 20 2007 .
173
Afsharipour supra note 161 at 1001 03.
17
Michael Useem Chief Mentor: The India Way WALL ST. J. June 2
2010
http: blogs.ws .com indiarealtime 2010 06 2 chief-mentor-the-india-way.
175
Mahatma Gandhi Speech at Muir College Economic Society, Allahabad in 15 CWMG supra
note 63 at 277 quoted in Patel supra note 13 at 331.
176
See Niall
erguson
The 6 Killer Apps of Prosperity
TEDGLOBAL
http: www.ted.com tal s niall ferguson the 6 iller apps of prosperity?
language en t-723570
depicting Gandhi’s philosophy as one which would institutionalize and ma e poverty permanent .
177
See generally Pare h supra note 112 ANTHONY J. PAREL GANDHI’S PHILOSOPHY AND THE
QUEST OR HARMONY Cambridge University Press 2006 see also Mahatma Gandhi Notes in 33
CWMG supra note 63 at 135 Seven Social Sins according to Gandhi were: wealth without wor
pleasure without conscience nowledge without character science without humanity commerce without
morality worship without sacrifice politics without principles.
M. . GANDHI THE QUINTESSENCE
No doubt capital
O GANDHI IN HIS OWN WORDS 10 Madhu Mas an Publications Private Ltd. 1 8
is lifeless but not the capitalists who are amenable to conversion . . . I do not regard capital to be enemy
of labor .
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a starting point for incorporating some of his economic principles. or
instance a broad view of sta eholder theory posits that corporations must
consider the interests of all parties impacted by a pending
decision.178 Implicit in this broad view is the notion that corporate behavior
can impact many parties and that the impacted parties must raise their
concerns for corporate behavior to ultimately enhance the social
good. However such a theory can be criticized for leading to a cacophony
of voices often with competing needs. In contrast Gandhi’s Theory of
Trusteeship and principle of sarvodaya do not advocate for several selfinterested voices providing input on a corporate decision. Rather it is
incumbent upon the corporation to actively identify sta eholders including
the environment proactively see their input in the environment’s case
via a guardian 17 and anticipate all needs before they create violence and
conflict. To avoid violence and conflict all the parties involved must
collectively and truthfully deliberate upon the broader consequences of the
proposed corporate behavior before investment begins not after the
corporation already is collecting profit.
An e ample of corporate short-sightedness that foments conflict can be
seen in Green Giant Corporation’s move to Me ico. Green Giant argued
that their presence brought more obs to the area.180 However even though
some villagers may have gained financially in the short-term the water level
in the village dropped considerably and the natural environment suffered
considerable damage.181 As a result despite the new employment many
villagers resented Green Giant’s presence.182 A broad sta eholder theory
would suggest more careful consideration of the interests of the villagers
than Green Giant’s narrow focus on financial gain and short-term
employment. Similarly applying sarvodaya and Gandhi’s Theory of
Trusteeship would prevent such narrow reasoning. Even if wealth narrowly
construed increases in the village the other long-term damages can render
the short-term focus on obs and economic growth futile.
Despite countless e amples of poor transnational corporate planning
there are e amples of CSR in practice and some of them come from the
largest corporations in the world. Currently one of the world’s largest
corporations is the oil giant Royal Dutch Shell Corporation Shell as
measured by total 2013 revenue
81.7 billion and profit 26.6 billion .183
Despite its titan status in the corporate world Shell has made efforts to alter
corporate behavior to further nonviolence. or instance in Nigeria Shell
178

ort Schipani supra note 36 at 26 quoting Dunfee supra note 2 at 13 3 .
See Christopher D. Stone Should Trees Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Natural
Objects 5 S. CAL. L. REV. 50 1 72 positing a guardianship theory for standing .
180
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181
Id.
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Id.
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recognized the unstable political environment in which it was e tracting oil
when bandits idnapped Shell employees and gained wealth by collecting
ransom from Shell for the employees’ safe return.18 As a result Shell
recently has implemented a collaborative protocol in Nigeria that see s input
from indigenous populations in response to local concerns Shell has
e pressed an intention to help remediate the damaged regions to an
internationally agreed environmentally acceptable condition. 185 However
despite Shell’s stated intention many local villagers are dissatisfied with the
degradation of their region which has been called the most polluted place
on earth. 186 Although Shell claims the degradation often is caused by the
bandits many villagers believe Shell has not properly managed its oil
e traction processes and have sued Shell in a Dutch court.187
Alcoa Corporation is another company nown for its CSR efforts.
ortune magazine recently included Alcoa on its list of Most Admired
Companies 188 and Alcoa also recently made the Dow Jones Sustainability
Inde .18
As a leader in aluminum manufacturing Alcoa has been
recognized largely for its sustainability efforts through consumer recycling
awareness.1 0
However problems still persist.
Alcoa touts its
environmental restoration pro ects as showing leadership in voluntary
stewardship but the federal government on multiple occasions has been
forced to order Alcoa to remediate Superfund sites.1 1 Also the
Environmental Protection Agency repeatedly has charged Alcoa with Clear
Air Act violations over a decade 1 2 and Alcoa recently has been sued by

18
Breane Coble Shell’s Corporate Social Responsibility in the Niger Delta INASP Aug. 18
2015 http: www.inasp.info uploads filer public 2013 0 03 3 handout .pdf.
185
Id.
186
Nnimmo Bassey The Niger Delta Environment and the Nigerian State [1] BAILI A RICA:
THE VOICE O GREEN A RICA Jan. 2 201 http: www.bailiffafrica.org the-niger-delta-environmentand-the-nigerian-state-1-by-nnimmo-bassey Nnimmo Bassey Why Shell Must be Held Accountable
for its Niger Delta Ecocide EQUAL TIMES Jan. 2 2013 http: www.equaltimes.org why-shell-mustbe-held-accountable-for-its-niger-delta-ecocide?lang en quoted in Jon Queally Dutch Court Delivers
Blow to Nigerians with Shell Acquittals
COMMON DREAMS
Jan. 30
2013
http: www.commondreams.org news 2013 01 30 dutch-court-delivers-blow-nigerians-shell-acquittals.
187
Queally supra note 186. See also LAMBOOY ET AL. supra note 12 at 1 8.
188
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2015021 00025 en newsYear 2015.
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Apr. 2013 http: www.epa.gov region02 superfund npl aluminumcompany .
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employees who claim they have been e posed to carcinogens without
notice.1 3
The conduct of Shell and Alcoa may not e emplify Gandhi’s ideal of
using all wealth purely for the welfare of all but the actions of these two
corporate giants have received considerable attention and could shift the
CSR discourse toward finding the corporation’s role in reducing rather than
fomenting violence and political unrest. Modern CSR standards however
still barely scratch the service of what is needed to achieve swadeshi. There
continues to be a huge gap between CSR e pectations in the business
community and the affected sta eholders. This is evidenced by the fact that
employees and local sta eholders continue to file lawsuits against
corporations while the business community heralds the same corporations
for their CSR efforts.1 In the ne t section I e plore the implications of
corporate-local tensions on Bhopal and address whether the modern
corporation can be transformed into an organization that fills the gap
between its own interests and sarvodaya.
III. A NEW CSR?: SOLUTIONS BASED ON SWADESHI
There are several calls in academic literature for an end to corporate
violence through CSR reforms but the scholarship has not gone deeply
enough into the thought sub-structure that animates modern business. The
CSR discourse must engage with the underlying assumptions that buttress
modern notions of ‘progress ’ and Gandhi’s thought provides this
opportunity. In Gandhi’s economics material considerations are tempered
by people’s non-material needs.1 5 He said True economics stands for
social ustice it promotes the good of all equally including the wea est and
is indispensable for a decent life. 1 6 Thirty years later in the United States
Martin Luther ing Jr. called on American intellectuals to follow a ust
economics:
I am convinced that if we are to get on the right side of the
world revolution we as a nation must undergo a radical
revolution of values. We must rapidly begin the shift from a
thing-oriented society to a person-oriented society. When
machines and computers profit motives and property rights
are considered more important than people the giant triplets
1 3
Christine MacDonald Alcoa and Corporate Social Responsibility — Rhetoric vs. Reality PAC.
STANDARD Jun. 27 2011 http: www.psmag.com business-economics alcoa-and-corporate-socialresponsibility- E2 80
-rhetoric-vs-reality-32617.
1
Id. See also LAMBOOY ET AL. supra note 12 at 336 8.
1 5
See Mohandas . Gandhi Primary Education in Bombay HARIJAN Oct. 1 37 at 2 2 see
also Weber supra note 8 at 13 .
1 6
Id.
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of racism materialism and militarism are incapable of being
conquered. A true revolution of values will soon cause us to
question the fairness and ustice of many of our past and
present policies.1 7
ing and Gandhi’s calls for ethical consideration ma e our current
economic distinctions between self-interest and selfishness seem flimsy
and arbitrary. To ing and Gandhi there was no distinction between selfinterest and selfishness in modern economic thought if the tortured use
of ‘self-interest’ functioned to e ploit oppressed sub ects.1 8 Therefore to
Gandhi and ing the conceptualization and use of ‘self-interest’ in modern
economic practice was in need of serious correction in order to achieve the
economy’s proper function of providing for all sarvodaya and ma imizing
self-sufficiency swadeshi .1
In our current economy the creation and regulation of modern
technologies present one of the greatest challenges to reconciling corporate
self-interest with world-interest. In one of his most prophetic passages
Gandhi emphasized that the importance of his critique of industrialization
was not to re ect machinery per se.200 Rather any technological invention
should be valued for its ability to add to human efficiency without depriving
people of the opportunity to secure dignified labor.201 He could have been
spea ing of Union Carbide’s plant in Bhopal when he wrote the following
passage:
I should not care for the asphy iating gases capable of illing
masses of men at a time . . . I can have no consideration of
machinery which is meant either to enrich the few at the
e pense of the many or without cause to displace the useful
labour of many.202
In this passage Gandhi emphasized the freedom to choose one’s labor and
the ability to determine one’s own destiny. Machines were ustifiable only
to the point ust where they cease to help the individual and encroach upon
his individuality. 203 He added Should man lose his control over the
machines and allow them to control him 20 machinery will certainly
1 7
MARTIN LUTHER ING JR. A TESTAMENT O HOPE: THE ESSENTIAL WRITINGS AND SPEECHES
MARTIN LUTHER ING JR. 2 0 James Melvin Washington ed. 1 1 quoted in William P. Quigley
Letter to a Law Student Interested in Social Justice 1 DEPAUL J. SOC. JUST. 1 1 2007 .
1 8
Id. See generally Patel supra note 13 .
1
See generally Patel supra note 13 .
200
67 CWMG supra note 63 at 18 quoted in Weber supra note 8 at 1 6.
201
Id.
202
Id.
203
2 CWMG supra note 63 at 270 see also Weber supra note 8 at 1 7.
20
5 CWMG supra note 63 at 216 Id.
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engulf civilization and everything. 205 The way to avoid this outcome was
to assure that labor only wor ed under the most attractive and ideal
conditions not for profit but for the benefit of humanity love ta ing the
place of greed as the motive. 206 In Gandhi’s words It is an alteration in
the condition of labour that I want. 207
In his attempt to alter conditions Gandhi envisioned a practical
economics rooted in sarvodaya and comprised of small-scale village
production through the practice of swadeshi.208 In Gandhi’s view people’s
material well-being could not be conceptually separated from their wellbeing in every other sense.20 Therefore the freedom of self-determination
swaraj and self-sufficiency swadeshi was part and parcel of the welfare
of all sarvodaya . In contrast an approach solely focused on material goods
would lead people into falsely thin ing that purely material measures such
as GDP defined society’s well-being.
In business and academic thought perhaps the most disturbing modern
tendency is the relentless insistence that economic calculations have a
value-free basis.210 Gandhi argued that economic models and theory
always involve value udgments regardless of whether businesspeople or
academics choose to ac nowledge them in other words ignoring ethical
consideration is itself a normative udgment.211 Ironically a person who
claims to be value-neutral will not see his own value udgments and yet
this mentality has embedded itself into the dominant economic and business
communities globally.
Gandhi intuitively recognized the shortcoming of this supposedly
valueless thin ing in modern economic thought. His life was an effort to
re-connect economics to ethics and to illustrate the beauty that comes from
the recognition that the various dimensions of life mutually sustain each
other.212 Gandhi’s core principles of ahimsa, swaraj, sarvodaya and
swadeshi provide a cohesive and comprehensive alternative to the
oversimplified and deeply flawed notion that today’s obsessive self-interest
somehow produces common good.
Perhaps the most enduring characteristic of the Bhopal disaster is the
fact that its legacy continues to be shaped thirty years later. Litigations have

205

Id.
Id.
207
2 CWMG supra note 63 at 266.
208
Gandhi presented a practical ideal for which to strive rather than recommending a series of policy
implementations. Weber supra note 8 at 1 8 crediting A it . Dasgupta .
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210
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not ceased the site of the plant never has been cleaned and most
importantly people continue to suffer.213 As Shrivastava states:
The tragedy of Bhopal suggests in sum the need for a radical
reorientation in worldwide thin ing about the causes and
prevention of industrial crises . . . . Our challenge as scholars
policy ma ers and citizens is to draw from industrial crises
some genuinely new lessons about the future: to articulate
actionable principles to develop new economic and social
policies and to re-envision the relationship between humans
and nature in ways that can prevent more Bhopals on our only
too fragile planet.21
Gandhi’s thought contains a comprehensive vision for such a radical
reorientation and he dedicated his life to showing that his core principles
were actionable. When as ed about e plicating a science of ahimsa Gandhi
replied Action is my domain . . . . The world does not hunger for Shastras
treatises . What it craves and will always crave is sincere action. 215 A
swadeshi-based corporate social responsibility can create a framewor to
avert future corporate violence. Therefore Gandhi’s principle of swadeshi
must be a core doctrine of any serious CSR discourse and ahimsa
sarvodaya and swaraj must be operating principles for a world that has
genuine dignity for all.

213
See generally DOMINIQUE LAPIERRE JAVIER MORO IVE PAST MIDNIGHT IN BHOPAL: THE
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AL RED
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MOREHOUSE
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When as ed what his message was for the world Gandhi once elegantly
replied My life is my message. 216 His entire adult life was his e periment
with how an individual and a community can live non-violently with others
and with nature. Part of Gandhi’s genius was his view of the world and all
its parts as comprising a family.217 Therefore in Gandhi’s thought the
corporation could be an institution within the global family and the modern
corporation’s lac of fit within Gandhi’s family model should be a call to
recreate modern business practices to fit the vision of a global family.
E isting dominant models arguably can provide short-term material gains
but the ris s to the global commons have reached proportions too potentially
catastrophic to dismiss. Gandhi seemed aware of this danger a century ago
and the horror of Bhopal serves as reminder of the relevance of swadeshi
and sarvodaya to modern business. American CSR discourse can continue
to ignore Gandhi’s e istential challenge to fundamental assumptions of
modern economic and business discourse but as Martin Luther ing once
said of Gandhi i f humanity is to progress Gandhi is inescapable. He
lived thought and acted inspired by the vision of humanity evolving toward
a world of peace and harmony. We may ignore him at our own ris . 218
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217
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Navigating Professional Norms in an InterProfessional Environment: The ‘practice’ of
Healthcare Ethics Committees
ANYA E.R. PRINCE AND ARLENE M. DAVIS
It is the history of urisdictional disputes
that is the real the determining history of
the professions. -Abbot The System of
Professions1
One of the hallmar s of a profession is the ability to set boundaries and
e clude others from practicing in the field however in an increasingly
interprofessional world these boundaries can be difficult to navigate.
Recently the Supreme Court case North Carolina State Board of Dental
Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission reminded us that urisdictional
debates are alive and well across a variety of disciplines.2 In this case the
North Carolina State Board of Dental E aminers the Board sent cease and
desist letters to non-dentist teeth whiteners demanding that they stop the
unlicensed practice of dentistry. The ederal Trade Commission argued that
this violated unfair trade practices under anti-trust law. Amici curiae briefs
were filed by a variety of professional groups from physicians and lawyers
Anya E.R. Prince J.D. M.P.P is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Center for Genomics and
Society at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine and an Intern of the Clinic
Ethics Service UNC Hospitals Arlene M. Davis J.D. is a Research Associate Professor in the
Department of Social Medicine at the University of North Carolina core faculty in its Center for
Bioethics and Director of the Clinical Ethics Service UNC Hospitals Ac nowledgements: Research
reported in this publication was supported by the National Human Genome Research Institute of the
National Institutes of Health under Award Number P50HG00 88. The content is solely the
responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institutes
of Health. Additional research support provided by the S adden ellowship oundation.
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to nurses and radiologists illustrating the wide reaching concerns
regarding the ability to define and enforce professional boundaries across
many fields.
Professional turf is most strongly established for long-standing
traditional occupations such as medicine and law. or e ample all fifty
states have legislation that defines and regulates the practice of law and
medicine and provides sanctions for those that overstep these bounds
without a license. However even these fields have many instances of newer
professions or sub-disciplines practicing within traditional space. Health
care ethics consultants are prime e amples of individuals wor ing at the very
intersection of both law and medicine.
Health care ethics committees HCECs are groups within hospitals or
other health care settings that are called upon to assist with difficult ethical
dilemmas that arise in patient care through such consultations. 3 Typical
topics covered by committees include end-of-life care decisional capacity
and course of treatment decisions ethical areas that implicate and intersect
with questions of law medicine and other professional realms.
There is a growing movement to professionalize the field of ethics
consultations in order to create standards and ensure competency. However
the multi-disciplinary composition of HCECs can lead to conflict between
the emerging norms of the ethics professional and the long-standing norms
of the members’ disciplines often medicine nursing law hospital
chaplaincy social wor or other health-related fields. Any one of these
grounded professions could be used to e amine how the growing field of
ethics consultation may encroach upon the established boundaries of the
field. This article e plores law as an illustrative e ample and see s to
address whether participation in ethics consultations could be considered the
practice of law.
The article begins with a presentation of the North Carolina State Board
of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission in Section I in order to
frame the discussion of professional boundary disputes within current
conte t. Section II provides a historical bac ground of the development of
HCECs including a description of their general structure and membership
composition. Section III presents the growing professionalization of HCE
consultants including the introduction of competency standards quality
review and ethical guidance for the practice of ethics consultation. This
3

When these committees were first formed they were often called hospital ethics committees or HECs.
However there has been a growing movement to refer to them as health care ethics committees HCECs
in order to ac nowledge the increasing breadth of settings of house ethics committees such as outpatient
care in the community and long-term care facilities.
Deborah Cummins The Professional Status of Bioethics Consultation 23 THEOR. MED. BIOETH. 1
3 2002
acilitating ethical decisionma ing at the bedside of patients is a core concern for healthcare
ethics consultation but it is only peripheral to medicine and to the court system. Thus
the conditions
e ist for urisdictional boundary disputes between ethics consultation and medicine ethics consultation
and the courts and possibly ethics consultation and other contiguous professions. .
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movement towards professionalization is motivated by goals to ensure
adequate training and competency of those conducting ethics consultations
and to bring legitimacy to those performing the consults however these new
standards may be at odds with established professions. This potential to
overstep the bounds of other professions is discussed at length in Section IV.
This section discusses whether and how ethics consultations could be
considered the practice of law through the application of five common legal
tests. Under several of these tests ethics consultants can potentially be
considered as engaging in the practice of law a determination that carries
with it the threat of criminal and civil sanction or in the case of attorney
members potential loss of licensure. This section discusses several of these
implications as well as highlights ways that these complications have been
approached in the conte t of mediation where similar debates regarding the
unauthorized practice of law have occurred. The final section of the paper
Section V ta es a step bac from the practical debates of the rest of the paper
to engage in a theoretical e ploration of how the implications from North
Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission
regarding board oversight of a profession could apply in the field of HCEC
as certification boards and professional governing bodies are established.
Overall the North Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal
Trade Commission decision provides an illustrative and provocative
framewor to e plore how the interdisciplinary nature and increasing
professionalization of HCE consultations may affect both individuals and
the field of clinical ethics consultation. As the burgeoning field of ethics
consultations continues to professionalize there is an imperative for further
guidance for consultants regarding how the practice of ethics consultations
may intersect with the practice of law.
I.

PRO ESSIONAL BOUNDARIES

Professionalization encompasses forming standards ensuring quality
and creating a code of ethics however it also establishes ‘turf.’5 Instituting
rules for those who are sufficiently trained naturally allows for the e clusion
of those who are not sufficiently trained in the field. 6 Sometimes this is
implicit other times it is e plicitly codified into law. or e ample every
state has a law that defines the practice of medicine and establishes rules
ensuring that only trained physicians engage in such activities.7
5

See, e.g. Harold L. Wilens y The Professionalization of Everyone? AM. J. SOC. 137 138 1 6
e plaining that professions establish e clusive urisdiction
PAUL STARR THE SOCIAL
TRANS ORMATION O AMERICAN MEDICINE 5 Basic Boo s Inc 1 82 noting that the profession has
been able to turn its authority into social privilege economic power and political influence .
6
See, e.g. Wilens y supra note 5 at 1 8 .
7
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Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 2013 No. 13-53 .
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The establishment of professional territory is often ustified out of
concerns for individual safety and the imperative need for consistent quality
among a category of service. Without ensured quality some may be harmed
by incompetent individuals holding themselves as sufficiently s illed in the
field. However professionalization also economically impacts the field.
Those who are actively involved in the profession not a neutral third-party
generally define competency and required qualifications. Thus those most
li ely to benefit economically from limiting competition are the ones who
create the passcode to the club so to spea . Complications arise when those
setting the boundaries see to enforce their territorial privilege to the
e clusion of others. This is e emplified in the North Carolina State Board
of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission.
Is offering teeth whitening services the practice of dentistry ? It may
appear at first blush to be a rather innocuous question but this inquiry
emerged as an entrenched legal battle that traveled all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court resulting in a decision that has sweeping implications across
a broad range of fields. In early 2015 the Court ruled on this controversy in
North Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade
Commission. The case began when the Board issued cease and desist letters
to non-dentists who were performing teeth whitening services in malls spas
and other locations.8 The letters stated that teeth whitening was the practice
of dentistry and threatened criminal sanctions if the individuals continued
to offer the services without a dentistry license.
In response to the cease and desist letters the ederal Trade Commission
TC sought administrative action because they argued that under the
ederal Trade Commission Act TCA e cluding non-dentists from the
teeth-whitening mar et constituted unfair methods of competition. A
ma ority of the Board’s members actively participated in the dentistry
mar et and some members of the board performed teeth-whitening services
for their clients. 10 Non-dentists generally charged lower prices for their
teeth-whitening services and complaints brought to the Board regarding this
practice referenced concerns about price not potential harm to consumers.11
Indeed a wealth of evidence suggests that the teeth-whitening procedure
is safe. 12 Additionally teeth-whitening products are available over-thecounter at many drug stores but the cease and desist letters were sent only
to the individuals performing the services not to entities within the
commercial mar et. Therefore there was a strong argument that the cease
and desist letters were sent due to mar et concerns rather than concerns for
public safety.
8

North Carolina Bd. of Dental E am rs 135 S.Ct. at 1108.
ederal Trade Commission Act 15 U.S.C 5 2010 .
10
North Carolina Bd. of Dental E am rs 135 S.Ct. at 1107 1116 2015 .
11
Id. at 110 .
12
Id.
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The Board argued that as a state-established entity they were immune
from anti-competition claims under state-action doctrines however the
TC reasoned that immunity was not applicable since the Board was not
actively supervised by the State.13 An Administrative Law Judge ALJ held
that the Board had violated antitrust law by unreasonably restricting trade.
This determination was sustained by the TC and affirmed by the ourth
Circuit and ultimately the Supreme Court.1
As North Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade
Commission highlights state licensure laws can immensely impact
individuals. The case underlines the very real complications and applications
of state licensure rules to everyday people. Although the state statute
regulating the practice of dentistry in North Carolina did not definitely spea
to whether teeth whitening services constituted the practice of dentistry the
Board interpreted it as such. 15 In general the statutes surrounding
professional practices do not clearly define every boundary of allowable
practice instead they provide general guidelines and broad definitions of
practice. 16 or e ample North Carolina delineates thirteen categories of
dentistry practice that provide the general framewor of the practice of
dentistry.17 While it would sometimes be easy to clearly determine whether
an activity fell into these categories e.g. e tracts a human tooth or
teeth 18
other categories may be more difficult to identify.
Teeth whitening is not specifically listed in the statute defining dentistry
but the removal of stains accretions or deposits is. 1 Setting aside the
antitrust elements of this case the root question is whether teeth whitening
constitutes the removal of stains as contemplated by North Carolina
statute. Whitening teeth could easily be considered the removal of stains but
several counterarguments were discussed in court filings: 1 the statute was
passed in 1 30 prior to chemical teeth whitening thus did not encompass
this procedure20 and 2 over-the-counter teeth whitening strips are sold in
pharmacies and these were not also targeted by the board. The best
interpretation of the statute is at least for this paper irrelevant but it is
important to note how individuals can find themselves at the crossroads of
reasonable interpretations facing the threat of criminal sanctions.
Reasonable differences could also occur in ethics and law which may be
13

North Carolina Bd. of Dental E am rs 152 .T.C. 6 0 2011 .
Id. North Carolina. Bd. of Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 717 .3d 35
th Cir. 2013 North Carolina Bd.
of Dental E am rs. 135 S.Ct. 1101.
15
North Carolina State Bd. of Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. at 1108.
16
See, e.g. Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley Lawyers, Non-Lawyers and Mediation: Rethinking the
Professional Monopoly from a Problem-Solving Perspective 7 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 235 262 2002
noting that definitions of the practice of law are varied and often vague across states .
17
N.C. CODE ANN. 0-2 b 2011 .
18
Id. 0-2 b 3 .
1
Id. 0-2 b 2 .
20
Brief for Am. Antitrust Inst. as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 1 15 North Carolina Bd.
of Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1011 2015 .
1
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more open to interpretation of practice of law definitions than dentistry due
to broader definitions of the practice and the frequent interdisciplinary
merging of these fields with others.
II.

HEALTH CARE ETHICS COMMITTEES

A. History
In the last fifty years the field of established HCECs has evolved from
a few sporadic committees to an entrenched and valuable mainstay of almost
every hospital in the United States. This growth can be attributed in part to
advanced medical technologies that allow us to e tend life for patients with
critical illness 21 or raise novel ethical issues in their adoption. 22
Additionally a growing patients’ rights movement has increased the number
of ethical questions raised regarding patient autonomy and decision ma ing
in clinical care.23
Beyond technology several prominent court cases and policies
propelled ethics consultations forward as a viable option to address ethical
concerns in medical facilities. Although HCECs e isted prior to 1 76 the
New Jersey Supreme Court seminal end-of-life case In the Matter of Karen
Quinlan created the original impetus for the emerging HCEC field.2 In
1 75 aren Quinlan became unconscious after several e tended periods
without breathing and from that time onward continued in a persistent
vegetative state. Ms. Quinlan’s father sought to be named her guardian and
requested removal of life-sustaining treatment including the respirator
given the medical udgment that she would never regain cognitive
function.25 The treating physician believed that removal of the respirator was
against medical tradition and refused to comply with the request. 26 The
dispute eventually entered the udicial system and was appealed to the New
Jersey Supreme Court. The Supreme Court sided with Ms. Quinlan’s father
and ordered him to be appointed guardian of Ms. Quinlan.27 The court also
noted that prior to removal of life-sustaining treatment a health care ethics
21

Martin L. Smith Mission, Vision, Goals: Defining the Parameters of Ethics Consultation, in
GUIDANCE OR HEALTHCARE ETHICS COMMITTEES 32 33 D. Micah Hester Toby Schonfeld eds.
2012
22
See, e.g. Jean E. McEwen et al. The Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications Program of the National
Human Genome Research Institute: Reflections on an Ongoing Experiment 15 ANN. REV. GENOMICS
HUM. GENETICS 81 highlighting some of the ethical issues raised in the clinical implementation of
genomic technologies 201 .
23
Smith supra note 21 at 3 see also Susan M. Wolf Ethics Committees and Due Process: Nesting
Rights in a Community of Caring 50 MD. L. REV. 7 8 805 1 1 .
2
Stuart J. Youngner et al. A National Survey of Hospital Ethics Committees 11 CRITICAL CARE MED.
02 02 1 83 .
25
In Re Quinlan 70 N.J. 10 18 N.J. 1 76 .
26
In Re Quinlan 137 N.J. 227 25 N.J. Super. Ct. Ch. Div. 1 76 .
27
Quinlan 70 N.J. at 55.
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committee or similar entity at the hospital should be consulted and if it
agreed with the attending physician’s determination that there continued to
be ‘no reasonable possibility’ of Ms. Quinlan’s recovery then the family’s
wish for removal of life-sustaining treatment should be granted.28 The court
added that said action shall be without any civil or criminal liability therefor
on the part of any participant whether guardian physician hospital or
others. 2
With this call the New Jersey Supreme Court heightened awareness of
HCECs nationwide and highlighted their potential roles including
confirming medical determinations assisting with end-of-life decisionma ing and insulating parties involved from civil or criminal liability.30 In
the following years however controversy ensued over whether these roles
were appropriate for ethics committees. 31 In a 1 83 report of end-of-life
decisions the President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in
Medicine hereinafter the Commission reviewed the potential role of
HCECs. 32 Of the potential HCEC roles highlighted in Quinlan the
Commission found that confirmation of prognosis was not necessarily a
proper role but that providing a forum for ethical discussion and avoidance
of the legal system were possible beneficial functions. Avoidance of the
legal system however is not the same role as the creation of insulation from
criminal and civil liability. The Commission encouraged ethical discussion
that would help to solve problems prior to an entrenched legal battle but
appeared uncomfortable advocating for blan et legal immunity:
The appropriate standard of liability should be
determined not simply by worries about ensuring that
individuals will serve as members of ethics committees but
also by a concern that their deliberations not be unduly
circumscribed by concerns about prosecution. Perhaps a ‘good
faith’ standard and e clusion from criminal conspiracy
liability would suffice.33
The number of HCECs increased most precipitously in the early 1 0s.
In 1 2 the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
28
The court got the idea for the HCEC from a short and somewhat obscure law review article written by
a pediatrician in Te as Dr. aren Teel. Wolf supra note 23 at 7 8 Thaddeus Mason Pope MultiInstitutional Healthcare Ethics Committees: The Procedurally Fair Internal Dispute Resolution
Mechanism 31 CAMPBELL L. REV. 257 262 200 .
29
Quinlan, 70 N.J. at 55.
30
Youngner et al. supra note 2 at 02.
31
See, e.g. id. noting that the New Jersey Supreme Court created confusion about the committee s role
by calling it an ethics committee but assigning it a prognostic function .
32
PRESIDENT S COMM’N OR THE STUDY O ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN MEDICINE AND BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH DECIDING TO OREGO LI E-SUSTAINING TREATMENT: A REPORT ON THE
ETHICAL MEDICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES IN TREATMENT DECISIONS 1 83 .
33
Id. at 168.
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Organizations JCAHO mandated that all hospitals have a mechanism for
addressing ethical concerns in order to meet accreditation requirements.3
When the President’s Commission undertoo analysis for their 1 83 report
only about 1 of U.S. hospitals had ethics committees despite the increased
awareness of HCECs garnered by Quinlan.35 By 1
a second national
study found that 3 of hospitals surveyed had established committees
most of which were established seven years prior coinciding with the
JCAHO accreditation requirement.36 More recent policies court cases and
legislation have continued to recommend or mandate HCECs. or e ample
Maryland has legislation that requires hospitals to have ethics committees
and several other states have e plicitly included HCECs in the chain of
surrogacy legislation. 37 Additionally some states have included ethics
committee in procedural steps that occur when a patient representative is
requesting medical treatments that the healthcare team views as futile.38
B. HCEC structure
The early reports policies and cases that led to the proliferations of
HCECs generally did not provide guidance regarding the roles or structure
of the committees. Thus HCECs have variability in their procedures
although there is broad consistency in the literature regarding overarching
roles. 3 In the 1 83 report the Commission laid out several primary
functions of HCECs three of which have stuc to this day: policy formation
education and consultation. 0 Under the policy formation role HCECs
review update and formulate hospital policies based on ethical and legal
considerations. Under the education role members of the HCEC disseminate
information to staff at the hospital and members of the community about
common ethical concerns and issues that arise in patient care. inally in
ethics consultation services the primary focus of this paper members of the
3

JOINT COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION O HEALTHCARE ORGANI ATIONS JCAHO
COMPREHENSIVE ACCREDITATION MANUAL OR HOSPITALS Standard RI. 1.1.6.1 1 2 .
35
Youngner et al. supra note 2 at 03 finding additionally that 1 of the hospitals identified as
having ethics committees were in New Jersey .
36
Glenn McGee et al. A National Study of Ethics Committees 1 AM. J. BIOETHICS 60 61 2001 .
37
Thaddeus Mason Pope The Growing Power of Healthcare Ethics Committees Heightens Due Process
Concerns 15 CARDO O J. CON LICT RESOL. 25 201 see, e.g. CAL. HEALTH SA ETY CODE
1 18.8 2015 establishing an interdisciplinary review team to review medical interventions for patients
in nursing homes without capacity to ma e decisions and without surrogate decision ma ers see also
IOWA CODE 135.2 2015 creating a local substitute medical decision-ma ing board for patients
without surrogate decision ma ers available .
38
See, e.g. VT. HEALTH SA ETY CODE 166.0 6 b West 2015 .
3
or e ample a 2007 study of HCEC procedures found that committees varied in the procedures they
used in consultations such as seeing the patient or voting on outcomes but that there was overall
consistency of the goals of the committees. Ellen o et al. Ethics Consultation in United States
Hospitals: A National Survey 7 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 20 2007 .
0
PRESIDENT S COMM’N OR THE STUDY O ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN MEDICINE AND BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH supra note 32 at 160.
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HCEC are called upon to facilitate discussion and resolution of ethical issues
in particular patient situations. 1
Although issues of practice of law may potentially arise during ethics
education and policy development this article focuses on ethics
consultations. Consultations are more li ely to implicate two themes that
are important for practice of law issues: 1 there are specific individuals that
could be considered potential ‘clients’ whether the physicians medical
team patients or families
and 2 the specific nature of the consultation
case is more li ely to raise issues of application of facts to law.
Ethics consultations are one of the most significant functions of HCECs
with over 80 of committees performing consultation services. 2 They are
defined as a set of services provided by an individual or group in response
to questions from patients families surrogates healthcare professionals or
other involved parties who see to resolve uncertainty or conflict regarding
value laden concerns that emerge in health care. 3 Consultations may
involve a number of important steps such as: discussions between patients
family members and the health care team mediation and recommendations
of permissibly ethical courses of action. Common topics for ethics
consultations include end-of-life choices patient autonomy and capacity.
A ma or source of debate is the appropriate level of HCEC members’
directiveness when conducting ethics consultations. Consultations can either
provide a range of ethical options for individuals or they can provide a
definitive recommended course of action. A small minority of HCECs issue
binding decisions for the parties involved. 5 Generally however issuing
binding decisions is seen as an inappropriate role for consultation because
such an ‘authoritative approach’ emphasizes consultants as the primary
moral decision ma ers at the e pense of the appropriate moral decision
ma ers. 6 Many HCECs therefore adopt a more facilitative approach with
goals to open dialogue between the individuals involved in the case and
create space for moral and value consensus-building. 7 This facilitative
1
George A. anoti
Stuart J. Youngner Clinical Ethics Consultation in ENCYCLOPEDIA O
BIOETHICS 3 Stephen G. Post ed. 200
A clinical ethics consultant is defined here as a person who
upon request provides e pert advice to identify analyze and help resolve ethical questions or dilemmas
that arise in the care of patients. .
2
McGee et al. supra note 36 finding that 86 surveyed had consultation services o et al. supra
note 3 at 15 finding that 81 of HCECs had consultation services and an additional 1
were
developing the service .
3
Smith supra note 21 at 33 but see Giles R. Scofield What Is Medical Ethics Consultation? 36 J.L.
MED. ETHICS 5 2008 noting that the e act definition of ethics consultation is difficult to pinpoint
and most remain quite vague .
McGee et al. supra note 36.
5
Id. but see Pope supra note 37 at 28 noting the increasing number of states that have given HCECs
decision-ma ing authority .
6
AMERICAN SOCIETY O BIOETHICS AND HUMANITIES Core Competencies for Health Care Ethics
Consultation: The Report of the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities 5 2006 .
7
See, e.g. AMERICAN SOCIETY OR BIOETHICS AND HUMANITIES Core Competencies for Healthcare
Ethics Consultation 2nd Edition: A Report of the American Society for Bioethics and Humanities, 6
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approach however can still encompass a broad range of options from a list
of permissible options a recommendation specific to these options or one
recommended course of action. 8 Overall how directive a consultation is
may ultimately affect practice of law questions as discussed further below.
C. HCEC membership
1. Multi-disciplinary committees
The common scope of duties policy education and consultation
unifies HCECs across the country however beyond broad duties HCECs
are variable especially in size and membership. Overwhelmingly HCECs
are multidisciplinary: both in the inclusion of various types of clinical care
perspectives as well as the inclusion of non-clinical professionals. This
multidisciplinary nature is seen as a benefit if not a requirement for the
successful application of ethics in the healthcare system. 50 An ethics
committee allows for an array of nowledge and perspectives to be brought
to bear on consultation education and policy issues otherwise the ethics
‘mechanism’ of the hospital might as well be served by one or two
individuals. 51
Indeed throughout the history of HCECs calls for multidisciplinary
membership have been a constant presence. or e ample in Quinlan the
New Jersey Supreme Court latched onto the idea of ethics committees from
a short and obscure law review article authored by a pediatrician that
highlighted the merits of ethics committees.52 In the article the author a
practicing pediatrician advocated for ethics committees as a tool to diffuse
legal liability from a single physician to a range of individuals. 53 She
e plicitly highlighted the differing bac grounds of members of ethics
committees from physicians theologians attorneys and social wor ers.5
The Quinlan court cited this description indicating that when calling for
ethics committees as insulators of liability they were envisioning a group

2011 Note however that even when an HCEC provides recommendations these recommendations
may in effect be binding due to various factors such as courts accepting decisions or patients feeling
pressure. Pope supra note 37 at 36.
8
Smith supra note 21 at 35.
See infra Part IV.D.
50
See, e.g. Bernard Lo Behind Closed Doors: Promises and Pitfalls of Ethics Committees 317 N. ENGL.
J. MED. 6 7 1 87 noting that including both physicians and nurses on a committee can help to bring
different perspectives to the discussions .
51
D. Micah Hester Toby Schonfeld Introduction to Healthcare Ethics Committees in GUIDANCE OR
HEALTHCARE ETHICS COMMITTEES 1 5 D. Micah Hester Toby Schonfeld eds. 2012
52
Wolf supra note 23 at 7 8 Quinlan 70 N.J. at .
53
aren Teel The Physician's Dilemma-a Doctor's View: What the Law Should Be 27 BAYLOR L. REV.
6 1 75 .
5
Id. at .
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comprised of disparate bac grounds. 55 Other seminal calls for the
establishment of ethics committees similarly include mention of the crossdisciplinary nature of the committee. or e ample the Commission
advocated that institutions should consider seriously the advantages of a
diverse membership. 56 The 1 2 JCAHO ethics accreditation standard does
not e plicitly call for a specific type of membership it broadly requires
hospitals to have a mechanism for the consideration of ethical issues. 57
However JCAHO does tangentially advocate for some diversity of
membership in an ethics committee. The nursing section of the 1 2
standards states that when the hospital has an ethics committee or other
defined structures for addressing ethical issues in patient care nursing staff
members participate. 58
Although the merits of multidisciplinary committees are universally
embraced not all professions are uniformly welcomed into HCECs with
open arms. Three potential members raise particular concerns: hospital
administrators ris managers and hospital attorneys.5 These individuals it
is feared may be more li ely to have direct conflicts-of-interest in case
consultations because their primary ob description generally includes
insulating the hospital from legal liability or ensuring the financial wellbeing of the organization. Therefore difficult ethical deliberations such as
those about hospital error or end-of-life treatment may invo e a conflict
between the best interest of the patient and the best interest of the hospital
ma ing a neutral ethical evaluation of the situation difficult.60 This conflict
of interest however may be an underlying issue for all members of the
HCEC when they are also employees of the hospital. 61 Although the
conflict-of-interests are more overt for administrators ris -managers or
hospital counsel any physician nurse social wor er or other hospital
employee could have an implicit bias towards protecting his or her
employer.
Overall a wide-variety of professions are seen as appropriate training or
bac ground for ethics committee membership. Common bac grounds
include physician clergy or chaplains administrator nurse attorney social
wor er community or lay representative ris managers psychologists and
55
Quinlan 70 N.J. at
50 Teel supra note 53 at in an interesting aside the court did e clude Teel s
comment about how these committees were sometimes pe oratively called a ‘God Squad’ .
56
PRESIDENT S COMM’N OR THE STUDY O ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN MEDICINE AND BIOMEDICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH supra note 32 at 166.
57
JCAHO supra note 3 at RI.1.1.6.1.
58
Id. at NC.3.2.1.
5
HESTER SCHON ELD supra note 51 at 6.
60
See, e.g. AMERICAN SOCIETY OR BIOETHICS AND HUMANITIES Code of Ethics and Professional
Responsibilities for Healthcare Ethics Consultants, 3 201 providing the e ample that the director of
an intensive care unit may desire to decrease the length of stay of the patient an outcome that may not
be the best option for the patient .
61
Pope supra note 28 at 276 noting that As a result of . . . economic dependence the committee
members may tend to act out of a sense of duty to the institution. .
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philosophers.62 HCEC membership is thus generally comprised of a variety
of professional perspectives although sometimes they can be dominated by
a particular profession or have a large representation of one profession such
as chaplains at a religious hospital.63
2. Attorney-members
Generally physicians and other individuals with clinical training
comprise the largest group of membership in HCECs however attorneys
ma e up a small but consistent presence in the field. There are generally
three types of attorneys that could serve as members of HCECs: hospital
counsel an attorney otherwise employed by the hospital or university such
as a law professor or a staff member in another role who has a law degree
and license or an attorney from the community who is not employed by the
hospital or university.
In 1 83 1 of committees participating in a national survey had at
least one attorney. 6 By 2001 across the board HCECs averaged one
attorney per committee.65 Despite the consistent presence of attorneys the
merits of their membership on HCECs is often debated.66 These statistics
and many debates about the merits of attorneys on HCECs conflate the three
types of attorneys that can serve however the influence and conflicts differ
significantly between these three subgroups. The concerns raised by those
arguing against attorneys on health care ethics committees tend to fall into
two camps: personal dynamics and conflicts of interests. Neither of these
concerns is insurmountable.
Under the first concern individuals argue that attorneys do not have the
desirable traits for effective communication in the HCEC because they are
generally adversarial or at least seen as adversarial.67 Personal dynamics
concerns generally are founded on gross assumptions about attorneys and
62

Youngner et al. supra note 2 at 0 finding that at 0 or more of hospitals had at least one
physician clergy administrator attorney and nurse McGee et al. supra note 36 at 61 finding that
although physicians and nurses are the predominant participants in HECs pharmacists psychologists
ethicists patient advocates and laypersons are also represented on nearly all committees.
o et al.
supra note 3 at 17 finding that individuals performing ethics consultation were almost all physicians
3
nurses 31
social wor ers 11
chaplains 10
or administrators
and fewer than
were attorneys other healthcare providers laypersons or ‘other’ e.g. philosophers theologians .
see generally Michael Burgess et al. Feeder Disciplines in THE HEALTH CARE ETHICS CONSULTANT
rancoise E. Baylis eds. 1
discussing various types of disciplines that feed into wor as an ethics
consultant .
63
or e ample one study found a committee with nine attorneys or ris managers on a committee of 25.
McGee et al. supra note 36 at 61.
6
Youngner et al. supra note 2 at 0 .
65
McGee et al. supra note 36 at 61.
66
See generally Randall B. Bateman Attorneys on Bioethics Committees: Unwelcome Menace or
Valuable Asset J.L. HEALTH 2 7 1
see also Amy L. McGuire et al. The Ethics of LawyerEthicists 33 J.L. MED. ETHICS 603 603 0 2005 .
67
Bateman supra note 66 at 271 McGuire et al. supra note 66 at 60 .
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their personalities. Personality traits to be fair are very important for the
smooth functioning of HCECs. The American Society of Bioethics
Humanities ASBH an academic society of individuals interested in
applied and academic bioethics has disseminated a list of necessary s ills
nowledge and traits for HCEC members. In their report Core
Competencies for Health Care Ethics Consultation hereinafter Core
Competencies
they list five broad categories of attributes that all
individuals participating in an HCEC should have: tolerance patience and
compassion honesty forthrightness and self- nowledge courage prudence
and humility and integrity. 68 However the general assumption that
attorneys will automatically not have these traits given their training in
litigation and legal posturing is an overreach.
The concerns of adversarial personalities are li ely misconstrued
interpretations of a broader point about professional norms and styles.
Because legal training emphasizes an adversarial environment and tactics
there is a concern that over-reliance on attorneys and legal traditions will
erode the collaborative goals of HCECs.6 However many attorneys receive
training during law school in other non-adversarial s ill sets such as
negotiation and mediation that can be helpful to the committee.70 Indeed the
Core Competencies report recommends that consultants have basic
nowledge of health law and s ills that are common to the s ills taught in
legal mediation such as the ability to facilitate meetings the ability to
engage individuals in effective communication and the ability to identify
conflicts and underlying value uncertainties. 71 Many see the virtues of
having attorneys on committees given the e pertise and nowledge they can
bring to the table.72
A more notable apprehension regarding attorney participation on ethics
committees is the second concern: conflict-of-interest. As discussed above
if an attorney member is also an employee of the hospital they may be
unable to balance their loyalties between the hospital and the patient an
especially powerful worry if the attorney is hospital counsel. Under rules of
professional responsibility attorneys owe a duty of loyalty to their client.73
This requires them to among other things be zealous advocates for their
client maintain confidentiality and to act in the best interest of the client.
68

CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 7 at 32. or further discussion on ASBH and core
competencies see infra Part III.B.1.
6
anoti
Youngner supra note 1 at 1 see also Jeffrey W. Stemple The Inevitability of the
Eclectic: Liberating ADR from Ideology 2 J. DISP. RESOL. 2 7 276 282 discussing similar assumptions
that occur when lawyers participate in mediation .
70
McGuire et al. supra note 66 at 60 05.
71
CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 7 at 22 25.
72
McGuire et al. supra note 66 at 60 noting that legal education alone is usually not lethal to the
sensitivity required for the role of ethics consultant. see also Burgess et al. supra note 62.
73
MODEL RULES O PRO L CONDUCT R. 1.7 cmt. 201 commenting that loyalty and independent
udgment are essential elements in the lawyer s relationship to a client. .
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The hospital is the client of hospital counsel therefore there may be very
real and intractable conflict-of-interest issues when the ethical options for
treatment of patients and resolution of consultations conflicts with the best
interest of the hospital. A counter argument is that no conflict of interest
actually e ists as long as the hospital counsel has: the support at the
institutional level to ‘wear two hats’ during the service on the HCEC and
the ability to recuse himself or herself in situations where a direct conflictof-interest may be present such as when the attorney would be the only
hospital attorney available to assist in a potential lawsuit if the case at hand
were to go to trial. 7 Under this view conflicts-of-interest are only
perceived not actual because:
1 it is generally advisable for health care institutions to
promote the ethical practice of medicine 2 hospital policies
should be ethical but they should also not conflict with the
law and 3 when the law and ethics diverge hospital staff and
patients should be educated about relevant ethical
considerations and should also be informed of their legal
rights and any potential ris of liability.75
It remains unclear however whether this rosy view of conflicts-of-interest
plays out in practice.
Additionally because hospital counsel hold prominent positions of
administration in the hospital there is also concern that during committee
discussions and votes they will wield too much power. Ethical options may
include illegal ones or at the very least options that are suspect in the legally
conservative position of the hospital. It may create conflict for hospital
counsel to balance professional duties to the client and a robust discussion
of all ethical options. They may tend towards seeing the law as the only
answer to ethical questions. If hospital counsel remar s that a certain course
of action is against the law or not in the hospital’s best interest it may be
difficult if not impossible for others to discuss the issue or chose a different
path even if an ethically permissible one.
However as evidenced by the continued presence of attorneys on
HCECs attorneys are valuable assets for committees. ASBH recommends
that all individuals on the committee have basic nowledge of health law
but that at least one member of the committee can access someone with
advanced nowledge of health care law.76 This recommendation does not
mandate that an attorney serve on the committee rather it suggests that
7

McGuire et al. supra note 66 at 60 606.
Id. at 60 .
76
Both editions of the Core Competencies utilize this idea of basic nowledge and access to advanced
nowledge. CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 7 at 26 27 CORE COMPETENCIES 2006 supra note
6 at 20 21.
75
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advanced nowledge of relevant health law could be available to the
process if ethics consultants now how to reach legal counsel with e pertise
in ethics-related health law. 77 However an attorney on the committee can
help to highlight legal issues and provide bac ground on relevant state and
federal law on an immediate and regular basis and otherwise be an active
and valuable member of the team.78
There are two strategies that HCECs utilize to ensure the presence of
legal e pertise while minimizing concerns of conflict-of-interest and
discussion dominance. irst HCECs sometimes invite hospital counsel to
participate in the meetings but without full membership. Under this type of
ex officio membership counsel is present during discussions and potentially
consults to provide information about laws and hospital policy but does not
have any decisional or voting rights at the meetings. The hope is that the
HCEC will gain the benefits of the counsel’s e pertise without having them
control discussion. However there still may be concerns of influence as
members of the committee may remain loath to go against the counsel even
if counsel isn’t officially voting or providing formal recommendations.
Second in order to ensure sufficient e pertise in health law on the
committee HCECs will include an attorney member whose ob is not
hospital counsel such as a health law professor or other affiliated attorney.
Since these individuals do not represent the hospital as clients it is hoped
that this will lessen conflict-of-interest concerns. However the professional
norms of these seemingly more neutral come from the same body of policy
as those governing hospital counsel. Thus attorney members must also
grapple with considerations such as whether they have an attorney-client
relationship with anybody in a consultation and if so whom to whom do
they owe confidence and loyalty. While not as overt these considerations
may create subtle conflict-of-interest situations and may lead to the practice
of law.
III.

PRO ESSIONALI ATION

Within the bioethics community there is a growing movement towards
and ensuing angst about professionalization. As the number of HCECs has
burgeoned so too have the discussions of the bounds of clinical ethics and
who is competent to serve as an ethics consultant. Who should be
considered health care ethics consultants? Whom should they advise? What
should be their responsibilities and what ind of training should they have?
Should there be some ind of accreditation or certification program to ensure

77
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CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 7 at 21.
McGuire et al. supra note 66 at 60 05.
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that those who call themselves ethics consultants are in fact qualified to
advise consult research and write in health care ethics? 7
These questions posed in the preface of a 1
boo The Health Care
Ethics Consultant remain as highly debated over two decades later. 80
However unli e two decades ago the field is now robust and in many ways
has ‘come of age’. 81 The overarching questions over the roles of HCEC
members and the measures of competency for conducting consultations have
spar ed calls for formal professionalization of the field. Professionalization
in ethics consultations li e organizational efforts across many fields could
ta e many different forms from credentialing to licensing to formal
educational requirements.82 No official standardization has yet occurred for
a number of reasons: the field was in its infancy83 the diversity of the field
ma es standardization of norms difficult8 and there remains questions over
what the ultimate goals and styles of ethics consults should be.85 However
fears about inconsistent quality of ethics consultations have reinvigorated
the calls for standards and have swayed some of the initial s eptics.86
A. Professionalization: goals and motivations
In many sectors professionalization is a coveted rite of passage it is a
dynamic process by which occupations adopt crucial structural changes in
the direction of a profession.87 Professionalization stems in part from core
believes that certain wor is so specialized as to be inaccessible to those
lac ing the required training and e perience. 88 Its goals are to: establish
7

THE HEALTH CARE ETHICS CONSULTANT V RANCOISE E. BAYLIS eds. 1
.
See, e.g. Giles R. Scofield What Is Medical Ethics Consultation? 36 J.L. MED. ETHICS 5 5 6
2008 Tapper supra note 21.
81
Scofield supra note 80 at 5 Bioethicists are plying their trade mainly as ethics consultants in
hospital settings and as researchers and educators with university affilitations . . . . With increasing
frequency bioethicists are also functioning in a variety of peripheral conte ts such as media interviews
media panels and public education forums. We find bioethicists on commissions and committees in the
courtroom in the boardroom and in the corridors of power virtually everywhere that e pert opinion is
sought on the ethical issue of the day. In short they are ‘players ’ members of a field of practice that
has come of age. citations omitted .
82
CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 7 THE HEALTH CARE ETHICS CONSULTANT supra note 7 .
83
Scofield supra note 80 at
noting that the field can no longer be called nascent but is now in an
adolescent phase .
8
anoti
Youngner supra note 1 at
2 Anita J. Tarzian Credentials for Clinical Ethics
Consultation—Are We There Yet? 21 HEC ORUM 2 1 2 2 200 .
85
Diane Hoffmann et al. Are Ethics Committee Members Competent to Consult? 28 J.L. MED. ETHICS
30 30 2000 noting that whether one follows a consultative or facilitative approach to consults alters
the requisite s ills needed to competently complete a consult
anoti Youngner supra note 1 at 0
noting a debate about whether the e pertise of consultants should stem from practical clinical e perience
or moral theory and ethical principles. .
86
Eric odish et al. Quality Attestation for Clinical Ethics Consultants: A Two Step Model from the
American Society for Bioethics and Humanities 3 HASTINGS CENT. REP. 26 26 2013 .
87
HOWARD M. VOLLMER DONALD L. MILLS PRO ESSIONALI ATION vii-viii
Howard M. Vollmer
Donald L. Mills eds. Prentice-Hall 1 66 .
88
ELIOT REIDSON PRO ESSIONALISM THE THIRD LOGIC: ON THE PRACTICE O
NOWLEDGE 17
University of Chicago Press eds. 2001 .
80
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standards of e cellence form rules of conduct imbue responsibility to
members create norms for training and recruitment protect individuals
within the field raise the field to a heightened societal standing and to
secure control often economic of an area.8 Hallmar requirements for
the establishment of a profession include among other things a nowledge
base standard norms of practice professional associations a code of ethics
and specific training criteria to ensure quality control. 0
These requirements ultimately serve to establish the profession as an
authoritative body. 1 Members of a profession claim authority not as
individuals but as members of a community that has ob ectively validated
their competence. 2 Ensuring competency is and has always been one of
the primary interests of professional movements. 3 This is no less true for
the current HCE consultant professionalization movement. The
professionalization movement see s to establish and maintain standards of
competency for practitioners.
An ethics consult that is performed
inadequately or by someone who is incompetent is problematic because
consults can be requested in the conte t of life and death situations and at
the very least involve individuals at an e tremely vulnerable moment. 5
However professionalization goals can raise ire from those without specific
training in bioethics who nonetheless feel that they are sufficiently
prepared to competently address ethical issues in clinical care. 6
The professionalization of bioethics as it relates to ethics consultations
is complicated by the fact that bioethics is a field that draws upon many
disciplines. One might view themselves as a professional in any number of
other fields such as medical nursing and legal but also a professional in
bioethics. Others may view themselves as tied to only one profession with
a focus in bioethics such as a philosopher who focuses on bioethics.

8

VOLLMER MILLS supra note 87 at i.
See, e.g. Wilens y supra note 5 at 138 noting that a profession requires a technical basis and needs
to be able to convince the public that its services are uniquely trustworthy. see also VOLLMER supra
note 87 at
professionals seem to possess: 1 systematic theory 2 authority 3 community
sanction
ethical codes and 5 a culture. .
1
STARR supra note 5 at .
2
Id. at 12.
3
VOLLMER MILLS supra note 87 at 5 6 citing A. M. CARR-SAUNDERS P. A. WILSON THE
PRO ESSIONS O ford: Clarendon Press 1 33 .
Susan Sherwin Certification of Health Care Ethics Consultants in THE HEALTH CARE ETHICS
CONSULTANT 13
rancoise E. Baylis eds. 1
noting that the ob ective of creating standards for
competency is surely the principal rationale behind proposals to institute the various procedures and
criteria that are customarily associated with certification. see also Laura Williamson The Quality of
Bioethics Debate: Implications for Clinical Ethics Committees 3 J. MED. ETHICS 357 357 2008
highlighting the concerns about the quality of ethical assessment in clinical ethics .
5
Tarzian supra note 8 at 2 1 noting that ethics consults are generally called when patients are at
their most vulnerable emotionally physically spiritually. see also odish et al. supra note 86 at 26.
6
Hoffmann et al. supra note 85 at 36 determining that many ethics committees in Maryland hospitals
function based on the belief that no special e pertise is necessary to perform an ethics consult. .
0
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Professionalization is seen as beneficial because it helps to define what
an ethics ‘e pertise’ means. 7 This is especially relevant given the placement
of HCECs in hospital settings where mar ers of e pertise and
professionalism are highly valued. Consults are usually called to bring in
highly trained and s illed e perts in a field such as a neurology or surgical
consult. Thus the conception of an ethics ‘consult’ within a hospital creates
e pectations about how to set hiring criteria and evaluate candidates and
employees. 8 A more formal training or certification system would provide
transparency as to the roles of clinical ethicists and the scope of practice
thus more clearly guiding hiring norms for hospitals. Of course this
returns us to the normative debate and uncertainty about what the goals and
roles should be. This revolving argument is one li ely reason that formal
required guidance has not been established and why debates continue to
return to concerns of quality.
B. Professionalization and HCE Consultants
Although a formal credentialing accreditation licensing or
certification system has not been established the leading society in the
bioethics field the ASBH has ta en concrete steps towards
professionalization with the goal of increased standardization. Three
primary changes have been to: promulgate the list of desired ‘core
competencies’ develop a ‘quality attestation’ process and create a code of
ethics. These changes begin to set up ways that HCEC members can claim
professional status. It is notable that by focusing upon competencies and
attestation ASBH has located the individual consultant as the source of
professional legitimacy and the one that needs to establish and prove
professional legitimacy however given the multidisciplinary nature of
HCECs ASBH could have instead focused upon qualifications of the
committee as a whole.
1. Core competencies
The ASBH promulgated a list of the core s ills nowledge and
attributes that ethics consultants should have through the Core Competencies
report first in 2006 and with an update in 2011. The report does not require
every individual consultant to have mastery of every s ill and nowledge
7
Lisa M. Rasmussen An Ethics Expertise for Clinical Ethics Consultation 3 J.L. MED. ETHICS 6
650 2011
The interest in certification credentialing licensing accrediting or in other ways
formalizing clinical ethics consultation is partly motivated by the desire to establish what moral e pertise
in the field amounts to. .
8
anoti Youngner supra note 1 at 1 Unli e traditional medical consultants clinical ethics
consultants are not sub ect to widely accepted standards and procedures for training credentialing
maintaining accountability charging fees obtaining informed consent or providing liability coverage. .
Rasmussen supra note 7 at 658.
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areas. Instead the report recommends that every member of the team have
a basic level of most s ills and nowledge areas and that the committee
overall have access to someone with advanced s ills or nowledge in each
area either through a team member or through optional contact with a person
outside the committee.100 The report also covers emerging process standards
of HCECs and evaluation methods and recommendations for HCECs.101
The primary goal of the Core Competencies maps the often-highlighted
desire of professionalization overall improve the quality of ethics
consultation.102 Patients families surrogates and healthcare professionals
should be able to trust that when they see help regarding the ethical
dimensions of health care ethics consultants are competent to offer that
assistance. 103 The interpretation of the Core Competencies as a definitive
standard for the burgeoning field has developed over time. The Tas orce
that created the first version of the competencies made e plicitly clear that
they were not creating mandatory requirements:
The Tas orce: does not wish certifying or accrediting bodies
to mandate any portion of its report believes that certification
of individuals or groups to do ethics consultation is at best
premature and does not intend for its report used to establish
a legal national standard for competence to do ethics
consultation.10
The initial Tas orce re ected calls for certification and accreditation
for a variety of reasons including: the possibility that consultants would be
viewed as the ‘primary moral decision ma ers’ thus pushing patients and
providers outside of the discussion and assessment the potential loss of
disciplinary diversity the potential institutionalization of one particular
view of morality the difficulty in evaluating what ‘good’ ethics is and the
cost of implementation. 105 These motivations for retaining the voluntary
nature of their recommendations mirrored many of the discussions and
concerns highlighted in the literature around that time.106 Just thirteen years
after the initial Core Competencies report however the ASBH Tas orce
changed its message. The second and most current edition of the
competencies notes t o the e tent that the ultimate commitment of the
100

CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 6 at 25.
Id. at 10 18 3 6.
102
Id. at 1 .
103
Id.
10
CORE COMPETENCIES 2006 supra note 6 at 31.
105
Id. at 31 32 odish et al. supra note 86 at 28.
106
See, e.g. Tarzian supra note 8 at 2 5 2 5 6 One concern with the program accreditation
approach is that it will squelch innovation and diversity in CEC approaches due to the need to endorse
common standards. Additionally only those activities that can be ob ectively measured will be able to
be evaluated for competency. .
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Tas
orce is to improve and maintain the quality of consultations
performed the Tas
orce endorses holding individuals performing
consultations accountable to the standards outlined in this report. 107 Thus
a certification or credentialing process or an accrediting program could use
the report to guide standards for the profession. Despite this shift the report
still remains shy of fully advocating or creating professional requirements
or norms. or e ample it suggests the development of a mechanism for
individuals to ‘voluntarily demonstrate’ their qualifications. 108 Thus the
report does not outwardly call for accreditation credentialing or other more
formal measures of qualifications but does ta e a further step towards that
direction.
2. Quality attestation
In 2013 shortly after the second edition of the Core Competencies the
ASBH created an assessment tool to measure the quality of ethics
consultants. 10 This two-part quality attestation process ostensibly
determines whether an individual is competent and able to carry out a
clinical ethics consultation.110 When developing this process the tas force
tried to balance ensuring competency with the recognition that consultants
come from diverse bac grounds.111 The first step of quality attestation is a
portfolio review of the candidate’s educational bac ground ethics
consultation training consultation philosophy and e amples of
consultations completed by the candidate. 112 The second step is an oral
e amination where an ASBH committee and the candidate discuss both
cases from the portfolio and model vignettes.113 In 2015 a group reported
on a proof of concept study for case comple ity assessment but quality
attestation overall has not yet been fully implemented.11
It is unclear the e tent to which quality attestation will ta e hold as a
legitimate way for individuals currently engaged in ethics consultations to
show proof of their competency. The tas force ac nowledged the many
remaining pieces to develop such as the procedure for those that do not
‘pass’ the initial test and how to transition the oversight of the test from
internal in the ASBH to an independent body.115 Others have argued that the
107

CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 6 at 51.
Id.
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THE HASTINGS CTR. Improving the Quality of Clinical Ethics Consultants Center Press Release
2013 http: www.thehastingscenter.org News Detail.asp ?id 655 last visited Nov. 11 2015 .
110
odish et al. supra note 86 at 27.
111
Id. at 2 30.
112
Id. at 30.
113
Id. at 33. Although the tas force leaves open the possibility for a more e tensive oral e amination
in the future .
11
B. Spielman et al. Case Complexity and Quality Attestation for Clinical Ethics Consultants 26 J
CLIN. ETHICS 231 2015 .
115
Id. at 3 35.
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attestation process is being proposed prematurely and that more wor needs
to be accomplished before it is implemented. 116 Nevertheless the
development of the quality attestation illustrates a ma or step by the ASBH
towards professionalizing the field. It is easy to imagine how this test could
quic ly become a necessary standard for those wishing to hold ethics
consultation positions in ma or hospitals.
3. Code of ethics
The third ma or recent step that the ASBH has ta en towards
professionalization is the development of a code of ethics.117 A formal code
of ethics is one common sign of the professionalization of a discipline or
field.118 In January 201 the ASBH Board of Directors approved the first
code of ethics. The code includes seven broad ethical standards that
members of HCECs should strive to meet: be competent preserve integrity
manage conflicts of interest and obligation respect privacy and maintain
confidentiality contribute to the field communicate responsibly and
promote ust health care within HCECs.11
Even after the Code of Ethics was approved by the ASBH Board of
Directors it engendered continued debates about the necessity and
practicality of the document.120 Similarly to the quality attestation debate
the Code of Ethics faces difficulties trying to pinpoint common ground in a
diverse field. Currently the code is only aspirational individuals should try
to conform but there are no clear penalties if one does not comply. 121
However unless and until there is something to ta e away from an
individual such as a license or certification there will not be an internal way
of policing the ethics.122 Questions remain whether violation of such a code
could be brought to bear in any type of malpractice case against a medical
team or hospital.
116

Autumn iester Clinical Ethics Credentialing and the Perilous Cart-Before-the-Horse Problem 1
AM. J. O BIOETHICS 25 201 .
117
ASBH CODE O ETHICS supra note 60.
118
See, e.g. Tarzian supra note 8 at 2 1.
11
ASBH CODE O ETHICS supra note 60 The Code was developed by the Advisory Committee on
Ethics Standards a subcommittee of the ASBH.
120
See, e.g. Bert Molewi et al. Fostering the Ethics of Ethics Consultants in Health Care: An Ongoing
Participatory Approach 15 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 60 2015 noting that the concepts within the code are
so broad and abstract as to be impractical Stephen R. Latham Professionalization of Clinical Ethics
Consultation: Defining (Down) the Code 15 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 5 55 2015 highlighting that it is
difficult to now how to apply some of the code’s principles since it is not clear in whose agency an
ethics consultant acts unli e in the case of medicine or law where the professional has clear patients or
clients .
121
See Adam Pe a A Critique of the (Aspirational) Code of Ethics 15 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 62 2015
the author argues that the code should not merely be aspirational even if difficult or impossible to
enforce currently it should be advertised as an authoritative statement .
122
Anita J. Tarzian et al. A Code of Ethics for Health Care Ethics Consultants: Journey to the Present
and Implications for the Field 15 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 38 8 2015 .
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4. Next steps
Although there have not been specific ne t steps of professionalization
introduced by the ASBH it appears li ely that movement towards
certification accreditation or recognition of other professional standards
will continue unabated. Through a steady shift towards standardization the
field has transitioned from questions of whether to professionalize towards
questions of how.123 The ne t step may come through formal adoption of the
quality attestation 12 an accreditation system for training programs 125 or
perhaps through a written competency e am.126 Despite the uncertainty of
form it is clear that professionalization is li ely to continue its steady
forward motion.
IV.

THE PRACTICE O LAW AND THE PRACTICE
O ETHICS CONSULTATIONS

HCECs e ist at the intersection of ethics medicine law and many other
health and social science fields. Medicine and law of course are two of the
oldest and most deep-rooted professions in society.127 The more established
and mature a profession the more li ely it is to have strong territorial
interests and the more li ely these interests are to be protected through state
legislation. or e ample many states have legislation that defines rules for
the practice of dentistry medicine nursing and law. 128 The desire for
professional boundaries is especially conspicuous in those very professions
that are interdisciplinary in nature li e mediation ethics consultations or
administration. When multiple groups with unique trainings and
bac grounds participate in the same occupational space there is a natural
123

Ellen o Developing a Certifying Examination for Health Care Ethics Consultants: Bioethicists
Need Help 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 1 1 201 .
12
See supra Part III.B.2.
125
Jeffrey P. Spi e The Birth of Clinical Ethics Consultation as a Profession 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS
20 21 201 .
126
See, e.g. Bruce D. White et al. Structuring a Written Examination to Assess ASBH Health Care Ethics
Consultation Core Knowledge Competencies 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 5 201 see also iester supra
note 116 Adam Pe a et al. Same Goal, Different Path 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 23 201
Toby
Schonfeld et al. Connecting Certification and Education 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS 18 201 Bethany
Spielman Problems in Testing Clinical Ethicists’ Competence in Health Law 1 AM. J. O BIOETHICS
27 201 Spi e supra note 125.
127
See, e.g. Stemple supra note 6 at 276 Although many nonlawyer mediators come from fields
frequently described as professions psychology sociology engineering and architecture they do not
have the same established infrastructure and prestige that attends society s traditional professions such as
law and medicine. .
128
Brief for Am. Dental Ass n et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 5 North Carolina Bd. of
Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 2013 No. 13-53 STARR supra note 5 at noting that
in America no one group has held so dominant a position in this new world of rationality and power as
has the medical profession. Although the territory is well established in that the importance of e cluding
unqualified individuals from practicing medicine or law is universally recognized the e plicit boundaries
of the turf is not necessarily clear.
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ostling for status as a legitimate participant in the field. 12
Professionalization thus secures occupational gains over other similar
groups.130 As such any effort to definitely establish professional ‘turf’ for
members of HCECs has the potential to conflict with or overstep the bounds
of law and medicine in particular.131 Thus as calls for professionalization of
HCE consultants continue it is important to ree amine whether the
‘practice’ of ethics consultations may implicate the practice of law or
medicine.132
A. Parallels to mediation
The field of mediation shares many similarities with ethics consultations
regarding the professionalization and practice boundaries issues.133 The two
12

Wilens y supra note 6.
or e ample in the conte t of alternative dispute resolution and mediation non-lawyer mediators
attempt to create occupational gain over lawyer mediators by establishing professional norms of
facilitative mediation because this method of mediation differentiates from evaluative mediation--a
method more closely tied to legal training. See, e.g. Stemple supra note 6 at 278 A significant
percentage of the facilitative mediation community is composed of nonlawyers who stand to gain a good
deal professionally to the e tent that mediation is defined as disparately from ad udication and
negotiation as possible. .
131
Although there could also be similar discussions about whether HCE consultations are the practice of
medicine this line of questioning arises less often than whether consultants may engage in the practice
of law. There are several li ely reasons. irst HCECs are historically predominantly comprised of
physicians and other clinicians. When a clinician opines about the medical aspect of a consultation it is
less li ely to raise concerns as when a clinician opines about a legal aspect of a consultation. Second
consultations are generally requested by physicians or members of the healthcare team. This team
presumably is already clear about the medical treatment options although they may be unsure of which
option is ethically recommended or permissible. Thus it is more li ely that HCE consultants would step
in to provide opinions about law than to overstep the healthcare teams’ pre-e isting opinions about
medical care. Because practice of law issues are more li ely to arise this paper focuses on that particular
aspect however practice of medicine issues could still arise if a non-physician ma es medical
recommendations or otherwise crosses the boundaries of medicine.
132
In the past others have considered whether ethics consultations could be considered the practice of
law. See, e.g. McGuire et al. supra note 66 Bethany Spielman Has Faith Health Care Ethics
Consultants Gone Too Far-Risks of an Unregulated Practice and a Model Act to Contain Them 85
MARQ. L. REV. 161 2001 . Despite conclusions that in some instances consultations could implicate
practice of law rules there has not appeared to be any widespread changes of practice in the HCEC field.
Therefore it is important to continue to e amine this issue especially in light of the recent Supreme
Court case.
133
In addition to the similarities of the two fields there is also ongoing discussion about whether
mediation should be used as a tool to resolve ethical dilemmas in healthcare. Ethics consultations involve
not only ethical dilemmas and value consensus but also must oftentimes address the interpersonal
dynamics and conflicts between family members the patient and the healthcare team. See, e.g. NANCY
NEVELO DUBLER
CAROL B. LIEBMAN BIOETHICS MEDIATION: A GUIDE TO SHAPING SHARED
SOLUTIONS i Vanderbilt University Press 2011 Lisa Soleymani Lehmann Family Dynamics and
Surrogate Decision-making in GUIDANCE OR HEALTHCARE ETHICS COMMITTEES 63 68 D. Micah
Hester Toby Schonfeld eds. 2012 . or this reason professional standards of ethics consultations
include not only s ills and nowledge of ethics but also s ills revolving around interpersonal dynamics.
See supra Part III.B.1. Proponents for mediation in ethics consultations highlight the benefits of the
consultant role as a neutral third party that allows patients families and the healthcare team to come to
a consensus without imposition of a course of action by an ethics consultant. See, e.g. Autumn iester
The Failure of the Consult Model: Why “Mediation” Should Replace “Consultation,” 7 AM. J. O
BIOETHICS 31 2007 critiquing the number of ethics consultations that end in a single best course of
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fields have many analogous features: consultants li e mediators are
generally seen as being neutral third parties consultations li e mediations
strive to bring parties to a consensus outside of the adversarial realm of
litigation and both consultations and mediations raise legal issues.
Mediation attracts individuals from a variety of different bac grounds and
although it shares many educational underpinnings with law it is comprised
of attorneys and non-attorneys ali e. Mediation also underwent similar angst
and steps towards issues of professionalization that are occurring in the
HCEC field. 13 Although the practice of mediation is not uniformly
professionalized throughout the country there are certification programs
professional bodies and a code of ethics.135
The two fields are also ali e in their goals of resolving conflicts between
parties without resorting to the udicial system. The fields are seen as
beneficial given their non-adversarial nature and the use of both mediation
and ethics consultations have been advocated for by udges and the legal
community given the potential to amicably resolve issues before resorting to
the stretched-thin legal system. However given the close ties to the legal
field both ethics consultations and mediation have the potential to
overreach or appear to overreach professional boundaries and meld into the
practice of law. Due to these similarities the following discussion of practice
of law standards will often draw upon e amples and solutions from
mediation.
B. Unauthorized practice of law
Just as in the case of teeth-whitening and the practice of dentistry the
definition of practice of law is not a clear and bright rule.136 Historically
unauthorized practice of law UPOL rules first emerged in the late 1 th
action recommendations by consultants thus ta ing decision-ma ing power away from the patients and
families . Mediation is seen as appropriate for HCE consultations because it shifts decision-ma ing
power to the patients and family members those most affected by the situations under discussion. JAY
E. GRENIG ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 20:22 1 Thomson West 2005 . Indeed the growing
movement towards utilizing conflict resolution techniques in the hospital setting has led to the formation
of bioethics mediation. Bioethics mediation combines the clinical substance and perspective of
bioethics consultation with the tools of the mediation process using the techniques of mediation and
dispute resolution. DUBLER LIEBMAN supra note 133 at 35.
13
See, e.g. Nolan-Haley supra note 16 at 2 3 discussing the increased professionalization of
mediation t he growth of mediation activity in so many sectors has resulted in the notion of mediation
as an emerging profession with its indicia of formal e pertise regulatory power and a desire by members
to be accepted as professionals. .
135
See, e.g. Dana Shaw Mediation Certification: An Analysis of the Aspects of Mediator Certification
and an Outlook on the Trend of Formulating Qualifications for Mediators 2 U. TOL. L. REV. 327
1 7 AM ARBITRATION ASS’N MODEL STANDARDS O CONDUCT OR MEDIATORS 2005 .
136
See, e.g. Quintin Johnstone Unauthorized Practice of Law and the Power of State Courts: Difficult
Problems and Their Resolution 3 WILLAMETTE L. REV. 7 5 806 2003 Deborah L. Rhode Lucy
Buford Ricca Protecting the Profession or the Public? Rethinking Unauthorized-Practice Enforcement
82 ORDHAM L. REV. 2587 2588 201 see also Dere A. Denc la Nonlawyers and the Unauthorized
Practice of Law: An Overview of the Legal and Ethical Paramaters 67 ORDHAM L. REV. 2581 1 8 .
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century with prohibitions on non-lawyers appearance in court.137 In the early
20th century these rules e panded to prohibit non-lawyers from engaging in
a much broader range of activities outside of the courtroom.138 As states have
e panded the definition of the practice of law to activities outside the
courtroom they have e perienced difficulty in creating clear and bright-line
rules. Many state statutes define the practice of law by referring to specific
categories of tas s or activities such as appearing in court creating legal
documents holding oneself out as an attorney and providing legal advice.13
Other states and courts have developed broad tests to try to delineate the
proper bounds of law.1 0 All 50 states now have legislation that regulates the
UPOL.1 1 Despite the variability and lac of concrete definitions the UPOL
has great implications for members of HCECs attorney and non-attorney
ali e: Violations can incur strict penalties both civil and criminal.1 2 Some
states even create a private right of action for individual harmed by the
UPOL.1 3
In 2003 the ABA Tas orce on the Model Definition of the Practice of
Law drafted a recommended definition of UPOL. Their strategy was to
combine a list of tas s that are usually considered the practice of law with
the application of a broader test the application of legal principles and
udgment to the circumstances or ob ectives of another person or entity. 1
Additionally the Tas orce recommended that states outline the minimum
qualifications and competencies for attorneys licensed to practice.1 5 The
overarching rationale for UPOL legislation including the ABA model rules
is to protect individuals from harms of receiving incompetent legal
services.1 6 However there is also a strong economic motivation for creating
a legal monopoly through e clusion of non-lawyers from the field.1 7 The
ABA Model Definition of the Practice of Law was critiqued as being overly
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See, e.g. RESTATEMENT THIRD O THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS
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courts played a large role in defining practice of law .
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in the state of North Carolina .
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for any person who is damaged by the unlawful acts .
1
ABA Model Definition of the Practice of Law 2003 .
1 5
Id.
1 6
Denc la supra note 136.
1 7
Id. at 25 .
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broad and creating too much economic protection for attorneys to the
detriment of the public.1 8
More broadly others have critiqued the continued enforcement of state
UPOL rules because there little evidence of harm to the public from
unauthorized practice and because there is a high level of unmet legal needs
across the country.1 Li e the dentistry case actions ta en not for public
protection but predominantly for business protection are evaluated more
closely than others. While there is broad ac nowledgement in the sociology
literature that one purpose of a profession is to protect members in part
economically this goal is generally seen to be secondary to the primary goal
of service.150 or e ample in 1 75 in Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar the
U.S. Supreme Court held that state bars are sub ect to antitrust laws.151 The
court recognized the motivations of the state bar to benefit its members
through anticompetitive measures and removed state immunity from the
organization when acting within these goals. 152 The case effectively
curtailed many of the UPOL enforcement efforts by state bars across the
country.153 However there has been a subsequent revitalization of UPOL
enforcement with focus in the fields of internet legal form providers
immigration services multi- urisdictional firms and real estate.15
C. North Carolina UPOL
North Carolina’s practice of law statutes and regulations li e many state
rules e emplifies the lac of bright line guidance. North Carolina laws
provide a circular definition whereby the practice of law is generally
defined as performing any legal services. 155 The statute delineates several
e amples of services that fall under this category such as preparing
documents filing court petitions and advising or giving legal opinions.156
1 8

See, e.g. MODEL DE INITION supra note 13 at RESTATEMENT THIRD O THE LAW GOVERNING
LAWYERS
b.
1
See, e.g. Denc la supra note 136 at 25
noting that there is no guarantee that lawyers across the
board will be any more or less competent than non-lawyers at assisting clients Rhode Ricca supra
note 136 at 2605 noting the lac of evidence of public harm from UPOL and the fact that most
complaints filed with enforcement agencies came from attorneys not individual consumers .
150
See, e.g. VOLLMER supra note 87 at 51 a profession says the ethical code of the American
Medical Association has for its prime ob ect the service it can render to humanity reward or financial
gain should be a subordinate consideration. .
151
Goldfarb v. VA. State Bar 21 U.S. 773 1 75 .
152
Id.
153
Denc la supra note 136.
15
Id. Rhode Ricca supra note 136.
155
N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. 8 -2.1.
156
Id. 8 -2.1. The full practice of law definition is:
Performing any legal service for any other person firm or corporation with or without
compensation specifically including the preparation or aiding in the preparation of
deeds mortgages wills trust instruments inventories accounts or reports of
guardians trustees administrators or e ecutors or preparing or aiding in the
preparation of any petitions or orders in any probate or court proceeding abstracting
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The rules however do not constitute definitive bright line rules. It was not
the purpose and intent of the statute to ma e unlawful all activities of lay
persons which come within the general definition of practicing law. 157
Individuals who are not members of the North Carolina State Bar or who
do not fall under limited e ceptions are prohibited from practicing law in
the state. 158 Violations of this ban are sub ect to criminal sanctions and
private causes of action.15 The Authorized Practice Committee a standing
committee of the North Carolina State Bar has the authority to: investigate
allegations of UPOL issue cease and desist letters refer matters to the
district attorney for criminal proceedings and issue advisory opinions on
potential practice of law issues.160 Recent in unctions won by this committee
illustrate the range of allegations brought before the committee from
holding oneself out as providing legal services preparing legal documents
and providing legal advice as the primary unauthorized activity.161
Several recent investigations of the North Carolina Unauthorized
Practice Committee foreshadow the ripple effects of the NC Board of
Dentistry decision that are li ely to resonate beyond dentistry. or e ample
the protracted saga between Legal oom Inc. and the North Carolina State
Bar highlighted similar tensions as those between the Board of Dentistry and
teeth whiteners. Legal oom is an online company that helps individuals
create their own legal documents such as wills business contracts and
divorce agreements. 162 There has been ongoing controversy regarding
whether Legal oom and other similar companies are practicing law when
facilitating document creation for individuals. or e ample in 2003 the NC
State Bar made a determination that Legal oom was not engaged in the
unauthorized practice of law however in 2008 the regulatory agency sent
or passing upon titles the preparation and filing of petitions for use in any court
including administrative tribunals and other udicial or quasi- udicial bodies or
assisting by advice counsel or otherwise in any legal wor and to advise or give
opinion upon the legal rights of any person firm or corporation. Id.
157
State v. Pledger 257 N.C. 63 637 1 62 e plaining that even though the preparation of legal
documents is the practice of law there are situations where preparation of a legal document by a nonlawyer would not constitute the unauthorized practice of law because the drafter has a primary interest
in the transaction .
158
N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. 8 - .
15
Id. 8 -8 stating that a violation of practice of law rules constitutes a Class 1 misdemeanor Id.
8 -10.1 providing individuals affected by unauthorized practice of law to bring a private cause of action
for the recovery of damages and attorneys’ fees .
160
Id. 8 37 27 N.C. Admin. Code 1D.0201 27 N.C. Admin. Code 1D.0206 1
6 7.
161
See, e.g. N.C. STATE BAR Preventing Unlicensed Legal Practice of Law http: www.ncbar.com
programs upl.asp last visited Dec. 5 2015 The N.C. St. B. v. Lighthouse Title Agency Inc. et al. 05
CVS 10637 granting an in unction for in part the preparation of deeds is the practice of law The N.C.
State. Bar v. olodner et al. 05 CVS 0 856 finding that negotiating with creditors regarding debts that
are sub ect to litigation constitutes the practice of law because it involves providing legal advice and
drafting documents The N.C. State Bar v. Leapfrog Enter. et al. 03 CVS 813 holding that providing
document preparation services constituted the practice of law .
162
Brief of Legal oom.com Inc. North Carolina Bd. of Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 U.S.
2015 .
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the company a cease and desist letter warning them of violation. 163 The
debate about the allowable scope of services offered by Legal oom
continued until the two parties reached a settlement in October 2015.16
In 2013 the North Carolina State Senate introduced legislation that
would broadly redefine the practice of law in the state.165 Although the State
Bar strongly felt that this version of amendment was too broad they
ac nowledged the improbability that Legal oom would be en oined from
doing business in the state. Therefore they wor ed to propose an alternative
version acceptable to the bar that regulated rather than banned internet form
providers li e Legal oom. 166 Legal oom and the State Bar ultimately
agreed upon draft language but the 2013-201 North Carolina General
Assembly came to a close without introduction of the bill.167
Both Legal oom and the North Carolina State Bar filed amicus briefs in
NC Board of Dentistry. As the NC State Bar notes they are similar to the
Board of Dental E aminers in that they are established by the state to protect
the public and are comprised of primarily of practicing professionals. 168
They argued that removing state sovereign immunity protections would
undermine regulatory functioning by: diverting financial resources away
from practice of law investigations to litigation regarding state oversight
increasing antitrust actions and defenses for state bars dissuading lawyers
from serving on state boards and chilling enforcement action due to board
members fears of personal liability.16 In contrast Legal oom’s brief argues
that the public is being harmed by lac of access to affordable legal services
due to the over-regulation of the mar et by biased private actors with an
economic sta e in the game.170
The NC Board of Dentistry decision reinvigorated efforts to amend
North Carolina’s unauthorized practice of law statute. In 2015 the North
Carolina General Assembly again considered altering the definition the
bill is currently pending.171 The proposed bill clarifies rules on providing
preform legal documents to individuals.172 Additionally in response to the
Supreme Court case one version under consideration proposed state
163

Id. at 1 20.
See, e.g. Legal oom.com Inc. v. N.C. State Bar, 201 WL 12132 2 N.C. Sup. Ct. 201 see also
Legal oom.com Inc. v. N.C. State Bar 2012 WL 3678650 N.C. Sup. Ct. 2012 see also
Legal oom.com Inc. v. N.C. State Bar 2015 WL 6 1853 N.C. Sup. Ct. 2015 .
165
Ronald G. Ba er The Fun Comes to a Halt 1 N.C. STATE B.J. 5 201 .
166
Id.
167
Id.
168
Brief of the N.C. State Bar as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioner at 2 N.C. State Bd of Dental
E am’r v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 2015 noting that the State Bar Council has 61 lawyers lawyers as
officers and 3 public members. It is unclear from the brief whether the members of the public are nonpracticing attorneys or non-attorneys see also N.C. Gen. Stat. 8 -15 noting that the state bar was
established as an agency of the State of North Carolina .
16
Brief of the N.C. State Bar supra note 168 at 3 .
170
Brief of Legal oom.com 135 S.Ct. at 6.
171
Ronald L. Gibson An Update on Legislation and Litigation 20 N.C. STATE B.J. 5 8 2015 .
172
H.B. 36 8 -2.1 b 2 . Gen. Assemb. N.C. 2015 .
16
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oversight when the State Bar issues cease and desist letters. Under this
process the State Bar would submit potential cease and desist demands to
the Attorney General prior to sending them.173 The purpose of the review
by the Attorney General is to ensure that the proposed demand to cease and
desist or action is State action that is consistent with the authority of the
Council and that would be entitled to State action immunity under the federal
antitrust laws. 17
D. HCE Consultation and the Practice of Law
Stepping from practice rules to application: do the consultants who
participate in HCE consultations ever ‘practice law’? Given the
interdisciplinary and inter-professional nature of HCECs questions of law
naturally arise throughout the process thereby potentially implicating
practice of law issues for both attorney and non-attorney members of the
committee ali e. Law and medicine is ine orably intertwined and often
these two intersect in the very instances when ethical dilemmas arise and an
HCE consultation may be called. or e ample legal issues of decisional
capacity and pro y determination will naturally be an integral part of the
discussion in an ethics consult concerned with the capacity of a critically ill
patient without an advanced healthcare directive to consent to a procedure.
Our society has often turned to the legal system to address difficult ethical
problems in medicine such as end-of-life decision-ma ing and sufficient
informed consent. This is why HCE consults are valuable to remove such
ethical decisions from the litigious realm 175 however this also means that
some of the important precedence and guidance in this area is framed in law.
Issues of law in the hospital setting can range from the fairly straightforward such as where a parent falls within the statutory list of pro y
decision ma ers to more nuanced areas such as whether a physician can
refuse a patient’s request for a treatment udged to be medically ineffective
a scenario often couched in futility language. Legal issues can also be
brought into healthcare discussion by a variety of actors from a physician
to a force outside an ethics consultation or a member of the ethics committee
itself. Overall there are a myriad of ways that one can envision law arising
in a clinical setting 176 but the mere mention of the law in and of itself does
not automatically transition a person to the practice of law realm. This brings

173

H.B. 36 8 -37 a1 . Gen. Assemb. N.C. 2015 .
Id.
175
See supra Part II.A.
176
See, generally Bethany Spielman Invoking the Law in Ethics Consultation 2 CAMB. QUARTERLY O
HEALTHCARE ETHICS 57 1 3 noting eight ways that the law arises in a consultation setting: to enrich
ethical reasoning to delineate duties to debun legal myths to anticipate litigation behavior to
demonstrate the correctness of a proposed solution to show which options may be easily implemented
to advocate for the patient and to offer legal advice .
17
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us bac to when and how the fuzzy definitions of practice of law statutes
should be applied in the healthcare setting.
Many legal activities included in practice of law definitions do not
directly relate to the wor of HCE consultants. Health care ethics consultants
are unli ely to appear in court or draft legal documents. 177 They may
however be in situations where they provide legal advice or fall into a catchall definition of practice of law such as the provision of ‘legal services’.178
Courts or state legislation use five common tests to assist in
interpretations of the practice of law determinations: 1 the affecting legal
rights test 2 the commonly understood test what tas s are commonly
understood in the community to be the domain of attorneys 3 the relating
law to specific facts test whether the tas involves application of legal
principles and statutes to fact specific situation
the client reliance
test whether an individual believes they are receiving legal services and
5 the attorney-client relationship test whether the relationship formed
during the tas is similar to an attorney-client relationship.17 The following
subsections of this Article will e plore how these tests ranging from the
broadest to the narrowest may apply to HCE consultants. Although all
members of HCECs may face potential claims of the practice of law the
implications will be different for attorney and non-attorney members of the
team. Additionally as noted below some practice of law tests may apply
differently for attorneys and non-attorneys.
1. Affecting legal rights
The affecting legal rights test is the most e pansive test of the five
commonly used. 180 Many ethics consultations will naturally affect legal
rights especially given that one of the initial motivations of HCECs was to
avoid litigation of complicated medical-ethical issues. Indeed consultation
177

These activities are generally not required as part of the ethics committee responsibilities. There may
of course be members of the HCEC that do underta e these activities such as a hospital counsel who
appears in court or drafts contracts for the hospital. However in these situations the counsel would not
be acting within the scope of the ethics committee. These activities are outside the general roles and
responsibilities of HCE consultants to educate assist with hospital policy and participate in
consultations. As part of consultations consultants are often as ed to place a note about the outcomes of
the meetings in the patient’s medical records. This documentation helps to ensure that all members of the
treating team understand that an ethics consultation was called and what the relevant points of discussion
were that arose from the meetings. Although there are particular methods for this documentation these
are unli ely to rise to the level of the drafting of legal documents that are envisioned by state statutes
because they do not legally bind patients the way that a contract divorce decree or business license
application do.
178
Spielman supra note 176 at 65 noting that giving legal advice is the most li ely activity of a clinical
ethics consultation that could overstep the bounds of the authorized practice of law .
17
Roger C. Wolf The Gray Zone: Mediation and the Unauthorized Practice of Law 36 MD. B. J. 0
1 2 2003 David A. Hoffman Natasha Affolder Mediation and Unauthorized Practice of Law:
Do Mediators have a Well-Founded Fear of Prosecution? 6 DISP. RESOL. MAG. 20 Winter 2000 .
180
Hoffman supra note 17 at 20.
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could become the forum of last resort for decisions that go to the very
heart of individual’s constitutional and statutory rights. 181 Thus many
activities of an HCE consultant are implicated under this e tremely broad
definition of the practice of law.
2. Commonly understood
Under the commonly understood test it is the practice of law to engage
in activities either: that are the customary practice of lawyers or that the
community commonly understands to be the purview of attorneys.182 This
tautological definition can be interpreted in two different ways. Hoffman
and Affolder writing in the ABA Dispute Resolution Magazine construe
this test in the conte t of mediation as the question of whether mediation
is commonly understood to be a part of the practice of law in the community.
actors that would inform this determination might include for e ample the
e tent to which lawyers in a given community as opposed to non-lawyers
routinely provide mediation services. 183 Under this conception ethics
consultations would not be the practice of law since physicians chaplains
nurses bioethicists and other non-attorneys routinely provide the services
in the field.18
However this e planation is criticized as a misinterpretation of how
courts originally envisioned the test.185 Instead of loo ing at who commonly
practices the field in question the courts and commentators view the
commonly understood test to e plore whether it is the customary practice
of attorneys to perform the tasks within the field. 186 In this case HCE
consultants are open to allegations of the unauthorized practice of law. or
e ample in State Bar Ass'n of Connecticut v. Connecticut Bank & Trust Co.
the court e amined whether defendants had engaged in the UPOL when they
prepared ta returns and appeared before federal and state ta authorities
regarding clients’ estates. 187 The court held that the defendants did not
engage in the practice of law with these acts but that if there had been
evidence that the matters at issue dealt with involved ta law problems of
a type such that their solution would be ‘commonly understood to be the
practice of law’ then the defendants would have been engaged in UPOL.188
181

Wolf supra note 17 Pope supra note 37 at 30.
State Bar Ass n of Conn. v. Conn. Ban
Trust Co. 1 0 A.2d 863 1 58 Paula M. Young A
Connecticut Mediator in a Kangaroo Court: Successfully Communicating the Authorized Practice of
Mediation Paradigm to Unauthorized Practice of Law Disciplinary Bodies
S. TE . L. REV. 1073
7 2007 .
183
Hoffman supra note 17 at 20.
18
See supra Part II.C.1.
185
Young supra note 182 at 107 75.
186
Conn. Ban 1 0 A.2d 863 Young supra note 182.
187
Conn. Ban 1 0 A.2d at 871.
188
Id.
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Although the court does not further elucidate what ta problems may rise to
this level the case illustrates an e amination of the nature of the tas s rather
than the type of person usually performing similar tas s. Thus under the
tas specific interpretation of this test consultants may be practicing law if
they deal with comple issues that are commonly associated with law.
Because ethics consultations can at times raise comple legal issues
consultants could under the ‘commonly understood’ test cross the line into
the practice of law if they engage in problem-solving surrounding these
issues without referring problems to attorneys or recommending that the
parties involved see legal counsel.18
3. Applying law to specific facts
The application of law to specific facts test see s to delineate the
boundaries of legal advice. Simply providing legal information does not rise
to the level of providing legal advice but at some point along a continuum
it umps into the realm of opinion and advice.1 0 Providing information is
acceptable for a layperson providing legal advice is not. Commonly the
application of law to a specific set of facts or situations distinguishes legal
information from legal advice. or e ample predicting an outcome of
potential litigation is often seen as legal advice because an individual is
going beyond ust having legal nowledge but is opining and analyzing how
a third party udge or ury will interpret the law.
The dichotomy commonly arises in the mediation conte t. In 2002 the
ABA Section of Dispute Resolution issued guidance advocating that
mediation is not the practice of law.1 1 However prior to this guidance there
was entrenched debate about whether non-attorney mediators were engaging
in the UPOL. Additionally North Carolina and Virginia guidance is at odds
with the ABA guidance and these states view some mediation as potentially
overstepping the bounds of practice of law.1 2 or e ample North Carolina
guidelines specifically permit non-lawyer mediators to provide legal
information but not advice.1 3 Virginia has similar rules for mediators but
provides further guidance regarding this distinction using the application of
law test to differentiate between the two. Under Virginia law legal advice
189

See id. where the court noted that the defendants provided legal information but encouraged clients
to see legal advice from an attorney if the ta issues became too comple .
1 0
See, e.g. Spielman supra note 132 at 212 13.
1 1
ABA SECTION O DISPUTE RESOLUTION Resolution on Mediation and the Unauthorized Practice of
Law 2002
http: www.americanbar.org content dam aba migrated 2011 build dispute resolution
resolution2002.authchec dam.pdf.
1 2
Id.
1 3
Nolan-Haley supra note 16 at 273 see also NORTH CAROLINA BAR ASSOCIATION DISPUTE
RESOLUTION SECTION Guidelines for the Ethical Practice of Mediation and to Prevent the Unauthorized
Practice of Law 1
NORTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT OR THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
COMMISSION Professional Conduct Standards for Mediators Standard 6 1 8 establishing the rules
of conduct for mediators in court ordered mediations .
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involves the application of legal principles to facts in a matter that 1 in
effect predicts a specific resolution of a legal issues or 2 directs counsels
urges or recommends a course of action by a disputant or disputants as
means of resolving a legal issue. 1
Providing legal information versus providing legal advice is often
analogized to two strategies and styles used by mediators: facilitative
mediation and evaluative mediation. In facilitative mediation the mediator
assists the parties in identifying issues and coming to resolutions but does
not give advice or opinions about the positions or arguments of the parties.1 5
In evaluative mediation on the other hand mediators actively provide
opinions about the situation and give advice and recommendations for the
parties.1 6 Thus prior to the ABA guidance several commentators argued
that while facilitative mediation did not rise to the practice of law due to the
predictions and opinions made by evaluative mediators evaluative
mediation did.1 7
The bioethics field has also housed a debate regarding whether
consultants should ta e a facilitative approach or an evaluative approach.
These roles are defined similarly to the mediation conte t.1 8 Currently the
ASBH advocates for a facilitative approach. 1 Although this does not
preclude the consultant from ma ing general recommendations the ASBH
cautions against ma ing a single recommendation in order to avoid being
seen as the moral authority.200
While distinctions between legal advice versus legal information and
evaluative versus facilitative mediation are often presented as dichotomous
distinctions there is fluidity between the two. Mediators generally do not
silo themselves into using one strategy or another but instead switch
between styles as needed for the dispute at hand. Similarly it is nearly
impossible to establish a clear definition of the distinction between legal
advice and legal information. There are three main arguments that challenge
1

Nolan-Haley supra note 16 at 272 citing the Virginia guidelines on the unauthorized practice of
law .
1 5
Joshua R. Schwartz Laymen Cannot Lawyer, but Is Mediation the Practice of Law 20 CARDO O L.
REV. 1715 1731 1 8 .
1 6
Id. at 1733 3 .
1 7
Id.
1 8
Id. at 1733 defining evaluative mediation with reference to mediators giving advice assessing
arguments and e pressing personal opinions but see DEPARTMENT O DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES
O THE SUPREME COURT O VIRGINIA Virginia Guidelines on Mediation and the Unauthorized Practice
of Law 1
noting that it is difficult to precisely define evaluative mediation see also CORE
COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 6 at 6 7 defining an authoritarian approach where the consultant
is viewed as the primary moral decision ma er who provides recommendations versus a facilitation
approach where the consultant helps the relevant decision ma ers fashion a plan that respects the needs
and values of those involved and that is within the bounds of ethical and legal standards. The relevant
decision ma ers are generally the patient family members friends or other surrogates the healthcare
team and the institution. .
1
CORE COMPETENCIES 2011 supra note 6 at 8.
200
Id. at 8 .
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this distinction. irst applying law to facts cannot be enough alone to create
the practice of law because this often occurs in a variety of fields.201 Real
estate agents police accountants and government regulators must
necessarily interpret and apply the law in order to complete their day-to-day
wor . How after all could a police officer decide to arrest an individual
without some level of legal interpretation that the individual had violated a
law? Recognizing this some state UPOL statutes specifically e empt police
and government wor ers.202 There are many other professions not included
in e ceptions that consistently interact with legal interpretations rules and
applications: accountants real estate bro ers immigration services and
insurance agents.203
Second in many ways determining what legal information to provide
is applying legal nowledge to specific facts. Therefore providing relevant
legal information may be impossible without falling into the application of
law to facts. or e ample merely identifying which laws or sections of a
contract might be relevant to an inquiry has held to constitute legal advice.20
Third the distinction between providing legal advice or information can
rest on how a particular sentence is phrased. Hoffman and Affolder offer an
e ample of five statements that a mediator could ma e ranging from
evaluative to facilitative. The underlying substance remains the same
throughout illustrating that the advice information distinction could
potential ma e mediators overly focused on the phrasing of their dialogue
without actually affecting the substance of their interactions with parties to
the dispute. 205 In its guidance the ABA ac nowledges that this is one
primary reason for clarifying that mediation is not the practice of law. This
Resolution see s to avoid the problem of a mediator determining in the
midst of a discussion of relevant legal issues which particular phrasings
would constitute legal advice and which would not. 206
These difficulties of parsing out what is legal information and what is
legal advice remain in the consultation conte t as well. As in the case of the
ABA’s interpretation of mediation HCE consultation should not be seen as
the practice of law to avoid over emphasis on how consultants phrase their
discussions. However non-attorney consultants should also be wary of
overstepping the bounds of legal advice through detailed analysis of how
case law may apply to a specific consult or what the outcome of potential
litigation may be.
201

John W. Cooley Shifting Paradigms: The Unauthorized Practice of Law or the Authorized Practice
of ADR 55 DISP. RESOL. J. 72 2000 .
202
Denc la supra note 136 at 2587.
203
Rhode Ricca supra note 136 at 258 .
20
NC State Bar v. Lighthouse Title Agency Inc. 05 CVS 10637 holding that by identifying certain
sections of documents as responsive to a borrower’s questions the individual was engaged in providing
legal advice .
205
See, e.g. Hoffman supra note 17 at 3 see also Cooley supra note 201 at 7 .
206
RESOLUTION ON MEDIATION supra note 1 1.
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4. Client reliance
The client reliance test e amines whether an individual believes that he
or she is receiving legal services. The most li ely individuals who could
believe that they are receiving legal services would be the physician or other
members of the healthcare team and the patient or family members of the
patient.207 Ethics consultations are most often called by physicians or other
members of the healthcare team serving a patient in some hospitals patients
and family members may not even be allowed to initiate an ethics
consultation independently but most go through the treating team for the
request if they have concerns. In this way the role of HCE consultants may
be viewed as providing legal services for the healthcare team. Indeed a
survey of physicians in Maryland found that two thirds of those questioned
felt that providing legal advice was an appropriate tas for HCE
consultants. 208 Although the survey did not e amine whether physicians
believed that they were being represented by ethics consultants it suggests
that physicians may e pect a certain amount of legal analysis and opinion
from ethics consultations. Thus it is foreseeable that a court could find
physician or other member of a healthcare team reliance on an ethics
consultant as a provider of legal services. Similarly a patient or family
member could foreseeably rely on members of a consult team for legal
advice. It is more li ely that an individual may believe that they are receiving
legal services if there is an attorney HCEC member participating in the
consultation although this does not necessarily have to be the case.
5. Creation of an attorney client relationship
The attorney-client test holds that if the activity of an individual creates
a relationship that loo s li e an attorney-client relationship then that activity
is the practice of law. Attorney client relationships can be formed either
e pressly or implicitly:
A relationship of client and lawyer arises when: 1 a person
manifests to a lawyer that person’s intent that the lawyer
provide legal services for the person and either a the lawyer
manifests to the person consent to do so or 2 the lawyer fails
207
It may also be possible that the hospital administration would imagine that they are receiving legal
services although this is less li ely because the hospital is represented by the hospital counsel and would
therefore li ely not e pect other lawyers on the committee to also be representing them. Additionally
since the hospital would be seen as a sophisticated entity courts may be less li ely to find reliance. If the
hospital counsel is on the ethics committee then there could be complications of whether the individual
is representing the hospital during their wor on the ethics committee. See supra Part II.C.2.
208
Diane E. Hoffman Does Legislating Hospital Ethics Committees Make a Difference-A Study of
Hospital Ethics Committees in Maryland, the District of Columbia, and Virginia 1 L. MED. HEALTH
CARE 105 115 1 1 .
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to manifest lac of consent to do so and the lawyer nows or
reasonably should now that the person reasonably relies on
the lawyer to provide the services.20
or e ample an attorney-client relationship may be implicitly formed if an
individual see s legal advice from an attorney in an area where the attorney
has professional competence and if the attorney agrees to or actually does
provide such advice.210
Although e plicit attorney-client relationships would not arise in ethics
consultations it is possible that the circumstances of a consultation would
create an implicit attorney-client relationship. This implicit formation would
follow similar results as the client reliance test because it similarly rests on
the e pectations of the individual and the actions of the attorney. As with
the client reliance test in the HCEC setting it is much more li ely for this
test to be met for attorney members of the consult team although if an
individual as s for legal advice and a non-attorney member provides such
advice a court may hold that activity loo s sufficiently a in to an implicit
attorney-client relationship that it would meet the POL threshold.
The most appropriate determination however is that HCE consultants
have no clients at all and are more a in to third party neutrals as in the case
of mediators and other dispute resolution individuals. In mediation the ABA
recognizes the ability of certain attorneys and also non-attorneys to
participate in a quasi-legal process without having a specific client. 211
Similarly HCE consultants do not specifically represent any individual or
group within the ethics situation at hand but rather e amine the issue from
a neutral position.
6. POL implications for HCE consultants
HCE consultants may be held as engaging in the practice of law under
several of the five common legal tests including affecting legal rights
relating law to specific facts and client reliance. Some of these tests will be
more li ely to be met if the consultant is an attorney but non-attorneys on
the committee can also be found to be engaged in the practice of law.
Consultants can wor to avoid the unauthorized practice of law by limiting
in-depth analysis and application of the facts of the consultation to case law
and potential litigation outcomes. Additionally consultants especially
attorneys can ma e e plicitly clear when interacting with individuals as part
20

RESTATEMENT THIRD O THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS 1 2000 .
urtenbach v. Te ippe 260 N.W.2d 53 Iowa 1 77 .
RESOLUTION ON MEDIATION supra note 1 1 at 2 noting that essential to most of the common
definitions of the practice of law is the e istence of an attorney-client relationship. Because mediators do
not establish an attorney-client relationship they are not engaged in the practice of law when they provide
mediation services. .

210
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of the consult that they are not providing legal services and that the parties
may want to see outside legal advice. Despite these precautions given the
breadth and ambiguity of many state UPOL rules members of HCECs may
find themselves at odds with state bars.
The potential implications of holding certain consultation activities as
the practice of law are vast although different for attorney and non-attorney
members of the committee. If non-attorney members of the committee are
engaging in the practice of law they may face civil and criminal penalties if
they are investigated by the state bar. As an interim measure state bars may
issue cease and desist letters ust as the Board did in North Carolina State
Board of Dental Examiners v. FTC. Although responding to cease and desist
letters with changes in practice could avoid lengthy investigations and
potential prosecutions it may implicate the smooth functioning of the HCEC
in the process.
POL issues have different implications for attorney members of the
committee with differing impacts depending upon whether the attorney is
barred in the state in which he or she is serving on the HCEC. Attorney
members barred in a different state than they are wor ing in could still be
found to be engaged in the UPOL and could face similar civil and criminal
penalties as non-lawyers. Additionally the UPOL could result in sanctions
or the loss of licensure from the state in which they are barred.
Attorney members barred in the state in which they are performing HCE
consults would not be found to be engaging in the unauthorized POL
however engaging in the practice of law during ethics consultations even if
‘authorized’ raises great potential concerns for attorney members. If ethics
consultations are the practice of law attorneys must determine who is their
client and how to apply rules of professional responsibility such as attorneyclient privilege confidentiality and zealous representation professional
rules that may be at odds with the e pectations and professional rules of the
ethics committee itself. The recently adopted ASBH Code of Ethics
ac nowledges that individuals on an HCEC could hold duties from multiple
professions however under their standards the HCEC duties should hold
paramount during consults. In addition to their role as HCE consultants
some individuals are members of other professions and may be accountable
to different codes of ethics. While engaging in ethics consultation
individuals should adhere to the Code of Ethics and Professional
Responsibilities for Health Care Ethics Consultants. 212 The Code does not
discuss in any further length the difficulties that might arise from crossprofessionalism as the rules from other professions often do not envision
being trumped.213
212

AMERICAN SOCIETY OR BIOETHICS AND HUMANITIES CODE O ETHICS supra note 60.
or e ample the AMA Code of Medical Ethics has several opinions specific to health care ethics
committees. Some mirror the guidance of ASBH such as Opinion .11 1 which states that HCECs
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Navigating competing professional norms may be quite difficult in
practice. or e ample the ASBH rules ac nowledge that there may be times
when a consultant can or should disclose confidential information such as a
potential obligation to share information with healthcare leaders and staff
members 21 the ABA Model Rules of Professional Responsibility state that
attorneys must ma e reasonable efforts to prevent disclosure of client
information.215 These two standards do not create an automatic conflict but
one could foresee situations where a lawyer on an HCEC may
simultaneously be called to disclose information to hospital staff under
HCEC rules but feel the need to prevent disclosure under ABA rules.216
Divergence between ethical norms could also arise when the attorney on
the HCEC is the hospital counsel. or e ample under the ABA Model
Rules it is an attorney’s professional duty to disclose information to a higher
authority in the hospital if the counsel nows that an employee is violating
the law in a way that reasonably might be imputed to the hospital.217 Thus
if information gathered during an ethics consult reveals a potentially illegal
course of action by an employee the professional rules for attorneys may
require disclosure while the HCEC rules advocate against disclosure.218
Although conflicts between the codes are imaginable on their face the
two ethical codes do not automatically invite conflict. This is in large part
due to the very broad nature of the ASBH Code. The aspirational and
e pansive goals of the ASBH code such as be competent and contribute
to the field are hardly open to e tensive disagreement.21 However if the
ASBH code rises to the level of required standards it will li ely require
adaptation for clarity since it is currently unclear how one would follow the

should be educational and advisory. Opinion .115 3 also mirrors the goals of ASBH’s Code to be
competent but goes into further detail. Members should include either individuals with e tensive
formal training and e perience in clinical ethics or individuals who have made a substantial commitment
over several years to gain sufficient nowledge s ills and understanding of the comple ity of clinical
ethics. However others may lead to conflict. or e ample Opinion .11 3 states the functions of the
ethics committee should be confined e clusively to ethical matters. The Code of Medical Ethics of the
AMA is recommended for the guidance of ethics committees in ma ing their own recommendations.
Thus both the AMA Code of Medical Ethics and the ASBH Code of Ethics e plicitly hold that they are
the primary guidance for ethics committees thus leaving physicians on committees with no clear course
of action if and when these rules conflict.
21
ASBH CODE O ETHICS supra note 60 at .
215
MODEL RULES O PRO ’L CONDUCT R.1.6 c 201 .
216
This of course depends upon whether the attorney views the patient or another party in an ethics
consultation as a ‘client’ or how they consider the confidentiality rules to apply in situations where they
view themselves as a third-party neutral.
217
MODEL RULES O PRO ’L CONDUCT R.1.13 b 201 .
218
Id. Section 1.13 b holds that the lawyer does not need to inform an authority figure of the hospital
of the potential breach if it is not necessary in the best interest of the organization. Because maintaining
a functioning HCEC is li ely in the best interest of a hospital one may be able to reasonably argue that
following the confidentiality norms of HCECs is a legitimate course of action. See, e.g. McGuire et al.
supra note 66. This would li ely depend on the potential legal liability for the hospital given the situation.
21
Molewi et al. supra note 120 at 60 Yet this generous support may be due to the fact that the
elements of the code are so general that it is almost impossible to disagree. .
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guidance in certain situations. 220 Portions of a code that don’t actually
prescribe concrete behaviors will need to be amended or authoritatively
interpreted so that they do or they’ll simply fall to disuse. 221
Similar questions of cross-professional duties arise in the conte t of
lawyer-mediators.222 Originally the legal bar did not provide clear specific
guidance on how individuals in this dual role should balance the ethical
duties of the legal and mediation professions.223 This led to confusion and
concern about ethically permissible ways to balance the potentially
conflicting professional norms.22 In 2005 three professional groups from
across disciplines came together to establish cross-professional standards in
the field of mediation. The latest version of the Model Standards of
Conduct for Mediators hereinafter Standards was approved in 2005 by
the American Arbitration Association the ABA and the Association for
Conflict Resolution.225 These Standards provide broad principles regarding
competency confidentiality and other professional norms.
Despite being compiled by cross-professional organizations the
Standards say little about the intersection of professional norms. This
conflict comes up in two ways. irst the standards ac nowledge that other
laws professional rules and agreements between mediating parties may
trump the Standards. 226 Second the Standards discuss the mi ing of
professional norms in this way: The role of a mediator differs substantially
from other professional roles. Mi ing the role of a mediator and the role of
another profession is problematic and thus a mediator should distinguish
between the roles. 227 While this does not address in depth the myriad of
conflicts between professional norms that could arise in the conte t of
mediation it does suggest that as long as a lawyer-mediator ma es clear to
participants that he or she is not providing legal counsel he or she is in the
220

Id. noting the abstract nature of the code see also Tarzian et al. supra note 122 noting that this
version of the code is only a first draft and that the code will li ely need to change in the future Latham
supra note 120 at 55 noting that . . . ethics codes are always being amended and interpreted and they
are commonly amended and interpreted downward from the aspirational heights to the practical
applicable depths. .
221
Id.
222
See generally Michael Moffitt Loyalty, Confidentiality and Attorney-Mediators: Professional
Responsibility in Cross-Profession Practice 1 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 203 1 6 RESOLUTION ON
MEDIATION supra note 1 1 at 2 An important but still partly unresolved question concerning the
ethical rules applicable to lawyers is whether and to what e tent the rules governing the conduct of
lawyers apply to lawyers when they are serving as mediators and not engaged in the practice of law.
urther i f such rules were applied in whole or in part they would raise a host of imponderable issues
for lawyer-mediators including who is the client and how to discharge many of the traditional duties
lawyers owe to clients. .
223
Moffitt supra note 222 at 210.
22
Maureen E. Laflin Preserving the Integrity of Mediation Through the Adoption of Ethical Rules for
Lawyer-Mediators 1 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS PUB. POL Y 7 2000 Moffitt supra note 222
Nolan-Haley supra note 16.
225
AM. ARBITRATION ASSS’N MODEL STANDARDS O CONDUCT OR MEDIATORS supra note 135.
226
Id. at Note on Construction.
227
Id. at Standard VI. A. 5.
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realm of mediation practice. The increasing cross dialogue about
intersecting professional ethics rules for mediators and lawyers helps to
provide guidance for those serving dual roles. or e ample the ABA now
runs a searchable database of ethics opinions regarding mediation that are
lin ed to the Standards.228
The HCEC field has not yet reached this level of cross-professional
guidance. The ASBH Code of Ethics says that its rules should trump any
other professional code in the conte t of consults but this places individuals
in a difficult dilemma when the two codes come into conflict. It is difficult
for an HCE consultant who is also an attorney to determine which code to
adhere to since the legal codes do not generally clearly address nonadversarial settings but the HCEC setting codes are non-binding. 22 It is
unclear what the consequences of brea ing the ASBH Code of Ethics the
code does not discuss the topic but potentially a significant misstep could
result in removal from the committee. However an attorney who fails to
comply with state rules of professional responsibility may be faced with a
suspension or revocation of their license to practice law. aced with such
disparate potential penalties an attorney may feel pressure to follow the
norms of the legal profession over those of the HCEC despite the e plicit
call from the ASBH for the opposite to occur.
Overall practice of law issues raise important concerns for both attorney
and non-attorney members of an HCEC ali e. Non-attorney members face
potential civil and criminal sanctions and attorney members face
complicated professional responsibility questions questions that could
result in professional sanction if not properly adhered to. Guidance is clearly
needed from professional organizations such as the ABA and ASBH similar
to the guidance provided in the mediation setting. Until that time HCECs
should consider what practices potentially implicate POL issues and create
strategies for avoiding the UPOL. or e ample if requesters of ethics
consults seem primarily interested in legal analysis the HCEC can set
policies for referrals to other resources within the hospital system.230
V.

OVERSEEING PRO ESSIONS: ENSURING PUBLIC SA ETY
OR ENSURING A MONOPOLY?

Although the North Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners v.
Federal Trade Commission case invites musings over the specter of
228

National Clearinghouse for Mediator Ethics Opinion http: www.americanbar.org directories
mediator ethics opinion.html.
22
Moffitt supra note 222 at 211 noting that this was also the case in mediation .
230
HESTER SCHON ELD supra note 21 at 35 36 noting that when requesters of ethics consultations
are primarily interested in legal opinions and legal answers to their questions including whether they will
be sued if they pursue a specific course of action they should be referred to clinical ris managers or
legal officers for advice. .
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unauthorized practice of law investigations in HCE consultations the
holding of the case has greater repercussions for the oversight of professions.
The Supreme Court held that in order to have state immunity from antitrust
claims trade regulators such as professional boards must be actively
supervised by the state or not be comprised of active mar et participants.
The ruling may chill investigations into unauthorized practice of
professions at least for the time being. Professional fields across many if
not all states currently utilize active mar et participants as regulators. or
e ample all fifty states have boards of dentistry medicine veterinarians
and lawyers 231 and some regulate practice in areas only recently
characterized as professions such as cosmetology and interior design that
are not as clearly lin ed to public safety.232 A myriad of groups including
those from nursing law veterinary science and psychiatry filed amici
curiae briefs in the case showing the broad reaching scope of this case. In
effect the case imposes significant challenges for regulatory boards not
actively supervised by the state to police the unauthorized practice of the
profession without threat of an antitrust claim. Each profession and
regulatory body may respond to the ruling variably. Some may shy away
from any actions that would appear to be anticompetitive. Others may
choose to rearrange the decision-ma ing to be actively supervised by the
state in order to maintain immunity ust as North Carolina’s strategy in
proposed legislation.233
The legal profession regulated through state bars is one of the primary
fields that will have to struggle with the consequences of the case. State bars
are well nown for their investigations into UPOL violations and have often
been criticized for underta ing these investigations for economic gain rather
than to protect public well-being the same situation as the NC Board of
Dental E aminers faced.23 Given the vested interested that many state bars
had in the case it is li ely that they are now reevaluating their UPOL
investigations and state oversight in order to avoid antitrust investigations.
or HCEC members this means that it is less li ely that a state bar will
launch an investigation into their practices. One could argue that these types
of investigations were unli ely before as well given that ethics consultants
are hardly ta ing an economic mar et away from other practicing attorneys
in the state although investigations could still be brought under concerns for
the public. After all the closer the activity of concern moves towards
threatening the health or well-being of the public the less li ely it may be to
raise alarm bells of mar et control.
231

Brief for Am. Dental Ass n et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 5 North Carolina Bd. of
Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 2013 No. 13-53 .
232
Brief of Legal oom.com Inc. North Carolina Bd. of Dental E am rs v. .T.C. 135 S.Ct. 1101 U.S.
2015 .
233
See supra Part IV.C.
23
See supra Part I.
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The decreased li elihood of an UPOL investigation however does not
diminish the importance of this issue for HCECs and their members.
Although state bar initiated investigations may be tinged with economic
motivations the underlying rationale for UPOL statutes remains:
Individuals who are providing legal services should be competent to do so
or the public may be harmed. Given that the very first principle in the ASBH
Code of Ethics is to be competent HCEC members should seriously
consider bounds of the practice of law and reflect on the implications for
competency even without the active threat of investigation by the state bar.
VI.

CONCLUSION

A finding that health care ethics consultations can implicate practice of
law issues may be a startling conclusion for members of HCECs and
hospitals that rely on the ethics support of the committees ali e. However
this article does not raise this issue in order to paralyze the system. Overall
ethics consultations provide important and essential services to hospitals
across the country. However given the increasing professionalization of the
field and the interdisciplinary nature of HCECs it is clear that further
guidance is needed for consultants regarding professional boundaries. This
uncture presents an opportunity for professional societies in both fields to
provide guidance ust as was done in the field of mediation. Such guidance
will allow ethics consultants to competently perform services without the
potential threat of sanction.
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Pre-Drilling Groundwater Quality Testing and the
Rebuttable Presumption of Liability
MA INE R. SEGARNIC
I.

ABSTRACT

In order to protect groundwater supplies in the face of increasing
domestic oil and gas development state laws prompt oil and gas companies
to perform pre-drilling groundwater quality testing or baseline testing.
Baseline testing is required either through specific baseline testing
standards through a statutory presumption of liability or both. This note
assesses the use of the statutory presumption which has been criticized as
unwarranted in the conte t of oil and gas. However those discussions
narrowly frame the issue in terms of contamination ris s from hydraulic
fracturing technically defined as opposed to ris s associated with the entire
oil and gas e traction and production process. This note e pands the
discussion by loo ing at the rebuttable presumption in this broader light and
adds to the discussion through an analysis of relevant legislative history and
udicial opinion. It concludes that the statutory rebuttable presumption
should be employed alongside prescriptive groundwater testing
requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

Domestic production of shale formations increased dramatically over
the past decade.1 Shale formations are commonly called unconventional
formations because natural gas and oil is trapped in roc formations with
very low permeability compared to conventional formations with high
permeability and increased accessibility.2 The ability to produce gas from
these previously inaccessible unconventional gas formations is a result of
rising natural gas prices ta enhancements and advances in hydraulic
fracturing technology. 3 Hydraulic fracturing specifically high volume
slic water hydraulic fracturing is the process of creating fractures in
underground roc formations by pumping in highly pressurized fluids and
is used to increase the flow of natural gas or oil through the well.5
Hydraulic fracturing is a single stage in the production of an oil or gas
well. 6 However the public and media often incorrectly use the term
hydraulic fracturing 7 when referring to the entire oil and gas e ploration
and production process.8 Although much of the e pansion in natural gas
development across the United States might not e ist if not for hydraulic

1
U.S. ENERGY IN O. ADMIN. ANNUAL ENERGY OUTLOO 201
201
available at
http: www.eia.gov forecasts aeo e ecutive summary.cfm see, e.g. HALLIBURTON U.S. SHALE GAS 1
2008 http: www.halliburton.com public solutions contents shale related docs H063771.pdf indicating that not until 1 5 was the hydraulic fracturing technology available that successfully brought in
the gas at commercial rates. .
2
NAT’L ENERGY TECH. LAB. U.S. DEP’T O ENERGY MODERN SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES: AN UPDATE 2013
hereinafter SHALE GAS UPDATE
available at
https: www.netl.doe.gov ile 20Library Research Oil-Gas shale-gas-primer-update-2013.pdf.
3
Id. at 11.
Slic water fracturing is the type of hydraulic fracturing used in shale formations and is the type
of fracturing that has attracted the most attention in media environmental organizations politicians
academics et cetera. Hannah Wiseman Fracturing Regulation Applied 22 DU E ENVTL. L. POL’Y
. 361 36 2012 PA. DEP’T O ENVTL. PROT. HYDRAULIC RACTURING OVERVIEW 2010
hereinafter HYDRAULIC RACTURING OVERVIEW available at http: files.dep.state.pa.us OilGas BOGM BOGMPortal iles MarcellusShale DEP 20 racing 20overview.pdf.
5
NAT’L ENERGY TECH. LAB. U.S. DEP’T O ENERGY MODERN SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES: A PRIMER
200
hereinafter SHALE GAS PRIMER
available at
http: energy.gov sites prod files 2013 03 f0 ShaleGasPrimer Online -200 .pdf.
6
Wiseman supra note at 362 In most cases developing a shale well requires construction of
a well pad . . . drilling and casing the well often using horizontal drilling techniques . . . punching holes
in small segments of the well far beneath the surface . . . and pumping a solution of water and chemicals
down the well at high pressure. see also SHALE GAS UPDATE supra note 2 at 7 51 describing shale
gas development technology and the stages of production therein .
7
The term hydraulic fracturing is synonymous with fracing frac ing hydrofrac ing as
well as other similar variations. While frac ing is the most common shorthand used by the media and
public professionals wor ing in industry and oil and gas law traditionally use fracing. See Wiseman
supra note
at 361 eith B. Hall Recent Developments in Hydraulic Fracturing Regulation and
Litigation 2 J. Land Use
Envtl. L. 2 201
available at http: digitalcommons.law.lsu.edufaculty scholarship 12 .
8
eith B. Hall Hydraulic Fracturing and the Baseline Testing of Groundwater 8 U. RICH. L.
REV. 857 867 201 .
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fracturing technology it is important to recognize the distinction.
Hydraulic fracturing is only a single phase of the multi-stage e ploration and
development process for an oil and gas well.10
Technically defined it is not necessarily hydraulic fracturing that has
had a ma or role in groundwater contamination but rather the processes
associated with the entire lifecycle of oil and gas e ploration and
development.11 A prominent groundwater quality study found no evidence
of the contamination of private drin ing water wells near active drilling sites
from formation brine i.e. naturally occurring saltwater within shale
formations or fracturing fluids.12 However this is not to say that there are
not significant impacts on groundwater and surface water as a result of oil
and gas development. On the contrary incidences of groundwater
contamination associated with oil and gas development have been attributed
to surface discharges of wastewater faulty well construction leading to
lea ing well casings well blow-outs caused by loss of well pressure and
fluid migration through improperly abandoned production wells. 13 A
company’s responsibility for activities during the entire oil and gas
e ploration and production lifecycle must be considered when evaluating
and forming substantive laws that reduce environmental impacts.1
Over the past decade numerous private landowners across the country
have brought lawsuits against oil and gas companies in which landowners
alleged that oil and gas activities contaminated their drin ing water wells.15
Appro imately ninety percent of all new gas wells undergo hydraulic fracturing. See Wiseman
supra note at 36 see also Ben Casselman Russell Gold Drilling Tactic Unleashes a Trove of
Natural Gas—And a Backlash WALL ST. J. Jan. 21 2010 at A1 available at
http: www.uppermon.org news Other WSJ-Bac lash-21Jan10.html.
10
Hannah J. Wiseman Risk and Response in Fracturing Policy 8 U. COLO. L. REV. 72 736
2013 Yet in ection represents only a small part of a multi-stage well development process and this
narrow focus on hydraulic fracturing is unproductive. . or a detailed e planation of the multiple
steps in developing a hydraulically fractured well see SHALE GAS PRIMER supra note 5 at 5861.
11
Id. at 736.
12
Stephen G. Osborn et al. Methane Contamination of Drinking Water Accompanying Gas-Well
Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing 108 PROC. NAT L ACAD. SCI. 8172 8175 2011 .
13
U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY EVALUATION O IMPACTS TO UNDERGROUND SOURCES O
DRIN ING WATER BY HYDRAULIC RACTURING O COALBED METHANE RESERVOIRS at ES6-ES June
200
available at http: www.epa.gov OGWDW uic pdfs cbmstudy attach uic ch0 hyd frac
fluids.pdf hereinafter EPA 200 Claudio Brufatto et al. From Mud to Cement-Building Gas Wells 15
OIL IELD REV. 62 63 6 2003 describing ris s from failure to isolate the hydrocarbon sources from
the well bore during or after well production and the resulting possibility of methane migration .
1
Wiseman supra note 10 at 736 Investigating the more complete life cycle of a drilled and
fractured well reveals certain ris s that have received insufficient attention such as potential surface or
underground water contamination . . . . .
15
See e.g. Maring v. John Nalbone Jr. No. 1200 001
N.Y. Sup. Ct. Aug. 27 200
iorentino v. Cabot Oil Gas Corp. No. 3:0 -cv- 0228 M.D. Pa. Nov. 1 200 also nown as Ely
v. Cabot Oil Corp. et al. Tuc er v. Southwestern Energy Co. 1:11-cv- -DPM No. 1:11-cv- 5DPM 2012 BL 3
E.D. Ar . eb. 17 2012 Hallowich v. Range Res. Corp. No. 2010-3 5 Pa. Ct.
Com. Pl. March 20 2013 Roth v. Cabot Oil and Gas Corp. 287 .R.D. 2 3 M.D. Pa. October 15
2012 hereinafter Roth v. Cabot Oil and Gas Corp. Berish v. Southwestern Energy Prod. 763 . Supp.
2d 702 M.D. Pa. 2011 . or an annotated list of litigation involving oil and gas development and
hydraulic fracturing of oil and gas wells in the United States see BARCLAY R. NICHOLSON ANALYSIS
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However the plaintiffs in these cases struggled to support their negligence
claims because they lac ed sufficient evidence showing that the defendant
caused the contamination.16 This evidentiary deficit largely e ists because
groundwater quality is not uniformly tested prior to the initiation of oil and
gas activities on a property which ma es it difficult for plaintiffs to
demonstrate that the contamination was present only after the drilling of a
new oil and gas well.17
Determining the cause of groundwater contamination is complicated by
the multitude of possible natural and human impacts. 18 In response
conducting pre-drilling groundwater testing or baseline testing creates a
before and after understanding of water quality to allow scientists to
identify the e tent and type of contaminants released.1 This information
can be used to either defend the oil and gas company in instances where it is
not responsible for contaminating a groundwater supply or to assist
landowners in instances where the company is responsible.20
There are two main approaches that states employ to prompt oil and gas
companies to perform groundwater quality testing prior to initiating drilling
activities. The first approach is to require oil and gas companies to use
specific prescriptive baseline testing practices to monitor groundwater in
certain circumstances. 21 Such laws vary among states but essentially
require oil and gas well operators to sample and report on specified
characteristics of a defined number of groundwater wells within a specified
radial distance of a proposed oil and gas well.22 In contrast the second and
less common approach that states employ is a statutory presumption of
liability. A statutory presumption is a legislatively required inference that

O LITIGATION INVOLVING
ULBRIGHT ANALYSIS .

SHALE

HYDRAULIC RACTURING 201

hereinafter NORTON ROSE

16
Hall supra note 8 at 858 Jeffery C. ing et al. Factual Causation: The Missing Link in
Hydraulic Fracture-Groundwater Contamination Litigation 22 DU E ENVTL. L. POL’Y . 3 1 3 2
2012 e plaining that no landowner’s alleged groundwater contamination claim has succeeded in part
because of the lac of sufficient causation evidence to survive a motion for directed verdict Hannah J.
Wiseman Hydraulic Fracturing and Information Forcing 7 OHIO ST. L.J. URTHERMORE 86 88 2013
Baseline data on contamination will also provide needed evidence for the courts where damages
caused by oil and gas drilling have been difficult to prove so far. see e.g. NORTON ROSE ULBRIGHT
ANALYSIS supra note 15 showing no cases where a plaintiff succeeded in a groundwater contamination
claim against an oil and gas company .
17
Hall supra note 8 at 858.
18
Hall supra note 8 at 857 58 Wiseman supra note 16 at 86 88.
1
Scientific analyses such as the use of isotopic monitoring help to measure substances such as
methane that e ists both naturally and as a result of oil and gas development. This can reduce uncertainty
over whether increased methane concentrations were caused by oil and gas development or other
methane-releasing sources. See e.g. Osborn supra note 12 at 8173 8175.
20
Wiseman supra note 16 at 88.
21
or a detailed e planation and comparison of state-by-state baseline testing requirements see
Hall supra note 8 at 18 28.
22
See id.
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the fact-finder must ma e when a certain undisputed fact e ists .23 In this
conte t the statute presumes that an oil and gas company caused any
groundwater contamination found in a landowner’s well within a specified
timeframe and geographic distance from an oil and gas well.2 The company
can rebut the presumption of liability based on a specified list of defenses
that states have available in their respective statutes. 25 This standard is
therefore called a rebuttable presumption.
To date there is one published article that thoroughly evaluates the
structure and merits of state baseline testing laws. In that article eith Hall
concluded that the rebuttable presumption was not an appropriate standard
because hydraulic fracturing rarely causes contamination referring to the
narrow and technical definition of hydraulic fracturing. 26 In contrast to
Hall’s analysis this note assesses whether the rebuttable presumption is an
appropriate legal tool to prompt baseline testing in light of the ris s
associated with the entire oil and gas development process. This article
posits that the lens Hall and others27 used to draw such a conclusion was
inappropriately focused on the narrow meaning of hydraulic fracturing to
support the argument that stringent oil and gas regulations are unnecessary.
Instead this article builds on Hall’s analysis of state baseline testing
requirements through a broader scope one that incorporates all
contaminating activities associated with a company’s oil and gas e traction
process to assess whether the rebuttable presumption of liability is
appropriate in the conte t of oil and gas law. In particular this article
analyzes private landowner lawsuits and legislative history to understand
arguments for and against the rebuttable presumption as a means to prompt
pre-drilling groundwater testing.
In Section III this article provides bac ground on pre-drilling
groundwater quality testing the legal framewor and relevant literature in
the field. In Section IV this article e amines the strengths and wea nesses
of the rebuttable presumption in terms of udicial opinions legislative
history and landowner litigation alleging water contamination from oil and
gas activity. Section IV ends by e plaining why the rebuttable presumption
is necessary for states with significant oil and gas activities. It argues that
states should adopt the rebuttable presumption to protect landowners’
23
Butts v. Southwestern Energy Prod. Co. 201 WL 3 53155 at 5 M.D. Pa. 201
The Court
found that 3218 c created a ‘statutory presumption’ of causation citing Roth v. Cabot Oil and Gas
Corp. No. 3:12-cv-008 8 M.D. Pa. May 1 2012 .
2
See 58 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. 3218 2013 58 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. 3218 c 2013 W.
VA. CODE ANN. 22-6A-18 2013 ; see also Hall supra note 8 at 877 the statutory presumption of
liability that Hall describes is synonymous with the evidentiary presumption of liability WILLIAM
CRANCH ET AL. RESPONDING TO LANDOWNER COMPLAINTS O WATER CONTAMINATION ROM OIL
hereinafter HARVARD LAW BEST PRACTICES .
AND GAS ACTIVITIES: BEST PRACTICES 17 201
25
58 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. 3218 2013 W. VA. CODE ANN. 22-6A-18 West 2013 .
26
Hall supra note 8 at 88 .
27
See e.g. ing et al. supra note 16 at 360 discussing the causal connection between hydraulic
fracturing and groundwater contamination in lawsuits against drilling companies .
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groundwater supplies from the full range of ris -bearing activities for which
oil and gas companies are responsible.
III.

BAC GROUND

A. Groundwater Quality Impacts from Oil and Gas Development
As a result of the shale revolution in the United States oil production
rates have nearly doubled from five to nine million barrels per day over the
past si years. 28 Shale development is termed unconventional 2
development because it employs new technologies such as horizontal
drilling where wells are drilled straight down and then laterally
underground and in ects more water and chemicals 30 and water than
conventional oil and gas development. 31 There are environmental ris s
posed by conventional and unconventional operations although public
concern over water contamination has largely focused on unconventional
development using hydraulic fracturing.32
As hydraulic fracturing technologies have allowed more wells to be
drilled in new formations this e pansion has led to an increased range of
impacts to groundwater quality before after or irrespective of the hydraulic
fracturing of a well.33 Pollutants can reach groundwater through several ey
pathways: methane gas can lea from improperly constructed gas wells3 or
through natural conductive pathways into shallow aquifers 35 drilling fluids
28
Joe Nocera Op-Ed Shale and the Falling Price of Oil N.Y. TIMES Dec. 22 201
http: www.nytimes.com 201 12 23 opinion oe-nocera-shale-and-the-falling-price-of-oil.html? r 0.
2
or a detailed description of the difference between conventional and unconventional formations
see SHALE GAS PRIMER supra note 5 at 15 John A. Harper The Marcellus Shale—An Old “New” Gas
Reservoir in Pennsylvania 38 PENN. GEOLOGY 2 11 2008 .
30
STA O COMM. ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE 112TH CONG. CHEMICALS USED IN HYDRAULIC
RACTURING 1 2011 .
31
Wiseman supra note 10 at 7 .
32
Jennifer S. Har ness et al. Iodide, Bromide, and Ammonium in Hydraulic Fracturing and Oil
and Gas Wastewaters: Environmental Implications ENVTL. SCI. TECH. 2015 finding no difference
in concentrations of oil and gas wastewater origination from hydraulic fracturing and conventional oil
and gas operations .
33
Wiseman supra note at 36 .
3
Osborn supra note 12 at 8175 Robert. B. Jac son et al. Increased Stray Gas Abundance in a
Subset of Drinking Water Wells near Marcellus Shale Gas Extraction 110 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI.
11250 2013 finding that distance to gas wells was a significant factor for homeowners with drin ing
water contaminated by stray methane gas and that improper well construction was the li ely cause
Richard J. Davies et al. Oil and Gas Wells and Their Integrity: Implications for Shale and
Unconventional Resource Exploration 56 MARINE AND PETROLEUM GEOLOGY 23 201 finding that
6.3 of Marcellus Shale wells inspected between 2005 and 2013 had been reported for well barrier or
integrity failure violations Anthony R. Ingraffea et al. Assessment and Risk Analysis of Casing and
Cement Impairment in Oil and Gas Wells in Pennsylvania, 2000-2012 111 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI.
10 55 2013 assessing more than 1 000 conventional and unconventional wells and finding that
structural integrity of casing and cement in oil and gas wells is a possible mechanism of methane
migration .
35
Avner Vengosh et al. A Critical Review of the Risks to Water Resources from Unconventional
Shale Gas Development and Hydraulic Fracturing in the United States 8 ENVTL. SCI. TECH. 833
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or wastewater can spill on the surface of well pads or be improperly disposed
in streams and rivers that contact low shallow aquifers 36 and wastewater can
lea from surface impoundments into low lying aquifers.37 It is important
to eep in mind the ris s associated with the complete life cycle of a drilled
and fractured well because the potential for groundwater contamination
does not come solely from the hydraulic fracturing process.38
In order to fully understand the type and e tent of ris s groundwater
quality data is needed before drilling and fracturing activities ta e place.
Other contaminating activities have preceded current hydraulic fracturing
production activities and adequate baseline data helps scientists parse out
the difference between new and previously e isting contamination.3
B. Legal Framework of the Rebuttable Presumption for Oil and Gas
Activities
Although portions of the ma or environmental and public health laws
apply to conventional and unconventional oil and gas development the
ma ority of these laws also contain e emptions or limitations in regulatory
coverage. 0 In particular the Energy Policy Act of 2005 amended the Safe
Drin ing Water Act the federal statute that oversees groundwater
protection to e empt oil and gas development utilizing hydraulic
fracturing 1 from its programs and regulatory actions. 2 As such state
agencies implement requirements governing many oil and gas development
activities and also implement and enforce federal requirements with the
approval and oversight of the United States Environmental Protection
201 Nathanial R. Warner et al. Geochemical Evidence for Possible Natural Migration of Marcellus
Formation Brine to Shallow Aquifers in Pennsylvania 10 Proc. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 11 61 2012 .
36
Vengosh et al. supra note 35 at 833 discussing contamination of shallow groundwater from
spills lea s and or disposal of shale gas wastewater Daniel J Rozell
Sheldon J. Reaven Water
Pollution Risk Associated with Natural Gas Extraction from the Marcellus Shale RIS ANALYSIS 1
2011 Victor M. Heilweil et al. A Stream-Based Methane Monitoring Approach for Evaluating
Groundwater Impacts Associated with Unconventional Gas Development 51 GROUNDWATER 511
2013 describing a manner in which to study impacts on groundwater quality from a gaining stream
which is a stream that emerges above the ground but is part of a subsurface water table .
37
Rozel Reaven supra note 36 Terry W. Roberson Environmental Concerns of Hydraulically
Fracturing a Natural Gas Well 32 UTAH ENVTL. L. REV. 67 2012 .
38
Wiseman supra note 10 at 736 calling for a reform of the debate in light of entire life cycle of
a well .
3
Wiseman supra note 16 at 88 see, e.g. Harper supra note 2 at 2 3 illustrating the differences
between oil and new gas drilling in the Marcellus Shale region .
0
See U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY O ICE UNCONVENTIONAL OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT
EY ENVIRONMENTAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS GAO-12-87 2012 for a discussion of
the environmental and public health laws with e emptions or limitations in coverage for oil and gas
activities.
1
Specifically underground in ection of fluids pursuant to hydraulic fracturing operations related
to oil or gas . . . production activities is e empt unless diesel fuels are in ected as part of the hydraulic
fracturing fluids. 2 U.S.C. 300h d Prohibition of Unauthorized In ection 0 C. .R. 1 .11
2011 .
2
Energy Policy Act of 2005 2 U.S.C. 15801-322 2005 .
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Agency EPA . 3 The resulting state legal framewor s create a patchwor
of laws with varying scope and severity.
One strategy appearing across several state regulatory framewor s is a
legal framewor prompting pre-drilling groundwater testing.
This
framewor includes prescriptive statutory requirements or a presumption of
liability or both the ma ority of states that address pre-drilling groundwater
quality monitoring do so by directly requiring specific baseline testing
practices 5 whereas only Pennsylvania and West Virginia states use ust a
presumption of liability to prompt baseline testing. 6 Illinois and North
Carolina also have presumptions of liability in place adopted in addition to
prescriptive baseline testing requirements. 7
Statutes or urisprudence can create a presumption of liability but all are
statutorily created in the conte t of oil and gas development. 8 These
statutory presumptions incentivize pre-drilling testing of groundwater
quality by presuming that the oil and gas developer or operator caused any
groundwater contamination identified within certain period of time and
within a certain radial distance of oil and gas operations. The statutory
presumption of liability is a conclusion of fact that the factfinder must accept
if the predicate fact that there is contamination present is proven and the
presumption is not rebutted with factual evidence. In other words if
contamination proven to e ist in a specific groundwater supply the
factfinder must find that the oil and gas company is liable unless the
company successfully rebuts the fact through one of the defenses listed in
the relevant state statutes.50
In most civil cases the burden of production and burden of persuasion
collectively called the burden of proof is placed on the plaintiff.51 However
the statutory presumption shifts the burden of proof to the defendant the
company against whom contamination is alleged.52 The presumption shifts
the burden of production by requiring the company to present rebuttal
3

Id. at 7.
Hall supra note 8 at 872.
5
See Hall supra note 8 at 18 28 providing a summary of states that directly require baseline
testing include Colorado Ohio Illinois North Carolina and Wyoming supra note 2 at 15 16.
6
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 2013 W. VA. CODE 22-6A-18 2013 .
7
225 ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-83 85 2015 .
8
See Hall supra note 8 at 87 81 describing the presumptions in place in WV PA IL and NC
all of which are created by statute
eith B. Hall Evidentiary Presumptions 72 TUL. L. REV. 1321 1325
1 8 discussing the presumption rule adopted into Louisiana Code of Evidence but is informative as
to the mechanisms of evidentiary presumptions generally .
Hall supra note 8 at 877 Hall supra note 8 at 1321.
50
Available rebuttals are listed in the state laws and in include for e ample if the landowner
refused to allow the company to perform pre-drilling testing or if the pollution occurred after the
presumptive timeframe or geographic scope. See e.g. 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 2013 Hall supra
note 8 at 877.
51
Hall supra note 8 at 132 .
52
Butts v. Southwestern Energy Prod. Co. 201 WL 3 53155 No. 3:12-cv-01330 at 7 M.D. Pa.
2012 The statutory presumption in 3218 c i places responsibility on the well operator for pollution
of a water supply under certain circumstances. .
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evidence and shifts the burden of persuasion by requiring evidence that
sufficiently persuades the factfinder that the presumed fact that the
company caused the contamination is not true.53
In Pennsylvania the standard is different for conventional and
unconventional operations.5
or e ample an operator of a conventional
well is presumed responsible for pollution of a water supply found within
1 000 feet of a wellhead within si months after completion of drilling the
well 55 whereas the operator of an unconventional well is presumed
responsible for contamination within 2 500 feet of the vertical portion56 of a
well bore within twelve months after completion drilling stimulation or
alteration activities.57 Notably the presumption for unconventional wells is
more protective of the environment because it increases the length of time
and distance for which a well operator could be found liable. The statute in
Pennsylvania included a rebuttable presumption in the original version
signed into law in 1 8 but in 2012 the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives passed House Bill 1 50 to amend the statute and e tend the
presumption for unconventional wells.58
The only other state employing a rebuttable presumption as the sole
means with which to prompt pre-drilling testing is West Virginia. The law
in West Virginia presumes that the drilling and the oil or gas well or either
was the pro imate cause of the contamination identified within 1 500 feet
of the center of the well pad for a horizontal well within si months of
drilling or alteration activities.5
In contrast both North Carolina and Illinois utilize a rebuttable
presumption and prescriptive baseline testing requirements in unison. North
Carolina requires that an oil and gas developer or operator is presumed
responsible for contamination within one-half mile of a wellhead but does
not establish a timeframe within which the contamination must be
discovered. 60 Similarly Illinois requires that any person that has
conducted high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations is
presumed liable for pollution found within 1 500 feet of the well site within
53

Hall supra note 8 at 1323.
An oil or gas well that is hydraulically fractured is typically an unconventional well. See SHALE
GAS PRIMER supra note 5 for a discussion of conventional versus unconventional formations.
55
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 c 1 Note that hydraulic fracturing is a type of well completion.
AM. PETROLEUM INST. HYDRAULIC RACTURING OPERATIONS WELL CONSTRUCTION AND INTEGRITY
GUIDELINES 200
The last cycle of the well construction is well completion which can include
perforating and hydraulic fracturing or other stimulation techniques depending on the well type. .
56
Hydraulically fractured wells often undergo horizontal drilling as described in SHALE GAS
PRIMER supra note 6, at 5. However it is the vertical portion that Pennsylvania uses as the central
point of measurement for distance of contamination.
57
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 c 2 2013 .
58
Oil and Gas Act 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 601.208 2012 current version creating a rebuttable
presumption of liability on the well operator for all oil and gas wells where the pollution was found
within 1 000 feet of a well within si months of well drilling completion or alteration.
5
W. VA. CODE 22-6A-18 b - c 2011 .
60
N.C. GEN. STAT. 113 21 a 2015 .
5
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thirty months after the completion of the high volume horizontal hydraulic
fracturing operations.61
There are distinct variations between the statutory presumptions in each
of these four states. or e ample Illinois and West Virginia limit their
statutory presumption to wells that have undergone horizontal drilling 62
whereas the Pennsylvania and North Carolina laws include all oil and gas
wells.63 Another distinction is that the language in Illinois’s statute defines
the geographic limitation as starting from the well site whereas North
Carolina and Pennsylvania for unconventional wells only measure from
the wellhead or wellbore.6 West Virginia measures from the center of the
well pad.65 Well site or well pad are broad terms that arguably e tend
the statutory application to the boundaries of the entire area owned or
operated by the oil and gas company.66 On the other hand the wellhead
or wellbore is a precise location on the well pad where the production well
is controlled at the surface of the earth from the vertical portion of a well.67
A wellbore may fall in various locations across a well pad and thus would
affect the distance of presumed liability covered in the statute.68
Another variation between states is in the term used to refer to the oil
and gas company variations of which include well operator
person
conducting high volume horizontal hydraulic fracturing and oil or gas
developer. However this variation is not of ma or consequence because
the company that owns the well would li ely retain liability for any
contracted third parties. Nonetheless the comparative difference between
the statutes’ distances timeframes and other aspects illustrate the patchwor
of possible presumed liabilities that companies and landowners must
understand prior to drilling.
An oil and gas company can rebut the presumption in each state by
demonstrating one of the following: 1 that the contamination was beyond
the specified distance or timeframe 2 that it occurred as the result of
something other than the company’s activities or 3 that it e isted prior to
61

ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-85 2013 .
ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-85 b 2013 including only high volume horizontal hydraulic
fracturing operations W. VA. CODE 22-6A-18 b 2011 including all horizontal wells .
63
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 c 1 2013 including oil or gas wells generally and includes
heightened restrictions for unconventional wells N.C. GEN. STAT. 113 21 a 2015 including oil
and gas operations generally .
6
ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-85 b 1 2013
. . . within 1 5000 feet of the well site. emphasis
added N.C. GEN. STAT. 113- 21 a 2015 within a one-half mile radius of a wellhead. emphasis
added 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 c 2 2013
. . . within 2 000 feet of . . . the vertical well bore.
emphasis added .
65
W. VA. CODE 22-6A-18 b 2011 .
66
A well pad is the entire drilling site usually constructed with a gravel or asphalt surface
depending on the duration of the drilling. SCHLUMBERGER OIL IELD GLOSSARY PAD available at
http: glossary.oilfield.slb.com en Terms p pad.asp last visited April 3 2015 .
67
The wellbore is the drilled hole. SCHLUMBERGER OIL IELD GLOSSARY WELLBORE available at
http: glossary.oilfield.slb.com en Terms p pad.asp last visited April 3 2015 .
68
SHALE GAS UPDATE supra note 2 at 51 52.
62
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the commencement of drilling activities as evidenced by a pre-drilling water
well test. 6 North Carolina Pennsylvania and West Virginia law also
include a fourth rebuttal for when a landowner refused to allow the oil and
gas company access to conduct a pre-drilling test however Illinois does not
include this rebuttal in the statute.70 The burden of proof and standard for the
rebuttal also varies state-by-state. Illinois requires operators to
affirmatively prove by clear and convincing evidence 71 North Carolina
and West Virginia require operators to prove by preponderance of the
evidence 72 and Pennsylvania requires operators to affirmatively prove
their defense.73 Oil and gas companies and landowners must be familiar
with these variations in order to protect their interests.
C. Existing Assessments of State Groundwater Monitoring Requirements
There is a great deal of secondary source literature covering the
environmental impacts from conventional and unconventional oil and gas
development 7 as well as the legal framewor s at the state and federal
level.75 However the literature focusing specifically on groundwater testing
requirements is less prevalent.
The first article on point Factual Causation: The Missing Link in
Hydraulic Fracture-Groundwater Contamination Litigation, published in
2012 by Jeffrey ing discussed the need for plaintiffs to establish a causal
connection between hydraulic fracturing and groundwater contamination in
lawsuits against drilling companies.76 Although fi ated on the impact of
hydraulic fracturing as opposed to all oil and gas development activities
the article discussed private landowner lawsuits filed against oil and gas
companies and the failure of their claims due in part to the lac of evidence

6
225 ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-85 c 2015 N.C. GEN. STAT. 113- 21 a1 2015 58 PA. CONS.
STAT. 3218d 2015 W. VA. CODE ANN. 22-6A-18 c 2011 .
70
N.C. GEN. STAT. 113- 21 a1 2 2015 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 d 2015 W. VA. CODE
ANN. 22-6A-18 c 2011 .
71
225 ILL. COMP. STAT. 732 1-85 c 2015 .
72
N.C. GEN. STAT. 113- 21 a1 2015 W. VA. CODE ANN. 22-6A-18 c 2011 .
73
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 d 2015 .
7
See, e.g. Hannah Wiseman Untested Waters: The Rise of Hydraulic Fracturing in Oil and Gas
Production and the Need to Revisit Regulation 20 ORDHAM ENVTL. L. REV. 115 200 Roberson
supra note 37 MARY TIEMANN ET AL. CONG. RESEARCH SERV. R 2333 MARCELLUS SHALE GAS:
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL AND WATER MANAGEMENT ISSUES AND LAWS 2012 Wiseman supra note
Wiseman supra note 10 Ross H. Pifer What a Short, Strange Trip It’s Been: Moving Forward After
Five Years of Marcellus Shale Development 72 U. PITT. L. REV. 615 2011 .
75
William J. Brady James P. Crannell Hydraulic Fracturing Regulation in the United States:
The Laissez-Faire Approach of the Federal Government and Varying State Regulations 1 VT. J. ENVTL.
L. 3 2012 Christopher S. ulander Shale Oil and Gas State Regulatory Issues and Trends 63 CASE
W. RES. L. REV. 1101 2013 Angela C. Cupas The Not-So-Safe Safe Drinking Water Act: Why We Must
Regulate Hydraulic Fracturing at the Federal Level 33 WM. MARY ENVTL. L. POL’Y REV. 605
200 .
76
ing supra note 16 at 3 1.
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to demonstrate causality.77 The article ustified this conclusion based on the
safe use of fracture stimulation 78 and spent a significant portion of its
discussion demonstrating that there is no evidence that hydraulic fracturing
contaminates groundwater. 7
ing did not analyze plaintiffs’ contamination claims or the lac of
supporting evidence in terms of the ris s from entire oil and gas
development process.80 In contrast to that paper Section IV of this article
discusses landowner civil suits that allege groundwater contamination. The
discussion e plains that the lac of evidence indicating groundwater
contamination does not result from a lac of ris in oil and gas development
activities but rather from insufficient data to establish the e tent of such
ris s. Of course even with pre-drilling baseline testing determining the
cause of contamination could still be difficult due to the other possible
causes of contamination limitations in groundwater sampling technologies
and cost limitations. That said baseline data is necessary to move this issue
in the right direction.
A second article pertinent in the discussion is by Hannah Wiseman who
is well published in the area of oil and gas law and environmental impacts.81
In 2013 Wiseman published Hydraulic Fracturing & Information Forcing
where she called for improved baseline data on groundwater contamination
to allow scientists to isolate the cause of contamination provide needed
evidence in the courts and help agencies understand the ris s and implement
more protective regulations.82 Wiseman also discussed the importance of
understanding the difference between pre-e isting groundwater
contamination and contamination caused by recent development activities.83
Wiseman discussed broad-scale surveys from the United States Geological
Survey USGS that collected baseline groundwater data across multiple
regions of the United States but these broad studies were largely not
localized enough to be helpful for the individual landowner.8 Wiseman also
recognized that such efforts would not yield perfect information because
many substances released during oil and gas activities may not be tested
across all studies due to limited time and costs.85
inally Wiseman discussed state level baseline testing requirements
and considered them insufficient due to the lac of uniformity state-by-state
thus yielding inconsistent assistance to landowners see ing recovery of
77

Id. at 3 .
Id.
7
Id. at 350.
80
Id. at 3 .
81
See, e.g. Wiseman supra note
supra note 7 .
82
Wiseman supra note 16 at 88.
83
Id. at 0 1.
84
Id.
85
Id. at 1.
78

Wiseman supra note 10 Wiseman supra note 16 Wiseman
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damages.86 In that discussion Wiseman briefly e plained the mechanics of
the rebuttable presumption in Pennsylvania and West Virginia although her
only interpretation of the rebuttable presumption was that it incentiviz es
very careful baseline testing near the proposed oil or gas well site. 87 She
also called state prescriptive baseline testing requirements an important
start but stated that the laws are not comprehensive because of state-bystate variation in constituents tested and laboratory testing methodologies.88
eith Hall also e plored the difficulty of establishing the cause of
groundwater contamination in his 2013 article Hydraulic Fracturing
Contamination Claims: Problems of Proof.8 or e ample Hall discussed
the challenges in collecting groundwater samples including the difficulty in
isolating other types of human activities that can contribute to
contamination which is complicated in part because multiple entities over
time could have engaged in the types of activity that can cause
contamination. 0 He highlighted the importance of before and after
comparison of water quality and described the mechanics of state level
baseline testing requirements in Colorado as well as the mechanics of the
rebuttable presumption in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. 1 However his
discussion was narrowed to whether hydraulic fracturing has caused
contamination in specific circumstances. 2
In that article Hall’s discussion of the rebuttable presumption and
baseline testing was limited to restating the statute. He also stated that that
the presumption in Pennsylvania may create an irrebuttable presumption
for oil and gas companies that fail to use an independent laboratory but
nonetheless have irrefutable evidence that something other than their
activity caused the contamination. 3 This is because the section 3218 e of
the statute requires any operator electing to preserve its defenses to retain
an independent certified laboratory to conduct baseline testing.
Hall
argued that a situation could arise where an operator did not perform the
required baseline testing using an independent laboratory yet there e isted
irrefutable evidence that something other than their activities caused the
contamination. 5 It is possible that such a situation could arise but a court

86

Id. at 1 3.
Id. at 2.
88
Wiseman supra note 16 at 3.
8
eith B. Hall Hydraulic Fracturing Contamination Claims: Problems of Proof 7 OHIO ST. L.J.
URTHERMORE 71 7 2013 .
0
Id. at 75.
1
Id. at 77 7 .
2
Id.
3
Id. at 7 n.36.
58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 e 2015
5
Hall supra note 8 at 881 n.107.
87
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could still ta e into consideration evidence showing another cause of
contamination. 6
Hall’s 2013 article set the stage for his more detailed and inquisitive
discussion of baseline testing requirements in his 201 article Hydraulic
Fracturing and the Baseline Testing of Groundwater. 7 In that article Hall
dove into a deeper evaluation of baseline testing requirements and the
rebuttable presumption standard. He e plained the public confusion around
what is and is not hydraulic fracturing ac nowledging that the public and
media typically misuses the term to encompass all oil and gas development
activities. He described the challenges in determining the cause of
groundwater contamination and then summarized mechanics of the two
main ways in which states prompt pre-drilling baseline testing: prescriptive
baseline testing requirements 8 and a statutory presumption of liability that
can be rebutted with evidence from baseline testing. However similar to
ing 100 and Hall’s 2013 article 101 Hall’s discussion was narrowed to
whether hydraulic fracturing technically defined causes groundwater
contamination.102 Similarly and as described in detail in the discussion in
Section IV.C. Hall used this narrow scope to conclude that the rebuttable
presumption is not an appropriate standard. He ustified this by stating
there is no evidence that hydraulic fracturing causes groundwater
contamination but did not address whether ris s from any other oil and gas
activity should be evaluated when determining whether a state should adopt
a rebuttable presumption.103
6
or e ample the Defendant in Butts v. Southwestern Energy Production Company argued that it
did not cause the contamination found in the Plaintiff’s wells and the court stated that it would have
considered e pert evidence showing that the Plaintiff’s water was not contaminated by its drilling
operations. Butts v. Southwestern Energy Prod. Co. 201 WL 3 53155 No. 3:12-cv-01330 at 6 M.D.
Pa. 2012 . However absent such evidence the Plaintiffs’ testimony supporting its claim when
considered alongside the statutory rebuttable presumption was sufficient to survive summary udgment.
Id. at 5 7. The opinion applies the Pennsylvania statutory presumption which Hall stated arguably
creates an irrebuttable presumption that applies in the event that the operator does not perform the
required baseline testing. Hall supra note 8 at 880 emphasis added . However the court in Butts does
not base its decision on the statute’s requirement that the operator electing to rebut the allegation must
retain an independent certified laboratory. See 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 e 2015 . Instead the court
simply stated that a bsent such evidence the only evidence regarding causation of record is Plaintiff’s
testimony that their water ‘turned blac .’ Butts 201 WL 3 53155 at 6. Thus the decision was not
determined by an irrebuttable presumption but rather the courts’ own evidentiary analysis.
7
Hall supra note 8.
8
Id. at 872 76.
Id. at 877 82.
100
ing supra note 16.
101
Hall supra note 8 .
102
Hall supra note 8 at 873 or e ample there is a section in Hall’s 201 paper titled Evidence
Suggests Hydraulic racturing Rarely Causes Contamination and a Presumption that racturing Has
Caused Contamination Generally Will Not Be Accurate. In another e ample Hall states that i f data
acquired from baseline testing help confirm that hydraulic fracturing rarely causes contamination that
might help avoid the enactment of undue restrictions on hydraulic fracturing and ease unwarranted
fears. .
103
Id. at 888 8 . However see infra note 17 describing an in-person conversation between Hall
and this author regarding the scope of Hall’s legal analysis.
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Thomas Merrill and David Schizer authored another article that touched
on the rebuttable presumption for liability.10 In their article Merril and
Schizer recognized the need for baseline testing given the uphill battle that
plaintiffs face in proving that a company’s activities were the but-for cause
of the groundwater contamination. 105 The authors recommended that a
rebuttable presumption of causation be used when there is no clear evidence
showing the pathway of contamination. 106 The authors referred to the
presumption in the conte t of fracturing activities but clearly intended to
include to the full spectrum of ris s associated with oil and gas activities.107
As such their article served as additional support for the use of a statutory
rebuttable presumption in the conte t of all oil and gas activities.
inally there are two other sources that touch upon the rebuttable
presumption of liability for oil and gas companies but both provide
ob ective summaries of the relevant state statutes and do not offer analyses
of the standards. Water Schemes Across the Shale Plays: Marcellus Utica
by R. Timothy Weston e plained topics in water rights riparian regimes
and regulatory issues in treating and disposing of production wastewater 108
and summarized the liability for impacts caused by gas well development in
terms of common law liabilities and statutory and regulatory
requirements.10 In terms of common law liability Weston mentioned that
liability impacting water supplies rest substantially on common law tort
doctrines trespass nuisance negligence etc.110 Weston summarized the
mechanics of rebuttable presumptions in Pennsylvania and West Virginia
and stated that the focus of the standard is on impacts to quality as opposed
to quantity of neighboring groundwater supplies.111
Similarly in 201 the Environmental Policy Initiative and Emmett
Environmental Law and Policy Clinic at Harvard Law School provided a
Best Practices summary of baseline water testing requirements and
presumptions of liability.112 The paper summarized the mechanics of these
legal framewor s and stated that a statutory presumption is crucial to
encouraging responsible drilling practices. 113 It also recommended that the
statutory time limits on the periods of presumed liability be of sufficient
length to allow any contamination or diminution to manifest in surrounding

10
Thomas W. Merrill
David M. Schizer The Shale Oil and Gas Revolution, Hydraulic
Fracturing, and Water Contamination: A Regulatory Strategy 8 MINN. L. REV 1 5 235 2013 .
105
Id. at 230.
106
Id. at 235.
107
Id.
108
R. Timothy Weston Water Schemes Across the Shale Plays: Marcellus/Utica, 2 ROC Y MTN.
MIN. L. INST. 6A 201 .
10
Id.
110
Id. at 28.
111
Id. at 2 .
112
HARVARD LAW BEST PRACTICES supra note 2 .
113
Id. at 6.
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water supplies. 11 The article e pressed further support for employing the
rebuttable presumption standard stating that statutory presumptions of
liability play an essential role in the operation of an effective investigation
and determination regime. 115
As this Section shows there is a heated debate in the literature over the
appropriate strength of state requirements prompting baseline testing
particularly with respect to the rebuttable presumption. One side of the
literature concluded that the rebuttable presumption was not warranted in oil
and gas development because the ris is not present however the
ustification of their analysis was limited to the argument that hydraulic
fracturing
technically defined
does not cause groundwater
contamination. 116 In contrast the other side of the debate favored the
rebuttable presumption and recommended that it be adopted because it helps
to resolve whether a company caused contamination and improves
regulatory safeguards for public health and the environment.117
Indeed prescriptive baseline testing requirements are an important start
to ensuring protection of groundwater supplies. However it is not clear
whether they are sufficient without also incorporating a rebuttable
presumption of liability. Answering this question requires an in-depth
discussion that loo s beyond the mechanics of various states’ statutory
presumptions and into case law udicial opinions and legislative history.
This article ta es that ne t step and as such builds on Wiseman’s call for
better baseline testing.118 urther the main topic of this paper stems from
Hall’s discussion of whether the rebuttable presumption is a ustifiable
standard in the conte t of oil and gas regulation. This paper builds on Hall’s
201 article by relying on literature discussing the full range of ris s from
oil and gas development to reframe the scope of the analysis and then
incorporates the views of udicial opinions and lawma ers.
IV.

THE REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION: AN APPROPRIATE STANDARD
OR OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT

A. Legislative History on Presumption of Liability for Oil and Gas
Companies
Legislative history discussing the rebuttable presumption provides a
foundation and e planation for its application in the oil and gas conte t. The
legislative history in states that have adopted the presumption
Pennsylvania West Virginia Illinois and North Carolina largely
11

Id. at 7.
Id. at 17.
116
See, e.g. Hall supra note 8 ing supra note 16.
117
Wiseman supra note 16 HARVARD LAW BEST PRACTICES supra note 2 .
118
Wiseman supra note 16 at 88.
115
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commends the standard.
or e ample the amendment to the original
Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act of 1 8 11 which evolved over a three-year
period of consultation with members of both parties before it was passed in
2012 120 set out to improve the environmental standards for Marcellus
Shale Well Drilling. 121 One such amendment e panded an unconventional
well owner’s presumed liability for impairing water quality from 1 000 feet
to 2 500 feet of an oil or gas well and e tended the duration from 6 to 12
months. 122 In other words this amendment e panded the distance and
timeframe for which an oil and gas company may be found liable when
operating an unconventional well. Several members of the committee
overseeing the legislation e pressed the view that the amendments
including the amended rebuttable presumption fall short of what is
necessary to protect the public and the environment from the significant
impact of deep-well drilling. 123 The bill could have gone a little further
when it comes to setbac s and protecting our water resources but it was
also the first ma or overhaul of the State’s Oil and Gas Act in twenty-eight
years. The law was in need of updated environmental protections.12 The
e panded rebuttable presumption was one such update and although not
perfect reflected the state legislature’s preference toward creating stronger
environmental legislation by e panding the scope of the presumption.
The rebuttable presumption was first introduced in West Virginia
legislature in the 1
Act reorganizing the Division of Environmental
Protection at which point the law applied to any action for contamination of
a water supply within 1 000 feet of the site of drilling for an oil or gas well.125
A separate and stricter presumption was added for horizontal wells in
December of 2011 when West Virginia legislature passed its Natural Gas
Horizontal Well Control Act Horizontal Wells Act or Act . This Act
was passed in response to an e ecutive order from Governor Earl Ray
Tomblin issued July 12 2011 and directed the West Virginia Department
of Environmental Protection WVDEP to issue emergency legislative rules
11
The original Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act created a rebuttable presumption of liability on the
well operator for all oil and gas wells where the pollution was found within 1 000 feet of a well within
si months of well drilling completion or alteration. Oil and Gas Act 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 601.208
2012 .
120
Oil and Gas Act Amendment Report of Committee of Conference: Hearing on HB 1950 1 8
Leg. th Sess. 2012 hereinafter HB 1 50 Hearing statement of Sen. Joseph Scarnati Our Caucus
. . . has discussed Marcellus Shale over the past 36 months . . . Members from both sides of the aisle and
both Chambers have sat down with me many times to raise their views and share their ideas. .
121
Id.
122
Press Release PA Office of the Governor Governor Corbit Signs Historic Marcellus Shale Law
eb. 1 2012 on file with publication .
123
HB 1 50 Hearing supra note 120 statement of Sen. James erlo the improvements
notifications setbac s presumptions . . . all fall short . . . . See also Statement by Minority Leader,
Frank Dermody, PA H.R. Jour. 2012 Reg. Sess. No. 12 2012 e pressing the need to continue to fight
to protect the environment because H.B 1 50 was not sufficiently protective .
12
HB 1 50 Hearing statement of Sen. John Yudicha .
125
1
W. Va. Legis. Serv. 150. W. VA. CODE 22-6-35 201 .
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to address horizontal drilling and unconventional well development in the
Marcellus Shale.126 The WVDEP followed the e ecutive order and in doing
so adopted several provisions that the legislature had debated earlier that
year.127
The West Virginia House and Senate formed a Joint Select Committee
on the Marcellus Shale Joint Committee made up of five members to
study and propose the legislation. 128 In comments from the Joint
Committee the House Chairman spo e in favor of baseline testing and
stated w hile industry e perts assure the Committee that the prospect of
such a scenario is highly unli ely there is fran ly a lac of scientific data to
confirm the e istence or absence of such contamination. 12
urther the
Chairman stated that if no sufficient baseline testing is conducted the
owner of a water supply may conclude rightly or wrongly that a
subsequently observed contamination of his or her water supply was
attributed to the drilling or production activity. 130 This statement portrays
the understanding that a rebuttable presumption is warranted in light of the
possible harms to groundwater from drilling and production activities and
is based on an understanding of the importance of allocating liability
accordingly.
In determining the geographic e tent of the rebuttable presumption the
Chairman stated that a one-thousand foot presumption may be sufficient
for testing the integrity of a vertical well but it is generally agreed that an
e panded level of baseline testing is reasonable to confirm the integrity of a
horizontal well. 131 The legislator noted that the vertical portion of the bore
would represent the most li ely conduit for contamination from drilling or
stimulation activities because that is the portion of the well that passes
through any overlying fresh water zones. Nonetheless the Joint Committee
agreed to e pand the e tent of statutory presumption for horizontal wells by
five hundred feet demonstrating a willingness to strengthen the presumption
standard.132 The Chairman also stated that the information collected in predrilling baseline testing would benefit the legislature by providing more
definitive data if it decided to later revisit the issue.133
126
E ec. Order No. -11 W. Va. 2011 available at http: www.governor.wv.gov Documents 2011071315055 76.pdf.
127
Vison
El ins LLP West Virginia RAC ING.VELAW.COM last updated March 2015
http: frac ing.velaw.com west-virginia-hydraulic-fracturing-profile .
128
Written Comments of Delegate Tim Manchin House Chairman of the Joint Select Committee
on Marcellus Shale to Senate Committee on Energy
Natural Resources at
W. Va. 2011
http: www.energy.senate.gov public inde .cfm files serve? ile id 6bc bf f-5 5- 81c-b8c18a5d17ba
.
12
Id. at .
130
Id.
131
Id. at 10.
132
Id. Although the Chairman states that the legislature agreed to 2 500 feet the final distance
passed in the bill was 1 500 feet mar ing an initial willingness to include even broader protections.
133
Id.
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The State of Illinois Generally Assembly passed its Hydraulic
racturing Regulatory Act in June of 2013.13 Similar to the Pennsylvania
Oil and Gas Act this piece of legislature was enacted after months if not
years of bipartisan bicameral negotiation. 135 State legislatures believed it
would be seen as a model for the nation that creates the strongest
regulations. 136 After a push for a moratorium on hydraulic fracturing in
Illinois did not gain enough support in the state legislature the standards in
this Act were designed to be the most stringent restrictive regulations
possible and were considered an alternative to the inadequate status quo.137
The Act incorporated pre- and post-drilling groundwater testing as well as
testing 6 months 18 months and 30 months after the high volume
horizontal hydraulic fracturing operations have been completed. 138
Representative Currie e plained some of the specifics of the Act including
mechanisms for the water testing requirements and the rebuttable
presumption stating that if there’s contamination the onus is on the
frac ers to prove that they were not the reason for it. 13 The representative
concluded t his is the most comprehensive the most stringent set of
frac ing regulations in the country. 1 0
The North Carolina legal structure came about in a different manner.
Whereas Pennsylvania West Virginia and Illinois had always allowed
hydraulic fracturing technologies and started from a place of less stringent
regulation horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing was illegal under the
North Carolina Oil and Gas Conservation Act OGCA enacted in 1 5.1 1
In 200 the North Carolina Geological Survey released a study of the
potential shale reserves in the state and soon after the state underwent a
series of studies to evaluate whether it should revise its regulations to permit
hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling. 1 2 The Governor vetoed the
draft bill entitled the Clean Energy and Economic Security Act but the
state Senate and House overturned the veto and passed the bill legalizing
hydraulic fracturing. 1 3 The Act set out to establish a modern regulatory
program for the management of oil and gas e ploration and development
and to do so adopted rules for the regulation of pre-drilling testing.1 In
particular the Act required that such rules at minimum provided for the
13

S.B. 1715 8th Gen. Assemb. Reg. Sess. Il. 2013 .
Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act: Hearing On S.B. 1715 8th Gen. Assemb. 67th Legis.
at 137 Il. 2013 statement of Rep. Bradley .
136
Id.
137
Id. at 1 0 the status quo is absolutely unacceptable .
138
225 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. -20 c West 2013 .
13
Hearing on S.B. 1715 supra note 135 at 156 statement of Rep. Currie .
1 0
Id.
1 1
James L. Joyce North Carolina Oil and Gas Update 1 TE . WESLEYAN L. REV. 13 15
2013 .
1 2
Id. at 16.
1 3
Id. at 1 .
1
Clean Energy and Economic Security Act No. 820 2 c 2012 N.C. Sess. Laws 1 3 2012 .
135
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collection of baseline data including groundwater surface water and air
quality in areas where oil and gas e ploration and development activities are
proposed. 1 5 Although the bill did not address other important regulatory
concerns 1 6 the legislature in 2012 too affirmative steps to incorporate
protective measures such as the rebuttable presumption.1 7
The legislative history in these four states demonstrates legislators’
concerns regarding ris s from oil and gas production and highlights the
value in adopting a presumption of liability in the oil and gas conte t. As
the West Virginia House Chairman of the Joint Select Committee on
Marcellus Shale stated there is a lac of scientific data confirming whether
groundwater contamination e ists and having a sufficient baseline helps to
allocate liability. 1 8 The Chairman discussed the ris of a landowner
concluding rightly or wrongly that the well operator caused contamination
observed subsequent to drilling.1 Requiring baseline testing alone could
partly address this concern but the legislature in Pennsylvania as well as in
West Virginia North Carolina and Illinois decided to go a step beyond and
adopt a rebuttable presumption that would allocate liability whether or not
baseline testing is completed. The presumption was included in Illinois law
in its push for the most stringent restrictive regulations possible. 150 States
that do not have such a standard arguably have fallen behind in best
management practices as further articulated in the best management
practices review from Harvard Law School.151
Despite the benefit realized by the four states that have decided to adopt
the presumption no other state has chosen to adopt such regulations. Short
of reviewing the legislative history on all state oil and gas law revisions for
their rationale common nowledge permits the conclusion that there are
many political and economic obstacles to adopting a presumption of
liability. The four states discussed here have overcome those obstacles in
efforts to improve their oil and gas laws but over states with unconventional
fuel sources may choose not to do the same. However the path blazed by
these four states must be considered when other states revise their oil and
gas laws or in the eventual creation of a federal program.

1 5

Id.
See Joyce supra note 1 1 at 2 the Act leaves three ma or policy issues open for future study
and for later resolution . . . public revenue local government regulatory authority and compulsory
pooling. .
1 7
N.C. GEN. STAT. 113- 21 2015 .
1 8
Written Comments of Delegate Tim Manchin supra note 128 at .
1
Id.
150
Hearing on S.B. 1715 supra note 135 at 13 .
151
HARVARD LAW BEST PRACTICES supra note 2 at 17.
1 6
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B. Case Law on Presumptions of Liability for Oil and Gas Companies
Judicial opinions interpreting application of rebuttable presumption
statutes in litigation involving oil and gas companies have interpreted the
statutes favorably. or e ample in 1 87 the Commonwealth Court of
Pennsylvania upheld the constitutionality of the statutory provision creating
the rebuttable presumption that the well operator is responsible for pollution
of any water supply within 1 000 feet of a gas or oil well.152 The plaintiff in
that case the Pennsylvania Independent Petroleum Producers PIPP
contended that in a criminal enforcement proceeding it would be
impermissible to shift the burden to the well operator to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt.153 The defendant the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
countered that no criminal action e isted in the proceeding at hand but
conceded that the presumption would not be appropriate in criminal
prosecutions.15 The court declined to declare the rebuttable presumption
unconstitutional because the alleged in ury resulting from application of the
presumption was speculative and remote. 155 In 1 8 the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania denied the plaintiff’s petition for writ of certiorari.156
In Roth v. Cabot Oil and Gas Corp. the United States District Court for
the Middle District of Pennsylvania reviewed a motion to dismiss the
landowner-plaintiff’s Complaint which included negligence claims and
alleged that an oil and gas company contaminated the landowner’s
groundwater supply. 157 In that case a Magistrate Judge denied the
company’s request that Plaintiffs ma e a prima facie showing of e posure
in ury and causation before proceeding to discovery.158 The court turned to
the issue of causation and cited the statutory presumption created by
Section 3218 of Title 58 of the Pennsylvania Statutes and Consolidated
Statutes. The court ran the facts of the case through the provisions of the
presumption stating that the plaintiffs had demonstrated that the water
supply was within 1 000 feet of an oil or gas well and that the pollution
occurred within si months after the drilling of the oil or gas well.15 The
court also stated that notwithstanding the statutory presumption the
152
Pa. Indep. Petroleum Producers v. Commonwealth 52 A.2d 82 .833 Pa. Commw. Ct. 1 87
Oil and Gas Act 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 601.208 2012 .
153
Id. at 832.
15
Id. at 832 33.
155
Id. at 833.
156
Pa. Indep. Petroleum Prod. v. Pa. Dep’t of Envtl. Res. 10 Pa. Super. Ct. 1586 1 8 .
157
Roth v. Cabot Oil Gas Corp. 1 .Supp.2d 76 82-8 M.D. Pa. 2013 .
158
See id. at 81 n.1. Such an order called a Lone Pine order was first adopted in the seminal
case of Lore v. Lone Pine Corp., No. L-33606-85 1 86 WL 637507 at 1 2 N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div.
Nov. 18 1 86 . Since then Lone Pine orders have been issued in state and federal tribunals across the
United States.
15
Roth 1 .Supp.2d at 87 58 PA. CONS. STAT. 3218 2013 . Note that this case concerns a
conventional oil or gas well which is why the less stringent provisions 1 000 feet and si months as
opposed to 2 500 feet and one year of the presumption are used.
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Plaintiff’s allegations and reasonable inferences drawn therefrom were
sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss.160 Thus the court stated that the
plaintiffs satisfied the statutory presumption and that any further evidence
to demonstrate causality was not necessary at this preliminary stage. 161
Butts v. Southwestern Energy Production Co. involves a landowner suit
with facts a in to those alleged in Roth. In Butts the defendant asserted that
the plaintiffs cannot sustain their burden of proving water contamination
because they have no e pert evidence regarding causation. 162 The plaintiffs
in this case cited Pennsylvania Statute Section 3218 and relied on their
firsthand observation that their water turned blac . . . right after the
defendant’s drilling operations.163 The defendants argued that Section 3218
only addressed whether a well operator must offer landowners replacement
water and does not set a standard for imposition of liability in private
actions. 16 The District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania
disagreed cited their decision from a year earlier in Roth, and interpreted its
prior decision to mean that the plaintiffs lay sensory observations of their
water quality formed an independent and sufficient basis for establishing
causation. 165 The court held that the causal lin here is actually more
direct than in Roth, because of the immediacy in which the groundwater
supply was affected. 166 Thus the court used a similar interpretation of the
rebuttable presumption in Butts as it did in Roth. In Butts, a lay observation
sufficed to demonstrate that contamination appeared within the timeframe
specified by state statute whereas in Roth the court more formally applied
the standards of Section 3218. This indicated that either approach was
acceptable and lowered the bar for the evidence of contamination necessary
to survive a motion for summary udgment.
The defendant in Butts asserted that despite the statutory presumption
in Title 58 e pert testimony was needed to establish causality.167 The court
responded that the case the defendant cited to support this assertion was from
outside the Third Circuit and was therefore distinguishable from the case at
bar. 168 The court concluded that the statutory presumption places
responsibility on the well operator for pollution of a water supply under
certain circumstances and left it to the defendant to ascertain evidence
sufficient to overcome this standard.16 Without such evidence the court
160

Roth 1 .Supp.2d at 87.
Id.
162
Butts v. Sw. Energy Prod. Co. No. 3:12 CV 1330 201 WL 3 53155 at 5 M.D. Pa. Aug. 12
201 .
163
Id. at .
16
Id.
165
Id. at
5.
166
Id.
167
Id.
168
Butts 201 WL 3 53155 at 5.
16
Id. at 7.
161
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held that Plaintiffs have set forth sufficient facts to survive summary
udgment with regard to their water contamination claim. 170
Lastly in Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil and Gas Corporation another case
similar to Roth and Butts, the same court re ected Defendant’s Motion to
Dismiss the Plaintiffs’ negligence claim including alleged groundwater
contamination and later cited the rebuttable presumption in establishing
causality in response to the Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment.171
These court decisions illustrate the importance of the rebuttable
presumption doctrine which allowed plaintiffs to rely on lay testimony to
establish causation in instances where their groundwater supply was
contaminated and the oil and gas company had not come forth with data
demonstrating that they were not the cause. Short of this doctrine there
would be limited processes with which the plaintiffs could establish the
cause of the contamination when no pre-drilling testing occurred. Although
no case alleging groundwater has reached final decision in state or federal
court the rebuttable presumption has been employed in pre-decision
motions and memorandums and has not received negative treatment in the
courts.
C. Discussion
There is no compelling reason to draw the line in determining the cause
of groundwater contamination at hydraulic fracturing operations alone when
an oil and gas company is responsible for additional activities throughout
the entire life cycle of an oil and gas well. Therefore when evaluating
whether a state should adopt a rebuttable presumption the state must
consider ris s from all oil and gas activities for which a well operator or
owner may be responsible and not ust hydraulic fracturing. The udicial
opinions in Roth and Butts, for e ample did not focus on whether hydraulic
fracturing caused groundwater contamination.172 Instead the court loo ed
at whether it was reasonable to infer that any of the company’s activities
caused the contamination.173 However as discussed in the literature review
in Section III.C. eith Hall concluded in his 201 University of Richmond
Law Review article that state laws should require prescriptive baseline

170

Id.
iorentino v. Cabot Oil
Gas Co. 750 .Supp.2d 506 511 M.D. Pa. 2010 Plaintiffs’
Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendants’ Motions for Summary Judgment iorentino v. Cabot
Oil Gas Co. 750 .Supp.2d 506 511 M.D. Pa. 2010 No. 3:0 -cv-0228 -JEJ .
172
See Roth supra note 157 at 36 Butts supra note 162 at 38.
173
See e.g. Roth v. Cabot Oil
Gas Corp. 1 .Supp.2d 76 87 M.D. Pa. 2013
The
temporal and physical pro imity of the Defendants’ actions to the Plaintiff’s harm . . . permit the
reasonable inference that the Defendants were responsible for that harm. emphasis added .
171
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testing but not a rebuttable presumption because evidence suggests
hydraulic fracturing rarely causes contamination of groundwater. 17
Hall reached this conclusion by e plaining that hydraulic fracturing fails
to meet three common characteristics of rebuttable presumptions albeit he
does not cite which courts or literature ma e the characteristics
common. 175 Nonetheless the stated characteristics include:
1 the evidence necessary to rebut a presumption is
uniquely within the possession of one party and 2 the
presumed fact is almost always true when the predicate fact
that triggers the presumption is true or 3 it is essential to
brea an evidentiary deadloc even if the result is
arbitrary.176
The second factor is particularly relevant because Hall made the analysis
in terms of whether hydraulic fracturing was physically responsible for the
contamination instead of whether the oil and gas company was
responsible.177 The second factor means that when the predicate fact e ists
e.g. that contamination of groundwater e ists the presumed fact must also
be true e.g. that hydraulic fracturing caused the contamination .178 Hall
entered into a lengthy discussion of scientific studies that found that the

17
Hall supra note 8 at 88
17. Instead of loo ing at ris s from all oil and gas activities Hall
restricted his analysis to hydraulic fracturing defined narrowly. However the rationale for this
restriction was not presented in his article. On October 28 2015 this author met with eith Hall to
discuss his article during the American Bar Association Section of Environment Energy and Resources
fall conference in Chicago and continued correspondence by e-mail. In discussion it was agreed that
hydraulic fracturing refers to the technical definition of stimulating a well and that the publically
understood definition conflates well stimulation with the entire oil and gas production process. Given
this understanding Hall confirmed that he used the technical definition as the scope of his analysis of the
rebuttable presumption. He believed this scope was appropriate because one should loo at the ris s of
the activity that can trigger the particular rebuttable presumption. Thus when hydraulic fracturing
triggers the presumption he argued that it would be appropriate to only loo at the ris s from that process.
or e ample hydraulic fracturing triggers the presumption in Illinois’s statute and a portion of
Pennsylvania’s statute. Ill. Comp. Stat. 732 1-85 b 1 58 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. 3218 c 2 . This is
also true for West Virginia Hall e plained because its presumption applies to horizontal wells which
generally are hydraulically fractured. In contrast this note argues that the ris s of all oil and gas activities
should be evaluated in determining the appropriateness of a rebuttable presumption irrespective of which
activity triggers the presumption. urther the presumptions in North Carolina’s statute and a portion of
Pennsylvania’s statute are based on all oil and gas activities. N.C. Gen. Stat. 113 21 a 58 Pa. Cons.
Stat. Ann. 3218 c 1 . Thus the trigger-based argument is too inconsistent and narrow to define the
scope. inally the trigger is bac ward loo ing and will not bind state legislatures’ future evaluations of
a rebuttable presumption when no such law is yet in place. E-mail from eith Hall Associate Professor
of Law Louisiana State University Paul M. Herbert Law Center to Ma ine Segarnic Law Student
University of Connecticut School of Law Dec. 12 2015 03:56 EST on file with author .
175
Id. at 883.
176
Id.
177
Id. at 88 .
178
Id.
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hydraulic fracturing technically defined does not cause contamination and
also cites state and federal officials who have made such statements.17
However the appropriate question to as is not whether the cause is
almost always hydraulic fracturing but rather whether the cause is almost
always any aspect of a company’s oil and gas activities be it drilling well
pressure control well casing wastewater handling or surface disposal
activities. This is because oil and gas companies or their contracted third
parties are responsible for oil and gas e ploration and production activities
beyond hydraulic fracturing. Thus the risks from all activities for which an
oil and gas company may be responsible should be considered in
determining whether to adopt the rebuttable presumption. The presumed
fact in the second factor in Hall’s analysis therefore should be that oil and
gas activities caused the contamination and not that hydraulic fracturing
was the cause.
The consideration of all ris s is especially important for hydraulically
fractured wells given the heightened ris s to groundwater quality from
increased chemicals and radioactive material in the produced water. When
loo ing at the issue through this broader scope it is probable that an oil and
gas activity almost always is the cause of groundwater contamination
found within the temporal and geographic scope of a rebuttable presumption
statute. Thus the second factor in Hall’s analysis would result in the
opposite conclusion than in his article when the predict fact e ists e.g.
that groundwater contamination e ists the presumed fact is in fact almost
always true e.g. that oil and gas activities caused the contamination found
within the geographic and temporal scope of the statute . The presumption
is therefore warranted when considering all ris s from oil and gas activities.
Hall’s conclusion was not appropriate in the oil and gas conte t for
several additional reasons. irst if there is contamination present but the
pro imate cause cannot be proved due to missing or inadequate baseline
data the rebuttable presumption rightfully places the legal liability on the
oil and gas company given the difficulties plaintiffs face in such lawsuits.180
urther Hall argued that circumstances where the rebuttable presumption
applies are rare compared to circumstances where such presumptions do not
apply. 181 Even so numerically the circumstances in Pennsylvania law
where rebuttable presumptions apply are similar in nature to oil and gas
activities for e ample the state adopted presumptions of liability for
pollution upon surface mining operators and owners 182 as well as
presumptions of liability relating to radioactive waste facilities 183 release of

17

Hall supra note 8 at 88 1.
See Merril supra note 10 at 236 Hall supra note 8 at 867 72.
181
Hall supra note 8 at 881 The law’s use of rebuttable presumptions is somewhat rate.
182
58 PA. CONST. STAT. 3218 2013 .
183
25 Pa. Code 237.101 1 3 .
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hazardous substances 18 and regulation of above ground and underground
storage tan facilities. 185 As such the state legislature in Pennsylvania
determined that oil and gas activities are at least as dangerous as this list of
industrial activities and warrant protection through a presumption of
liability. Thus the rebuttable presumption is not rare in instances of ris to
the environment under Pennsylvania law. As Pennsylvania and West
Virginia are the states with the second and third highest number of natural
gas production wells respectively 186 the use of the rebuttable presumption
in both states should be persuasive for other oil and gas-producing states.
inally the state courts allowed plaintiffs to rely on the use of the rebuttable
presumption to establish liability in the conte t of all oil and gas activities
and upheld its usage in the conte t of all oil and gas development. 187
Challenges to its constitutionality have failed 188 and the standards have been
amended in several states but only to be made stronger.18 or the reasons
listed above the rebuttable presumption is appropriate in the oil and gas law
conte t.
V.

CONCLUSION

Hall e plained the distinction between hydraulic fracturing and the
entire oil and gas development process: Hydraulic fracturing is ust one
portion of the activities involved in drilling and completing oil and gas wells.
But many media stories misuse the terms ‘hydraulic fracturing’ or ‘frac ing’
to refer to virtually any part of the oil and gas e ploration and production
process. 1 0 However he concluded that the rebuttable presumption was not
a ustifiable standard because hydraulic fracturing does not cause
groundwater contamination. That statement cannot be used to conclude that
more stringent regulations are unnecessary. In contrast this article
e amined whether the rebuttable presumption is warranted in light of the
entire oil and gas development process. To ma e that assessment it loo ed
at the usage of the presumption in case law and its support and criticism in
legislative history. In case law the Pennsylvania court system upheld the
constitutionality of the presumption and determined that the statute created
a statutory presumption that plaintiffs could use to establish causality when
the oil and gas company failed to rebut the presumption. The courts
endorsed its usage by applying the rebuttable presumption in cases of alleged
18

35 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. 6020.110 1 88 .
35 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN 6021.1311 1 8 .
186
Te as has the most natural gas production wells in the country followed by Pennsylvania and
then West Virginia. EIA ANN. REP. 201 .
187
See discussion supra Part III.B at 35.
188
Id.
18
See discussion supra Part III.A.
1 0
Hall supra note 8 at 865.
185
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groundwater contamination. urther in the legislative history creating and
amending the standards state legislatures e hibited support for the standard
as an effective means to protect public health and the environment.
The scope of this analysis is confined to state-level regulation of
conventional and unconventional oil and gas development in the United
States and its impact on groundwater quality. It does not purport to address
surface water impacts nor the baseline testing requirements at the federal
level. It does not address the use of a rebuttable presumption in other
environmental scenarios. That said it does assess the usage and importance
of requiring a rebuttable presumption of liability in the conte t of oil and gas
development.
Based on this analysis it is recommended that all oil and gas producing
states adopt a rebuttable presumption in addition to prescriptive baseline
testing requirements. This structure would be similar to that in Illinois and
North Carolina both of which require prescriptive baseline testing and also
adopt a rebuttable presumption of liability. In contrast Hall recommended
that the rebuttable presumption be used only as a sanction for companies that
fail to perform baseline monitoring. However employing the presumption
as a sanction would be no different from employing it at the outset and
applying it at the outset would ensure uniform application of the standard.
or e ample if a plaintiff alleged groundwater contamination but no
baseline testing occurred and the presumption was only a sanction then the
company would be presumed liable. This would have the same result as
applying the presumption at the outset when there was no baseline testing.
Either way the company is presumed liable. Although adopting the
presumption as a sanction is preferable to not adopting a presumption it
must be required by statute at the outset in order to consistently prompt
accurate testing. Employing the presumption in tangent with prescriptive
standards provides a state the greatest amount of control over oil and gas
activities and affords all parties protection through reliance on a uniform
testing framewor .
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Discretionary Relief and Generalized Violence in
Central America: The Viability of Non-Traditional
Applications of Temporary Protected Status and Deferred
Enforced Departure
BENJAMIN M. HALDEMAN
I.

INTRODUCTION

The e ecutive branch has traditionally e ercised tremendous
discretionary authority in the area of immigration enforcement articulating
priorities within a framewor of deportability and inadmissibility
constructed by Congress and providing immigration relief to a broad range
of groups in response to humanitarian and foreign policy concerns.1 Among
other things the e ecutive branch possesses the authority to award broadbased grants of temporary immigration relief under two nationality-based
programs: temporary protected status TPS and deferred enforced departure
DED .2 Though the former is statutory and the latter e tra-statutory both
awards are grounded in a central discretionary decision that is not sub ect to
udicial review.3
During the 25 years since the establishment of these two mechanisms
immigration advocates have often argued that TPS and DED should be made
available to nationals of various Central American states. Although they
J.D. Candidate University of Connecticut School of Law May 2016.
See U.S. ex rel. nauff v. Shaughnessy 338 U.S. 537 5 3 1 50); Johns v. Dep’t of Justice 653
.2d 88 8 3 5th Cir. 1 81
rua v. Dep’t of Homeland Security 72 .Supp. 2d 52 55 D. Mass.
2010 .
2
INA 2 a 1 8 U.S.C. 125 a 1 USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 201 .
3
INA 2 b 5 A 8 U.S.C. 125 b 5 A
There is no udicial review of any determination
of the Attorney General with respect to the designation or termination or e tension of a designation
under TPS USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 a .
Baldini-Potermin A Step Forward and Back: The Border Crisis and Possible Solutions Focused
on Fundamental Fairness and Basic Human Rights 1 No. 31 Interpreter Releases 1 01 1 07 201
1
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have sometimes been successful no Central American country has been
designated under either program since 2001 and aside from El Salvador
none has ever been granted relief for any reason e cept environmental
disaster. Today with ever-increasing proportions of Central American
migrants arriving at our borders in the face of widespread poverty and
conditions of e treme violence the question again arises: Do the countries
in the Northern Triangle of Guatemala El Salvador and Honduras merit
protection under TPS or DED?
In addressing this question we need not argue that the e ecutive must
award such a grant. Indeed there is no legal mechanism to force the
president’s hand.5 Instead we need only consider whether such grants are
legally appropriate forms of relief for the conditions currently e isting in
the Northern Triangle. The e tensive memoranda accompanying President
Obama’s recent deferred action announcements as well as the furor over
their implementation 6 underscores the importance of grounding even such
discretionary grants in legal precedent.7

arguing that viewed in light of precedent it becomes clear that Guatemala should be designated for
TPS and El Salvador and Honduras redesignated . Others have noted that w hether to grant blan et
relief to nationals from neighboring Central American countries has perple ed policy ma ers for several
decades. LISA SEGHETTI ET AL. CONG RES. SERV. RS208
TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS:
CURRENT IMMIGRATION POLICY AND ISSUES 7 2015 .
5
See KRUA 72 .SUPP.2D AT 55 discussing the unreviewability of TPS and DED designations .
6
See ARL R. THOMPSON U.S. DEP’T O HOMELAND SECURITY THE DEPARTMENT O HOMELAND
SECURITY’S AUTHORITY TO PRIORITI E REMOVAL O CERTAIN ALIENS UNLAW ULLY PRESENT IN THE
UNITED STATES AND TO DE ER REMOVAL O OTHERS 201
hereinafter NOVEMBER 20TH
MEMORANDUM see also Complaint at 5 Texas v. United States 1:1 -cv-0025 Dec. 3 201 .
Although the resulting lawsuits have been deemed long on politics and short on law by the American
Immigration Council they reveal nonetheless the importance of establishing a firm legal basis for such
discretionary grants particularly in light of evolving Constitutional arguments under the Ta e Care
Clause. AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL UNDERSTANDING THE LEGAL CHALLENGES TO E ECUTIVE ACTION:
LONG ON POLITICS SHORT ON LAW 1 2015 .
7
The core provisions of the November 20th E ecutive Actions involved grants of deferred action
to two groups of people: those who would have qualified for the 2012 Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals DACA program but were over 30 and aged out as well as undocumented parents of U.S.
citizens and lawful permanent residents. See U.S. DEP’T O HOMELAND SECURITY E TEND DE ERRED
ACTION TO PARENTS O U.S. CITI ENS AND LAW UL PERMANENT RESIDENTS 201 . It is important to
note that even though the new deferred action grants may offer temporary protection to as many as 3.7
million undocumented migrants it does little to provide relief for those who have arrived in the U.S.
within the past five years or those who lac qualifying family connections to U.S. citizens and permanent
residents. Id. See also Cindy Carcamo and ate Linthicum Obama’s Action on Immigration Leaves
Millions still acing Deportation Nov. 21 201 . Most of all it does little to address or even
recognize the precarious situation of many Central Americans now in the U.S. and sub ect to
deportation bac to conditions of e treme violence and poverty. This includes of course the more than
51 000 unaccompanied minors who entered the U.S. in Y 201 alone. See U.S. CUSTOMS BORDER
PROTECTION SOUTHWEST BORDER UNACCOMPANIED ALIEN CHILDREN 201 .
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STATUTORY BASIS

A. Temporary Protected Status
Temporary protected status a product of the Immigration Act of 1 0 8
is the statutory embodiment of safe haven for those aliens who may not
meet the legal definition of refugee but are nonetheless fleeing or reluctant
to return to potentially dangerous situations. It is not designed to admit
migrants into the United States but rather to provide immigration relief for
those who are already here at a time when return to their country of origin
becomes especially difficult or dangerous.10 or those who qualify
temporary protected status provides several significant benefits. Most
importantly it prevents such aliens from being removed from the United
States until the grant e pires and it authorizes employment for the duration
of the grant without a showing of need.11 Unli e some other types of
discretionary relief from removal recipients of TPS cease to accrue unlawful
presence for the purpose of the statutory 3- and 10-year bars to reentry under
8 U.S.C. 1255 and 1258.12 Courts have held this to be true even for those
recipients who entered the country illegally.13
The threshold qualification for TPS is citizenship in a country
specifically designated by the Department of Homeland Security1 pursuant
to the Act.15 The usual panoply of inadmissibility grounds apply but the
only other criteria are 1 continuous physical presence in the U.S. since
the moment of designation and 2 timely registration.16 Because the
designation itself is discretionary a great deal of TPS-related litigation
implicates these physical presence and registration requirements.17
The Secretary of Homeland Security’s ability to designate nations for
TPS is closely circumscribed by the statute. In order to qualify a nation
8
Immigration Act of 1 0 Pub. L. No. 101-6 10 Stat. 78 302 a Nov. 2 1 0 codified
as 8 U.S.C. 125 a INA 2
.
WASEM ET AL. CONG. RES. SERV. RS208
TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS: CURRENT
IMMIGRATION POLICY AND ISSUES 2 2011 .
10
De Leon-Ochoa v. Att’y Gen. 622 .3d 3 1 353 5 3d Cir. 2010 .
11
8 U.S.C. 125 a a 1 A - B .
12
8 U.S.C. 125 a f
Memorandum from Paul W. Virtue Acting INS E ecutive Associate
Comm r to all field offices Additional Guidance for Implementing Sections 212(a)(6) and 212(a)(9) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act, ile No. 6 Act 0 3 HQIRT 50 5.12 June 17 1 7 reproduced
in 7 Interpreter Releases 10 6 July 7 1 7 see also United States v. Orellana 05 .3d 360 5th Cir.
2005 .
13
Orellana 05 .3d at 366.
1
WASEM ET AL. supra note at 2. The te t of the INA has not completely trac ed the shift in
authority from the Attorney General to the Department of Homeland Security following the abolition of
the INS in 2003. Id. at 2 fn. 5.
15
8 U.S.C. 125 a c 1 A .
16
Id.
17
See, e.g. Largaespada v. U.S. Att’y Gen. 505 ed. App . 8 6 8 8 50 11th Cir. 2013 see also
De Leon-Ochoa 622 .3d at 355.
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must be in the middle of an ongoing armed conflict or have suffered an
environmental disaster causing substantial but temporary disruption of
living conditions. 18 Alternatively the Secretary of Homeland Security may
ma e a finding of e traordinary and temporary conditions in the state that
prevent the safe return of aliens.1
Under this rubric the Attorney General and the Secretary of Homeland
Security20 have designated at least 18 countries for temporary protected
status many of which have been repeatedly redesignated.21 Currently
nationals of eleven countries are protected by TPS including both Honduras
and El Salvador.22 While South Sudan Sierra Leone Guinea and Liberia
have been designated as recently as 201 however Honduras has not been
redesignated since 1
nor El Salvador since 2001.23 As such only those
Hondurans and Salvadorans present in the U.S. continuously for more than
ten years and who had the foresight to register at the time2 are protected.
B. Deferred Enforced Departure
While TPS has a basis in statute deferred enforced departure DED is
an e tra-statutory remedy available at the discretion of the e ecutive branch
under its power to conduct foreign relations.25 U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services notes that it evolved from the practice of E tended
Voluntary Departure EVD which operated to admit foreign nationals on a
humanitarian basis between from 1 60 until the passage of the Immigration
Act of 1 0.26 However because EVD was tied to the Attorney General’s
enforcement authority under 103 a 1 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act of 1 52 27 rather than the president’s foreign affairs powers the parallel
18

8 U.S.C. 125 a b 1 B .
8 U.S.C. 125 a b 1 C .
6 U.S.C. 557. This shift in authority arose with the demise of the INS and the creation of the
Department of Homeland Security. See STEPHEN R. VINA CONG RES. SERV AUTHORITY TO EN ORCE
THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT INA IN THE WA E O THE HOMELAND SECURITY ACT:
LEGAL ISSUES 2 3 2003 .
21
WASEM ET AL. supra note at 3 see also U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Serv. Temporary
Protected Status 2015 .
22
USCIS supra note 21.
23
Id.
2
8 C. .R. 12 .2 2015 lays out the limited conditions for late registration.
ailure to either
apply during the initial registration period or satisfy one of the criteria for late registration is fatal to a
TPS claim. Del Cid-Nolasco v. Holder 388 ed. App . 18 22 2d Cir. 2010 .
25
USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 a 201 . This is in spite of a provision in the INA
which denominates TPS the e clusive authority available to the Attorney General to permit aliens of
designated nations to remain in the U.S. 8 U.S.C. 125 a g . Importantly as the Ninth Circuit pointed
out in Arizona Dream Act Coalition v. Brewer deferred enforced departure does appear e pressly in
federal law. 757 .3d 1053 106
th Cir. 201 Christen J. concurring .
26
USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 a Note .
27
See Vina supra note 20 at 1. 103 a 1 8 U.S.C. 1103 a 1 1 52 states: The Attorney
General shall be charged with the administration and enforcement of the Act and all other laws relating
to the immigration and naturalization of aliens e cept insofar as this Act or such other laws relate to the
power functions and duties conferred upon the President the Secretary of State or diplomatic or
1
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is ine act. In fact the Board of Immigration Appeals has found that the
Immigration Act of 1 0 which established temporary protected status was
consciously intended to supersede the e ecutive’s authority to administer
EVD as a humanitarian remedy.28 It would be more proper in that sense to
say that TPS evolved from EVD. By contrast deferred enforced departure
continues to be advanced under the president’s foreign affairs authority. If
it did evolve out of EVD therefore deferred enforced departure should
nevertheless be considered to have a separate and distinct legal function.
Because of its grounding in the foreign affairs power the individual
qualifications for DED status are set by the President and are usually
relatively limited: citizens of designated nations will generally qualify unless
they are ineligible for TPS because of certain disqualifying crimes for
instance or their presence would have serious adverse foreign policy
consequences for the United States or their removal is in the interest of
the U.S.2 Benefits of DED are similar to those of TPS deferral of
deportation and employment authorization.30 Unli e TPS however DED
does not create an immigration status 31 and one need not apply to receive
its benefits upon the commencement of removal proceedings.32 Since 1 0
only five countries have been designated for DED status 33 and only one
Liberia retains the designation.3
III.

THE LOGIC O TPS

DED

A. History & Legislative History
The first grant of temporary protected status given to citizens of El
Salvador then in the U.S. was promulgated in 1 0 as part of the very same
law that created the status.35 Indeed TPS can largely be construed as a
response to the thoroughly debated dilemma of what status to accord
Central American refugees in the 1 80s the ma ority of whom fell outside

consular officers Provided however that determination and ruling by the Attorney General with respect
to all questions of law shall be controlling. Some also argued that the Attorney General’s discretion
was or should have been circumscribed by the Administrative Procedure Act of 1 6. See Lynda J.
Oswald Extended Voluntary Departure: Limiting the Attorney General’s Discretion in Immigration
Matters 85 MICH. L. REV. 152 15 1 86 .
28
Matter of Maria Armida Sosa Ventura 25 I. N. Dec. 3 1 3
5 BIA 2010 .
2
USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 d .
30
Id. at b .
31
Id.
32
WASEM ET AL. supra note at 3 USCIS supra note 21.
33
USCIS Ad udicator s ield Manual
38.2 a .
3
Deferred Enforced Departure USCIS available at http: www.uscis.gov humanitarian temporary-protected-status-deferred-enforced-departure deferred-enforced-departure last visited Nov.
25 201 .
35
Immigration Act of 1 0 Pub. L. No. 101-6
303 10 Stat. 78 1 0 .
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the scope of refugee definitions afforded by the 1 51 Geneva Conventions
and the Refugee Act of 1 80.36
or the purposes of this note three characteristics of the period leading
up to passage of the Immigration Act of 1 0 are salient. irst those fleeing
civil war in Guatemala and El Salvador in the 1 80s unli e Nicaraguan
citizens who were often given preferential immigration treatment37 were
fleeing conservative regimes propped up in various ways by the U.S.
government.38 Second because courts rarely granted refugee status to such
individuals e tended voluntary departure EVD became ever more enticing
as a mechanism for providing lawful status to fleeing Guatemalans and
Salvadorans.3 Third the Reagan administration refused to e ercise EVD
on behalf of Guatemalan and Salvadoran migrants in spite of repeated
entreaties from Congress and others. 0
Thus when Congress passed the 1 0 Act it was in part responding to
an intolerable lack of discretionary action on the part of the e ecutive. At
the same time the legislative history ma es it clear that it hoped to impose
greater ob ectivity on the process by which these actions came about. 1
Importantly the bill’s sponsors also indicated that a sense of national
culpability in the devastation of El Salvador underlay the genesis of the
bill. 2 Given these considerations it is unsurprising that those in favor of
the legislation tended to couch it in humanitarian rather than foreign policy

36
See Todd Howland et al. Safe Haven for Salvadorans in the Context of Contemporary
International Law—A Case Study in Equivocation, 2 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 671 672 1 2 .
37
ernando Riosmena On the Legal Auspices of Latin America—U.S. Migration 8 fn. 10
University of Colorado at Boulder Institute of Behavior Science 2008 .
38
See, e.g. Lee Tuc er Daniel E. Weiser Undocumented Salvadorans: Temporary Safe Haven
as an Alternative to Deportation 3 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 215 218 21 1 0 noting the many millions
of dollars in military aid provided to El Salvador in the 1 80s .
3
Howland supra note 36 at 67 681 Tuc er supra note 38 at 221.
0
Howland supra note 36 at 683.
1
Tuc er supra note 38 at 223 Howland supra note 36 at 68 n.6 see also statements by Reps.
Levine ish and Richardson during deliberations for the Central American Studies And Temporary
Relief Act Of 1 8 101 Cong. 1 8 : Perhaps the most important aspect of this bill is that it will
standardize the procedure for granting temporary stays of deportation. Refugees spawned by the sad and
tragic forces of warfare should not be sub ect to the vagaries of our domestic politics as well.
T here
is no clear statutory relief available to the individual who needs temporary protection for reasons
unrelated to persecution. We all now the administrative relief of e tended voluntary departure lac s
statutory standards. This bill would provide these needed standards.
W e need to replace the current
ad hoc haphazard regulations and procedures that e ist today. H.R. Oct. 25 1 8 .
2
Sen. DeConcini noted: Along with our involvement in El Salvador there come certain
responsibilities. One of these responsibilities is humanitarian concern toward the Salvadorans whose
lives have been violently disrupted and endangered by war.
urther Sen. DeConcini stated: I do not
believe that we should return these individuals to a country immersed in a civil war in which we are
actively involved. Immigration Act Of 1 0 Conference Report S. Oct. 26 1 86 p. s17105 see
also Rep. ran ’s statements concerning the Central American Studies And Temporary Relief Act Of
1 8 101 Cong. 1 8 : I n cases where there has been a particular tie between the United States and
the country involved in some cases where the United States is very directly involved in policy or where
the people are already here in some cases the compassionate thing for us to do is to welcome those
people for an indefinite period. H.R. Oct. 25 1 8 .
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terms. 3 Moreover doing so had the added benefit of moving the provision
out of the sphere of e clusive e ecutive discretion under the foreign affairs
power and into the realm of Congressional oversight. Thus the passage of
the 1 0 Act reflected and perpetuated the tug-of-war over e ecutive
discretion that preceded the Refugee Act of 1 80. 5
Because DED unli e TPS proceeds directly from the e ecutive
branch’s power to guide foreign policy there is no legislative history that
spea s directly to the issue of deferred enforced departure. Nonetheless
President Bush’s decision not to renew El Salvador’s original TPS
designation and instead to roll its recipients over to DED status barely three
years after passage of the 1 0 Act is significant. In doing so his
administration e plicitly elided the difference between TPS and DED in the
conte t of Salvadoran nationals arguing that the protections were essentially
the same. 6 Critics derided this response as an indication of a regression
in U.S. refugee policy 7 and confirmation that that safe haven remain ed a
matter of politics rather than international law. 8 Although DED has been
used relatively infrequently countries have been renewed under both TPS
and DED designations as recently as January of 2015 and September of
201 respectively and it is clear that the e ecutive retains broad discretion
to implement immigration relief in various forms.50
B. TPS & DED in Practice: Patterns in Designation
This section will consider past grants of temporary protected status with
a view toward identifying common characteristics for each of the three types
of TPS articulated by the statute. Along the way it will try to illuminate the
significance of such ve ed terms as temporary and e traordinary.
inally it will consider whether there are any unifying characteristics that
e plain the pattern of grants under deferred enforced departure.

3
Tuc er supra note 38 at 22 see also comments by Rep. ish on the Central American Studies
And Temporary Relief Act Of 1 8 H.R. Oct. 25 1 8 . It is worth noting that in discussing legislation
related to the 1 0 Act members often cited traditional refugee grounds li e the politically-motivated
violence that rages in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Central American Studies and Temporary Relief Act
Of 1 8 H.R. Oct. 25 1 8 statement by Rep. Levine .
Chae Chan Ping v. United States 130 U.S. 581 60 188 .
5
See Bassina arbenblum Executive Deference in U.S. Refugee Law: Internationalist Paths
Through And Beyond Chevron 60 DU E L.J. 1060 1105 06 2011 .
6
Howland supra note 36 at 68 .
7
Id. at 672.
8
Id. at 6 .
Temporary Protected Status Notices http: www. ustice.gov eoir vll fedreg tpsnet.html mostrec
last visited Mar. 10 2015 .
50
See Letter from Shoba Sivaprasad Wadhia Samuel Weiss aculty Scholar Clinical Professor of
Law Pa. State Univ. Dic inson Sch. of Law et al. to Barac Obama U.S. President Sept. 3 201
discussing widespread ac nowledgement of the president’s prosecutorial discretion among immigration
law professors .
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1. Temporary Protected Status
As discussed above temporary protected status arose in part from a
perceived need to direct the e ercise of e ecutive discretion in certain
humanitarian situations. This section will assess the contours of that
discretion since the statutory inception of temporary protected status under
INA 2 in 1 0.51 In doing so we loo to the statutory language to
organize our analysis. Under the statute the Attorney General may
designate a foreign state to receive the benefits of temporary protected status
i.e. immigration protections for nationals of that foreign state then residing
in the United States for three basic reasons: 1 ongoing armed conflict
that would pose a serious threat to the personal safety of returning
nationals 2
an earthqua e flood drought epidemic or other
environmental disaster in the state resulting in a substantial but temporary
disruption of living conditions and the inability of the country to handle
adequately the return of its nationals or 3 e traordinary and temporary
conditions that prevent nationals from returning to the state in safety. 52
Our inquiry trac s these three pathways to designation.
a. “Ongoing Armed Conflict”
At least twelve foreign states have been awarded temporary protected
status based e plicitly on the e istence of an ongoing armed conflict. The
list is dire and predictable: it has included at various points Angola
Bosnia-Hercegovina Burundi osovo Lebanon Liberia Rwanda Sierra
Leone Sudan South Sudan Syria and Somalia.53 Most of these countries
were not designated for TPS only under the armed conflict label. Some
51
Immigration Act of 1 0 Pub. L. No. 101-6
302 a
603 a 2 10 Stat. 5030 508
0 codified as 8 U.S.C. 125 .
52
Immigration and Nationality Act 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 A - C 201 .
53
Designation of Angola Under the Temporary Protected Status Program 65 ed. Reg. 16 63
Mar. 2 2000 Designation of Bosnia-Hercegovina Under Temporary Protected Status Program 57
ed. Reg. 35 605 Aug. 10 1 2 Designation of Burundi Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed.
Reg. 5 735 Nov. 1 7 Designation of Province of osovo in the Republic of Serbia in the State of
the ederal Republic of Yugoslavia Under Temporary Protected Status 63 ed. Reg. 31 527 Jun.
1 8 Designation of Lebanon Under Temporary Protected Status Program 56 ed. Reg. 12 7 6 Mar.
27 1 1 Designation of Liberia Under Temporary Protected Status Program 56 ed. Reg. 12 7 6 Mar.
27 1 1 Designation of Rwanda Under Temporary Protected Status Program 5 ed. Reg. 2
0
Jun. 7 1
Designation of Sierra Leone Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed. Reg. 5 736
Nov. 1 7 Designation of Sudan Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed. Reg. 5 737 Nov.
1 7 Designation of Republic of South Sudan for Temporary Protected Status 76 ed. Reg. 63 630
Oct. 13 2011 E tension and Redesignation of Syria for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg.
36 225 Jun. 17 2013 E tension of the Designation of Somalia for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed.
Reg. 65 6 2 Nov. 1 2013 . Although the early Lebanon and Liberia designations cite only generally to
INA 2 b they include the specific language at sta e ongoing armed conflict in support of their
designation. Similarly because the first designation of El Salvador under TPS was a legislative rather
than e ecutive grant it does not adhere to the same statutory framewor even though it was promulgated
as the direct result of an ongoing armed conflict.
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were originally designated under the ongoing armed conflict prong before
being relabeled under some other designation. Bosnia-Hercegovina for
instance lost the ongoing armed conflict designation some time after its
initial grant of TPS.5 Others countries migrated in the opposite direction
from an e traordinary conditions designation to an ongoing armed
conflict designation as conditions in their countries descended into
outright conflict. or e ample in its initial 2012 designation Syria was
awarded TPS based on e traordinary and temporary conditions later in
2013 it also acquired an ongoing armed conflict designation.55
Several preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the pattern of
designation under the armed conflict prong. Most importantly it tells us
something about the kinds of armed conflicts that may qualify for TPS
under the ongoing armed conflict designation. Under the Geneva
Conventions the term armed conflict encompasses both conflicts of
international character and non-international armed conflicts between
governmental forces and non-governmental armed groups or between such
groups only. 56 The ICRC has suggested that such non-international armed
conflicts must be protracted that they must reach a minimum level of
intensity and that they must evince a minimum of organization. 57
urther Protocols to the Geneva Convention have clarified that such
conflicts include wars of national liberation and civil wars as well as
other conflicts not of an international character. 58 In the U.S. some
commentators find application of the Convention’s definition by the
5
E tension of Designation of Bosnia-Hercegovina Under Temporary Protected Status Program
63 ed. Reg. 5 0 2 5 0 2 3 Aug. 2 1 8 .
55
Designation of Syrian Arab Republic for Temporary Protected Status 77 ed. Reg. 1 026
1 026 1 028 Mar. 2 2012 E tension and Redesignation of Syria for Temporary Protected Status
78 ed. Reg. 36 223 36 225 Jun. 17 2013 .
56
How is the Term “Armed Conflict” Defined in International Humanitarian Law? INT’L
COMMITTEE O THE RED CROSS hereinafter ICRC available at https: www.icrc.org eng assets filesother opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf. See Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
in Time of War art. 3 Aug. 12 1
6 UST 3516 75 UNTS 135 notes the e istence of armed
conflict s not of an international character. . Additionally Protocol II defines such conflicts as those
between the armed forces of a High Contracting Party and dissident armed forces or other organized
armed groups which under responsible command e ercise such control over a part of its territory as to
enable them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to implement this Protocol.
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1
and Relating to the Protection of
Victims of Non-international Armed Conflicts art. 13 3 June 8 1 77 1125 U.N.T.S. 60 . See also
David E. Graham Defining Non-International Armed Conflict: A Historically Difficult Task 88 INT’L.
L. STUDIES 3
2012 noting that the ICRC has traditionally been loo ed to as the principle source
for interpreting the Geneva Conventions .
57
ICRC supra note 56 at 5. Protocol II e plicitly contrasts armed conflicts with situations of
internal disturbances and tensions such as riots isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of
a similar nature to which the protocol will not apply. See Protocol Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1
and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-international Armed
Conflicts art. 1. Protocol II has never been ratified by the United States. See Treaties and State Parties
to Such Treaties: Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) INT’L COMMITTEE O THE RED
CROSS available at https: www.icrc.org applic ihl ihl.nsf vwTreaties1 . sp
58
Graham supra note 56 at 8.
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Department of State so lac ing in consistency as to be completely selfserving. 5 Nonetheless the U.S. Supreme Court has indicated that at least
for the purposes of identifying its humanitarian responsibilities the U.S.
must hew to the definition of non-international armed conflicts supported by
the Convention.60
Just such a Convention-based interpretation seems to undergird the
pattern of ongoing armed conflict designations in the conte t of TPS.
Most designations under the armed conflict prong INA 2 b 1 A
have occurred in the midst of a recognizable civil war or substantial
insurgency. In Angola for instance the Attorney General cited widespread
fighting and a State Department finding that as much as 70 of the country
was outside effective government control. 61 Li ewise in the year of its
first armed conflict TPS grant Rwanda was immersed in increasingly
bloody ethnic conflict one involving multiple organized armed groups and
officially recognized a month prior to the TPS designation as genocide
by the U.S. government.62 In countries li e Lebanon osovo Burundi and
Liberia the conflicts in question have become well- nown symbols of
internecine strife.
By loo ing briefly at the states whose designations shifted over time
the cases of Bosnia-Hercegovina and Syria we can begin to flesh out the
type of minimum organization and the level of intensity required before a
state can be seen as qualifying for TPS protections. In the case of BosniaHercegovina the initial armed conflict grant came in 1 2 at which time
intersectarian war was already fully underway and ethnic cleansing was
rampant. 63 By 1
however four years after the signing of the Dayton
Peace Accords and well into a robust UN NATO peace eeping mission
the Attorney General ad usted the designation to e traordinary and
temporary conditions. 6 By this time the UNHCR was praising the
effectiveness of the peace eeping mission and mar ing substantial though
uneven progress in Bosnia-Hercegovina’s political economic and social
rehabilitation and reconstruction. 65 At the same time it anticipated needing

5

Id. at 53.
See Hamdan v. Rumsfeld 5 8 U.S. 557 630 31 2006 .
61
Designation of Angola Under the Temporary Protected Status Program 65 ed. Reg. 16 63
Mar. 2 2000 .
62
William erroggiaro The US and the Genocide in Rwanda 1994: Evidence of Inaction THE
NAT’L SECURITY ARCHIVE http: www2.gwu.edu nsarchiv NSAEBB NSAEBB53 5. Rwanda: A
Historical Chronology PBS http: www.pbs.org wgbh pages frontline shows rwanda etc cron.html.
63
Bosnia-Hercegovina Timeline BBC NEWS Jan. 12 2012 http: news.bbc.co.u 2 hi europe country profiles 1066 81.stm.
6
E tension of Designation of Bosnia-Hercegovina Under the Temporary Protected Status
Program 6 ed. Reg. 3720 Aug. 11 1
BBC NEWS supra note 63.
65
UNHCR Global Appeal 1999—Bosnia and Herzegovina UNHCR Dec. 1 1 8
http: www.unhcr.org 3eaff 3e .html.
60
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to provide humanitarian assistance for nearly 1 million refugees and
internally displaced persons over the course of the coming year.66
In the other direction lies Syria which was awarded a supplementary
armed conflict designation after 18 months of coverage under the
e traordinary conditions prong.
In designating Syria under the
e traordinary conditions prong that is even before it was seen as
meriting an armed conflict designation the Secretary of Homeland
Security recognized that several cities in Syria were crippled by brutality
and violence. 67 Armed opposition groups were coalescing and unspea able
atrocities including the targeted illing of women and small children
were being perpetrated by the government forces. Over 7 000 Syrians were
already dead and over 100 000 internally displaced.68 Syria was not
officially designated under the armed conflict prong until 2013 at which
point the Secretary noted the continuing use of indiscriminate and deadly
force against civilians the emergence of radical Islamist opposition groups
a death toll climbing above 70 000 and more than .5 million IDPs.6
These precedents suggest a number of things about the scope and
organization required for recognition of armed conflicts under TPS. Most
of the cited conflicts were highly developed involving either structured
inter-ethnic strife or a fully formed insurgency. As the e ample of Syria
proves moreover even e traordinary state or non-state violence doesn’t
mandate the label of armed conflict. urthermore a peace deal with some
reasonable possibility of success may militate in favor of an e traordinary
conditions rather than armed conflict grant.70 Importantly the intensity
of a conflict cannot be measured in casualties alone: the effect of fighting
on food security and infrastructure and the ability to distribute aid as in
Somalia may also constitute grounds for an armed conflict grant even
where the direct casualties rates are relatively low.71 Even so a
humanitarian problem of enormous proportions does not necessarily call of
an armed conflict grant so long as that problem doesn’t threaten to erupt
into organized violence.

66

Id.
Designation of Syrian Arab Republic for Temporary Protected Status 77 ed. Reg. 1 026
1 028 Mar. 2 2012 .
68
Id.
6
E tension and Redesignation of Syria for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg. 36 223
36 225 26 Jun. 17 2013 .
70
Sometimes such speculation is thwarted by reality. or instance in spite of a clear-cut armed
conflict involving not only domestic rebel groups but also neighboring countries Guinea-Bissau’s TPS
grant under 2 b 1 C was awarded only at what seemed to be the conclusion of armed hostilities.
Then ust months after the award and the installation of a new national unity government the President
was overthrown. See Jens ovsted
inn Tarp Guinea-Bissau: War, Reconstruction and Reform 13
U.N. World Inst. for Dev. Econ. Res. Wor ing Paper No. 168 1
.
71
See, e.g. E tension of the Designation of Somalia for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg.
65 6 0 65 6 2 Nov. 1 2013 .
67
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Another point should be made about the nature of the armed conflict
designation. As the case of Bosnia-Hercegovina illustrates there is
e tensive overlap between 2 b 1 A ongoing armed conflict and
2 b 1 C e traordinary and temporary conditions. In the case of
Bosnia after initially recognizing TPS based on an armed conflict and
recognizing the significance of armed conflict even in the 1 8
e tension 72 the Attorney General chose in 1
to continue to award
Bosnia-Hercegovina protected status under INA
2 b 1 C
e traordinary and temporary conditions. 73 Similarly either by e plicit
statutory citation or by use of specific language i.e. before the ederal
Register began citing specifically to individual prongs of the statute most
countries carrying an armed conflict designation have also been
determined to have e traordinary and temporary conditions. 7
This overlap has led to some blurring of the distinct statutory
requirements of each prong. Somalia’s latest notice for instance asserts
that the conditions . . . that prompted the TPS designation continue to be
met because t here continues to be a substantial but temporary
disruption of living conditions in Somalia based upon ongoing armed
conflict and e traordinary and temporary conditions in that country that
prevent Somalis who have TPS from safely returning. 75 Similarly many
ederal Register notices articulate the temporary protected status directive
as follows: The Attorney General now the Secretary of Homeland Security
may designate states for TPS upon finding that such states are e periencing
ongoing armed conflict environmental disaster or other e traordinary and
temporary conditions that prevent nationals from returning safely. 76
Articulated this way the suggestion is that each of the three prongs requires
a finding of temporariness.
Yet the provisions are not coe tensive. While the environmental
disaster and e traordinary and temporary conditions prongs e plicitly
require a finding of temporariness the armed conflict prong does not.77
As we have seen moreover the Attorney General has at times carefully
distinguished between the point at which a state merits both designations
and the point at which it should receive only one. It is also a general rule of
statutory construction that language should not be added to a statute unless
72
E tension of Designation of Bosnia-Hercegovina Under Temporary Protected Status Program
63 ed. Reg. 5 0 2 5 0 2 3 Aug. 2 1 8 .
73
E tension of Designation of Bosnia-Hercegovina Under the Temporary Protected Status
Program 6 ed. Reg. 3 720 Aug. 11 1
.
7
The list includes Burundi Lebanon Liberia Rwanda Sierra Leone Sudan South Sudan
osovo Syria and Somalia.
75
E tension of the Designation of Somalia for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg. 65 6 0
65 6 1 Nov. 1 2013 .
76
See, e.g. Designation of Republic of South Sudan for Temporary Protected Status 76 ed. Reg.
63 62 Oct. 13 2011 .
77
INA 2 b 8 U.S.C. 125 b .
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required to fill in a logical gap.78 As such both precedent and the plain
language of the statute suggest that we should eep the distinct statutory
requirements regarding temporariness separate: while the other two
prongs do require a temporary condition the armed conflict prong does
not.
b. Environmental Disasters
According to the statute the Attorney General may also award
temporary protected status where i there has been an earthqua e flood
drought epidemic or other environmental disaster in the state resulting in a
substantial but temporary disruption of living conditions in the area
affected ii the foreign state is unable temporarily to handle adequately
the return to the state of aliens who are nationals of the state and iii the
foreign state officially has requested designation. 7 Such disaster grants
have been awarded to only five countries which are themselves readily
divisible into two groups: the hurricane and earthqua e victims and the
volcano state.
The first group encompasses four countries struc by significant
hurricanes or earthqua es over the past fifteen years in some cases multiple
times: El Salvador Honduras Nicaragua and Haiti. To this group Haiti is
a relative newcomer: it was designated as recently as 2010 in the wa e of
an earthqua e that leveled the capital and destroyed much of the country’s
infrastructure.80 The other three countries were granted TPS in 2001 and
1
respectively.81 There is little room to question the severity of the
events precipitating these designations. El Salvador’s grant followed on the
heels of an earthqua e that displaced nearly one-fifth of the country’s
population and destroyed over 200 000 homes.82 Similarly the original
grants for Honduras and Nicaragua came in the aftermath of Hurricane
Mitch one of the strongest Atlantic hurricanes ever recorded. The storm is
estimated to have caused over 11 000 deaths and 5 billion in damages in
the two countries destroying 70 to 80 percent of Honduras’ transportation
infrastructure and leaving up to 1.5 million people displaced.83 The
earthqua e that struc Haiti in 2010 flattened Port-au-Prince and illed more
78

See Iselin v. United States 270 U.S. 2 5 250 1 26 .
INA 2 b 1 B 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 B .
80
Designation of Haiti for Temporary Protected Status 75 ed. Reg. 3 76 Jan. 21 2010 .
81
Designation of El Salvador Under Temporary Protected Status Program 66 ed. Reg. 1 21
Mar. 2001 Designation of Honduras Under Temporary Protected Status 6 ed. Reg. 52 Jan. 5
1
Designation of Nicaragua Under Temporary Protected Status 6 ed. Reg. 526 Jan. 5 1
.
82
Designation of El Salvador Under Temporary Protected Status Program 66 ed. Reg. 1 21
Mar. 2001 .
83
National Climatic Data Center Mitch: The Deadliest Atlantic Hurricane Since 1780 NAT’L
OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN. Jan. 23 200 available at https: www.ncdc.noaa.gov oa reports mitch mitch.html.
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than 230 000 people leaving 1.5 million displaced and a cholera epidemic
in its wa e.8
Nonetheless three of the designees have now carried temporary
protected status for nearly fifteen years and some might dispute the strength
of their claim to continued protection particularly in the face of acute
disaster claims by countries li e the Philippines hit hard by Typhoon Haiyan
in late 2013.85 In support of its most recent e tension of Nicaragua’s
designation the Secretary recited the litany of floods and landslides that
have afflicted the country over the past decade impairing food security
slowing reconstruction and damaging thousands of houses.86 Noting a
similar parade of compounding natural disasters the recent e tensions for
Honduras and El Salvador have focused not only on housing and
transportation infrastructure but increasingly on the cost of these disasters
to agricultural productivity and domestic labor mar ets.87 Given the
e traordinary damage to Philippines and active consideration of relevant
TPS legislation by Congress88 it is noteworthy that the Secretary seems
reluctant to terminate TPS for these three Central American countries even
as he relies on additional events beyond the catalytic event to ustify the
designation. This reluctance suggests an unusual interpretation of
temporariness. Here the accumulation of discrete temporary events is
used to validate the empirical longevity of the grants. The Honduran notice
is warranted because the disruption in living conditions in affected areas of
Honduras resulting from the environmental disaster that prompted the
January 5 1
designation persists. 8 But this confuses the causal
relationship required by INA 2 b 1 B which ties substantial but
temporary disruption of living conditions to a particular environmental
disaster. In the case of Honduras El Salvador and Nicaragua the
Department posits an original effect the disruption that is sustained not
by the environmental disaster in question but by other ensuing natural
8
Haiti Earthquake Fast Facts CNN Jan. 6 2015 http: www.cnn.com 2013 12 12 world haitiearthqua e-fast-facts .
85
The ilipino Temporary Protected Status Act of 2013 H.R. 3602 was introduced and
subsequently stalled in the House. SEGHETTI ET AL. supra note at 7. Typhoon Haiyan initially
displaced as many as .1 million people and destroyed up to 1.1 million houses in the Philippines.
Typhoon
Haiyan/Yolanda
Fact
Sheet
#22
USAID
Apr.
21
201
http: www.usaid.gov haiyan fy1 fs22.
86
E tension of the Designation of Nicaragua for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 62 176
62 178 7 Oct. 16 201 .
87
E tension of the Designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 62 170
62 172 Oct. 16 201
citing e tensive damage to the shrimp melon and cantaloupe industries
E tension of the Designation of El Salvador for Temporary Protected Status 80 ed. Reg. 8 3 8 5 Jan.
7 2015 noting that i n light of the highly problematic economic situation a large influ of returning
citizens at this time would overwhelm the labor mar et and the government’s fiscal ability to e tend
basic services to its citizens. .
88
SEGHETTI ET AL. supra note at 7.
8
E tension of the Designation of Honduras for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 62 170
62 172 Oct. 16 201 .
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disasters. 0 Given the Department’s own characterization of these countries
as among . . . the most vulnerable to natural disasters including those
related to e treme weather events 1 this is a curiously lenient reading of
the double mandate 2 for temporariness in the statute.
Indeed the case of Montserrat provides an intriguing counterpoint to
this leniency. Montserrat a small island nation in the Caribbean received
its original grant of TPS as a result of volcanic activity that forced the
evacuation of more than half the island closed the airport . . . and destroyed
three-fourths of the infrastructure of the island. 3 By 200 however the
Department decided that it could no longer renew the island’s TPS grant in
spite of the fact ma or eruption s in 2003 and 200 seriously damaged
island infrastructure. Indeed the Department admitted that many
nationals . . . remain unable to return to their homes in the island’s southern
e clusion zone and that recognized health ris s caused by ash that
periodically covers much of the island posed a threat to many returnees. 5
In an early display of transparency 6 the Department went to significant
lengths to e plain its decision. irst it described the nature of
temporariness under INA 2 b 1 B and C : Under general rules of
statutory construction it is assumed that the legislative intent of Congress is
e pressed by the ordinary or plain meaning of a word . . . . The plain meaning
of ‘temporary’ is ‘lasting for a time only e isting or continuing for a limited
time not permanent.’ 7 After citing statistics suggesting that volcanic
activity would li ely continue for more than si months but less than 15
years and possibly longer the Secretary then concluded that b ecause the
volcanic eruptions are unli ely to cease in the foreseeable future they can
no longer be considered ‘temporary’ as required by Congress when it
enacted the TPS statute. 8
But consider again the position of the disaster-prone Central American
states. Earthqua es aside at least 25 hurricanes ravaged the Western
0
In the language of torts the original disaster e.g. Hurricane Mitch is no longer the pro imate
cause of the disruption in living conditions because subsequent hurricanes and landslides and earthqua es
have superseded it.
1
See, e.g. id.
2
The environmental conditions prong requires both a temporary disruption of living
conditions and the state’s inability temporarily to handle adequately the return to the state of its
nationals. See INA 2 b 1 B i ii 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 B i ii .
3
Designation of Montserrat Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed. Reg. 5 685 5 686 Aug.
28 1 7 designating Montserrat for protection under both the environmental disaster and
e traordinary and temporary conditions prongs .
Termination of the Designation of Montserrat Under the Temporary Protected Status Program
E tension of Employment Authorization Documentation 6 ed. Reg. 0 6 2 0 6 3 July 6 200 .
5
Id.
6
The sparsely reasoned designations of the pre-DHS period have grown increasingly robust and
informative in recent years.
7
Termination of the Designation of Montserrat Under the Temporary Protected Status Program
6 ed. Reg. at 0 6 3 July 6 200 citations omitted .
8
Id. at 0 6 3 .
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Caribbean between 2000 2010. The possibility that further environmental
disasters will prevent Honduras El Salvador and Nicaragua from
recovering enough to receive their nationals is not remote and indeed the
ris has been borne out by the long string of disasters that have pummeled
the region since their initial grants. In this sense it seems that the
temporariness of the disruption of living conditions is not truly what is at
sta e. The Department seems attuned instead to whether the original cause
of the disruption has concluded or can be e pected to conclude within a
reasonable amount of time. It also seems to understand a reasonable
amount of time to be something less than 15 years.
c. Other “Extraordinary and Temporary Conditions”
The e traordinary and temporary conditions prong is the most elusive
of the three types of temporary protected status grants. The statute provides
that the Attorney General may award TPS if she finds that there e ist
e traordinary and temporary conditions in the foreign state that prevent
aliens who are nationals of the state from returning to the state in safety
unless the Attorney General finds that permitting the aliens to remain
temporarily in the United States is contrary to the national interest of the
United States. 100 In many cases these grants are given simultaneously with
grants of TPS under the other two prongs as in the case of Somalia and
Montserrat for instance. In fact the Attorney General has at times e plicitly
lin ed the e traordinary and temporary conditions to an underlying armed
conflict or specific environmental event.101 In this sense it is sometimes
reasonable to read e traordinary and temporary conditions as synonymous
with the other two grants. Nonetheless several countries have been awarded
TPS based on e traordinary and temporary conditions for other reasons.
The most conspicuous group of e traordinary conditions designees is
made up of three countries stric en by the recent Ebola epidemic: Guinea
Liberia and Sierra Leone.102 In September 201 two months before the
oint grant the CDC estimated that Ebola cases in Liberia and the
surrounding countries were doubling every 15- 0 days depending on
location 103 and as of March 15th of 2015 the disease has caused over 10 000
Climatology of Caribbean Hurricanes: Western Caribbean Region CARIBBEAN HURRICANE
NETWOR http: stormcarib.com climatology WCAR all car.htm last visited Mar. 12 2015 .
100
INA 2 b 1 C 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 C .
101
See, e.g. E tension of the Designation of Somalia for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg.
65 6 0 65 6 1 Nov. 1 2013
T he Attorney General designated Somalia for TPS based on
e traordinary and temporary conditions resulting from armed conflict. .
102
Designation of Guinea for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 6 511 Nov. 21 201
Designation of Liberia for Temporary Protected Status 7
ed. Reg. 6 502 Nov. 21 201
Designation of Sierra Leone for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 6 506 Nov. 21 201 .
103
Martin I. Meltzer Estimating the Future Number of Cases in the Ebola Epidemic—Liberia and
Sierra Leone, 2014–2015 CENTERS OR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION Sept. 26 201
http: www.cdc.gov mmwr preview mmwrhtml su6303a1.htm?s cid su6303a1 w.
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deaths 10 with a mortality rate of about 50 .105 Given the recent and
ongoing nature of the epidemic it is impossible to speculate precisely about
the point at which the grant will have outlived its temporariness. However
as the CDC notes all epidemics do eventually come to an end that is
epidemic cycles are inherently temporary.106 It may also be worth noting the
Secretary’s emphasis on the systemic failure of the health systems in the
three countries as well as the enormous financial burden the disease is
placing on their economies.107
In a number of other cases the e traordinary conditions prong has
been used to address the humanitarian fallout remaining at the end of armed
conflicts or environmental events. In this sense it essentially extends an
armed conflict designation into the ether somewhere beyond the bounds of
a properly concluded armed conflict. This is particularly noticeable in the
cases of Liberia and Bosnia-Hercegovina where the Department found that
an armed conflict no longer e isted but that e traordinary and temporary
conditions persisted. In Liberia for instance the Department found that in
spite of a formal peace treaty basic necessities food security shelter
water sanitation and health care were practically none istent. 108 In
other cases li e that of uwait even though the armed conflict designation
never officially e isted the need for TPS was clearly tied to a pree isting
conflict.10
The same is true for Guinea-Bissau but with a twist. Prior to GuineaBissau’s 1
designation the phrase ongoing civil strife was used
interchangeably with ongoing armed conflict to describe the latter ind of
TPS relief.110 Guinea-Bissau’s civil war however was never recognized
with an ongoing armed conflict TPS grant. As a result when the Attorney
General coopted the phrase ongoing civil strife to e plain its designation
of Guinea-Bissau under INA
2 b 1 C for e traordinary and
temporary conditions he seems to have meant something other than armed
conflict. 111 The word strife may mean bitter sometimes violent conflict
10
2014 Ebola Outbreak in West Africa—Case Counts CENTERS OR DISEASE CONTROL AND
PREVENTION Oct. 13 2015 http: www.cdc.gov vhf ebola outbrea s 201 -west-africa casecounts.html.
105
Ebola Virus Disease WORLD HEALTH ORG. Sept. 201 http: www.who.int mediacentre factsheets fs103 en .
106
Meltzer supra note 103.
107
See, e.g. Designation of Guinea for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 6 511 6 513
Nov. 21 201 .
108
Termination and Re-Designation of Liberia for Temporary Protected Status 6 ed. Reg.
52 2 7 52 2 8 Aug. 25 200 .
10
Designation of uwait Under Temporary Protected Status Program 56 ed. Reg. 12 7 5 Mar.
27 1 1 .
110
See, e.g. Designation of Burundi Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed. Reg. 5 735 Nov.
1 7 Designation of Sierra Leone Under Temporary Protected Status 62 ed. Reg. 5 736 Nov.
1 7.
111
Designation of Guinea-Bissau Under Temporary Protected Status 6 ed. Reg. 12 181 12 182
Mar. 11 1
.
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or dissension or an act of contention. 112 Either way it revolves around
the notion of active conflict rather than ust the humanitarian desolation left
after a conflict. Thus under a plain-meaning analysis the e ample of
Guinea-Bissau suggests that designation under e traordinary conditions
may also be appropriate for violent or potentially violent encounters that
do not rise to the level required for recognition as armed conflicts.
inally it should also be noted that each ind of TPS grant entertains a
slightly different notion of the acceptable level of threat to returning
nationals of foreign states. Of these INA 2 b 1 C ta es the middle
road. On the one hand the environmental disaster prong requires only
that the country be able to handle adequately the return of its nationals.113
The focus there is on infrastructure first the potential for harm is only
secondary. At the other end of the spectrum the armed conflict prong
contemplates only serious threat s to the personal safety of returnees.11
In the middle the e traordinary and temporary conditions prong may be
activated where nationals are unable to return in safety. 115 This is a phrase
that suggests a broad definition of safety including threats that are
neither acutely serious nor e clusively personal and one that does not
depend on the inadequacy of governmental infrastructure.
2. Deferred Enforced Departure
Because there is no statutory basis for grants of deferred enforced
departure116 and because there have been relatively few of them our
inquiry into precedent will necessarily be limited. Nonetheless a number of
conclusions can be drawn from a brief review of these grants. Because
deferred enforced departure applies to specific nationalities 117 it is unli e
other grants of deferred action which typically use the president’s
prosecutorial discretion to target groups of persons who are similarly
situated for reasons other than nationality.118 Deferred enforced departure
as such has been granted to nationals of only five countries or regions:
China the Persian Gulf Haiti El Salvador and Liberia.11 The first three of
112
Strife Definition MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM http: www.merriamwebster.com dictionary strife
last visited on Mar. 12 2015 .
113
INA 2 b 1 C 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 B ii .
11
INA 2 b 1 A 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 A .
115
INA 2 b 1 C 8 U.S.C. 125 b 1 C .
116
Ad udicator’s ield Manual USCIS 38.2 a . In fact DED only came into use with the de facto
end of e tended voluntary departure EVD around 1 0. See id. see also Executive Grants of
Temporary Immigration Relief, 1956-Present AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL 6 10 Oct. 201
http: www.immigrationpolicy.org sites default files docs e ecutive grants of temporary immigration
relief 1 56-present final.pdf see also NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6 at 12 n. 5.
117
Memorandum from Joseph E. Langlois Director Asylum Division Clarification of Procedures
for Processing Applicants Covered by Deferred Enforced Departure Who Are Ineligible for Asylum 1
INS Memorandum Nov. 2001 .
118
See, e.g. NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6.
11
AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL supra note 116.
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these at least were rooted in ongoing foreign policy crises while the final
two grew out of e pired TPS grants.
The first recognized grant of deferred enforced departure was to Chinese
nationals in the wa e of the Tiananmen Square massacre.120 While the Bush
White House declined to provide e plicit rationale the e ecutive branch was
highly sensitive to the delicacy of the political situation in China as well as
to the development of Sino-American relations following the incident.121
The DED grant was quic ly followed by legislation providing a streamlined
path to citizenship for many of the grantees.122 In this sense given Congress’
overt pro-student sentiment 123 this can be seen as a ind of bridge grant
designed to provide temporary status for individuals anticipating legislative
regularization by Congress.12
President Clinton’s grant of deferred enforced departure to Haitian
nationals in 1 7125 shared many of the same characteristics. It arose in the
conte t of an international refugee crisis involving thousands of Haitians
fleeing the country by boat126 a crisis that President Clinton had placed
firmly within the purview of his foreign policy authority by ordering a
military invasion of Haiti the year before.127 In the associated presidential
memorandum moreover Clinton e plicit cited his foreign affairs power as
the basis for the grant.128 urthermore the grant was made with the Haitian
Refugee Immigration airness Act pending in Congress.12 Because the
120
AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL supra note 116 at 6 E ec. Order No. 12 711 55 ed. Reg. 13 8 7 Apr.
11 1 0 . Policy Implementation with Respect to Nationals of the People s Republic of China.
121
See, e.g. State Department Memorandum Themes U.S. DEP’T O STATE 5 6 Jun. 2 1 8
available at http: www2.gwu.edu - nsarchiv NSAEBB NSAEBB16 docs doc3 .pdf.
122
See Ad ustment of Status Certain Nationals of the People’s Republic of China 62 ed. Reg.
63 2
Nov. 28 1 7 discussing implementation of the Chinese Student Protection Act of 1 2 .
123
See State Department Memorandum supra note 121. In fact President Bush had already vetoed
one piece of legislation the Emergency Chinese Immigration Relief Act of 1 8 . Howland supra
note 36 at 6 0.
12
Charles amasa i argues that Congress has often gone on to ratify legislatively what the
e ecutive has done by discretion. Charles amasa i History Shows on Immigration: First Executive
Action, Then Legislation NAT’L COUNCIL O LA RA A 3
201 .
125
Presidential Memorandum Memorandum on Deferred Enforced Departure for Haitians Dec.
23 1 7 .
126
See Patric Gavigan Paper Prepared for the Conference on Regional Responses to Forced
Migration in Central America and the Caribbean DEPARTMENT O INT’L LEGAL A AIRS 1 2 Oct. 1
1 7 see also RUTH ELLEN WASEM CONG. RES. SERV. RS213
U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICY ON
HAITIAN MIGRANTS 2 Jan. 21 2005 .
127
Though there is some question as to the e tent to which the invasion was a product of foreign
rather than domestic politics and policy. See Philippe R. Girard Peacekeeping, Politics, and the U.S.
Intervention in Haiti 2 J. CON LICT STUD. 1 200 available at http: ournals.hil.unb.ca inde .phpcs article view 2 0 61.
128
Presidential Memorandum supra note 125. The power to conduct foreign relations is an implied
power often seen as the amalgam of several constitutional grants. See Don Wallace Jr. The President’s
Exclusive Foreign Affairs Power Over Foreign Aid: Part I 1 70 DU E L.J. 2 3 2 6 1 70
evin R.
Johnson Bernard Tru illo Immigration Law and the US-Mexico Border: Sí se puede? 8 UNIV. O
ARI . PRESS Tucson 2011.
12
Royce Bernstein Murray Sarah Petrin Williamson Migration as a Tool for Disaster Recovery:
A Case Study on U.S. Policy Options for Post-Earthquake Haiti 38 Ctr. for Global Dev. Wor ing Paper
No. 255 2011 .
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Haitian Refugee Act applied only to those Haitians who had been paroled
into the U.S. or sought asylum by the end of 1 5 130 however the
intervening DED grant functioned as a bridge only for those already
targeted to receive humanitarian assistance.
Another Bush-era grant arose in the wa e of an invasion: deferred
enforced departure for qualifying Persian Gulf evacuees in 1 1.131 In this
case rather than anticipating congressional action but accomplishing
much the same goal the Bush administration allowed qualifying evacuees
to apply for permanent residency.132 As with the Haitian grant it may be
significant that the U.S. played a role in bringing the grant recipients to the
country. This was the case with all Persian Gulf designees though not with
all Haitians.133
The remaining two grants illustrate a separate characteristic of DED
quite apart from its foreign policy rationale: the ability to continue protecting
nationals of certain foreign states even when the conditions supporting their
TPS grants no longer e ist. El Salvador for instance was originally
awarded deferred enforced departure in 1 2 at the e piration of its special
TPS grant.13 According to President Bush El Salvador could not currently
accommodate the repatriation of appro imately 150 000 people. 135 In
e tending the grant President Clinton subsequently clarified that the return
of so many people would have a serious negative impact on the evolving
situation in El Salvador. 136 This rationale was articulated even in
terminating the designation. There the Clinton administration announced
first that the political and human rights situation had improved and second
that the American Baptist Churches class action settlement e panding
asylum review for Salvadorans 137 would slow the pace of any return
migration significantly.138 As such there would be no flood of returnees and
no serious negative impacts.
Several additional things are noteworthy about the Salvadoran DED
grant: first it was unusually temporary second it evinces a tension between
a stated concern for the situation in El Salvador both a foreign policy and
humanitarian concern and for the impact on members of the Salvador
community in the United States who currently hold DED status ust a
humanitarian concern . As we have seen the first ind of concern is
typically outside the purview of TPS grants while the second type of
130

WASEM supra note 126 at 5.
AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL supra note 116 at 7.
132
Id.
133
Id.
13
Deferral of Enforced Departure for Salvadorans 57 ed. Reg. 28 700 28 701 Jun. 26 1 2 .
135
Id.
136
E tension of Deferral of Enforced Departure for Nationals of El Salvador 58 ed. Reg. 32 1 7
Jun. 8 1 3 .
137
See American Baptist Churches v. Thornburgh, 760 . Supp. 7 6 7
N.D. Cal. 1 1 .
138
E piration of Deferral of Enforced Departure for Nationals of El Salvador 5 ed. Reg. 62 751
Dec. 6 1
.
131
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concern fits squarely within the scope of TPS. inally some commentators
have argued that Bush’s initial use of DED was designed primarily to
reassert e ecutive authority in matters of deferred enforcement after the
passage of the TPS statute.13 While the foreign policy and humanitarian
concerns e pressed by President Bush may well have been a smo e screen
for political motives in this case it is nonetheless worth noting that this type
of grant provides a certain degree of fle ibility lac ing in TPS. By applying
the adequate to handle test of INA 2 b 1 B to the conditions of postwar generalized strife common to e traordinary conditions grants under
INA 2 b 1 C it recognized that the infrastructural implications of
generalized violence could be ust as significant as the safety concerns it
arouses.
Liberia’s pattern of DED grants by three different presidents sheds
additional light on the nature of DED.1 0 Its grants have come at the
supposed end of two armed conflicts but at the point where conditions
have improved such that TPS is no longer factually warranted. 1 1
Importantly as recently as 201 and seven years after the termination of TPS
protections Obama again cited compelling foreign policy reasons to
e tend the grant.1 2 While the rationale provided for these grants is even
more sparse than usual it is at least worth noting the con unction of a pointed
new standard compelling foreign policy reasons with an e plicit
ac nowledgement that DED may cover conditions less severe than would be
necessary to warrant a TPS grant. At the same time DED grants involve a
heightened ‘national interest’ standard: whereas INA 2 b 1 C the
TPS e traordinary conditions statute mandates that grants not be
against the national interest DED affirmatively requires that the e ecutive
action be in the foreign policy interest of the United States. 1 3 In this light
cases li e Tiananmen Square ma e for easy DED analyses. What is more
difficult to understand are grants involving ongoing humanitarian concerns
in countries rarely considered central to the United States’ foreign policy
countries li e Liberia. Nonetheless the case of Liberia suggests that the
foreign policy goals of DED must at least to some e tent be considered to
include aims that are primarily humanitarian in nature.

13

Howland supra note 36 at 6 1.
AM. IMMIGR.COUNCIL supra note 116 at 8 10 SEGHETTI ET AL. supra note at 6.
1 1
See, e.g. Press Release U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security Liberians Provided Deferred
Enforced Departure DED Sept. 12 2007 .
1 2
Presidential Memorandum on Deferred Enforced Departure for Liberians 1 Sept. 26 201 on
file with the Office of the Press Secretary .
1 3
Id.
1 0
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IV.
APPLICATION: IS NATIONALITY-BASED
IMMIGRATION RELIE APPROPRIATE OR THE
NORTHERN TRIANGLE?
In light of our e amination of precedent for broad-based humanitarian
grants under TPS and DED we now turn to the situation of three countries
in Central America Guatemala El Salvador and Honduras commonly
referred to as the Northern Triangle.
A. An Overview of Current Conditions in the Northern Triangle
Throughout much of the second half of the 20th century Guatemala and
El Salvador struggled through brutal civil wars.1 Since the conclusion of
those wars in the 1 0s patterns of violence have shifted: instead of
political and sometimes ethnic violence placing the government in
opposition to non-state militias violence has become more general and
widespread dominated by organized gangs1 5 and perpetuated by a comple
array of factors.1 6 Such violence has become pervasive throughout
Honduras as well. Thus although there are significant historical
demographic and political differences in the three countries for our
purposes they may well be considered together.
The bac drop for any analysis of the human rights profile of the
Northern Triangle is the continuing poverty and economic distress under
which the region struggles. The United Nation’s Human Development
Inde ran s Guatemala 125 and Honduras 12 below Syria 118 and
Iraq 120 with El Salvador 115 only slightly ahead in the Western
Hemisphere only Haiti is less developed.1 7 In real terms that means more
than 35 of the population of Honduras and Guatemala subsists on less than
USD 2.50 each day with about the same percentage living on USD .00
day in El Salvador.1 8 The old agrarian poverty of the 20th century
moreover has developed increasingly into a new ind of urbanized
1
See Nicholas Phillips CARSI in Guatemala: Progress, Failure, and Uncertainty 2 The
Woodrow Wilson Int’l Ctr. for Scholars Wor ing Paper 201 . Given the overwhelming violence of
Guatemala’s civil war which e tended through 1 6 it is remar able that the country was never awarded
TPS on the basis of an ongoing armed conflict especially considering the nearly parallel
circumstances in El Salvador. See El Salvador: 12 Years of Civil War THE CTR. OR JUST.
ACCOUNTABILITY http: www.c a.org article.php?list type type 1
last visited Mar. 10 2015 .
1 5
CYNTHIA J. ARNSON ET AL. THE WOODROW WILSON INT’L CTR OR SCHOLARS ORGANI ED
CRIME IN CENTRAL AMERICA: THE NORTHERN TRIANGLE 1 2 2011 .
1 6
TANI MARILENA ADAMS THE WOODROW WILSON INT’L CTR OR SCHOLARS CHRONIC
VIOLENCE AND ITS REPRODUCTION: PERVERSE TRENDS IN SOCIAL RELATIONS CITI ENSHIP AND
DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA 11 1 2011 .
1 7
U.N. Dev. Programme Table 1: Human Development Index and Its Components available at
http: hdr.undp.org en content table-1-human-development-inde -and-its-components last visited Mar.
15 2015 .
1 8
Poverty and Equity Data: Latin America and the Caribbean WORLD BAN available at
http: povertydata.worldban .org poverty region LAC last visited Mar. 1 2015 .
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poverty mar ed by e traordinary disparities in wealth and e treme levels of
unemployment particularly among youth.1
Compounding this general poverty is the region’s susceptibility to
natural disasters and the burden that places on these states’ already limited
infrastructure. Indeed certain environmental stressors affecting El Salvador
and Honduras have been well documented by the U.S. government’s TPS
and DED e tensions. Though not affected as dramatically by Hurricane
Mitch or by a single seismic event in the past twenty years it should be noted
that Guatemala too has been afflicted by several significant natural
disasters within the past few years.150
Poverty alone does not account for the present international concern
over the conditions in the region however. Unli e points south including
close neighbors li e Nicaragua and Costa Rica the Northern Triangle is
home to e treme levels of generalized violence that is violence e isting
outside the conte t of international or civil wars.151 As of 2010 Honduras
carried the world’s highest homicide rate with those of El Salvador and
Guatemala occupying the 2nd and 7th places respectively.152 Across the
region these rates rose steadily through the first decade of the new century
and although those of El Salvador and Guatemala have steadied or declined
in recent years they remain at critical levels.153 Naturally rates of nonhomicidal violence are much higher.15
Such violence seems to have arisen amidst wea institutional security
framewor s as a result of several factors. Some authorities emphasize the
deportation of criminal gang members from the United States during the
1 0s into countries ill-equipped to provide for their rehabilitation or to
prevent replication of the gang structures developed in U.S. cities.155 Others
1
See ADAMS supra note 1 6 at 11 see also Esther Yu-Hsi Lee Why Kids Are Crossing the
Desert Alone to Get to America THIN PROGRESS
Jul. 2 201
available at
http: thin progress.org immigration 201 07 02 3 53051 push-factors-el-salvador-honduras-andguatemala . The World Ban notes that in all three countries the richest quintile controls between 8
and 61 of the country’s wealth while the bottom quintile has between 2.6 and 5.7 . In Honduras
60 of the population possesses only 20.1 of the country’s wealth. WORLD BAN supra note 1 8.
150
Baldini-Potermin supra note at 1 07.
151
ARNSON ET AL. supra note 1 5 at 2 JOAQUIN VILLALOBOS RETHIN ING THE WAR ON
DRUGS THROUGH THE US ME ICO PRISM 6 68 Ernesto edillo Haynie Wheeler ed. 2012 .
152
VILLALOBOS supra note 151 at 6 .
153
U.N. Dev. Programme Regional Human Development Report 2013-2014: Citizen Security with
a Human Face: Evidence and Proposals for Latin America 1
Nov. 2013
http: hdr.undp.org sites default files citizen security with a human face -e ecutivesummary.pdf.
15
ARNSON ET AL. supra note 1 5 at 2.
155
See, e.g. Margot niffin Note Balancing National Security and International Responsibility:
The Immigration System’s Legal Duty to Asylees Fleeing Gang Violence in Central America 11 U. MD.
L.J. RACE RELIGION GENDER CLASS 31 317 1 2011 see also Corey ane Fleeing Central
America’s Killing Streets
AL JA EERA
Sept.
201
http: www.al azeera.com indepth features 201 0 fleeing-central-america- illing-streets-201 7111 3 80318 .html. see also
RAUL HINOJOSO-OJEDA MA SIM WYNN ROM THE SHADOWS TO THE MAINSTREAM: ESTIMATING
PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION AND COMPREHENSIVE
THE ECONOMIC IMPACT O
IMMIGRATION RE ORM 10 Nov. 21 201 available at http: naid.ucla.edu uploads 2 1
21 226
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point toward a culture of violence inculcated by years of civil war.156 Still
others note the rise in drug traffic ing activity which itself may be
attributable to the power vacuum left at the conclusion of the region’s civil
wars.157
This violence has ta en various forms. On the one hand gang violence
persists across the region often involving the particularly developed and
e pansive Mara 18 and Mara Salvatrucha MS-13 .158 The UNDP has
estimated Guatemala’s gang population at 22 00015 and figures have risen
as high as 3 000 in El Salvador160 and 36 000 in Honduras.161 Importantly
these gangs have a territorial component: they control entire zones of ma or
cities throughout the region.162 Some commentators distinguish gangs from
family-based organized crime which is also widespread.163 Often more
directly and thoroughly lin ed to the drug trade organized crime is
frequently tied to institutional corruption and often builds upon social
structures dating to the civil wars.16 Such criminal institutions pose as one
USAID report noted a perpetual threat of e tortion intimidation and
violence. 165 In fact one study notes that about 60 of Salvadoran children
who fled the country in recent years cited crime gang threats or violence
as one reason for leaving.166 A UNHCR study that interviewed children who
had fled from the Northern Triangle calculated that 38 of children from
Guatemala 57 from Honduras and 72 from El Salvador met the criteria
for international protection.167 Even studies finding that the principle driver
to emigration remains economic ta e care to point out that their conclusions
should not deemphasize the severity of the poverty violence and

ucla naid center report estimating the economic impact of presidential administrative action and
comprehenvise immigration reform.pdf.
156
See, e.g. ADAMS supra note 1 6 at 2 see also VILLALOBOS supra note 151 at 68.
157
ARNSON ET AL. supra note 1 5 at 2 3 .
158
James Racine Note Youth Resistant to Gang Recruitment as a Particular Social Group in
Larios v. Holder 31 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 57 5 2011 .
15
Phillips supra note 1 at 10.
160
See niffin supra note 155 at 318 1 .
161
RODRIGO SERRANO-BERTHET HUMBERTO LOPE WORLD BAN CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN
CENTRAL AMERICA: A DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGE 15 2011 . Region-wide estimates have risen as high
as 300 000 members. Id.
162
VILLALOBOS supra note 151 at 6 Phillips supra note 1 at 10.
163
VILLALOBOS supra note 151 at 66 67. It should be noted that certain gangs li e Mara 18 are
so well-developed that they tend to share many of the characteristics of traditional organized crime
organizations. Racine supra note 158 at 60.
16
ARNSON et al. supra note 1 5 at 6 discussing the transformation of ideological groups into
criminal actors
10 Almost all institutions civilian military and police have shown some
connection to organized crime and attempts to address this corruption have created unique challenges .
165
Phillips supra note 1
at 10.
166
ELI ABETH ENNEDY AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL NO CHILDHOOD HERE: WHY CENTRAL
AMERICAN CHILDREN ARE LEEING THEIR HOMES 1 201 .
167
U.N. HIGH COMMISSIONER OR RE UGEES CHILDREN ON THE RUN: UNACCOMPANIED
CHILDREN LEAVING CENTRAL AMERICA AND ME ICO AND THE NEED OR INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION
6 201 .
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humanitarian crisis in Central America. 168 Indeed a Wilson Center report
compares the brutality arbitrariness and unpredictability of violence in
parts of Latin America including the Northern Triangle to the crimes
against humanity perpetrated in Cambodia and Rwanda years ago.16
Unsurprisingly the UNHCR has found a 712 increase in asylum
applications from nationals of the Northern Triangle who fled to the
surrounding countries between 2008 and 2013.170
B. Would a Grant of Temporary Protected Status Be Consistent with
Statute and Precedent?
In light of such e travagant levels of violence and poverty it is
reasonable to as whether broad-based grants li e TPS or DED are
appropriate for countries in the Northern Triangle. Nor is this merely an
academic e ercise. Currently no Guatemalan nationals benefit from TPS or
DED. While relatively large numbers of Salvadorans and Hondurans do
their designations reach bac to 2001 or earlier.171 Because no one who has
fled to the United States within the last 1 years qualifies for protection 172
the number protected about 265 000 pales in comparison with the total
number of unauthorized migrants from these countries estimated at
1 630 000 in 2012.173 This section will consider whether the current
conditions in the Northern Triangle ustify a grant of temporary protected
status based on the statutory guidelines and past precedent. Although there
may be an argument for environment disaster designation or
redesignation such conditions are already under e amination by the
government and we will not spend time considering them e cept insofar
as previous grants illustrate the principles of humanitarian aid and
temporariness inscribed in the other prongs of TPS. Instead this section will
focus on the best arguments for designation under INA 2 b 1 A and
C . It will conclude with an assessment of the viability of those arguments.
1. Armed Conflict
As described in detail above it is typically thought that two basic
inquiries must be satisfied in order for a state to receive TPS based on an
168

HINOJOSA-OJEDA supra note 155 at 3.
ADAMS supra note 1 6 at 25.
170
U.N. HIGH COMMISSIONER OR RE UGEES Unaccompanied Minors: Humanitarian Situation at
US Border available at http: unhcrwashington.org children last visited Mar. 12 2015 .
171
SEGHETTI ET AL. supra note at 3 Table 1. An estimated 20 000 Salvadorans are protected under
TPS along with 61 000 Hondurans.
172
See, e.g. E tension of the Designation of El Salvador for Temporary Protected Status 80 ed.
Reg. 8 3 Jan. 7 2015 .
173
BRYAN BA ER NANCY RYTINA DEP’T O HOMELAND SECURITY O . O IMMIGR. STAT.
ESTIMATES O THE UNAUTHORI ED IMMIGRANT POPULATION RESIDING IN THE UNITED STATES:
JANUARY 2012 5 Table 3 Mar. 2013 .
16
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ongoing armed conflict.
irst has e isting civil strife reached the
minimum level of organization required to support the designation?
Second has it reached a minimum level of intensity? This second question
can be split in two: Is the conflict ongoing and does it pose a serious
threat to the safety of deportees? When considering these questions the
proper standard for measuring agency discretion in matters of immigration
to the e tent that it is reviewable at all is whether the agency’s
determinations are founded on considerations rationally related to the
statute being administered.17
Minimum organization as we have seen tends to loo li e civil war
or at least a very substantial insurgency even in cases li e Rwanda and
Bosnia-Hercegovina where the conflict is closely tied to violence between
recognizable ethnic groups. When compared to such precedents civil strife
in the North Triangle does not loo very organized. 175 Nonetheless the
Geneva Conventions did leave open a third path: beyond wars of
liberation and civil wars they recognize as armed conflicts certain
other conflicts not of an international character. 176 This imputes no
political dimension nor any particular motive of any ind to the conflict.
There is no reason for instance that ma ing money from drugs would not
be an adequate structural principle.
urthermore there is reason to believe that the use of the term armed
conflict in INA 2 b 1 A should be read somewhat differently than
in international law. As the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized the primary
purpose of the Geneva Conventions was to furnish minimal protections to
a broad array of actors.177 As a result the minimum organization test as
proposed by the Red Cross requires that the parties to the conflict whether
state actors or not be under a responsible command and be capable of
meeting minimal humanitarian requirements. 178 This reading suggests that
this section of the Geneva Conventions is primarily concerned with the
conduct of the actors participating in armed conflicts. Temporary protected
status on the other hand is not designed to govern actions so much as
effects. That is it is not about accountability and the practice of war but
humanitarian protection. The organizational requirements inherent in the
17

oo Hong Ma v. Immigration Naturalization Serv. 35 .2d 728 72 2d Cir. 1 70 .
El Salvador’s entire gang membership of 10 500 to only gangs. SERRANO-BERTHET LOPE
supra note 161 at 15.
176
See 78 ed. Reg supra note 55.
177
Hamdan 5 8 U.S.at 631.
178
ICRC supra note 56 at 5. Additional Protocol II requires armed groups to be under
responsible command. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1
and Relating
to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts Protocol II art. 1 1 Jun. 8 1 77
1125 U.N.T.S. 60 611. Article 3 articulates these responsibilities to include inter alia prohibiting
violence to life and person of noncombatants outrages upon personal dignity and e tra udicial
e ecutions and caring for the wounded. Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War art. 3 Aug. 12 1
6 U.S.T. 3516 75 U.N.T.S. 237.
175
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armed conflict prong should be read to give effect to this significant
distinction.17
In this sense the minimum organization requirement can be
understood to mean ongoing violence caused by more than one cognizable
armed group rather than violence between two or more entities. Such a
reading places proper emphasis on the effects of the violence rather than the
actions causing it. It also opens up the armed conflict designation to the
conditions of Northern Triangle where powerful gangs and well-established
crime syndicates vie with one another with national governments with
citizens and with international anti-traffic ing initiatives and which in
doing so create a landscape awash with violence. Such conflicts are not
structured according to traditionally recognizable antagonisms
dictatorship versus freedom fighters embattled democracy versus
insurgency etc. but they do e hibit levels of internal organization
consistent with the requirements of armed conflicts for the purposes of
TPS. In this sense the e istence of bro ered peace deals between rival
gangs180 further suggests that we are dealing not with violence per se but
with a cognizable armed conflict. Similarly the control of territory by
armed gangs suggests the presence of some significant degree of
organization and has been cited previously as one fact leading to a finding
of an armed conflict.181
The tric ier question is that of intensity a combination of duration and
severity. Here it is worth noting the plain meaning of ongoing continuing
to e ist happen or progress continuing without reaching an end. 182
Importantly this definition contemplates both a past and a future: the
conflict has begun it is going on presently and it will continue at least for
some time. Unli e the other two prongs of 2 b the armed conflict
prong does not require a finding of temporariness apparently under the
assumption that such conflicts pass away eventually. urthermore given
17
Indeed the refugee provisions of the Geneva Conventions one part of the Conventions focusing
on the effects of the armed conflict do not ma e the e istence of an armed conflict a prerequisite to the
assertion of refugee status. See Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees art. 1 A2 Jul. 28 1 51
18 U.N.T.S. 150 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees art. 1 2 Dec. 16 1 66 606 U.N.T.S.
267 defining refugee as one who owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race
religion nationality membership of a particular social group or political opinion is outside the country
of his nationality and is unable or owing to such fear is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of
that country or who not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual
residence as a result of such events is unable or owing to such fear is unwilling to return to it .
180
Randal C. Archibold Gangs’ Truce Buys El Salvador a Tenuous Peace N.Y. TIMES Aug. 27
2012 available at http: www.nytimes.com 2012 08 28 world americas in-el-salvador-gang-trucebrings-tenuous-peace.html? r 0 El Salvador Gangs Announce the Re-Launch of 2012 Truce BBC
NEWS Aug. 30 201
http: www.bbc.com news world-latin-america-2 000158.
ormal peace
processes have served as mar ers of the end of armed conflicts for the purposes of TPS. See Designation
of Angola Under the Temporary Protected Status Program 65 ed. Reg. 1663 16635 Mar. 2 2000 .
181
Id.
182
Ongoing Definition MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM http: www.merriam-webster.com dictionaryongoing last visited Oct. 10 2015 .
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the e traordinary longevity of armed conflict -based grants in Sudan and
Somalia 183 there is no reason to conclude that such conflicts must pass away
quic ly. Under this definition violence in the Northern Triangle is certainly
ongoing. More importantly there is no reason to believe that its potential
longevity should stymie a grant under the armed conflict prong.
The critical element then is whether these ongoing conflicts pose a
serious threat to the personal safety of returning nationals. Here the
scale and nature of the threat is unli e that in Syria. There are for instance
no reports of chemical weapons being deployed against civilian population
centers.18 Internal displacement185 is less the norm than endurance in the
face of inevitable violence. There are however many reports of targeted
illings by gangs including reprisals or punishments for refusing to oin186
there are reports of e tra udicial e ecutions by the military and police187
there are reports of e treme gender-based violence committed with
impunity.188 Homicide rates alone however do not compass the full scope
of harm contemplated by a statute that focuses on personal safety. While
death and rape and torture are certainly threats to one’s personal safety our
inquiry should also countenance those threats which are less severe
individually but equally serious as their frequency rises. That is while the
threat of a single assault or homicide is quite serious so too is the threat of
habitual robberies.
Given the elevated levels of violence in the region a reasonable
argument might be made that such threats e ist for anyone in these countries.
Although accurate statistics are difficult to come by aside from the region’s
e travagant homicide rates 18 the personal safety indicators that are
available raise serious concerns. One study in Costa Rica generally
considered the safest country in Central America put the chances of falling
victim to a violent crime at between 20 and 36 percent depending on
income.1 0 According to a 2012 study by Vanderbilt’s Latin American
Public Opinion Pro ect over 36 of respondents in Guatemala City and
Tegucigalpa Honduras had been victims of crime during the preceding
183
E tension of the Designation of Somalia for Temporary Protected Status 78 ed. Reg. 65 6 0
65 6 1 Nov. 1 2013 documenting Somalia’s continuous designation since 1 1 E tension of the
Designation of Sudan for Temporary Protected Status 7 ed. Reg. 52 027 52 028 Sept. 2 201
documenting Sudan’s continuous designation since 1 7 .
18
E tension and Redesignation of the Syrian Arab Republic for Temporary Protected Status 80
ed. Reg. 2 5 2 7 Jan. 5 2015 .
185
Id. noting the U.N. estimate that 6. million Syrians are now internally displaced .
186
Racine supra note 158 at 5 60.
187
See Jose Miguel Cruz Criminal Violence and Democratization in Central America: The Survival
of the Violent State Author(s) 53 LATIN AM. POL. AND SOC’Y 1 23 Winter 2011 .
188
See, e.g. Matter of A-R-C-G-, 26 I N Dec. 388 388 3
BIA 201 recognizing married
women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship sic as a social group for purposes of
asylum and discussing the prevalence of gender-based violence in Guatemala .
18
See Caroline Moser Ailsa Winton Violence in the Central American Region: Towards an
Integrated Framework for Violence Reduction 7 Overseas Dev. Inst. Wor ing Paper No. 171 2002 .
1 0
SERRANO-BERTHET LOPE supra note 161 at .
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twelve months.1 1 More than 60 of respondents to an El Salvador-based
study claimed they felt unsafe leaving wor
0 felt unsafe on public
transportation and 80 felt unsafe at the supermar et.1 2 Significantly
although 18 of Salvadorans do want more police on the streets 1 3
confidence in the authorities is low across the region.1 Unsurprisingly the
number of Central Americans apprehended at the border who have claimed
to fear returning to their home country has spi ed in recent years.1 5
An additional fact is worth remembering: most returnees will be
especially ill-positioned to isolate themselves from violence. These
returnees are not the wealthy and the mobile in fact only about half of
undocumented immigrants in the U.S. have even a high-school education.1 6
According to the Pew Center one-fifth of adult undocumented immigrants
and nearly one-third of children with unauthorized parents live below the
poverty line and only 25 own houses.1 7 It stands to reason therefore
that an unusually large percentage of deported immigrants will end up in
precisely the areas and under precisely the conditions that generate a
heightened ris of victimization.1 8
2. Extraordinary and Temporary Conditions
A grant under INA 2 b 1 C the e traordinary and temporary
conditions prong of TPS must satisfy several conditions as described
above. Conditions must be e traordinary they must be temporary they
must prevent nationals from returning in safety and the grant must not
contravene the national interest.
1 1

Orlando J. Perez et al. Political Culture of Democracy in Honduras and the Americas, 2012:
Towards the Equality of Opportunity USAID Apr. 2013 at 103 available at http: www.vanderbilt.edulapop honduras Honduras Country Report 2012 English W.pdf.
1 2
Instituto Universitario de Opinion Publica Victimizacion y percepcion de inseguridad en El
Salvador: Consulta de Opinion Publica de Agosto de 2009 36 37
0 UNIVERSIDAD
CENTROAMERICANA JOSE SIMEON CANAS 200 .
1 3
Id. at .
1
In Guatemala and Honduras according to a 2011 survey only 2.8 and 2.2 of people claimed
the trusted the police a lot.
8.1 and 35.
of respondents as well as 25.3 in El Salvador said
they had no confidence in the police. See CORPORACION LATINOBAROMETRO Latinobarometro:
Oleada de 2011 available at http: www.latinobarometro.org latOnline. sp last visited Mar. 1 2015 .
1 5
U.N. HIGH COMMISSIONER OR RE UGEES supra note 167 at .
1 6
Unauthorized Immigrants Today: A Demographic Profile AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL Aug. 1
201
at 7 available at http: www.immigrationpolicy.org ust-facts unauthorized-immigrantsdemographic-profile last visited Oct. 10 2015 .
1 7
Jeffrey S. Passel D’vera Cohn A Portrait of Undocumented Immigrants in the United States:
IV. Social and Economic Characteristics PEW RES. CTR Apr. 1 200
http: www.pewhispanic.org 200 0 1 iv-social-and-economic-characteristics last visited Oct. 10 2015 .
1 8
One study of Guatemala was unable to correlate violence with poverty but there the issue is
compounded by the high poverty rates and low crime of the indigenous communities. See PROGRAMA
DE SEGURIDAD CIUDADANA Y PREVENCION DE LA VIOLENCIA DEL PNUD GUATEMALA Informe
Estadistco de la violencia en Guatemala 2 Dec. 2007 . Other studies have posited an inverse
correlation between household poverty and crime rates per capita but they deal with rates not absolute
levels of crime. WORLD BAN supra note 1 8.
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As previously noted certain grants under this section reflect the
e traordinary nature of the other types of TPS armed conflict and
environmental disaster. Two other types of e traordinary conditions
grants are also inapposite: those involving the Ebola-ridden states of
Western Africa and those proceeding directly from armed conflict grants.
Though it does have important economic impacts generalized gang
violence however e traordinary does not pose the same ris of contagion
or the same threat to basic welfare systems as the Ebola epidemic. Nor can
the current conditions be tied e clusively to the armed conflicts that e isted
now nearly twenty years ago especially where those conflicts were never
originally recognized for protection.
As noted above however Guinea-Bissau provides an e ample of an
e traordinary conditions grant that did not proceed from any previous
grant of TPS but rather under the rubric of generalized civil strife an
assessment of country conditions that seems to contemplate some state of
violence that does not rise to the level of an armed conflict. This may in
turn open the door to characterizing the sort of generalized and severe
violence that plagues Central America as e traordinary. Indeed the
Guinea-Bissau designation trac s an important difference in the statutory
language describing the threat levels necessary to award TPS: in place of
the severe threat to personal safety language of the armed conflict
designation INA 2 b 1 C requires only that nationals not be able to
return in safety. 1
In dissecting this difference it may be useful to briefly consider another
area of immigration law that contemplates potential threats to personal
safety that of asylum under INA 208. Safety inquiries for asylum claims
are distinct from TPS in at least three important ways: they require
individualized assessments of each case they rely on a ne us between an
individual’s fears and a protected status and they depend to some degree on
sub ective fear.200 At the same time the well-founded fear inquiry also
contains an ob ective prong one that the Ninth Circuit has found may
depend upon conditions in the country of origin its laws and the
1
While it is possible that the phrase prevent aliens . . . from returning to the state in safety could
refer to the act of returning them rather than their safety after arrival such a reading is inconsistent with
both other prongs of the statute. There is no question that posing a serious threat to their personal safety
does not refer to the process of return but their situation upon arrival. On the other hand the handle
adequately provision of INA 2 b 1 B seems to refer directly to the process of return and
reassimilation which is an infrastructural concern rather than a personal safety concern. Such statutory
comparison of threat levels is endorsed by the Ninth Circuit’s assessment of the differences between
withholding of removal and asylum. See Bolanos-Hernandez v. Immigration Naturalization Service
767 .2d 1277 1282 83 th Cir. 1 8 .
200
INA
208 b 1 101 a 2 A defining refugee status as having in part a well-founded
fear of persecution on account of race religion nationality membership in a particular social group or
political opinion. Morgan v. Holder 63 .3d 53 61 1st Cir. 2011 Asylum cases virtually by
definition call for individualized determinations. Bolanos-Hernandez 767 .2d at 1283 finding both
sub ective and ob ective elements in the term well-founded fear .
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e perience of others. 201 Interpretation of this ob ective prong forms a basis
for comparing the asylum standard to the return in safety standard of
2 b 1 C.
In defining the level of objective threat required by the asylum statute
the federal regulations require only a reasonable possibility that an
individual will suffer the type of persecution e pected if she is returned to
her country of origin.202 In fact in order to activate immigration protections
the Supreme Court has interpreted the well-founded fear standard to mean
as little as a 1 in 10 probability of persecution.203 Because grants of TPS are
not constrained by the ne us requirement of asylum claims moreover the
threat calculus for such grants should incorporate any kind of safety issue
resulting from a humanitarian crisis. In this sense TPS’s return in safety
standard could be thought of as a lower standard than that required for
asylum. Given the statistics cited in the preceding section there seems to be
quite a strong argument that the level of violence in the Northern Triangle
rises to the level statutorily mandated by the e traordinary conditions
prong.
Of course while the intensity of violence is less an issue here than for
the armed conflict prong temporariness is an active concern under the
e traordinary conditions inquiry. The apparent standard here imported
from the situation of Montserrat is whether the condition is unli ely to
cease in the foreseeable future that is whether it is a permanent
condition. In this regard it is worth noting Vice President Biden’s recent
observation that Colombia climbed out of a similarly disastrous situation
over the course of about 15 years20
ust about the upper limit of
temporariness contemplated by the Secretary’s commentary on the
Montserrat termination. While indicators of progress that the situation is
improving rather than deteriorating would be useful even without such
indicators it would ta e a decidedly pessimistic outloo to condemn such
e traordinary levels of violence as permanent. The pertinent question is
rather whether there is some foreseeable point at which a termination of
status could occur and how to now it when it arrives. In this regard a

201

Garcia-Ramos v. Immigration Naturalization Service 775 .2d 1370 137
th Cir. 1 85 .
8 C. .R. 1208.13 b 2 ii .
203
Immigration Naturalization Service. v. Cardoza- onseca 80 U.S. 21
0 1 87 There
is simply no room in the United Nations definition for concluding that because an applicant only has a
10 chance of being shot tortured or otherwise persecuted that he or she has no well-founded fear
of the event happening. .
20
Joseph R. Biden Jr. Joe Biden: A Plan for Central America N.Y. TIMES Jan. 2 2015
http: www.nytimes.com 2015 01 30 opinion oe-biden-a-plan-for-central-america.html? r 0
last
visited Oct. 10 2015 .
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goal of bringing levels of violence in line with other countries in the region205
could be a tangible and achievable206 benchmar .
inally a blan et grant of TPS is in line with the current immigration
enforcement priorities of the Obama administration as well as those of
Congress both of which emphasize the deportation of serious criminals
especially aggravated felons or multiple misdemeanor offenders over other
categories of removable migrants and are intended to respond to
humanitarian concerns.207 In fact TPS e plicitly allows for the deportation
of certain categories of criminals those previously involved in persecution
of protected groups and those who are believed to be a danger to the United
States.208 Many studies have also recognized the economic benefits accruing
to the United States from the wor of the country’s substantial
undocumented population 20 as well as the security benefits of providing a
certain degree of immigration stability to migrants.210 In this sense at least
such a grant would hardly be contrary to the national interest.
3. Conclusions
What this analysis suggests is that a grant of TPS to countries in the
Northern Triangle in response to the generalized violence wrac ing the
region would not necessarily offend the language of the statute. There are
good reasons especially to consider e panding the e traordinary and
temporary conditions prong to encompass the type of civil strife seen in the
region. At the same time it would unquestionably be a significant e pansion
of the mandate when viewed in relation to past precedent. Even before Syria
was designated under the armed conflict prong for instance there were
already .5 million internally displaced persons and government snipers
were firing on women and children. The nature and scale if not the ferocity
and humanitarian implications of the conflict are mar edly different in this
case.
Moreover because this is an area in which Congress has legislated with
due regard to the relevant humanitarian purposes 211 grants that do not align
comfortably with administrative precedent may be susceptible to challenge

205
Homicide statistics though an imprecise indicator of violence could be a sufficient pro y
measurement here. According to 2010 data a normalization in comparison to Nicaragua would require
between a decrease of between 37 and 52 homicides per 100 000 persons depending on the country. See
Cruz supra note 187 at 3.
206
See Cruz supra note 187 at 1-2.
207
NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6 at 8 10.
208
INA 2 c 2 B i - ii 8 U.S.C. 125 c 2 B i - ii .
20
See, e.g. HINOJOSO WYNN supra note 155 at 3 5.
210
See Bill Ong Hing Immigration Sanctuary Policies: Constitutional and Representative of Good
Policing and Good Public Policy 2 U.C. IRVINE L. REV. 2 7 2
2012 .
211
Igor I. avass Bernard D. Reams Jr. 15 The Immigration Act of 1990: A Legislative History
of Pub. L. No. 101-649 S S 17108 1 7 comments of Mr. DeConcini .
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under the Ta e Care Clause.212 The recent lawsuit challenging President
Obama’s e pansion of deferred action eligibility213 in spite of the careful
consideration of the Clause by DHS in its November 20th memorandum21
is a case in point. It is true that TPS is inherently free of some of the
constraints on other deferred action programs li e case-by-case analysis .
It is also true that that an agency s decision not to prosecute or enforce
whether through civil or criminal process is a decision generally committed
to an agency s absolute discretion. 215 TPS however is more than a decision
not to prosecute that can be rescinded or revised at any moment. It entails
certain though limited statutory rights. Moreover while most TPS grants
have been initiated by agencies of the e ecutive branch and therefore
e press only the agency’s understanding of the limits of TPS that is not
universally true. The initial grant of TPS to El Salvador might well be seen
as establishing udicially reviewable limits on e ecutive discretion.216 If so
it is worth noting that the grant e pired transforming into DED a mere si
months after the end of El Salvador’s bloody twelve-year civil war.217 This
could place significant constraints on the ability of the e ecutive to ma e
parallel grants under
2 b 1 A and C .
C. Would a Grant of Deferred Enforced Departure to Countries in the
Northern Triangle Be Consistent with Existing Precedent, Or
Alternatively, an Appropriate Extension of Precedent?
Because Congress has e pressly and impliedly restricted the discretion
of the e ecutive under TPS 218 and because a prospective grant to the
Northern Triangle does not align neatly with past grants it is necessary to
consider the merits of deferred enforced departure under the circumstances.
Since DED has no statutory constraints our inquiry has only two prongs:
Would a grant respect e isting precedent? And does it align with the
compelling foreign policy reasons standard articulated most recently by
President Obama?
Here too precedent is un ind but mar edly less so. Unli e the
situations in China Haiti and the Persian Gulf the quandary of the Northern
Triangle is not an acute foreign policy crisis. A grant of DED to Central
212

U.S. CONST. art. II 3.
Complaint at 1 in Te as v. United States No. 1:1 -cv-0025 S.D. Te . 201 .
21
NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6 at 6.
215
Hec ler v. Chaney 70 U.S. 821 831 1 85 .
216
Id. at 833 3 .
217
See Deferral of Enforced Departure for Salvadorans 57 ed. Reg. 28 700 28 701 June 26
1 2 see also Tim Golden Accord Reached to Halt Civil War in El Salvador N.Y. TIMES Jan. 1
1 2 http: www.nytimes.com 1 2 01 01 world accord-reached-to-halt-civil-war-in-el-salvador.html
last visited Oct. 10 2015 .
218
See Youngstown Sheet Tube Co. v. Sawyer 3 3 U.S. 57 637 38 Jac son J. concurring
pointing out that any action ta en against the will of Congress places the president’s power at its lowest
ebb .
213
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American nations that is would not be in response to a particular inciting
incident li e the invasion of Haiti by U.S. troops or the massacre at
Tiananmen Square. There is nothing new to which U.S. policy needs to
adapt.21 Nor is legislation pending to regularize the status of nationals from
affected countries as it was for Haiti and China. urthermore both Liberia
and Haiti are at the very bottom of the Human Development Inde well
below even Honduras.220 inally the grants of DED to both El Salvador and
Liberia stemmed directly from TPS grants and were deemed appropriate as
the severity of the conditions that called for the TPS grant waned. Today
although Honduras and El Salvador have long-standing TPS grants under
the environmental disaster prong there is no basis in precedent for a shift
to DED protection for reasons other than those supporting the TPS grant. It
is also true that neither country has been redesignated in at least 13 years
Liberia and El Salvador at the time had both been designated within the
preceding three years. A DED grant intended to function as an e tension of
TPS would be quite different therefore than those DED grants that have
performed that function in the past. urthermore no Guatemalans are or
have ever been TPS beneficiaries.
There are therefore significant differences between previous grants of
DED and the situation now contemplated. Nonetheless there may be a
stronger argument under DED than under TPS for e tending past practices
to encompass the situation in Central America. As noted above the
generally recognized bases for DED are the president’s power to direct
foreign policy and his authority to e ercise prosecutorial discretion.
Moreover the Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized the primacy of the
E ecutive in the conduct of foreign relations. 221 Accordingly even though
Congress denominated TPS the e clusive remedy available to the
Attorney General for providing nationality-based immigration relief 222
President Bush noted in his signing statement that any reading of the
provision as infringing upon the prosecutorial discretion of the e ecutive
branch would raise serious constitutional questions. 223 So far that
interpretation has not been challenged.22 As such it is proper to reconcile
21
One might argue that the influ of unaccompanied minors is a new acute event but we will not
pursue that possibility here.
220
Human Development Index and Its Components UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
available at http: hdr.undp.org en content table-1-human-development-inde -and-its-components last
visited Mar. 15 2015 .
221
See, e.g. irst Nat. City Ban v. Banco Nacional de Cuba 06 U.S. 75 767 1 72 Am. Ins.
Ass’n v. Garamendi 53 U.S. 3 6 1 15 2003 .
222
INA 2 g 8 U.S.C. 125 g .
223
avass Reams supra note 211 at 1 7 signing statement of George Bush for Public Law
No. 101-6
see also Howland et al. supra note 36 at 672.
22
This is true although some would construe the president’s foreign affairs power much more
narrowly as limited to unusual particular conte ts where e ecutive initiative is required to deal with
une pected problems and congressional acquiescence seems li ely. Phillip R. Trimble The President’s
Foreign Affairs Power 83 AM. J. INT L L. 750 751 1 8 .
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the two seemingly opposed readings.225 The best way to do so in this case
is to read the e clusivity clause to mean the ‘e clusive remedy for nations
covered by the situations described in the temporary protected status statute’.
This strengthens the idea that DED grants must not only be rooted in
compelling foreign policy reasons but should also be some category of
thing that does not fit neatly into the parameters laid out in any prong of INA
2 .
That difference is easiest to see in the China Persian Gulf and Haiti
grants for the clear policy reasons noted above. It is less clear-cut in relation
to El Salvador and Liberia where DED loo s a lot li e a slightly more
rela ed form of TPS. One e planation might simply be that DED’s separate
purpose is to alleviate those temporary economic and political
conditions 226 that fall short of e traordinary. This does seem to be the
case in Liberia but one still wonders what the compelling foreign policy
reason behind the determination was. Liberia is not a ma or trading partner
of the U.S. and the return of the meager number of Liberians benefiting from
the grant 000 227 would hardly impact the country’s economic or political
profile.
El Salvador’s DED grant though perhaps rooted in ulterior motives
provides a more satisfying e planation. There Presidents Bush and Clinton
based DED on the serious negative effects that a large repatriation would
have had on the then evolving situation in El Salvador. 228 While this is a
humanitarian concern it is not the type of humanitarian concern usually
countenanced by
2 b 1 A and C which are concerned uniquely
with the safety of the potential deportees.22 In this sense it represents a
humanitarian concern that falls outside of the scope of the statute and within
the scope of foreign policy: it contemplates the impact of U.S. action on
other states not on individuals.
Is this type of foreign policy concern present in Central America today?
That is would deportation pose a humanitarian problem for the countries of
the Northern Triangle as opposed to posing a problem only for deportable
nationals of those countries currently residing in the U.S. ? In a certain
sense it clearly would. Unleashing a flood of more than 1.3 million
returning nationals including many who have lived abroad for years would
undoubtedly strain the region’s already meager support systems. This strain
would come not only in the form of increased demands on regional
infrastructure but also the loss of up to 20 of national GDP in the form of
225
See United States v. Jin uey Moy 2 1 U.S. 3
01 1 16 A statute must be construed if
fairly possible so as to avoid not only the conclusion that it is unconstitutional but also grave doubts
upon that score. .
226
DHS Press Office Liberians Provided Deferred Enforced Departure 1 DEP’T O HOMELAND
SECURITY Sept. 12 2007 .
227
SEGHETTI ET AL. supra note at 3.
228
See Deferral of Enforced Departure for Salvadorans 57 ed. Reg. 28 701 Jun. 26 1 2 .
22
See discussion supra part IV A .
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remittances.230 As the Department of Homeland Security has made clear
however actions of such proportions i.e. the complete removal of all
illegal aliens are beyond the capacity of ICE to administer and e ecute.231
In 201 for instance ICE removed only 11 2 8 individuals from the
Northern Triangle citing the costliness and time involved as reasons for not
removing more.232
Though still quite a large number 233 it is possible that this is the sort of
gradual return anticipated by the notice terminating El Salvador’s DED
grant in 1
. If so there would need to be a surge in the number of migrants
from a particular place for e ample as in the case of El Salvador during
a civil war in order to prompt a foreign-policy concern. With removals
from the Northern Triangle up nearly 15 in the last year23 and by as much
as 110 since 2007 235 it may be that such a surge is upon us. More
importantly the number of deportations today from the Northern Triangle
alone is nearly three times the number of total deportations in 1
.236 This
suggests a far different foreign-policy equation than that contemplated by
the 1
termination notice and one more in-line with the concerns that
prompted the original award of DED to El Salvador. Unsurprisingly the
Congressional Research Service notes that all three countries in the
Northern Triangle have reported that their resources are strained trying to
eep up with the demand for services resulting from overall increases in
deportations. 237
Yet even if such concerns do not rise to the level of compelling foreign
policy concerns there may be other foreign policy concerns that do. U.S.
foreign policy in the region especially in the post-Cold War era has long
embraced economic stabilization and development aims.238 Indeed it is
unquestionable that both the economic and security prospects of the United
States in the region are damaged if these nations are unable to function
230
In 200 the UNDP estimated that 10 20 percent of the GDP of El Salvador Guatemala and
Honduras is produced by remittances from citizens who have migrated to the United States directly
subsidizing 30 percent to 50 percent of these national populations. ADAMS supra note 1 6 at 12.
231
NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6 at 1.
232
U.S. DEP’T O HOMELAND SECURITY ICE EN ORCEMENT AND REMOVAL OPERATIONS REPORT
201 .
233
Although Me ico leads the charts with 176 68 removals most of which are merely cross-border
removals the ne t highest country after the Central American trifecta is the Dominican Republic with
2 130. Id. at 12.
23
Id. at .
235
PETER J. MEYER ET AL. CONG. RES. SERV. R 3702 UNACCOMPANIED CHILDREN ROM
CENTRAL AMERICA: OREIGN POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 8 2015 .
236
See ICE EN ORCEMENT AND REMOVAL OPERATIONS REPORT supra note 232 see also U.S.
IMMIGR. AND NATURALI ATION SERVICE 1997 Statistical Yearbook of the Immigration and
Nationalization Service 166 1
. It is true that the practice of voluntary departure has been curtailed
in current years s ewing the overall removal picture somewhat. See AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL THE
GROWTH O THE U.S. DEPORTATION MACHINE 201 .
237
See MEYER ET AL. supra note 235 at 1 .
238
Id. at 3 8. See also Biden supra note 20 documenting the current administration’s recent
proposal to significantly increase aid to Guatemala El Salvador and Honduras .
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properly.23 More recently Central America has become a central player in
regional anti-drug traffic ing efforts.2 0 In addition though there have been
certain fluctuations in aid over the years the 201 spi e in unaccompanied
children crossing the U.S. border has reinvigorated the current
administration’s focus on broad-based responses to the full scope of violence
and poverty within the region.2 1 Importantly U.S. foreign-policy efforts
have already embraced immigration action as one aspect of necessary
relief 2 2 and the response from the Central America has been
overwhelmingly positive.2 3
One further foreign policy consideration is worth noting. As the case of
Liberia seems to illustrate there may be situations in which an appropriate
foreign policy decision adopts a humanitarian posture simply because it is
in the national interest to do so not because the return of a limited number
of individuals will severely strain the country’s resources but because it is
politically e pedient to appear to do the right thing. Today there is rising
international concern at the growing prominence of immigration detention
mechanisms in the U.S. as well as failures of due process in ad udicating
asylum claims many of which pertain particularly to Central American
migrants. 2 There is also growing international consensus that the situation
23
In 2010 the UNDP estimated that the cost of violence in Honduras was equivalent to 10.5
of
GDP. Clar et al. supra note 153 at 6. A 2008 study put Honduras Guatemala and El Salvador’s
losses at 885 million 7.7
2.01 billion 10.8
and 2.2 billion .6 respectively. SERRANOBERTHET LOPE supra note 161 at 7. or information on the U.S.’s anti-drug traffic ing actions in
the region see ARNSON ET AL. supra note 1 5 at 10 15 18 noting that U.S. estimates put the
percentage of drugs passing through Central America on the way to the U.S. at around 5 . See PETER
J. MEYER CLARE RIBANDO SEEL E CONG. RES. SERV. CENTRAL AMERICA REGIONAL SECURITY
INITIATIVE: BAC GROUND AND POLICY ISSUES OR CONGRESS 1 2013 .
2 0
See MEYER SEEL E supra note 23 at 56.
2 1
See id. at 8 10 Biden supra note 20 at 1.
2 2
In September before his November deferred action announcements President Obama too the
unusual step of reserving 000 refugee admissions for applicants from Latin America and the Caribbean
and designating Honduras Guatemala and El Salvador along with Cuba as the only Latin American
countries where such applicants could be processed without having to leave their countries of origin. See
Presidential Memorandum FY 2015 Refugee Admissions, O ICE O THE PRESS SECRETARY Sept. 30
201 . It should be noted that such actions are woefully meager relative to the problem. With Cuban
refugee admissions hitting 200 in 2013 it is unli ely that any processing through Central America
could accommodate more than a handful of applicants. See Dara Lind The U.S. Wants to Help Central
Americans—by Letting Fewer Refugees In VO Oct. 1 201 3: 0 PM http: www.vo .com201 10 1 6880803 refugee-program-central-american-children-guatemala-honduras-salvador.
2 3
See, e.g. Secretaria de Comunicacion Social de la Presidencia de la Republica Ejecutivo
Expresa Beneplacito Por Medidas Sobre Migracion en EEUU GOBIERNO DE GUATEMALA Nov. 21
201
available at http: www.guatemala.gob.gt inde .php 2011-08-0 -18-06-26 item 103 7-e ecutivo-e presa-benepl C3 A1cito-por-medidas-sobre-migraci C3 B3n-en-eeuu responding to the
deferred action e pansion Portal de Transparencia Presidencia de la Republica Honduras Saluda y Da
la Bienvenida al Alivio Migratorio Concedido por el Presidente Barack Obama GOBIERNO DE LA
REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS Nov. 21 201 available at http: www.rree.gob.sv inde .php?option comcontent- view article- id 1167:el-salvador-se-complace-ante-medida-de-alivio-migratorioanunciada-por-ee-uu catid- 162:avisos-ciudadano Itemid 7 3 Ministerio de Relaciones E teriores
de El Salvador El Salvador Se Complace Ante Medida de Alivio Migratorio Anunciado por EE.UU.
GOBIERNO DE EL SALVADOR, available at http: www.presidencia.gob.hn ?p 020.
2
See, e.g. elipe Gonzalez Report on Immigration in the United States: Detention and Due
Process INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUM. RTS. 2010 .
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in the Central America does merit international humanitarian protections.2 5
When faced with such evolving norms there is a strong argument that it is
well within the national interest to ease immigration enforcement for
affected groups.
V.

A WAY ORWARD

The temporary protected status program has been roundly criticized for
its lac of transparency and its inconsistency.2 6 This analysis suggests
however that there is at least enough consistency to ma e a TPS grant to the
countries of the Northern Triangle seem out-of-sync with precedent. While
a grant of deferred enforced departure according to this analysis would be
more attuned to precedent its use has also faced sharp criticism as an
indication that safe haven remains a matter of politics and not of
international law. 2 7 Such criticisms are not unfounded. It is in some ways
deeply problematic that awards of TPS and DED are largely unreviewable.
In the absence of congressional will to pass comprehensive immigration
legislation or deal coherently with the crisis of Central American violence
however the president’s discretionary authority under his foreign affairs
power appears to us in an entirely different light an opportunity to e tend
rather than to arbitrarily restrict benefits to a whole class of needy migrants.
Of course there is reason to be concerned about the limitations as well
as the e cesses of TPS and DED. Much has been written for instance
about the plight of migrants who have benefited for many years from TPS.2 8
Such grants are time-limited and can be rescinded at any time.2 More to
the point neither type of grant provides a path to citizenship.250 While some
categories of deferred action recipients li e VAWA self-petitioners U2 5
MEYER SEEL E supra note 23 at 21 see also Ley de Protección a Refugiados Ley No. 655
ASAMBLEA NACIONAL DE LA REP BLICA DE NICARAGUA 2008 defining refugee to include those
fleeing conditions of generalized violence UNHCR supra note 167 at 13 Howland supra note 36 at
675 discussing the e pansion of the refugee definition in various regional agreements to encompass
generalized violence .
2 6
Eva Segerblom Note Temporary Protected Status: An Immigration Statute That Redefines
Traditional Notions of Status And Temporariness 7 Nev. L.J. 66 680 2007 .
2 7
Howland supra note 36 at 6 6 3.
2 8
See, e.g. Claire Bergeron Note Temporary Protected Status after 25 Years: Addressing the
Challenge of Long-Term “Temporary” Residents and Strengthening a Centerpiece of US Humanitarian
Protection 2 J. Migration Hum. Security 23 31 33 201 Michelle M. Holmes Note What About
My Kids? Why Congress Should Amend Either NACARA or Temporary Protected Status to Extend
Permanent Residency to Salvadorian, Guatemalan, and Honduran Children 1 SW. J. L. TRADE AM.
27 3 36 2008 Baldini-Potermin supra note at 1 07. Note that the median length of residence
for undocumented immigrants is 13 years. Jeffrey S. Passel et al. As Growth Stalls, Unauthorized
Immigrant Population Becomes More Settled
PEW RES. CTR. Sept. 3 201
available at
http: www.pewhispanic.org 201 0 03 as-growth-stalls-unauthorized-immigrant-populationbecomes-more-settled.
2
AM. IMMIGR. COUNCIL Practice Advisories 110 Nov. 2013 .
250
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement Detention and Deportation Officer’s ield Manual
Update: Chapter 1 2006 .
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Visa applicants and perhaps the parents of U.S. citizens have a separate
path to citizenship with deferred action serving to bridge the gap 251 there is
currently no such path for TPS or DED recipients.252 Thus in the case of
long-time TPS recipients whose deeper roots in the community arguably
qualify them for additional solicitude e ecutive action solves an immediate
problem only to create a more intransigent one somewhere down the road
the problem of a class of status-less grantees with little hope of ad usting to
permanent status.253 On the other hand the time-sensitive character of the
grants while providing some relief to those currently in the U.S. does
nothing to ameliorate the situation of migrants arriving at our shores.25
Nonetheless there is good evidence to suggest that even short-term
grants of relief from removal for defined groups have significant positive
impacts on both the individuals who receive them and their communities.255
Tellingly a substantial ma ority of the U.S. Latino community prioritizes
stays of deportation over the creation of routes to citizenship.256 The benefits
provided by TPS and DED also provide an incentive for migrants to come
out of the shadows which in turn creates stronger community-law
enforcement relationships257 and protects American wor ers.258 Bringing
wor ers into the ta able wor force moreover tends to increase wages and
has the potential to create hundreds of millions of dollars in increased ta
revenue.25 Especially at a time of increasing asylum applications and

251

NOVEMBER 20TH MEMORANDUM supra note 6 at 15 32.
In fact ad ustment of status for a TPS recipient who has no other avenue to status requires
superma ority approval in the Senate. INA 2 h 8 U.S.C. 125 a h 2012 .
253
See Bergeron supra note 2 8 at 23. Courts are split as to whether a TPS grant even constitutes
an admission for the purpose of ad ustment of status. See Serrano v. U.S. Attorney. Gen. 655 .3d 1260
1265 66 11th Cir. 2011 deferring to DHS determination that aliens holding temporary protected status
have not been admitted for the purposes of ad ustment of status but see lores v. U.S. Citizenship
Immigration Serv. 718 .3d 5 8 55 6th Cir. 2013 holding that a TPS grant is an admission .
25
See, e.g. Segerblom supra note 2 6 at 67 80 discussing Pieterson v. Ashcroft 36 .3d 38
lst Cir. 200 .
255
See, e.g. enen Jaimes P rez How DACA Has Improved the Lives of Undocumented Young
People CTR. OR AM. PROGRESS Nov. 1 201 available at https: cdn.american- progress.org wpcontent uploads 201 11 BenefitsOfDACABrief2.pdf.
256
Mar Hugo Lopez et al. Hispanic Trends, Chapter 5: Hispanics and their Views of Immigration
Reform PEW RES. CTR. Oct. 2 201 available at http: www.pewhispanic.org 201 10 2 -chapter5-hispanics-and-their-views-of-immigration-reform . The National Council for La Raza has also pointed
out that discretionary grants have historically been followed by congressional action providing status.
amasa i supra note 12 at 1 2.
257
See Hing supra note 210 at 2
noting the perceived community-policing benefits of
protective immigration policies see also Mahwish hanPublic Safety on ICE: How Do You Police A
Community That Won’t Talk to You? AMERICA’S VOICE EDUC. UND Aug. 2011
http: americasvoice.org research public safety on ice how do you police a community that wont
tal to you-2 .
258
See Tuc er Weiser supra note 38 at 221.
25
See Brief for Defendant at 6 Te . v. United States S.D. Te . 201 NO. 1:1 -cv-0025 .
States of Washington California Connecticut Hawai’i Illinois Iowa Maryland Massachusetts New
Me ico New Yor Oregon and Vermont and the District of Columbia.
252
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rapidly evolving asylum urisprudence 260 a deferral of departure would also
benefit the nation in the form of decreased administrative costs 261 a longer
timeline for asylum review 262 and less questionable detention practices.263
inally a regional grant of deferred enforced departure would also give
the United States the opportunity to recognize and ta e some degree of
responsibility for its complicity in the situation now facing Central
America.26 Such rationale is not foreign to immigration policy: indeed the
legislative history e plicitly cites the moral culpability of the United States
in El Salvador’s civil war as a motive for issuing its first TPS grant.265 or
an administration that recognizes the need for compassionate self-aware
immigration policy 266 these are not difficult moral questions.
They are nonetheless difficult political questions. The purpose of this
Note has simply been to suggest that should the administration choose to
ta e nationality-based immigration action in this conte t it would be on
sound legal footing.

260
Asylum applications were up to 1 20 in 201 from 32 830 in 2010 according to the E ecutive
Office for Immigration Review. Applications by Guatemalan nationals specifically have risen from
1 726 to 257 over the same period. U.S. Dep’t of Justice E ecutive Office for Immigration Review
Asylum Statistics FY 2010–2014 Mar. 201 available at http: www. ustice.gov eoir efoia Y2010Y201 -Asylum-Statistics-by-Nationality.pdf. Matter of A-R-C-G-, 26 I N Dec. 388 BIA 201
represents one of a number of recent developments in asylum law.
261
See Oswald supra note 27 at 158 discussing similar benefits of EVD .
262
The increased use of e pedited removal processes for e ample has generated significant
litigation. See, e.g. M.S.P.C. v. Johnson Complaint for In unctive and Declaratory Relief Case 1:1 cv-01 37
50 52 18 85 D.D.C. 201 .
263
Gonzalez supra note 2 .
26
SERRANO-BERTHET LOPE supra note 161 at 15 1 discussing the deportation of Los
Angeles gangs in the 1 0s and the impact of the wars in the 1 80s see The Drug War Hits Central
America, ECONOMIST Apr. 1 2011 noting U.S. political involvement in the 1 80s as well as the
effects on the ongoing drug war on Central America available at http: www.economist.comnode 18560287.
265
See Immigration Act of 1 0 Conference Report supra note 51.
266
See President Barac Obama’s Immigration Address Nov. 20 201
Also thou shalt not
oppress a stranger: for ye now the heart of a stranger seeing ye were strangers. available at
http: www.scribd.com doc 2 7 5 31 President-Obama-s-Immigration-Speech.
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